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1 Welcome to XenoDream

1.1 What is XenoDream?

XenoDream is a 3-D graphics program that could be described as an artist's workshop, adventure
playground, tool or toy. It is a flexible environment incorporating 3-D object creation, 3-D lighting and filters,
2-D layering and various other operations. XenoDream's object modeling is unique and very powerful,
combining smooth shapes and 3-D IFS fractal methods. This allows it to cover vast possibilities, from
constructing the simplest objects to exploring wild shapescapes. There are no formulas or programming to
learn; it is entirely interactive. There are many ways to use it, and it will continue to evolve.

Explore infinite realms of strange and beautiful shapes of every type, familiar or abstract, solid or
nebulous, simple or intricate.
Explore at random, morph interactively or make precise adjustments, in any order you choose, and all
with continuous previews.
Apply 3-D lighting and other combined filters interactively for diverse lighting, material and artistic effects.
Hundreds of presets are provided.
Merge pictures with layering options.
Load other pictures and use XenoDream's unique filtering to process them.
Export objects as 3-D meshes or point clouds.

XenoDream requires Windows 95/98/ME/NT4/2K/XP/Vista/7/8/10, with minimum screen resolution 800x600
small fonts or 1024x768 large fonts, and at least 16 bit color (65k colors).

See Getting Help  for information about support, user groups, FAQ and several ways to use help within
XenoDream.

See What's new in this version  for a summary of changes for each release since version 1.6.

See the Using XenoDream guide to learn about XenoDream and start playing with tutorials.

Visit http://xenodream.com for the latest information.

© 2000-2015 XenoDream Software. All rights reserved.

1.2 Getting help

Website

The XenoDream website is at http://xenodream.com for information, galleries, updates and purchasing the
program.

Contacting us

You can reach us at ceo@xenodream.com and support@xenodream.com. For general help with using the
program, we recommend our forums as other users have a wealth of experience and useful tips to share. We
welcome any bug reports or suggestions, either directly or through the user groups.

XenoDream Forums

Visit our forums at http://xenodream.com/forum for general support, discussion, sharing pictures or
parameter files and making suggestions.

2
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Our user groups at Yahoo Groups are no longer active.

Getting Started

For an introduction to XenoDream we recommend that you read the Using XenoDream guide, and do at least
some of the tutorials that are included.

Frequently Asked Questions

Check the FAQ (in Using XenoDream) for more answers.

Help Contents

You can open this help file from the XenoDream Help icon in the programs menu, or from within XenoDream.
In the Main window, click the Help menu and select Help Contents. In the Lighting window, click the Help
Contents button .

Specific Help

To get specific help for any control (except preview windows), right-click on the control and select the
"What's This?" menu that appears. You can also press the F1 key to get help on the control or menu item
that currently has the focus.

Metamorph Styles

To get popup help about any metamorph style, right-click on the style name in the Style List.

Mouse-over Hints

XenoDream controls may have two levels of mouse-over hints. Short hints show the name of controls that
aren't otherwise fully labeled. Full hints show more information about the control. To switch between short
and full hints, check or uncheck the Full Hints option in the Main window Options menu. Not all controls
have hints in this version.

1.3 Upgrading from version 1.5 or earlier

This topic describes how to import your old presets, if:
you are upgrading from v1.5 or earlier, and
you have saved gradient or lighting presets that you want to use in v1.6 or v2.x.

If you are upgrading from v1.6 or later, or you never saved any gradient or lighting presets, you do not need
to import anything.

There are important changes between v1.5 and v1.6/v2.0:
XenoDream configuration files (XenoDream.ini) may be stored in the program folder or in your personal
Documents location, depending on whether you have write permission in the XenoDream program folder, or
you choose this option in Preferences.
Your personal presets and parameter files are now stored and accessed separately from system presets
and sample files. System presets and sample files are kept with the program files. Personal presets and
files may be stored anywhere you have write permission, and their locations are tracked separately for
convenience.
System presets are now protected against changes. You can switch between system and personal
presets, and browse different preset files without having to import presets.
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The file formats for Lighting presets and Parametric Gradient presets have changed. Any .lux and .clu files
need to be imported before you can use them.

Copying your presets to the new version

First decide where you will keep your v2 presets.
1. In the Main window Options menu, choose Preferences. In the Data locations panel, the My Files

Home Folder field is the suggested location for your presets. Change it if necessary, and click OK to
accept the changes.

Copy the following preset files from the old version's program folder to that location.
Make sure you leave the originals in place for the old version if you will be keeping it installed.

Color.clu, if you have saved Parametric Gradient presets (originally called Color presets).
Lighting.lux, if you have saved Lighting presets.
Custgrad.xcg  if you have saved Custom Gradient presets (from v1.5 only).
other .lux or .xcg files if you have exported presets and want to use these files instead.

Importing Parametric Gradient presets from Color.clu

(You may skip this if you never saved any of these presets.)

1. In the Main window, go to the Color page.
2. Set the Map To dropdown box to Parametric Gradient.

3. Click the Gradient Presets button  to open the Parametric Gradient Preset window.
4. Click the My Presets button. A File Open dialog should appear (if not, click the Browse button.) If

necessary, navigate to where you decided to put your presets. Type a filename for your presets and
click OK to close the dialog. The file field shows the current preset file, and it has no categories or
presets yet.

5. Click the Import button. Select the Color.clu file and click OK. A message will tell you how many
presets were imported. Click OK to close the message.

6. Now you can click the My Presets button to switch between system and personal presets.

Importing Lighting presets from Lighting.lux

1. Go to the Lighting window, and open the Lighting Preset window.
2. Click the My Presets button. A File Open dialog should appear (if not, click the Browse button.) If

necessary, navigate to where you decided to put your presets. Type a filename for your presets and
click OK to close the dialog. The file field shows the current preset file, and it has no categories or
presets yet.

3. Click the Import button. Select the Lighting.lux file and click OK. A message will tell you how many
presets were imported. Click OK to close the message.

4. All the categories and presets from earlier XD versions should be there. This file is for your own presets
now, so you can safely delete any system presets from it, once you are familiar with the way presets
work in v2.0. If you have other .lux files you may import from them too.

5. You can click the My Presets button to switch between system and personal presets.

Using Custom Gradient presets from Custgrad.xcg

(from v1.5 only – ignore this if you are upgrading from v1.2 or earlier.)
The format of Custom Gradient preset files has not changed, so you don't need to import them. You can
access them directly with the My Presets button, as follows:

1. In the Main window, go to the Color page.
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2. Set the Map To dropdown box to Custom Gradient, if it isn't already.

3. Click the Gradient Presets button  to open the Custom Gradient Preset window.
4. Click the My Presets button. A File Open dialog should appear (if not, click the Browse button.) If

necessary, navigate to where you decided to put your presets. Select the Custgrad.xcg file and click 
OK if necessary.

5. Now you can click the My Presets button to switch between system and personal presets.

You now have more flexibility to reorganize your personal presets, independent of the system presets. If you
need to reinstall XenoDream for any reason, your personal presets will not be affected.

Parameter files

Newer XenoDream versions can open older parameter files without any extra steps. However, you may want
to reorganize your personal parameter files into the v2 personal data location, within the Data subfolder.

1.4 What's new in this version

This list is only a summary, and some trivial items have been omitted. For full details refer to the relevant
Help topics. This list is organized in sections, with bug fixes last in each subsection.

Changes from version 2.5 to 2.6

General

Overhauled window management to fix some problems with multiple monitors, and fix some issues with
floating windows and dialogs. Floating windows are no longer hidden when the Main window is inactive, and
no longer sometimes appear over other applications.

Integer numeric controls now also support C and V keys. Lowercase add/subtract 1, while uppercase add/
subtract 10.

Improved the Colorpicker dialog:
- Added Steps option to quantize the 2D color pane.
- Added Hex display of current color value (ie web format).
- Changed the default color grid to have consistent spread of H, S, V values
- Fixed a bug where some HSV control values did not accurately convert to RGB values.

The Main window - General

Added crescent and two tapered spring shapes to the holon pane popup menu.

Fixed a bug where the Tip of the Day window could be partly or fully off-screen if the Main window was partly
off-screen. If the Xdtips.txt file is not found, a message is shown instead of causing an error.

The Main window - Point Cloud Export

Added RealFlow .BIN file format for point cloud export.

The Main window - Preferences

Added a panel for Opening Files and moved the Clear Memory Spots on Open or New option there.
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Added an option to Revert View to Camera for File Open, which is on by default (same as in older versions).
When off, it lets you browse parameter files with the current view. 

Removed the option to Keep MM style window on top (it must always be on top with the new windows
management).

Removed the option to Use Memory Mapped Files for large renders, as it is obsolete.

The Main window - View page

Holding Shift while dragging the Rotate Camera icon now constrains rotation to the X or Y direction. This is
especially useful with the Holon trackball mode, which has no direct angle controls.

The Main window - Shape page

Adjusted the .Springy constructor to avoid stretching thin at steep pitches.

In the Tile metamorph category, renamed Spiraly to Tilehelix.

Added 21 mew metamorphs:

In the Constructor category:

.Coilstar: Coil around six axes with amplitude modulation.

.Coilx: Linear coil along X with amplitude modulation.

.Crescent: A crescent with choice of eight profiles

.Crysmol: Ball and rod lattices in one of eight crystalline shapes.

.Cycloya: Cyclic amplitude modulated tube around a vertical cylinder.

.Cycolia1: Cyclic coiled ring with in-phase amplitude modulation.

.Cycolia2: Cyclic coiled ring with out-of-phase amplitude modulation.

.Springy2: A spiral spring along the Y axis.

In the Tile category:

Chainx: Makes copies in the X direction with rotation round X.

Cyclotiz2: Tile in cyclic patterns around Z with full control of number of copies.

Fibspiry: Makes copies of equal size in a Fibonacci spiral around the Y axis.

Tilepoly1: Makes 4, 6, 8 or 10 copies in a polyhedron.

Tilepoly2: Makes 12, 14, 18 or 26 copies in a polyhedron.

In the Grid/Block category:
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Penrosez: A Penrose tiling facing the Z axis. Also useful for coloring only.

Trihexz: A triangle/hexagon tiling facing the Z axis. Also useful for coloring only.

In the Local category:

Pathbend: Use on an iterator to add a proportion of the holon position to each holon iteration, with a
hump to start and tail to end.

In the Axial category:

Comdisax: Makes patterns combining concentric shapes in a grid, displacing in the axial directions.

Comcutax: Makes patterns combining concentric shapes in a grid, cutting stencils in the axial
directions.

Penroseax: A Penrose tiling facing each axis. Also useful for coloring only.

Spineax: Adds spines perpendicular to the axes.

In the Noise category:

Voropy2: 2D Voronoi pattern displacing in the Y direction, using a triangular pyramid metric.

The Custom Gradient Editor

In the Sample/smooth/simplify panel:
- Added a Sort option to sort colors before smoothing.
- Changed the default Smooth Amount to 5
- Fixed a bug in the HSV smooth method, resulting in better gradients.

The Main window - Animation page

In Batch Render, saving the depth map with the same type as picture now adds '-depth' to the filename
instead of overwriting the picture file.

The Picture Window

For Fractals with Tree iteration, added two decimals to the Pass status in the picture window status bar
when Pass is less than 1000.

Saving the depth map in .bmp format is no longer awfully slow.

The Pic Texture editor

Fixed bugs in the Julia noise pattern.

Changes from version 2.4 to 2.5

General
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Added support for Windows themes (Windows XP and later).

Improved images for many buttons.

Changed appearance of memory spots to a glassy look.

Fixed an issue where changes in use of multiple monitors could result in some windows disappearing off the
left of the screen.

The Main window - General

Added a Tip of the Day dialog when XenoDream starts. It is also in the Help menu.

The location of Personal Configuration files can now be specified in Setup and in the Preferences dialog.

The location of the Starter Shapes folder can now be specified in the Preferences dialog.

Resizing the Starter Shapes dialog now resizes the listbox, and adjusts columns to fit.

Added five shapes to the Add Holon popup menu in the Holon window (in the Torus, Cone and Cube
submenus).

Improved method of Transparent Preview, for faster initial results and less saturation over time.

With Shaded Preview, turning the preview grid on or off no longer restarts the preview.

The Holon toolbar and Preview toolbar controls have been moved into one panel (for compatibility with
Windows themes).

When you close XenoDream without saving changes, the parameters will be saved in Lastexit.xep in your
My Home Files location.

Fixed a bug where using Shape drag mode Explore then changing it and using the Holon window popup
menu to add a holon caused an access violation error.

The Main window - File page

Fixed tab order, and made Save/Restore Creator buttons tabbable.

The Creator field now defaults to the registered user, unless set otherwise.

Added a button after the Background field to indicate whether a parameter file includes a Pic Texture.

The Main window - View page

The view drag controls are no longer stretched for different screen DPI settings.

Added Camera Zoom key shortcuts so you can zoom without switching to the View page. Ctrl +/- adjusts
the zoom by 10%.

Fixed a bug in v2.4 where setting Camera Z distance to 0 caused a Floating Point Division by Zero error.

The Main window - Shape page
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Changed the method of rendering constructor holons, for faster rendering and more even distribution of
points.

All Constructor metamorphs are now always pure constructors. The .Boxed, .Crystal, .Cylibal, .Planex/y/z
and .Sphere constructors only care whether Amount is negative or not.

Renamed .Balled constructor to Balled and moved it to the Warp category, because it is not really a
constructor.

Added 25 new metamorphs:

In the Constructor category:

.Ecctorus: eccentric torus (ring cyclide) with options for circular, square, airfoil or dumbell profiles.

In the Grid/block category:

Gridcube: an improved version of Gridcub, with better options for Special and negative Amount.

Gridcyl: moves points towards a cylindrical grid around the Y axis.

Gridsphr: moves points towards a spherical grid with poles on the Y axis.

Gridtorus: moves points towards a toroidal grid around the Z axis.

Laticub1: a cubic lattice of cubes or spheres connected by rods with modulated thickness.

Latticub2: a cubic lattice of cubes or spheres connected by one or two rods or springs.

Latticyl: a cylindrical lattice of cubes or spheres connected by rods with modulated thickness.

Obelisky: makes square spires in the Y direction.

Reedy: makes spines like reeds or hair in the Y direction with randomized waves.

Tunnelsz: makes a grid of walled tunnels in the Z direction.

In the Local category:

Borez: makes a walled tunnel in the Z direction, with bevelled ends.

In the Axial category:

Hairpoly: makes spines or hair that can bend towards poles on the Y axis.

Hairy: makes spines or hair that can bend around the Y axis.

Obelisks: makes square spires in grids aligned with the axes.

In the Radial category:

Bristler: makes bristles with knobby or helical options.
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Hairwave: makes hair with randomized waves.

In the Rotary category:

Twisttop: twists one or both ends around the Y axis.

In the Noise category:

Molecule: makes a random network of spheres and/or connecting rods.

In the Fractal category:

JuliniumT: a variable power Julia, (z n̂+c)/(z n̂+1)

Five Julia quadratic rational formulas.

Fixed a bug in the Randomxz Tile metamorph where Amount 0 gave an incorrect result.

Fixed a bug with Optimize Density checked, where any holon with a product of scales and density above
unity caused instability in the probability calculation, leading to unpredictable densities.

Fixed bugs when the Metamorphs button was off: Mesh Export rendering did not give expected results, and
picture rendering did not give expected results with Metamorph coloring.

The Main window - Color page

You can now click the gradient strip to edit it.

Fixed a bug in Metamorph coloring where the Preview incorrectly showed Free holons as inheriting style
when they also inherited color, although Map From was not set to inherit. Rendering did not have the
problem.

Fixed a bug where selecting multiple holons with custom gradients, then editing the gradient and clicking
OK without making any changes did not update the preview. It should do, because this sets all selected
holons to use the same gradient.

The Custom Gradient Editor

In gradient sampling, added a rubberband/marquee while dragging a line or rectangle.

The Main window - Rendering page

The Hybrid render method does not always work perfectly with the v2.5 constructor implementation. With
combined iterators and constructors, the iterated constructors may be incomplete in places. If this happens,
try adjusting the holon scales of one or more constructors.

Changed the color antialiasing to be more correct.

Fixed a bug in v2.4 where Render More before having done Render New in the session could cause a
Floating point division by zero error.
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The Main window - Animation page

Added an option to Batch rendering to Use Current Lighting, ignoring the lighting saved in xep files.

Fixed a bug where any holon's Density would change incorrectly after any keyframe where it didn't start from
1.0

The Picture Window

Added Zoom in/out commands to the View menu, with Ctrl +/-  shortcuts. The Fit Window option (renamed
from 'To Fit') now has a checkmark and the other options no longer toggle.

In the toolbar, the Main, Lighting and Depth window buttons are now tabbable.

Fixed a bug where resizing with View 'To Fit' could size incorrectly, hiding some of the bottom of the picture.

Fixed a bug where resizing the window small enough to hide the picture could cause errors. The Picture
window now has a minimum size.

Fixed a bug with View 'To Fit' where Render New with a different picture size, or Change Size, did not update
the picture window scaling.

The Picture Window - DOF filter

Focused areas are no longer affected by leakage from more distant blurred areas.

Fixed incorrect coloring in the highlight boost.

Improved speed for dark blurred areas.

Changed the importance sampling method to avoid flickering while adjusting parameters.

The Pic Texture editor

You can now click the gradient strip to edit it.

The Lighting window

The Lighting preview pane is now centered whenever you Render New or change picture size.

Removed the manual Lighting Preview buttons. The preview is now always automatic.

Removed the Fast Preview lighting option, as being obsolete and a potential cause of freezes.

Screensavers are now disabled while applying lighting, for when it takes a long time.

The Mesh Export window

In the Mesh Info dialog, the maximum value of Min Vertices is now set to just less than the largest piece (to
a maximum of 10 million.) You can click a line in the size distribution list to set Min Vertices to exclude
those pieces.

Fixed a problem with Simplify where eliminating larger pieces did not work.
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Fixed a bug where closing XD with an unsaved mesh prompted twice to save the mesh. The Cancel option is
no longer available in the save mesh prompt after closing the main window - it only shows when closing the
mesh window.

Changes from version 2.3 to 2.4

General

In v2.3, the new mesh tutorial xep files in the Tutorials folder (sphere ribblet, cube zypes, cube wrap) were
missing.

Fixed a bug in v2.3 where the various Randomize buttons were not randomized when XD starts.

Fixed a bug in v2.3 where after rendering, the Render/Stop Render popup menus were enabled in the main
preview window, and appeared when right-clicking to change active holon.

The Main window - General

Improved Shaded Preview edge handling for better visual results with thin lines or holes.

The Main window - Point Cloud Export

Added an option to use the camera orientation.

Added an ID channel to the PRT format.

Added an option for CSV fields, to choose either position and color or ID and position.

Added PLY format option for export. The binary format of PLY is used.

Fixed a bug that could create point cloud files with no points, typically when some holons were hidden.

The Main window - View page

Camera memory spots are now saved in xep files.

The Main window - Shape page

Added 30 new metamorphs:

In the Constructor category:

.Arccyl: cylinder around Z axis with variable arc length.

.Block1: rectangular block with up to four rounded edges

.Block2: rectangular block with one or two curved ends.

.Conic: a vertical conic section with optional curved profile.

.Griller: a diagonal grille pattern.
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.Grillex: a diagonal grille pattern linear in X, with choice of four wave shapes.

.Lineart: line art patterns in a square. Good with Tilexy.

.Lissa: 3d combination of sine or linear waves (Lissajous figures).

.Wing: a single wing or horn shape with airfoil, triangle, diamond or oval profile.

.Wings: a pair of wings or arrowhead shape with airfoil, triangle, diamond or rectangular profile.

In the Tile category:

Arcrotz: makes copies in an arc around Z.

Ladder1: tiles the holon in a vertical ladder or helix, with a stretched rung.

Ladder2: tiles the holon in a vertical ladder or helix, with two tiles per rung.

Archx: makes copies evenly spaced in X, displaced in an arch in Y or Z.

Randomxy: Rectangular or oval arrangement in the XY plane, with randomness in position and orientation.

Randomxz: Rectangular or oval arrangement in the XZ plane, with randomness in position and orientation.

In the Local category:

Extrudez: Extrudes in the Z direction.

Flatcyl: flattens or modulates in a cylinder around Y or Z.

Helixy: extrudes in a helix around Y.

Revolvey: makes a surface of revolution around the Y axis, with optional twists.

Revolvez: makes a surface of revolution around the Z axis, with optional twists.

Shearyx: shear from Y to X, with variable curvature.

Shearyz: shear from Y to Z, with variable curvature.

Shelly: extrudes in a spiral around Y. Best with thin lines.

Valley: adds vertical slopes beyond a central valley in the X or Z direction.

In the Axial category:

Ginjams: radial displacement of corners with oscillations.

Ginsang: radial displacement patterns with corner and axis directions.

In the Rotary category:

Holesphr2: fixes a bug in Holesphr with incorrect formula leaving gaps, and improves spacing near the
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poles.

In the Fractal category:

Maskits: A 2D Maskit Kleinian generator with linear symmetry in X, and several spacing options.

Moebius: A Moebius transform for spherical inversion, and its inverse.

Fixed a bug in the Holecyly metamorph where an incorrect formula was used to displace the holes, leaving
gaps at the edges.

The Main window - Rendering page

Improved the formula for the Antialias Color option, to properly account for different camera settings and
object depth. Previously, excessive blurring could occur, especially at large camera distances.

The Main window - Regions page

Added a button to Clear Regions.

The Main window - Animation page

Increased the number of Animation Memory Spots from 30 to 40.

Animation Preview no longer switches the active holon during the preview.

Animation Preview is now shaded for any Step Time value, unless Shaded Preview is off. Issues with
inconsistent timing and display have been fixed.

Animation Preview now updates the frame controls as each keyframe is reached.

Added a Subframe control. During animation preview it is disabled and shows the current subframe. At other
times, adjusting it provides a "scrubbing" control to view any subframe between the current keyframe and the
next.

Animation no longer allows Holon Scales above 100 for iterators.

Replaced the Smooth option with separate Smoothing controls for Camera and Object, allowing a range of
positive or negative smoothing per keyframe.

Added Acceleration and S-Curve controls, to adjust the acceleration per keyframe.

Smoothing now correctly handles varying numbers of keyframe steps.

Fixed the default value for the Last Frame preview control.

Fixed a bug in v2.3 where the Steps data was initialized to the old default of 10 instead of the new default of
20.

Fixed a bug where opening an animation project (.xan file) did not store the correct status of Hide Parent
Shape.

Fixed a major bug since v2.1 in animation preview and creating batches, where keyframes did not load non-
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interpolated parameters. This could cause inconsistent and incorrect animations.

Fixed a bug where Holon Density had a discontinuity for a holon that doesn't exist in the next keyframe,
preventing it from fading out smoothly.

The Custom Gradient Editor

Increased the number of Gradient Memory Spots to 14.

Removed the Reverse Colors button and added two menu items for Reverse Colors and Reverse Gradient.

Ctrl-clicking the Delete Node button deletes the node and adjusts the spacing.

Added two menu items to trim space to the left or right of the active node.

In the Sample panel, the option to Hide XenoDream before capture now has a button instead, and also hides
the gradient editor.
Ctrl-clicking Capture from Screen now samples randomly within the dragged rectangle. This lets you make
random gradients from pictures in a web browser or other program.

Gradients with 10 or more nodes and no advanced features are saved in a more compact format.

The Picture Window

To change the Render Time display format you now need to click the status bar in the Render Time panel or
left of it.

Added a benchmark option for chaos rendering. Ctrl-click the status bar to switch the Rate to show either
the total number of points calculated per second, or the new pixel rate.

Fixed a problem with saving PSD files where, after starting normally, it would then go extremely slowly. This
occurred if the file was being saved uncompressed, which is common with sufficiently detailed backgrounds.

The Picture Window - DOF filter

The DOF Amount is now autoscaled to the picture width, and allows much larger blur size. Maximum
Amount is now 400.

Previewing is much faster, and applying is several times faster for a given blur size.

Modified the way the focus works for focal distance <0 or >100 to be more realistic and not clamp the blur
size.

The Lighting window

By default, reflection and refraction now ignore the old lit picture if it came from a previous render. To override
this, there is now a Lighting option to Allow Reflect from Old Render.

Fixed redundant preview updates when clicking Ok or Cancel in the Colorpicker.

The Mesh Export window
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Added an option in the Mesh Export dialog to Plug Holes before filling volume. It improves the chances of
successful volume filling, at a cost of also filling in small indentations.

Improved Volume method triangulation to use a wider radius. Isosurface level about 170 gives a tight fit, and
lower values give slightly thicker surfaces than before.

After simplifying, the mesh status indicates whether the mesh is 2-manifold or not, depending on the Quality
setting.

Fixed a bug in batch mesh export where the Simplify Quality was being ignored.

Changes from version 2.2 to 2.3

General

Allows use of more than 2GB memory in systems that support it. Up to 3GB in Windows 32 bit with /3GB
boot switch; slightly more than 3GB in Windows 64 bit; slightly more than 3GB in WINE under Linux 64 bit.

New keyboard options for numeric controls. When clicking the up/down buttons, or using the up/down cursor
keys, press Shift for 10x the increment, Ctrl for 100x, or Ctrl-Shift for 1000x. For controls with decimals,
press C to subtract 1, V to add 1, B to round off the decimals.

Numeric controls respond to the mouse wheel, with Shift and Ctrl options as above.

Numeric controls allow drag speed to be varied, with Ctrl to multiply speed by 10, Shift to divide by 100, and
Ctrl-Shift to divide by 10.

When saving presets, the path to the preset file is now checked to see if it exists, and the category list is
now sorted alphabetically.

Fixed bugs using multiple monitors where the program and various windows reverted to the primary monitor.

Fixed a problem with the Color Picker eyedropper button in some Vista systems where the screen went
black.

The Main window - General

File Save autonumbering now generates 5 digit numbers instead of 4, with an underscore instead of a
hyphen.

Added a File menu option to export point clouds, in CSV format or Krakatoa PRT format, with single or batch
options.

The Stop Rendering button now appears in place of the Render More button instead of the Render New
button.

The Preview window now shows a tooltip with the holon number under the mouse pointer. In Grey preview,
the holon under the pointer is drawn in pink, and the colors are updated without restarting the preview. Right-
click to change the active holon.

Dragging the Preview window now also works for the six orthogonal views.
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Ctrl-clicking the Solo Holon button will show all selected holons.

Solo Holon now works fully with constructors having Max Iteration not zero.

Improvements to the Holon Info list, including drag and drop for changing the holon order.

Added ExportCamera data to xep files for , which contains the camera X,Y,Z angles and X,Y,Z position. This
is for external use with scripts and is ignored by XenoDream when opening xep files. (The View page uses
YXZ angles so has different values.)

Increased the threshold for Overflow in the preview and chaos render.

Resizing the Main window now updates the preview sizes while resizing instead of afterwards. This is mainly
for compatibility with Wine in Linux.

Fixed a bug in Solo Holon mode where if the active holon was hidden, any extended holons did not render at
full speed. Also, any extenders will show instead of only extended constructors.

Fixed a bug in v2.2 where having a free constructor holon (hidden or not) with Max Iteration not zero would
hang the program.

Fixed a bug where opening an xep file from a newer version using a particular metamorph could cause an
error.

Fixed a bug where File New did not reset the six orthogonal views, and Shape Memory Spots loaded on
startup could leave some views at different position and zoom.

Fixed a bug where File Append changed the suggested filename for saving.

Fixed a bug where File Append could modify the Coloring Method and the parametric gradient pattern.

Fixed a bug where incorrect filenames resulted from using File Save or Save Picture and Parameter File,
without having previously opened a parameter file or used Save As.

The Main window - View page

Fixed a bug in the closest/furthest point fields where values over 10000 were not formatted correctly.

The Main window - Shape page

The Shape drag Explore panel is now repositioned after maximizing or restoring the Main window.

Ctrl-clicking the Sync Scales button sets all holon scales to 100.

The maximum value of Holon Scale has increased from 100 to 500. For morphing the maximum is still 100.

The metamorph Style buttons have popup menu options to Copy, Paste and Swap metamorphs.

The metamorph Scale range has been increased to -500 to 500.

Added 79 new metamorphs:

In the Constructor category:
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.Dumbell: A sphere extended by a central cylinder.

.Oloid: the convex hull of two perpendicular circles.

.Pipecut: Vertical pipe with variable angle cut at one or both ends.

.Prismbox: Prism with optional central hole and open or closed top.

.Screwhd: Vertical circular screwhead or rivet.

.Shaft1: Vertical cylinder that can make nails or screws.

.Shaft2: Vertical cylinder with groove and thread options.

.Shaft3: Vertical bullet with groove and thread options.

.Shaftsqr: Vertical square shaft with groove and thread options.

.Tyrus: A torus with groove and thread options, good for tyres.

In the Tile category:

Ringcone: Tiles the holon in a cone of rings around the Y axis.

Ringtower: Tiles the holon in a tower of rings around the Y axis.

Spiralin: Tiles the holon in an inward spiral around the Y axis.

Spiralout: Tiles the holon in an outward spiral around the Y axis.

In the Grid/block category:

Circdiz: Makes patterns using concentric circles in a grid, displacing in the Z direction. Also good for
coloring only.

Circutz: Makes patterns using concentric circles in a grid, cutting stencils in the Z direction. Also good for
coloring only.

Comdiz: Makes patterns combining concentric shapes in a grid, displacing in the Z direction. Also good
for coloring only.

Comcutz: Makes patterns combining concentric shapes in a grid, cutting stencils in the Z direction. Also
good for coloring only.

Dumbelz1: Alternating dumbell shapes displacing in the Z direction.

Dumbelz2: Random dumbell curves displacing in the Z direction.

In the Local category:

Boxfold: Folds points into a box.
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Pathgyro: Gives an iterator oscillating rotations around the iteration path.

Pathrota: Gives an iterator rotations around the iteration path.

In the Radial category:

Comdicy: Makes patterns combining concentric shapes in a cylindrical grid around Y, displacing radially.
Also good for coloring only.

Comdisp: Makes patterns combining concentric shapes in a spherical grid around Y, displacing radially.
Also good for coloring only.

In the Rotary category:

Brickscy: Makes rounded bricks in a cylindrical grid around the Y axis. Also good for coloring only.

Circutcy: Makes patterns using concentric circles in a cylindrical grid around Y, cutting stencils. Also
good for coloring only.

Comcutcy: Makes patterns combining concentric shapes in a cylindrical grid around Y, cutting stencils.
Also good for coloring only.

Comcutsp: Makes patterns combining concentric shapes in a spherical grid around Y, cutting stencils.
Also good for coloring only.

Tyroid: Displaces away from a ring, with thread or grooves.

In the Warp category:

Msphere: Spherical mapping suited to the Maskit3d fractal and others with large horizontal extent.

Riesphere: Transforms the XY plane to a Riemann sphere.

Rounder: Makes square shapes more or less circular.

Squarer: Makes round shapes more or less square.

In the Noise category:

Gaborsp: Gabor convolution noise displacing radially with spherical orientation around Y.

Gabory: Gabor convolution noise displacing in the Y direction.

Poissony, Poissonz: Voronoi pattern with nearly Poisson spacing, displacing in the Y or Z direction.

Poissrad: Voronoi pattern with nearly Poisson spacing, displacing in the radial direction.

In the Fractal category:

Halfjuly, Halfjulz: Only the first root of a z n̂+c Julia, facing the Y or Z axis.

Gumomira: The Gumowski-Mira attractor around the Z axis, when applied to an iterator holon.
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Seed: No effect as a metamorph. Sets the initial point for iteration.

Julia2zoo: A z 2̂+c Julia attractor within every cell in a grid facing the Z axis.

Five Julia formulas with variable power.

Nine Julia cubic rational formulas.

Maskit3d: 3D Maskit Kleinian fractal generator.

Moebiusy: A Moebius transformation for spherical inversion and its inverse.

17 'Triplex' metamorphs; 3D Julia z n̂+c in spherical coordinates with selected powers between -3 and 10.

Quat2T, Quat3T: quaternions with power 2 or 3.

Renamed Juliay to Julia2y, Juliaz to Julia2z, Quatjulia to Quat2 in the Fractal category.

Fixed a bug when opening XenoDream with remembered shape memory spots having the parent shape
hidden, where restoring those spots did not enable the hide parent shape button.

The Main window - Color page

Added a new option 'Shift' to the Meta Pattern Curve controls.

Added a Meta Pattern Mask control, to use the meta pattern as a 3D mask to cut holes in the shape.

Added an option to Holon Sequence coloring for Pre v2.1 Compatibility, to restore original coloring for some
objects.

Fixed a bug where the Color Perspective option was not remembered in color or shape memory spots, or for
undo/redo.

The Main window - Rendering page

Removed the numeric Shadow Preset control.

The Lighting/shadow preset dialog is now different from the Lighting preset window, and shows each preset
as a shadow ball.

Added a button to Clear Shadows.

Ctrl-clicking a light with a red stalk in the shadow ball will reset it to the rendered position, if it has been
rendered.

When opening a Lighting/shadow preset, the lighting is now applied to all regions instead of only the first or
current region.

Added Shadow Resolution control to adjust the amount of memory used for the shadow maps.

Shadow map resolution is now normalized between shadows and in each direction.
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Improved shadow bounds calibration.

The memory warning for rendering now triggers at 85%, and shows the amount of memory used for shadow
maps.

The Holon Opacity control now has a decimal place and is saved with extra precision for interpolation.

Added an Antialias Color option for the Chaos and Hybrid render methods.

Fixed a bug where Render New with opacity less than 100 and changed size would turn off the Use Alpha
option in the Lighting window.

Fixed Hybrid render method rate counting to ignore free hidden holons.

Fixed a bug in Hybrid rendering where extending with Disp X, Disp Y or Disp Z modes and Reposition option
produced an incorrect shape.

The Main window - Regions page

Fixed a bug where after assigning regions, deleting holons did not reset the number of regions. Subsequent
rendering would create regions that weren't used.

The Main window - Animation page

Animation preview and batch rendering now use the same seed for the random number generator for each
frame.

Increased the maximum value of Steps from 800 to 8000, and increased the default from 10 to 20.

Holon Opacity is now interpolated for animation.

Added .psd to the batch render Save Depth Map options.

Added an Alpha batch render control, to determine how the Alphablend and Use Alpha controls are handled
for transparent renders.

When starting a batch render, the destination path for picture files is checked to make sure it exists. The
displayed destination path is shortened if necessary to show the end.

Fixed a bug in v2.2 batch rendering where lighting with reflection/refraction would cause an access violation
error if the Lit picture didn't already exist.

The Custom Gradient Editor

The sample/smooth/simplify window now appears in a panel in the lower half of the editor window, and allows
interaction with the editor controls. It allows sampling from the current gradient, and has more choices for
number of nodes. There is also a button to capture a gradient by dragging anywhere on the screen.

In the Gradient Preset window, presets with more than 100 nodes now display about three times faster.

The Picture Window

Open Picture file now has an integrated dialog for choosing the destination and resizing options if the size is
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different. The options include stretching to fit and stretching with fixed aspect ratio.

Open Picture file now supports PSD files in both RGB and greyscale mode, with 8 or 16 bit resolution.

Save Pars and Picture now checks if the current name is Untitled. If so, it opens the Save As Parameter file
dialog first instead of autosaving, and suggests the new name in the Save Picture dialog.

Save Depth Map now includes an option for 16 bit greyscale PSD.

Open Depth Map now supports 8 and 16 bit greyscale and RGB PSD files. For PSD only, if the depth map
already exists, the file data will be scaled to match it.

Added an Effects menu option for Gradient Sampler, to give convenient access for sampling gradients from
pictures.

Added an Effects menu option for Adaptive Blur filter, to blur minor variation more than features.

The Stop Rendering button now appears in place of the Render More button instead of the Render New
button.

Fixed a bug where the View option To Fit sometimes showed one or both scrollbars in the Picture window.

Fixed a bug where creating a background picture and returning to the Main window would reset the elapsed
render time when you render more.

Fixed bugs where Clear Depth Map and Open Depth Map failed to update the lighting preview correctly when
returning to the lighting window.

The Picture Window - DOF filter

Optimized the filter to be 25% faster when Aberration is 0.

The DOF filter now updates the picture while applying (in 400x400 tiles, starting from the bottom left).

The DOF filter can now be cancelled while applying. It will restore the picture and not close the dialog, so
you can change settings and apply again.

The Pic Texture editor

Added three new Turbulence types.

Contour panel curves now allow hard clipping of the shape.

Added 10 new Noise types.

Rearranged the Noise panel, added new controls and extended others to give more variation of the noise
shape and the octaves.  Added buttons to randomize and reset the Noise controls.

Fixed a bug where the Noise Rot control also rotated the picture when the gradient panel Picture option was
checked. Only the Spatial and Global Direction controls should rotate the picture.

Fixed a bug where the pic texture preset window titlebar had minimize and other icons visible.
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The Lighting window

The Preview progress bar is now always visible, and shows 0% when not busy.

Hard shadows now have smooth filtering instead of random jitter, and are much faster.

Changed the Shadow Shorten control to Softness, and implemented soft shadows with a circular or square
light.

The Sync Lights button now works with the Softness control, to set equal values for all active shadows.

The Polish filter uses a new method, with better smoothing, better preservation of edges, and is faster.

Reflection and refraction sources are now per region instead of global.

Fixed a bug where rendering without transparency, opening an xep file with transparency and returning to the
Lighting window without re-rendering could cause the Preview to stop responding.

The Mesh Export window

The Stop Rendering button now appears in place of the Render More button instead of the Render New
button.

Increased the maximum Mesh Grid size to 2500 to allow full use of the Surface method in systems that
support extra memory.

The Options setting for Isosurface Level is now remembered.

Volume method rendering now shows the voxelized data that is actually used for triangulation, instead of the
smooth surface.

Slightly improved isosurface calculation for the Surface method triangulation.

Improved isosurface calculation for the Volume method triangulation, giving a closer more accurate surface.

Improved Triangulation process to be faster, with 100% correct triangle orientation.

Added a new type of mesh filter, with variable sharpness and generally smoother results.

Added a Mesh Information button and dialog, with details of size of detached pieces.

Improved mesh simplification to be faster and remove pieces smaller than a threshold.

Added two simplification options. One improves results for very low polygon counts. Another maintains a
perfect manifold mesh down to low counts, suitable for 3D printing.

Added option to save STL stereolithography files (binary version), as used for 3D printing.

Improved speed of the Smooth filter.

The Colorize Mesh button state is now remembered.

Added a Batch Export Mesh window to automate production of meshes from .xep files.
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Fixed a bug where the prompt to confirm Render New sometimes appeared unnecessarily.

Fixed a bug in triangulation where the Triangulation Memory dialog did not show if more than 21.5 million
triangles would be created.

Changes from version 2.1 to 2.2

General

Memory spots now have a 3D appearance.

Fixed a bug where XenoDream did not always restore with the same window active as before.

Fixed a bug when using XenoDream from remote access programs, where an access violation error would
occur when using the picture window menu, and possibly other situations.

The Main window - General

Export to UltraFractal now supports Max Iteration, and calculates Test Center coordinates if any holon
scales are 95 or more.

In Solo Holon mode, when the active holon is hidden, any holons that are extended by the active holon are
now visible, to make it easier to edit extender or displacer holons. Solo holon also works for all holons when
Hide Parent Shape is on.

Parameter (.xep) files with up to ten blank lines or comments at the top will open correctly.

Fixed a bug where some fields in .xep files had incorrect decimal separators when the separator is a
comma. This did not cause any problems.

Fixed the same bug in exported .upr files.

The Main window - View page

The Stereo Depth control now has one decimal place.

Stereo Depth and Distance are now interpolated in animation, and saved with 3 decimal places in .xep files.

Fixed a bug in the stereo deviation field where it did not give correct results with Fisheye Lens.

The Main window - Shape page

Max Iteration now works with constructors to limit the number of iterations by other holons.

The Local category of metamorphs has been separated into Local and Grid/block, and a new Fractal
category added.

Added 25 new metamorphs:

In the Constructor category:
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.Cubernd: A rounded cube with variations.

In the Tile category:

Cubsym1: Makes 24 tiles with cubic symmetry, reflecting within each face.

Cubsym2: Makes 24 tiles with cubic symmetry, rotating within each face.

Rotatex, Rotatey, Rotatez: Tiles the holon around the X, Y or Z axis.

Spiraly: Tiles the holon in a spiral around the Y axis.

Stepxy, Stepyz: Tiles the holon in a staircase in the XY or YZ direction.

In the Local category:

Flatx, Flaty, Flatz: Flattens towards a plane facing X, Y or Z; also allows inversion or expansion.

In the Radial category:

Prickly1: Makes radial spikes in clusters by modulating two frequencies.

Prickly2: Makes radial spikes in splayed clusters by modulating two frequencies.

Prickly3: Makes radial spikes with adjustable frequency in each direction.

In the Rotary category:

Armery1: Makes a row of arms or horns around the Y axis.

Armery2: Makes a double row of arms or horns around the Y axis.

Bobbly: Sharp sine variation of the radius around the Y axis.

Bubbly: Smooth sine variation of the radius around the Y axis.

Curly: Curls towards the Y axis.

In the Fractal category:

Apolloz: Makes an Apollonian gasket around the Z axis.

Juliay: Makes a Julia fractal (z 2̂ -c) around the Y axis.

Juliaz: Makes a Julia fractal (z 2̂ -c) around the Z axis

Julia3z: Makes a cubic Julia fractal (z 3̂ -c) around the Z axis.

Quatjulia: Makes a quaternion (4d) Julia fractal (q 2̂-c).

When randomizing metamorph styles, if only one holon is selected, or Sync is checked, then the style will
be chosen from the same category as the current metamorph.
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Fixed a bug where right and left clicking in the Metamorph Style list at about the same time could cause an
error 'Cannot change Visible in OnShow or OnHide'.

The Main window - Color page

Added a button to Clear All Gradients. Click to use the default gradient, or Ctrl-click for white.

The Custom Gradient Editor

Increased the number of gradient memory spots to 10.

Enhanced the Randomize Positions or Types button. Ctrl-clicking now shuffles node colors, and Shift-click
now randomizes node types.

Added a Sample/Smooth/Simplify option to the Gradient menu button. It opens a dialog to allow sampling
the gradient from a picture, smoothing the gradient with random shuffling, and simplifying the gradient by
removing similar nodes.

Added an Adjust HSV option to the Gradient menu button. It opens a dialog to adjust the HSV levels and
variation of the whole gradient.

Custom Gradient Presets

When importing to your own preset file, the choice now includes UltraFractal gradient (.ugr) files.

The Main window - Rendering page

Enhanced Render More to support new ways to combine opaque and transparent renders.

The Render Size is now saved in .xep files, and shown in the Saved Size field, with a button to use the
saved size.

Added an option to terminate renders after a fixed time.

Fixed a bug where opening a file from a dialog while the rendering tab is showing did not redraw the shadow
ball.

Fixed a bug in Chaos render and preview where objects using Exclusive iteration rendered slower than they
should have.

Fixed a bug in Hybrid render where some stray pixels could occur when using any iteration limits.

The Main window - Animation page

Added an option to Batch Rendering to apply Pic Textures for each .xep file that contains one.

Added an option to Batch Rendering to apply the DOF filter with the most recently used settings.

Added an option to Batch Rendering to save the depth map with choice of format.

Batch rendering now checks for reflection or refraction using the old lit picture, and in this case clears the lit
picture (to black) and applies lighting twice.
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Fixed a bug in animating the camera with the Smooth option where a floating point error could occur.

Fixed a bug in animation where the zoom and object size were limited to 100.

The Picture window

Added an item in the Edit menu to Clear Depth Map.

The View menu now has an option to show or hide a status bar, containing the render time and rate, picture
size and zoom, and active layer.

The Picture window title bar now shows the current .xep name, with * if it has changed since last being
saved.

Fixed a bug where changing the View menu zoom setting with very large renders could cause an access
violation error.

Fixed a bug where saving a picture with layers to jpg failed for various combinations of dimensions.

Fixed a bug where closing the alpha channel then clicking Render More, didn't correctly clear and initialize
the alpha channel.

The Lighting window

Increased the maximum number of lights (and shadows) to 30.

Lighting thread priority is now set below normal, to make XenoDream and other programs more responsive
while applying lighting on single core computers.

The lighting ball now has a lower update priority, to reduce the chances of freezes.

When applying lighting, progress is now also shown in the Taskbar title.

Fixed issues relating to Lighting window freezes.

Fixed a bug that could cause the lighting preview to stop responding.

Fixed a bug which could cause an access violation in the glow calculation.

The Mesh Export window

Mesh export now always produces 2-manifold meshes (every edge is shared by exactly two triangles).

Added a button to the Mesh Export Options dialog to Set Controls to Default Values.

Fixed a bug in the Mesh Export Options dialog where mesh grid sizes above 1240 with the volume method
showed the Render Memory Use indicator incorrectly.

Fixed a bug where the Quality control was not disabled while simplifying again. Adjusting Quality while
simplifying would cause a crash.

Changes from version 2.019 to 2.1
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General

Fixed a bug where the confirmation message for clearing any memory spots mistakenly mentioned
Selection memory spots.

The Main window - General

Switching back to XenoDream from other programs now resets any floating windows in case they have lost
their stay on top status for unknown reasons.

In the Preferences dialog, added some new options:
Choice of Preview Grid Ratio.
Option to Keep Metamorph Help open.
Option for No Lighting Preview on Window Activation (for the rare cases where v2.1 doesn't completely
solve lighting window freezes.)

Parameter (.xep) files now remember which holons are selected, and the selection memory spots.

The File menu has an Export to UltraFractal option, to save UPR parameter files. Up to 31 holons are
supported, but no metamorphs.

Added a field to the Holon toolbar to show how many holons are selected.

The Holon window always works for shape dragging, and no longer has view or color modes.

Fixed a recent bug in the Preferences dialog where the Always Use Personal Config option did not show
checked when it should.

The Main window - View page

Completely revised camera handling. There are now six orthogonal views with independent pan and zoom, in
addition to the camera. There are new controls to move and rotate the camera.

Added a stereo deviation indicator to the stereo panel.

The Main window - Shape page

Align cyclic now ignores axes with Curve set to None when other axes are updated, to support direct editing
of the ignored parameters on the Shape page.

Added 23 new metamorphs:

In the Constructor category:

.Cycloz1: Flat cyclic tube around the Z axis.

.Cycloz2: Flat loopy cyclic tube around the Z axis.

.Cycoil: Cyclic tube around the Y axis, cylindrical or spiraling.

In the Tile category:
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Cyclotiz: Tile in cycles around Z, similar to cycloz constructors.

Cycotyl: Tile in cyclic coils around Y, similar to cycoil constructor.

In the Local category:

Botsy: Square grid displacing in the Y direction, with random shapes.

Dinibats: Square grid with 3d displacement and random modulation frequency.

Fblockz4: Fractured block pattern facing Z direction, split to a uniform width.

Griddia: Moves towards diagonal pairs in a grid.

Mazez : Maze facing Z direction.

In the Axial category:

Axibits: Square grid displacing in axial directions, with random shapes.

Axibots: Square grid displacing in axial directions, with random shapes.

Diagger: Radial modulation by distance from diagonal intersections.

In the Radial category:

Mazepol: A spherical polar maze around the Y axis.

In the Rotary category:

Gridcirc: A grid of circles around the Z axis.

Holecyly: Cylindrical grid of holes around the Y axis.

Holesphr: Spherical grid of holes around the Y axis.

Joolz: Divides into spokes around the Z axis.

Mazecirc: A circular maze facing the Z direction.

Rings: Divides into rings around the Z axis.

Rufflez: A fan ripple around the Z axis.

In the Warp category:

Shifty: Displaces along the Y axis depending on radius. Good for arrowheads, hearts, etc.

Waffly: A waffle pattern displacing in the Y direction.

Shape memory spots now remember which holons are selected.

Fixed a bug in Holesz metamorph that caused some stray pixels.
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The Main window - Color page

Changed the icon for the Background Creation Mode button.

Added an icon to the parametric gradient editor to Morph Parametric Gradients. This was previously the
color morph mode in the Holon window.

Fixed a bug since v1.61 and v2.019 where clicking the Background Creation Mode button caused an access
violation error.

Fixed a bug in Holon Sequence coloring where colors could change during preview or render if either bailout
is reached often, or hidden holons make up a large part of the object.

The Main window - Custom Gradient Editor

Changed the purpose of the second gradient randomize button. Click it to randomize positions, or Ctrl-click
to randomize node types.

Added a Gradient menu button, with these items:
- Load, set and clear the default gradient. The default gradient is used in the Main window color page.
- Equalize node spacing.
- Copy the active node's type to the other nodes.

The Randomize Color buttons now work in HSV space with more chance of harmonious combinations.

Fixed a bug where the Randomize All Parameters button did not randomize positions correctly.

The Color Picker dialog

Added HSV numeric controls.

When using the eyedropper button, pressing any key will cancel the eyedropper without choosing a color.

Improved precision so RGB values stay exact between closing and opening colorpicker.

Fixed a bug where the edges of the color area would sometimes give RGB values of 1 instead of 0, or 254
instead of 255.

The Main window - Animation page

Changed the Smooth option from a sine curve to spline interpolation for the camera, shape and meta pattern
controls, for much smoother animations. It can still be set per keyframe.

When batch rendering, Lastrender.xep is no longer saved.

Fixed a bug where clicking animation memory spots or changing active frame with Sync checked would
change Steps and Smooth settings for all spots.

The Picture window

Added a File menu item 'Save pars and picture', to save the parameter file with autoincrementing suffix and
save the picture.
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When saving depth maps more than 1000 pixels high, progress is counted down in the toolbar.

The Pic Texture editor

In the Contour panel, added Rectangle to the Shapes list. Added an extra decimal place to the Slope
controls.

The Lighting window

Lighting calculations are now in a separate thread, resolving some program freezes and making the lighting
controls more responsive.

The Preview Zoom dropdown is now disabled while the preview is in progress, to prevent errors.

When Preview with layers is enabled, changes in the picture window layer options now cause the lighting
preview to update when the lighting window is activated.

The Depth window

Added a second decimal place to the Distance control, to improve alignment with objects.

The Mesh Export window

Added a toolbar button to Colorize Mesh Display. This shows the triangles more clearly, and is not saved
with the mesh.

Changes from version 2.015 to 2.019

The Main window - General

Resolved the problem where the floating windows could occasionally stop staying on top.

The Main window - Shape page

The Align Cyclic dialog always allows access to the Main window controls.

In the Extend panel, added three new displacement mapping options.

Added five new metamorphs:

.Blade in the constructor category.

In the Local category:

Brickzigy: a zigzag pattern of bricks

Gridrand1 and Gridrand2: random grid patterns

Slices: cuts into slices in two directions

The Main window - Color page
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Added the Iteration Shift control for Metamorph coloring, allowing holons to rotate the gradient every iteration.

Fixed a bug where Cycle and Wrap were inherited if Map From was Inherit All, instead of always applying to
the holon's own gradient.

The Main window - Custom Gradient Editor

Ctrl-clicking the Randomize All button undoes the last click on any of the randomize buttons.

Fixed a bug where the delete button was initially disabled when opening the editor even if the gradient had
more than two nodes.

The Main window - Rendering page

Fixed a bug where choosing a render size from the dropdown list with height 10000 or more would truncate
the height to 4 digits.

Fixed a bug that caused memory errors in some situations, such as using reflection with very large renders.

The Picture window

Targa files are now saved with RLE compression, resulting in smaller files.

The Pic Texture editor

In the Noise panel, added Rot control to allow rotating the noise independent of contour and perspective.

In the Noise panel, added nine new noise types.

In the Gradient panel, added Fade Bump option, to fade the bump effect with alpha instead of applying it
uniformly.

Includes new texture presets.

The Lighting window

Ctrl-clicking the Randomize Lighting button undoes the last randomize.

Changed the source buttons to dropdown boxes.

Fixed a bug since v1.6 and v2.0 where opening files could change some lighting colors to white (typically
background and haze colors that were set by default or from presets).

Fixed a bug in refraction that could cause an invalid floating point error.

Changes from v2.008 to v2.015

General

The program title in the Windows taskbar or task manager now includes either the current object name if it
has one, or the rendering count while rendering a picture or mesh. This is updated every second and may be
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seen in a mouseover hint.

Fixed a bug under Linux where numeric controls had part of the number blank on the right.

The Main window - General

In the Preferences dialog, added 'Keep Metamorph style window on top' option, which is checked by default.

The Main window - View page

Fixed a bug in stereo mode where any holons that were hidden and not free caused incorrect stereo depth/
distance calibration.

The Main window - Shape page

Added a third decimal place to the metamorph controls.

Fixed a bug where restoring Shape Memory Spots with Incl Color unchecked could in some circumstances
lead to an invalid custom gradient reference, causing a 'List out of bounds' error when selecting that holon.

The Main window - Rendering page

Added a Keep Proportions option to the render size controls.

Increased Render Size width and height limits to 24000.

Improved memory allocation to allow larger renders on systems with more than 1GB. For large renders, the
Lit picture is preallocated to make sure it succeeds.

The Main window - Animation page

The Batch Render picture format list now includes Targa (.tga) option.

The Picture window

Save Picture now supports Targa 32 bit RGBA files (.tga).

The Depth of Field filter is now almost 2.5x faster and uses less memory. The maximum aperture size is
doubled without clipping into a square.

Added an Aperture dropdown box to the Depth of Field filter, with 10 shapes.

Fixed a bug in the Depth of Field filter where negative values of Aberration did not work correctly.

The Lighting window

If lighting with reflection cannot create a temporary file for the snapshot, it will proceed without one.

The Mesh Export window

Improved memory allocation to allow larger meshes, especially on systems with 2GB of memory.

The Mesh Options dialog has a field showing the percentage of memory that will be used to render the
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mesh.

Mesh rendering now only terminates if the voxel rate is less than 2 for five seconds.

In triangulating, the scanning surfaces step is up to twice as fast for the Volume method, and 30% faster for
the Surface method.

In triangulating, an improved memory status dialog shows accurate memory requirements, with an option to
clear the mesh render memory to allow a larger mesh.

Changes from v2.004 to v2.008

The Main window - general

Improved precision in Object Size, Camera Zoom, holon and metamorph parameters in xep files, to reduce
quantization issues in animations.

Updated many of the Starter Shapes xep files to have opacity 100 and improved coloring. 1.x releases
ignored opacity and colors when opening Starter Shapes.

Fixed bugs where the floating windows did not minimize correctly.

Fixed a bug in Undo/Redo where undoing back to the history limit assumed (wrongly) that the file had been
saved and would not prompt before opening a file, closing the program, etc.

The Main window - Shape page

Added .Triangle metamorph in Constructor category.

The Main window - Animation page

Added Destination field for batch rendering

Fixed a bug where Open Animation Project could not open files larger than 64kb in win95/98.

The Picture window

The rendering progress indicator value is now restored after counting down while applying lighting or saving
pictures in PSD format.

Filter effects (Blur, Remove noise, HLSC and DOF) now remember the last used settings. There is a button
to Reset Values.

Changes from version 1.6 to 2.004

The Main window - general

The Standard toolbar has a Show Preview Grid button to show a grid in the Preview window. The Preferences
dialog has options to set the color and resolution.

The Standard toolbar has buttons to show or hide the Holon window and Preview window.
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Increased the maximum number of holons to 400.

Undo and Redo buttons have 12 history levels.

Added a Solo Holon button to the Holon toolbar, to preview or render only the active holon.

The Main window - Shape page

Added buttons to save and open shape memory spots to a filename and location of your choice.

The Main window - Animation page

Added memory spots to store keyframes (shape, view and color), and controls to interpolate between
keyframes. You can preview the sequence, and create a batch of xep files for batch rendering.

The Picture window

Added stereo options to the Edit menu, enabled only in stereo mode. They are Add Stereo Border, Swap
Left and Right, and an Anaglyph submenu with four color choices.

Added a Depth of Field filter in the Effects menu.

Added a Pic Texture editor in the Effects menu. This is a filter that operates on the active picture. It was
designed mainly for skies and simple gradients but covers a wide range of textures. It supports Stereogram
mode. It can create pictures or an alpha channel.

The Lighting window

The Holes control now allows negative values, to produce a variety of cellular automata patterns when the Fill
Holes button is used.

The Mesh Export window

Increased Mesh export grid size limit to 1500. The maximum you can use depends on your RAM and the
object.

Added a Smooth Mesh button to the toolbar, to open a dialog with smoothing controls.

1.5 Uninstalling XenoDream

If you want to remove XenoDream from your computer, follow these steps (exact details may vary between
Windows versions):

1. In the Control Panel, start 'Add/Remove Programs'.
2. Locate XenoDream 2 in the list of installed programs and select it.
3. Click the 'Change/Remove' button, then confirm removing it from your computer.

The XenoDream program and related files will be removed, but your personal parameter files, presets and
configuration files will remain on your hard drive for future use.
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2 Main Window

2.1 Starting XenoDream

The simplest way to start XenoDream is by clicking the XenoDream program icon in the Start menu,
Programs XenoDream submenu (or double-clicking if you don't have Windows set up for single clicks to open
files). If you chose to create a program icon on the desktop during installation, you can click that to start it.

You can also start XenoDream by clicking the XenoDream program file in a Windows Explorer or My
Computers window, after navigating to the XenoDream folder.

Starting XenoDream when it is already running will open a new instance of the program. You can run several
instances of XenoDream for convenience, for example to create new shapes in one while another is
rendering.

In v1.6 and later you can start XenoDream with a parameter file in several ways. This was not possible in
earlier versions.
1. You can drag and drop an .XEP file onto either a shortcut to XenoDream or the program file in Windows
Explorer.
2. You can associate .XEP files with XenoDream, and click on any .XEP file to open it in a new instance of
XenoDream, or right-click it and choose Open from the menu.
3. You can right-click an .XEP file and choose Open With... from the menu. If XenoDream is listed in a
submenu, click that, otherwise click Choose Program... and select XenoDream.

Note: if you create a shortcut to XenoDream yourself, it is not necessary to set the Start In location. Version
1.5 and earlier required that it be set correctly.

2.2 Overview: the Main window

The Main window is where you work with holons to create objects, prior to rendering them. It appears when
you start XenoDream.
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The Holon window shows the holons as transformed cubes. In this window you can use the mouse to select
holons, and to drag with various effects depending on which tab page is active and relevant drag mode
controls. The X, Y and Z axes are drawn in red, green and blue respectively (the background color can be set
in the Preferences dialog). The Holon toolbar has controls relating to the Holon window and to holons in
general, and the preview options. 

The Preview window shows the object corresponding to the arrangement of holons, and is continually
updated. You can drag in the Preview window to reposition the object, or to copy colors when the mode is
Palette preview.

The Standard toolbar has some file operations and some additional Holon window controls. The Render
toolbar controls rendering and switching to the Picture or Mesh Export windows. Toolbars may be moved
within their bands but not dragged between bands.

The tabbed pages contain controls specific to File, View, Shape, Color, Rendering, Region and Animation
operations.

When you start XenoDream there is one holon with default parameters, and the resulting object is a dot.

2.3 Numeric controls

XenoDream has many numeric controls, with or without decimal places. They can be used as virtual sliders,
or you can click the buttons or use the keyboard to edit the number, or use various shortcuts.

To edit the number with the keyboard, follow the usual steps. The only exception is that you cannot drag the
mouse to select digits because it works as a virtual slider instead. Here are the other options:
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Up/Down button,
Up/Down cursor keys

Increase/decrease value by one unit. Press Shift to change by 10 units; Ctrl
to change by 100 units; Ctrl-Shift to change by 1000 units. Hold down the
button for auto-repeat.

Scroll mouse wheel Increase/decrease value. Press Shift for 10x, Ctrl for 100x or Ctrl-Shift for
1000x change.

Space Default value

M Maximum value

N Minimum value

Z Zero, or the nearest allowed value

c Subtract 1

C Subtract 10

v Add 1

V Add 10

/, or double-click mouse Select the number

Drag the number Changes the number. Drag vertically for coarse control or horizontally for fine

control. The cursor changes to  until you release the button.
Press Shift to multiply speed by 10; Ctrl to divide speed by 100; Ctrl-Shift to
divide speed by 10.

For numeric controls with decimal places:

B Round to the nearest whole number. You can keep this pressed while
dragging.

2.4 Main menu

2.4.1 File menu

Location: Main menu in the Main window

This menu contains commands for opening and saving parameter files, and exiting the program. Some
commands have shortcut keys and equivalent buttons on the toolbar. To open or save pictures, use the
Picture window menu.

Starting and opening files

To begin a new object, choose New... (or press Ctrl-N). All Main window parameters are reset to the
defaults. Lighting parameters are not affected.

To open a sample parameter file (one supplied with the program), choose Open Sample Files... The File
Open dialog appears, showing the folder where you last opened sample parameter files. Click on a
parameter file (extension .XEP) to preview it. You can use the cursor keys to browse through parameter
files. To open the file, either double-click the filename or click the OK button. To close the dialog without
opening a file, click the Cancel button.

To open your own parameter files, choose Open My Files... (or press Ctrl-O). This is a separate menu
option to avoid navigating between locations for your files and the sample files.

To append holons from a parameter file, choose Append... The File Open dialog appears, showing the
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folder where you last appended parameter files. Click on a parameter file (extension .XEP) to preview the
effect of adding the holons to the existing object. To append the file, either double-click the filename or
click the OK button. To close the dialog without appending a file, click the Cancel button.

Note: Appending is an advanced feature, most useful for adding single holon objects that you've previously
saved. Usually you'll want to make the new holon(s) free after appending (if they aren't already), so the
preview is not always indicative of what you'll get.

Most File Open dialogs have a Home button to navigate to the Home folder for your parameter files, and a
checkbox to Return Here Next Time, giving you a choice whether to remember the location when you open
files.

To reopen a recently used parameter file, point to Reopen and choose a file from the submenu. The full
path is not shown, only the filename.

Note: the Reopen list includes files that were saved with Save As..., but not files saved with Save.

Starter shapes

Starter shapes provide quick access to some standard shapes. They are just parameter files located in the
Starters folder, with the difference that only the shape, selection, color and view parameters are loaded,
ignoring any rendering, regions and lighting parameters.

To open a Starter shape, choose Starter shapes... The Starter Shapes dialog appears, with a list of
shapes suitable for beginning an object. Click on a shape name to preview it. To open a shape, either
double-click the shape name or click the OK button. To close the dialog without opening a shape, click
the Cancel button.

To add other parameter files to the list of Starter Shapes, copy them to the Data\Starters folder in your
XenoDream program folder.

If the object has changed since you last opened or saved a parameter file, you will be asked for confirmation
before proceeding with New, Open, Reopen or Starter Shapes.

Importing colors

To load the coloring from any parameter file and apply it to the current object, choose Import Palette...
The Import Palette dialog appears, showing the folder where you last opened or saved parameter files.
Click on a parameter file to preview the coloring in the current object. The Preview will show the object with
new colors, unless the Preview mode was set to show the palette instead. To import the palette, either
double-click the filename or click the OK button. To close the dialog without importing a palette, click the
Cancel button.

Saving files

To save the current object parameters to a file, choose Save as... (or press Ctrl-A). The File Save dialog
appears, showing the folder where you last opened or saved parameter files. The filename defaults to the
contents of the Object Name field on the File page. Edit the filename if desired, and click the OK button to
save the file. If the file already exists, you are asked to confirm overwriting it. To close the dialog without
saving, click the Cancel button. You may wish to edit the file information fields on the File page before
saving the parameter file.

To save the parameters with the current filename, choose Save (or press Ctrl-S). If the file already exists,
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it will be saved with the suffix _00001 added, and if it already has a suffix the number will be incremented.
This is convenient for saving animation sequences, or saving variations on a theme.

To save only the active holon, choose Save Holon... The File Save dialog appears, showing the folder
where you last  saved single holon parameter files. This is useful for saving constructor or extender holons,
for adding to objects with Append... (Note: files saved with this option cannot be opened with program
versions prior to v1.5.)

Exporting to UltraFractal

You can export pure IFS fractals (no metamorphs) with up to 31 holons to a UPR file that will work with
UltraFractal 4, using Dave Makin's Mmf4.ufm file. If the object uses any metamorphs, you will see a warning
that metamorphs will be ignored, with the choice to continue or cancel. Free holons and hidden holons are
supported, but objects containing both will be different in UltraFractal. Max Iterations is supported. No colors
or lighting are exported. The camera view and clipping planes are included but only approximately. For more
information about working with the IFS parameters in UltraFractal, visit http://www.fractalgallery.co.uk/
ultrafractal-3d-ifs.html.

To export the current object as a UPR file, choose Export to Ultrafractal... The File Save dialog appears,
showing the folder where you last saved UPR files. The filename defaults to the contents of the Object
Name field on the File page. Edit the filename if desired, and click the OK button to save the file. If the file
already exists, the current parameter set will be added to it. The parameter set name is changed if
necessary to avoid duplicates. To close the dialog without saving, click the Cancel button.

Exporting meshes

To open the Mesh Export window , choose Export Mesh. The Mesh Export window has the controls for
the mesh exporting processes. It works with the current object's shape and view settings. If the Mesh
Export window is already open, you can use this command to show it, or you can click on a visible part of
the window.

Exporting point clouds

To open the Point Cloud Export dialog , choose Export Point Cloud... This is currently intended for
use with Krakatoa, although you may be able to use the data with other applications.

Closing XenoDream

To close XenoDream, choose Exit. You can also close the program by clicking the close button (x icon)
on the title bar, or pressing Alt+F4.

When you close XenoDream, if the parameters have changed and not been saved, you will be asked if you
want to close without saving. If you do, the parameters are saved in Lastexit.xep in the My Files Home
folder (set in the Preferences dialog). If necessary, you can open Lastexit.xep to get the object back.

2.4.2 Point Cloud export

Location: File menu in the Main window

A point cloud is just a collection of points sampled from an object. The distribution can be random, evenly
spaced, or somewhere between. XenoDream can export point clouds that include coloring. At present this is
intended for 3DS Max with Krakatoa, which can animate hundreds of millions of points with volumetric and
particle effects. You may be able to use the CSV format data in other programs, but at the time of writing no
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others with direct import are known.

The Point Cloud Export dialog can either use the current object or open files in a batch. If you don't intend to
use batch mode, first open or create the object.

To open the Point Cloud Export dialog, choose Export Point Cloud... in the Main window File menu.

Note: The object is automatically scaled and centered. the camera and clipping planes are not used for
point cloud export. 

To set the number of points in the cloud, adjust the Number of Points control (between 0.01 and 100),
and for the Multiplier option choose either Thousand or Million.

Check the Same Seed option to use the same random number sequence each time a point cloud is
generated. This is most useful in batch mode, to synchronize particle IDs between frames, otherwise they
will be uncorrelated.

If you are going to combine PRT files to get larger particle numbers, uncheck Same Seed, otherwise you
will just get duplicates.

The object is automatically scaled and centered. Camera and clipping planes are not used for point cloud
export, except that you can choose to use the camera orientation. This can be useful for synchronizing with
a mesh export, or a more convenient alignment for some objects.

To use the camera orientation, check Orient to Camera. Otherwise the default front view is used.

By default, the points have random distribution (the same way they do in the Preview). This may be desirable
for some effects, but it can also be inefficient, with points often clumped together. Usually it is better to have
more even spacing, using a 3D grid limited to one sample per cell. The grid size needs to be adjusted to suit
the number of points. If it is too small it will reduce the number of points too much; if it is too large it will not
improve spacing much. The easiest way is to set a grid size that limits points to less than the specified
number, try it, and increase it as necessary.

To improve spacing with the grid, check Improve Spacing and adjust the Grid Size.

Exporting the current object
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Make sure Batch Render is not checked.

To create a point cloud file, click the Generate... button. A File Save dialog appears. Select the file type
and enter a filename.

PRT files are recommended for Krakatoa. They include ID, position and color channels.
PLY files can be used with Meshlab and some other programs. They include position and color.
CSV files provide the data as text that can be read by various programs. There are two choices for data.
BIN files are used for RealFlow. They include ID, position and color.

To choose the CSV data, set the CSV Fields dropdown to either 'Position and Color' or 'ID and Position'.

When you generate the point cloud, a counter shows the progress. You can stop it earlier by clicking 
Generate... again before it finishes. When using the grid, the progress slows as the grid fills up, and stops if
it is nearly full. If it is much less than the desired number, increase Grid Size and generate again.

For PRT files the maximum number of points is also limited by memory. Depending on the amount of RAM
and the grid size, it can range between 45 million and 89 million points.

One use for PLY point clouds is to create a texture map for a mesh. See the Using XenoDream guide for
more details.

Exporting files in a batch

To use batch mode, check Batch Render.

To set the type of output files, choose the Save To type in the dropdown list.

To set the destination for the point cloud files, click the Browse button and select or create a folder.

To set the scale from the first file in the batch, check the Lock Scaling option. If it is not checked, each
file will be autoscaled and centered separately, which is not usually desirable for an animation sequence.

To start the batch, click the Generate... button. A File Open dialog appears. Select all the .xep files to be
rendered, using the Shift or Ctrl keys for multiple selection. Click OK to begin.

To cancel batch rendering, click the Generate... button and the batch will stop.

To close the Point Cloud Export dialog, click the Close button.

2.4.3 Options menu

Location: Main menu in the Main window

This menu contains options for controlling the default behavior of XenoDream. They are remembered between
sessions.

Set the Show hints option to show mouse-over hints for controls with limited labels or no labels.

Set the Full Hints option to display mouse-over hints with more details for some controls. It includes the
valid range for numeric controls. Release the button to show only short hints. Note: some controls with
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adjacent labels don't have short hints, but may have full hints when this button is pressed.

Choose the Preferences... option to open the Preferences dialog.

The Preferences dialog

The options are organized in groups for Interface, Opening Files, Confirmations, Technical and Data
Locations.

1. Interface options

To change the default Coloring Method on the Color page, choose the Default Color Method from the
dropdown box.

There are three color schemes for the Holon window. The background colors are black, grey or gold.

Choose the background color for the Holon window in the Holon Window Background dropdown box.

The Preview Grid options control the appearance of the grid in the preview window, which is visible when the 
Preview Grid button in the Standard toolbar is pressed.

Adjust Resolution to set the number of major divisions in each quadrant.

Choose the Grid Ratio from the dropdown list. Choosing Aspect Ratio uses the same number of divisions
in each direction; choosing Square gives equal spacing for each direction, and choosing Golden Ratio
uses golden rectangles for the grid (width to height ratio of 1.618, or the othe way around if the aspect
ratio is less than 1.)

Check Color to have the grid lines in three colors, otherwise they will be grey.

There are four options for other behavior.

Check Remember Shape Drag Modes to have the Shape page Drag mode and Drag Rotate Mode
remembered between sessions.

Check Remember Shape Memory Spots to save the contents of Shape Memory Spots when you
close XenoDream, and restore them in the next session.

Check Render size list starts with 800x600 if you want the first Render Size in the dropdown list to
always be 800x600. The rest of the list has the most recent sizes used. The sizes you use are
remembered regardless of this setting.

Check Keep Metamorph Help Open to make the metamorph popup help stay open as long as the
Metamorph Style list is visible. You can still click the help popup to hide it.

2. Opening Files options

Check Revert View to Camera for File Open to use the camera view in each parameter file when
browsing. Turn it off to browse parameter files using the current view.

Check Clear Memory Spots on File Open or File New depending on whether you want to clear all the
Memory spots or keep their contents when you open a parameter file or begin a new file. Opening a
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Starter shape never clears them.

3. Confirmations options

Check Prompt to save parameter file after saving picture to be prompted to save the parameter file
whenever you save a picture to file, if it has changed.

Check Confirm Render New if you want extra protection against accidentally rendering over an existing
picture, for example if you intended to Render More.

Click the Reset 'Don't ask me again' dialogs button  to reactivate any dialogs in which you have
checked the "Don't ask me again" option.

4. Technical options

Check No Lighting Preview on Window Activation only if the program sometimes hangs when you
switch to the Lighting window.

5. Data locations

The parameters have changed in v2.5, so make sure you understand the new parameters. You can save
presets and parameter files anywhere where you have write permission, but these locations must be valid for
XenoDream to work correctly.

Folder for Personal Configuration Files is where XenoDream's configuration file (Xenodream.ini) is
stored. It is usually set when you install XenoDream (v2.5 and above), or blank to use the default location
(typically your Documents\Xenodream folder).

If more than one user has write access to this location, they will share the settings. You may prefer to keep
each user's configuration and other remembered data separate - in this case, leave it blank. You may set it
to the folder where XenoDream is installed, but you should only do so if you will always have write
permission there.

My Files Home Folder is the base location for your own data. Temporary xep files and remembered
Shape Memory Spots will be saved here, so you must have permission to write to this location. It is also
used by the Home button in File Open dialogs for your presets.

My Parameter Files Home Folder is the base location for your own parameter files, and would typically
be a subfolder of My Files Home Folder. XenoDream uses this for the Random User Parameter File
button on the File page, and the Home button in File Open dialogs that open parameter files.

Starter Shapes Folder is where the File menu option Starter Shapes looks for files. Leave it blank to use
the default location.

When you have finished editing preferences, click OK (or press the Enter key) to keep the changes. Click
Cancel (or press Esc) to discard them.

2.4.4 Help menu

Location: Main menu in the Main window
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Choose Help Contents to open this help file.

Choose Using XenoDream to open the Using XenoDream guide. This includes explanations, tutorials and
tips.

Choose Tip of the Day... to open the Tip of the Day dialog.

Choose About XenoDream... to see information including the program version and who it is registered to.

2.5 Toolbars

2.5.1 Standard toolbar

Location: Top of the Main window

File buttons

These are shortcuts for the File menu  options New , Open , Save , Save as .

Copy holon properties

Use this button to copy various parameters from one holon to selected holons.

1. Select the destination holons.

2. Click the Copy Holon Properties button  to open the dialog box.
3. Set the From Holon control to the holon you want to copy from.
4. Check the boxes for the parameters to copy.
5. Click OK to copy the parameters.

Holon window options

The Drag Speed control  sets the speed when dragging holons in the Holon window.

The Select Holons button  enables selection of holons directly  in the Holon window.

Show/Hide Holon and Preview windows

Either or both of these windows may be visible. When one is hidden, the other takes up the full width of the
Main window.

To show the Holon window, click the Show Holon window button . To hide it, release the button.

To show the Preview window, click the Show Preview window button . To hide it, release the button.

Preview Grid
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To show a grid in the Preview window, click the Preview Grid button . This may be convenient for
alignment of holons or centering an image. The grid properties may be changed in the Options menu
Preferences dialog .

Preview Background Color

To set the background color for the Preview window, click the Preview Background Color button . A
popup menu appears with the options Black, White, Grey, Gold. Click the option you want.

Help

Click the Help Contents button  to open the Help file.

2.5.2 Render toolbar

Location: Top of the Main window

Rendering buttons

To begin a new render, click the Render New button. The Render More button caption changes to 'Stop
Render'; the unlit picture and all associated depth, alpha and shadow data are cleared; the size is set, and
a new render begins in the Picture window.

To stop the render from the Main window, click the Stop Render button. The rendering stops and the
button caption changes back to Render New.

To begin or resume rendering without clearing the unlit picture or any other data, click the Render More
button. Any changes you have made to parameters will affect the render.

You can also start and stop rendering from the Picture window toolbar.

Navigation buttons

To go to the Mesh Export window, click the Mesh Exp button.

To go to the Picture window, click the Picture button.

2.6 Holon window

2.6.1 Overview: the Holon window

Location: Main window

The Holon window is the black (or grey or gold) pane in the left half of the Main window, where holons are
drawn as boxes. The size, shape, orientation and position of each box correspond to the holon parameters.

The color of the holon shows whether it is active or selected. One holon is Active at a time, and its
properties are visible in the various holon controls. Any number of holons may be selected for editing along
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with the active holon.
Yellow: active, not selected.
Green: active, selected.
Aqua (cyan): not active, selected.
Gray: not active, not selected.
Red: not active, nearest to the mouse pointer when it is within the holon window.

The 'world coordinate' axes show the orientation of space relative to the camera. The X axis is red, the Y
axis green and the Z axis blue. By default, X points right, Y points up and Z points toward the camera.

You can use the mouse in the Holon window, clicking to select holons , and/or dragging  to change
holon parameters. You can right-click in the Holon window for a popup menu  to add a holon at that
position.

Selecting the active view

The Holon window uses the active view. There are seven views to choose from. Six have fixed directions
using parallel projection, while the camera always uses perspective projection. The active view name is
shown in the bottom left corner of the Holon window. You can click on the name to switch to the next view
(in the order Camera, Front, Back, Right, Left, Top, Bottom), or Shift-click the name to switch to the previous
view. You can also select the view using the View menu button in the Holon toolbar.

Note: if the Show Holon Window button is not down, the view name will show in the Preview window
instead.

The Holon window can be zoomed and panned independently for each of the seven views, using the controls
in the View page.

2.6.2 Selecting in the Holon window

Location: Main window

You will probably want to select holons directly by clicking on them in the Holon window. You can do this
while any page is active.

1. If the Select Holons button  on the toolbar isn't down, click it.
2. Move the mouse in the Holon window. The holon nearest to the mouse pointer (calculated at the

corners, not the center) is drawn in red, unless it is already the active holon.
3. Click to make the red holon active.

To select the holon so it stays selected when not active, Ctrl-click it instead. If it is already selected then
Ctrl-click will deselect it.

When the mouse is over the Holon window, a mouseover hint (tooltip) shows the holon number for the
nearest holon. If the holon is Free, the number is followed by 'f', and if it is Hidden, the number is followed by
'h'. If it is extended or displaced, it will also show 'Ex' or 'Di' with the extender holon number. The hint will not
be visible if the Show Hints option is unchecked. The hint does not show when the mouse button is down.

Note: You can select and drag in a single action. If you accidentally drag a holon while selecting it, you can
click the Undo button and try again.
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2.6.3 Dragging in the Holon window

Location: Main window

Dragging the mouse in the Holon window changes the selected holons, depending on the Drag Mode in the
Shape page. The most useful choice is to change the holon positions. You can also change the scales,
skews, rotations, or do interactive morphing or exploring.

Drag to move selected holons or adjust other parameters, depending on the Drag Mode.

To set the speed of dragging, adjust the Drag Speed control in the toolbar.

If the Select Holons button is not down, dragging does not affect the selection. If it is down, begin dragging
near the active holon if you want to keep the current selection. You can select a new active holon and begin
dragging in one motion.

2.6.4 Add Holon popup menu

Location: Holon window in the Main window

Right-click in the Holon window to get a popup menu to add a holon at that position. The distance from the
camera will be the same as the origin (center of the axes).

The top choice in the menu is Holon, to add a standard holon with scale 50. The other choices are various
useful constructor shapes. When adding a constructor, the Metamorphs button on the Shape page is
pressed if it wasn't already down.

2.7 Preview window

2.7.1 Overview: the Preview window

Location: Main window

The Preview window is the black pane in the right half of the Main window, where the object corresponding to
the holons is previewed. You can also see gradients or palettes there when the Color page is active.

The preview fills in the object randomly (using the Chaos method of rendering), to give a quick idea of the
shape, with more detail appearing as you wait.

The Preview buttons for controlling the preview modes  and options  are located in the Holon toolbar
below the Preview window.

Identifying and selecting holons

When the mouse is over the Preview window, a hint (tooltip) shows the holon number for the holon under the
pointer. It is blank for a background pixel.

In Grey preview mode, the holon under the pointer is drawn in pink unless it's already the Active holon. This
allows you to quickly see which holon is which in the object. This does not work in Transparent preview.

To change the Active holon, right-click on any pixel belonging to the holon you want. (This will work in Grey,
Color or Regions preview mode.)
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Dragging

Dragging in the Preview window adjusts the view when the Preview Mode is set to show the object. When
the Preview Mode is set to show the palette, you can drag and drop to copy or swap holon colors.

If the current view is Camera, dragging rotates the camera, to reposition the object in the window.
If the current view is one of the six fixed directions, dragging moves the object horizontally or vertically.
While dragging, press Shift to constrain movement to either horizontal or vertical (the view snaps to
whichever is closer.)

Guide lines

Two grey guide lines are drawn in the Preview window to show the picture boundaries for the current render
size. The lines will be vertical or horizontal depending on the relative aspect ratios of the Preview window and
render size.

Grid lines

You can display a grid in the Preview window to help with alignment of holons or with centering the image.

The Preview Grid button  is located in the standard toolbar . Options for grid spacing and colors are
in the Options menu Preferences.

Overflow

If the holon interaction creates an object that is unstable and expands out towards infinity, the calculation is
re-initialized and the preview continues. This allows you to preview and render all but the most divergent
objects. If the limit is reached within the initialization routine, the preview stops and an Overflow indicator 

 appears at the top of the Preview window. When this happens, just reverse whatever you were
doing until the Overflow disappears.

Re-initialization also occurs when rendering with the Chaos method. If overflow occurs during re-initialization,
the render terminates. Other rendering methods terminate at the first overflow, as re-initialization is not
applicable. If rendering halts due to overflow, the render rate indicator in the Picture window status bar shows
'Overflow!'.

2.7.2 Preview mode

Location: Holon toolbar in the Main window

The Preview Mode button switches between the available Preview modes depending on the active page.

The Grey preview mode shows the object in grey, with the part corresponding to the active holon in yellow.
The Color preview mode shows the object in full color.
The Palette preview mode shows the color palette, which depends on the Coloring Method.
The Regions preview mode shows each Region in a different color.

The Grey preview mode is available for all pages.
The Color preview mode is available for all pages except Regions.
The Palette preview mode is available for the File and Color pages.
The Regions preview mode is only available for the Regions page.

Tip: Grey preview is faster than Color preview and may be preferred for morphing and some other shape
adjustments, especially on slower machines.
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2.7.3 Preview options

Location: Holon toolbar in the Main window

These three options control the appearance of the preview when the Preview Mode is Grey, Color or
Regions.

Transparent Preview

To see the preview with moderate transparency, click the Transparent Preview button . This releases
the Shaded Preview button if down (because you usually want to see the transparent colors without any
shading) and restores its previous state when released. Clicking the Shaded Preview button does not
affect the Transparent Preview button.

Note: this transparent effect is an approximation, initially low quality and improving with time, although it
may saturate somewhat. It does not correspond directly to any Holon Opacity value on the Color page.

Shaded Preview

Click the Shaded Preview button  to see the preview in 3-D, illuminated with diffuse light directly in
front. Release the button so see a flat preview with no depth information. The flat preview is continually
updated, while the shaded preview updates twice per second. You can click or release this button without
the preview starting over.

Note: this option affects only the preview and has no connection to any lighting or shadow settings.

Preview with Background

To preview the object against a background, click the Preview with Background button . The
background will be the Background picture if it exists, otherwise the Unlit picture. This is useful for aligning
the object for layering or multiple renders.

2.8 Holon toolbar

2.8.1 View menu

Location: Holon toolbar in the Main window

The View menu lets you select one of the seven available views (Camera, Front, Back, Right, Left, Top,
Bottom). The Camera view is a perspective projection while the others are orthogonal.

To change the active view, click the View menu button . A popup menu shows the active view.
Choose a view from the menu.

You can also change the active view by clicking or Shift-clicking the active view name in the bottom left
corner of the Holon window. Click to cycle forwards through the list; Shift-click to cycle backwards.
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2.8.2 Object size

Location: Holon toolbar in the Main window

The Object Size control adjusts the overall size of the object in 3-D. This affects how large it appears from a
particular camera position. Use this control to set the size of the object in the Preview window. It does not
affect the holons or the Holon window.

Increasing Object Size is equivalent to moving the camera closer to the object by decreasing camera Z
Position. It is not the same as adjusting Camera Zoom.

2.8.3 Undo and redo

Location: Holon toolbar in the Main window

You can undo and redo any actions in the Main window that affect the object. In v2.0 there are 12 levels of
history.

To undo the last action, click the Undo button  or press the F2 key.

To redo the action that was last undone, click the Redo button  or press the F3 key.

To see what action will be performed by the Undo or Redo buttons, move the mouse over the button and
read the hint (tooltip).

The Undo button is disabled when there are no actions to undo. The Redo button is disabled when there are
no actions to redo. Alternative histories are not supported. If you click Undo once or more, and perform
some other action, the Redo button is disabled and the previous redo actions are lost.

For some controls, a series of changes is treated as a single action for undo/redo:
all numeric controls
view rotation buttons
all selection operations in the Holon Info list
either of the metamorph styles
anything that occurs between starting and stopping 'Xenofraxation'

Actions that support undo/redo:
changes to the shape, color, view, regions and holon selection.
holon properties and operations such as object size, add/clone/delete, free/hidden, copy holon properties.
some Rendering page controls: opacity, 'shadows cast by holon', resolution, bailout.
file menu operations other than saving.
all dragging operations in the Holon and Preview windows.

Actions that do not support undo/redo:
Solo holon, and Preview toolbar buttons
preferences and options that don't affect the object
UI controls such as drag modes that don't change the object directly. Only the actual dragging is
undoable.
File page fields such as Object Name and Creator.
some controls on the Rendering page: shadow controls other than 'cast by holon', render size, render
method, batch controls.
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anything outside the Main window; eg pictures, lighting, depth, mesh export. (Dialogs and floating
windows such as gradient editors that are opened from the Main window are undoable.)

2.8.4 Active holon control

Location: Holon toolbar in the Main window

To make changes to holons, they must be selected. For convenience, a holon is always selected, and is
called the Active Holon. It is drawn in yellow or green in the Holon window. All the controls with holon
properties show values for the holon that is currently active.

Use the Active Holon control to choose which holon is active. This is a convenient way to cycle through
holons quickly. There are other methods for setting the active holon, and for selecting more than one holon
so that you can edit them at the same time.

The fields on the right show the number of holons that are selected (top), and the total number of holons
(bottom). The maximum number of holons in v2.0 is 400. The number of selected holons can be useful to
know before you delete or edit, because it's not always easy to see if you have more than one holon
selected in the Holon window.

When the Active Holon control has the focus, you can press the 's' key to select or deselect the holon.

This is equivalent to clicking the Select Holon button .

2.8.5 Adding and deleting holons

Location: Holon toolbar in the Main window

These buttons are for adding, copying and deleting holons.

Click the Add holon button to add a new holon with default values (scales 80, skew, rotation and position
0). If the maximum number of holons is reached, you cannot add more. In v2, the maximum number of
holons has been increased to 400.

Click the Clone holons button to add copies of the active holon and any other selected holons. All other
properties of the selected holons (metamorphs, coloring etc) are also copied. The new holons have the
same positions so there is no visible change in the Holon window, but the total number of holons will be
increased and the Preview window will update.

Click the Delete holons button to delete the active holon and any other selected holons. If there is only
one holon, you cannot delete it (unless you add another holon first).

Objects with just one holon

A single holon will only produce a noticeable object if it has a constructor metamorph , tile metamorph or
fractal metamorph, otherwise the result is just a single pixel. A single holon can only be rendered with the 
Chaos Method . (Several holons can also produce just one pixel if their Positions are identical, which is
the case when you first add holons.)
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2.8.6 Solo Holon

Location: Holon toolbar in the Main window

The Solo Holon button allows you to preview the active holon by itself. It is convenient for editing a holon
without other holons obscuring it or slowing down the preview. It can also show only the selected holons.

To show only the active holon, click the Solo Holon button. Release it to return to full preview.

To show only the selected holons, Ctrl-click the Solo Holon button. If the button is already down it will
stay down.

When the active holon is hidden, any holons that are extended by the active holon will be visible. This makes
it convenient to edit extended holons in Solo mode. You can also solo any holons that are usually invisible
with Hide Parent Shape on.

The Solo Holon button also affects rendering, for the Chaos and Ordered methods. This allows you to do a
test render with only selected holons. Another use could be to add a new holon to an existing render, with
Render More.

Note: the Solo Holon button is automatically released when you open a file, or restore from a Shape
Memory Spot.

2.8.7 Free holons

Location: Holon toolbar in the Main window

Holons generally interact with each other to make a fractal. Specifically, a holon inherits the shape of each
"parent" holon and transforms it with its own parameters. In turn, the holon is a parent to each "child" holon,
passing its shape on to them. By default, every holon is both a parent and child of every holon, including
itself. However, a holon with no children has no effect on other holons, and is called a Free Holon. Each free
holon inherits the Parent Shape (the result of all non-free holons) but does not affect it.

To make the active holon free, click the Free Holon button.

To let the active holon rejoin the parent shape, release the Free Holon button.

This button applies only to the active holon, not to other selected holons.

In the Holon Info List, free holons are identified by an 'f' after the holon number.

Note: if a holon is both hidden and free at the same time, it is effectively disabled and has no effect on the
shape. You can take advantage of this to temporarily disable holons, or to keep spare holons for use in
creating backgrounds, Other Holon coloring or extenders.

2.8.8 Hide holons

Location: Holon toolbar in the Main window

There are two options to control the visibility of holons in the fractal. Hidden holons still interact to make the
shape but are not themselves visible.

To hide the active holon, click the Hide Holon button .
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 To make the active holon visible, release the Hide Holon button.

To show all hidden holons (except for any that are also Free), click the Show/Hide Hidden Holons

button . To hide them again, click the button again.

In the Holon Info List, hidden holons are identified by an 'h' after the holon number.

Note: if a holon is both hidden and free at the same time, it is effectively disabled and has no direct effect on
the shape, unless used as an extended holon. You can take advantage of this to temporarily disable holons,
or to keep spare holons for use in creating backgrounds, Other Holon coloring or extenders.

If you have both free holons and hidden holons, the hidden parts in the parent shape will also be hidden in
the free holon's shape.

To hide the whole parent shape without affecting the free holons, click the Hide Parent Shape button

. To make the parent shape visible again, release the button.

This button is only enabled when one or more holons are free. Hide Parent Shape works independently of
Hide Holon, so you can use them in combination.

2.8.9 Holon info list

Location: Holon toolbar in the Main window

The Holon Info button opens the Holon Info List in a separate window, which shows a summary of holon
parameters. It shows the selection, free and hidden status and the holon or metamorph parameters for each
holon. It also provides an easy way to select holons, and allows changing the holon order.

To show the Holon Info List, click the Holon Info button .
To hide the Holon Info List, either release the Holon Info button or click the Close button in the Holon
Info List title bar.

There is a row for every holon. The checkboxes show which holons are selected. The active holon is shown
in disabled colors.
Each row shows the holon number, followed by 'f' if free, and/or 'h' if hidden.

If the holon has metamorphs, it shows the Style, Amount, Scale and Special values (with decimals
rounded.) 
If it has no metamorphs, the holon scales, rotations and positions are shown.
If the holon is extended, 'Ex' and the extender holon number are added to the end of the row.
If the holon uses displacement mapping, it shows 'Di' and the displacer holon number.
If the holon has an active Meta Pattern Mask, it shows 'Mask' at the end of the row.
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Note: the window is resizeable. You may need to adjust the width to see the full information.

Selecting holons in the Holon Info List:

To change the active holon, click in the text area for the holon you want to be active.
To select or deselect holons, click in the checkboxes.
To select or deselect all holons, double-click the text area of any row.
Press the spacebar to toggle the selection for the highlighted holon and advance to the next holon. You
can use the arrow keys to move the highlight between holons.

Changing the holon order

The order of holons (the holon numbering) makes no difference to the object. However, it is often convenient
to have similar kinds of holons organized together, to make it easier to navigate, select or just to understand
the holon structure. The only convenient way to change the holon order is by dragging and dropping the rows
in the Holon Info list. Start dragging in the text area, not the checkbox.

To move a holon, drag the holon row and drop it in the desired position. Any holons in between will move
up or down one place.

Note: when you change holon order, any selections, extended holons or other references are updated
automatically. But any Selection Memory Spots are never updated to account for these or other changes to
holons.

2.8.10 Selection controls

Location: Holon toolbar in the Main window

To edit several holons at once, they must be selected. These controls let you select holons other than the
active holon.

To select the active holon so that it remains selected when no longer active, click the Select Holon

button . Selected holons are drawn in aqua when not active.

To deselect the active holon, release the Select Holon button. Remember that the active holon is always
affected by any operations that affect holon properties.

To select all holons, click the Select All Holons button .

To deselect all holons, click the Deselect All Holons button .

To invert the holon selection, click the Invert Holon Selection button . All unselected holons
become selected and vice versa.

Saving selections

There are eight Selection Memory Spots to let you store and recall holon selections. This is useful if you're
working with more than a few holons and want to work with different groups without having to reselect them
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each time.

To store the current selection, click on an empty spot.

To recall a selection, click on a full (blue) spot.

To clear a full spot, Ctrl-click it.

To clear all spots, Shift-click any spot. You will be asked for confirmation before the spots are cleared.

The current selection and any Selection Memory Spots are saved in parameter files. When you open
parameter files that have any Selection Memory Spots, they will replace any current selection spots.
Opening a file that does not include any Selection Memory Spots will not affect current selection spots.

2.9 File page

2.9.1 File information

Location: File page in the Main window

The File caption shows the full path of the last parameter file opened, and the XenoDream version it was
created in.

The Object Name, Creator, and Comments fields are stored in each XenoDream parameter file (.xep files).
Creator information is easily changed and not intended as any form of copyright protection, but as a
convenient record of the likely origin of each data file, as you can quickly lose track when they number in the
thousands. The Creator field defaults to the registered user.

To set your default creator information, edit the text in the Creator field as desired, then click the Save
button. It is saved in the Xenodream.ini file.

To set the Creator field to your default, click the Restore button.

Press the Enter key while in any of the fields on this page to open the Save as... dialog.

Background picture files

Parameter files can include a reference to a background picture file. The Background Picture field is set
whenever you open a picture file as the Background picture, or open a parameter file that includes a
reference to one. It is cleared if the Background picture does not exist when you open a parameter file. It is
up to you to clear the field before saving when you don't want to associate the picture with the file.
Background pictures are never opened automatically, so there is a button to open it whenever you want.

To browse picture files to set the Background Picture field, click the Browse Picture Files button .
Select a picture file and click OK to accept the filename. This does not open the file.

To clear the Background Picture field, click the Clear Background Picture Field button . This does
not delete the file.

To open the picture file, click the Open Background Picture button . If the file exists, the dialog to
choose the destination picture will appear. Usually you will want to choose the Background picture as
destination.
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Files with Pic Textures

Parameter files often include a Pic Texture . The texture data is saved in the .xep file if the texture was
applied to a picture before the parameter file was saved. The File has a Pic Texture button indicates that
an opened file includes a texture, or that a texture has been applied and will be included when saving a file. If
the button is not down, the texture will not be saved.

When the File has a Pic Texture button  is enabled and down, release it if you don't want the Pic
Texture to be saved in the file.

Note: when you open a file with a texture and render, the button is disabled until you apply the Pic Texture
again.

2.9.2 Quick start

Location: File page in the Main window

For a quick start you can open a randomly selected parameter file. When you move the mouse over the
Quick Start button, it reveals two buttons for opening random files.

To open one of the Sample parameter files, click the Random Sample File button . Any of the
provided files may be opened. (There is a chance that a special purpose file will be opened, eg a single
holon that is free and hidden, and therefore invisible.)

To open one of your own parameter files, click the Random User File button . The file is chosen
from the location specified for your files or any subfolder. If you have not saved any files yet, you may see
a message that no files exist.
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2.10 View page

2.10.1 Overview: the View page

Location: tab pages in the Main window

XenoDream creates 3-D objects, so you can look at them from any position and direction. The appearance
from other angles can vary dramatically.

There are seven views that you can switch between.

The Camera, which can face any direction, and uses perspective projection (distant objects appear
smaller).
Six fixed directions: the views from the Front, Back, Right, Left, Top and Bottom. Each of these can be
positioned and zoomed independently, and these settings are remembered. These views are orthogonal
(parallel projection), which makes it easier to line up holons.

Rendering the picture always uses the camera. The fixed views are for convenience when designing objects.

The view can be selected using the View menu in the Holon toolbar or by clicking or Shift-clicking the view
name in the Holon window.

The views can be adjusted using the position, direction and zoom  controls in the View page.

You can also clip the front and back  of the object for cutaway effects, use a fisheye lens , and make
stereograms in stereo mode .

You can temporarily store camera views with Camera Memory Spots .

2.10.2 View position, direction and zoom

Location: View page in the Main window

These controls affect the position and zoom settings for the Camera and other views, and the direction for
the Camera. You can adjust position and direction using numeric controls or by dragging on icons.

View Position

The X and Y Position controls work for all views. The Z Position controls only affect the Camera. These
directions are relative to the view (for all Trackball modes except Camera). Because the fixed direction
views are parallel projected, the apparent size of objects doesn't change with distance, so changing their Z
Position has no visible effect.
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The position controls apply to the active view (shown in the bottom left of the Holon window).

For precise adjustment of position, use the X, Y and Z Position numeric controls.

Drag the View Position XY icon  horizontally to change X, and vertically to change Y.

To change the X and Y position of the Holon window, Ctrl-drag the View Position XY icon.

To reset the Holon window position for the active view, click the Sync Window Positions icon . It is
only visible if the Holon window position has been changed for the active view.

Drag the View Position Z icon  vertically to change Z position. Note that it only has effect for the
Camera.

The Default Z dropdown box sets the Z Position for the Camera when you start XenoDream, click the Reset
View button, or choose File New. It also adjusts the Camera Zoom to preserve the size. When you
change it, the Z Position and Camera Zoom controls are updated. This provides a quick way to compare
distances for perspective effects.

Note: when the Trackball mode is set to Camera, the position controls set the actual Camera position in
world space, instead of the world position relative to the Camera. This can be useful for creating specific
camera paths in animations.

Zoom controls

Camera Zoom sets the magnification of the Camera and other views. Increasing Camera Zoom reduces
the field of view, making the object appear larger. High values are like a telephoto lens, and low values are
like a wide angle lens with exaggerated perspective.

To set the magnification for the active view, adjust the Camera Zoom control.

You can also use shortcut keys to adjust Camera Zoom in 10% increments, whether or not the View page is
showing.

To increase Camera Zoom, press Ctrl +
To decrease Camera Zoom, press Ctrl -

The FOV (field of view) indicator shows the horizontal width of the view in degrees. It depends only on the
Camera Zoom and the aspect ratio of the render.

To set the magnification of the Holon window for the active view, adjust the Holon Zoom control. This has
no effect on the Preview.

Both zoom settings are remembered for each view.

Camera Direction controls

The rotation and angle controls apply to the Camera view. (The other views have fixed directions, so you
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can't rotate them.) If the Camera is not already active, the view switches to Camera when you use any of the
direction controls.

There are three equivalent sets of controls: the icons for free dragging, the numeric angle controls for
dragging or precise setting, and buttons to rotate by fixed increments. The effect that they have depends on
the Trackball mode.

The Trackball mode dropdown box has four choices for how rotation works:
World: the world axes are rotated. The order is Y, X, Z. You can also think of it as moving the camera in
an orbit around the object, while keeping the object in view.
Screen: each rotation starts relative to the screen direction (X rotates horizontally, Y rotates vertically.)
Holon: the same as World, but centered on the active holon.
Camera: the camera itself is rotated to face in any direction. The position controls set the camera
position in world space (instead of world position relative to the camera).

Drag the Camera Rotate XY icon  horizontally to rotate X and vertically to rotate Y. The effect
depends on the Trackball mode. Hold Shift down while dragging to constrain rotation to the X or Y
direction.

Drag the Camera Rotate Z icon  vertically to rotate Z (roll the camera). The exact effect depends
on the Trackball mode.

Adjust the numeric Angle controls to rotate the axes individually, or precisely.

To rotate in fixed increments, set the Rotate By control to the number of degrees, and click any of the
buttons beneath it. Hold the buttons down to repeat automatically.

While any fixed view is active, click the Set Camera button  to set the Camera to that
direction.

To set the active view to default values, click the Reset View button .

2.10.3 Clipping planes

Location: View page in the Main window

Front and back clipping planes set limits on how close or distant points can be. This allows cutaway views.

To ignore points close to the camera, set the Clip Front control to the desired cutoff distance.

The Closest Point indicator shows how close to the camera the object comes. If it is less than the Clip
Front value, nearby points within the camera view are being clipped. A negative value means the object
extends behind the camera.
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To set Clip Front to the current closest point, click the Set Clip Front button .

To ignore points far from the camera, set the Clip Back control to the desired cutoff distance. If Clip Back
is less than Clip Front, no back clipping occurs.

The Furthest Point indicator shows how far from the camera the object reaches. If it is greater than the Clip
Back value, distant points within the camera view are being clipped.

To set Clip Back to the current furthest point, click the Set Clip Back button .

2.10.4 Fisheye lens

Location: View page in the Main window

A fisheye lens makes the image bulge spherically, so the center is magnified and the edges curve away.
The lens is positioned at the front clipping plane, which makes it easy to vary the fisheye effect without
moving the camera position.

To use the fisheye lens, check the Fisheye Lens checkbox. Increase the Clip Front value until the
curvature is right. You may need to reduce Camera Zoom to compensate. You may also want to adjust
camera Z Position for the desired perspective.

Note: The fisheye effect may not look good if the object is asymmetric or positioned off center, or doesn't fill
much of the view. It works best with sufficient context to see that the whole view is warped consistently.

Note: This is a lens effect and does not affect the object directly. It is ignored when exporting meshes.

2.10.5 Stereo mode

Location: View page in the Main window

Stereo mode provides an easy way to make stereograms of various types. Cross-eyed viewing is the most
flexible method, allowing any size image in full color. Parallel viewing also uses full color but the size is
limited because the focal points cannot be much wider than the distance between your eyes. Both these
methods require practise to learn. Using colored glasses makes it easier to see, at the expense of some
color.

To use stereo mode, click the Stereo Mode button . You will usually need to adjust the Camera
Zoom so that the two images are not overlapping.

To stop using stereo mode, release the Stereo Mode button.

The stereo images share the same space for rendering, and may cross over the center line if the Camera
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Zoom is too high, or if the object is messy or inconveniently shaped. Any parts that cross over are likely to

have incorrect shadows when lighting is applied. The No Crossing button  should be used to keep the
two halves separate.

The Stereo Depth control adjusts the difference between the viewpoints for each image, which determines
the 3-D depth that you see. A value of 10 corresponds to a 1/30 angle. Smaller values work best with distant
objects (larger Z Position), and larger values may be used when the camera is closer, or to increase the
depth of flatter objects. If the depth is set too high for the camera distance, the nearer parts of the object will
appear to diverge no matter how you focus.

The Deviation (Dev) indicator shows how much stereo deviation the images have relative to their width.

The Stereo Distance control adjusts the distance between the two images, which determines how far away
the stereo image appears. For a single render this can be used to adjust distance relative to the frame, and
in some cases it may also be useful for adjusting the separation. If you are combining separate renders (or a
rendered object with a stereo background), you will need to set this value differently for each render,
otherwise they will all appear to be the same distance away. Preview with Background is useful for
setting the relative distance.

To move the stereo image further away, increase Stereo Distance.

To move the stereo image closer, decrease Stereo Distance.

The angle and positions for the object are automatically calibrated to the Depth and Distance controls by
calculating the center and front of the object. If the objects is messy or unstable enough that the front cannot
be consistently measured, the apparent depth will vary randomly. In this case you can check the Stabilize
Angle option. When this is checked the Stereo Depth control may need to be set higher or lower than
usual to achieve the desired depth.

Note: when animating chaotic objects, Stabilize Angle is essential to avoid stereo depth variation between
frames.

Stereo Preview options

You can choose to preview stereo in cross-eye, parallel, or any of four standard anaglyphs (color pairs)
depending on which color glasses you have. For all stereo types the display is split into two copies.

For cross-eye viewing, the image for the right eye is on the left, and the image for the left eye is on the
right. When viewed with crossed eyes (focusing in front of the screen), a single 3-D image may be seen. A
pair of 'X' marks are drawn at the bottom of the Preview window to indicate cross-eye mode and help with
focusing.
For parallel viewing, the images are not swapped over. A pair of 'II' marks are drawn at the bottom of the
Preview window to indicate parallel mode and help with focusing.
For the four anaglyph choices, there are two images and each appears to be 3D with the specified color
glasses. The image on the left retains much of the original color and the image on the right is
monochrome, giving you a choice as to which works best. Color images with strong primaries can show
ghosting or be confusing.

The Stereo Preview Method is not saved in parameter files. It is remembered between sessions.

Note: this option only affects the preview. Stereo images are always rendered in cross-eye mode. The
Picture window Edit menu has options for converting rendered pictures for parallel viewing or anaglyphs. You
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should only do that to the final image, after any lighting or other effects have been applied.

Stereo mode supports:

Rendering objects, with or without lighting. It is usual to render and apply lighting to stereograms, but
transparent rendering can also work very well. All lighting options now support stereo (except for the
hole-filling background creation method.)
Background creation mode on the Color page.
The Pic Texture filter in the Picture window.

Viewing stereograms

Viewing crosseyed stereograms can be challenging, especially at first, but once you start to see them it
gets easier. Here are two methods to begin.

1. Hold a finger up in front of the screen, below the center of the picture. Slowly bring it closer to your face,
focusing on the tip of your finger. When it gets to about nine inches (22cm) from your eyes, you should see
a central image behind it. Keep focusing on your finger and move it forward or back until the image is
clearest. Try shifting your focus between your  finger and the image without changing your focus distance.
When you can hold it steady, you can bring the object into sharp focus, and see it in full 3-D.

2. Hold both hands up about eight to ten inches from your face, palms towards you, with a gap of about two
inches between them. Looking at your hands, move them so that the image appears between them, and
move them further or closer until the image comes into focus. This method has the advantage of hiding the
distracting side images.

Viewing parallel stereograms also takes patience to learn. It requires relaxing your eyes to focus in the
distance, well behind the screen, until the images converge into a central 3D image.

2.10.6 Camera memory spots

Location: View page in the Main window

There are 20 Camera Memory Spots to let you store and recall camera settings during the current session,
including clipping, fisheye and stereo parameters.

To store the current Camera view, click on an empty spot.

To recall a Camera view, click on a full (blue) spot.

To clear a full spot, Ctrl-click it.

To clear all spots, Shift-click any spot. You will be asked for confirmation before the spots are cleared.

To set the active view to default values, click the Reset View button .

When you save a parameter file, any full Camera Memory Spots will be included. When you open
parameter files that have any Camera Memory Spots, they will replace the current camera spots. Opening a
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file that does not include any Camera Memory Spots will not affect current spots.
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2.11 Shape page

2.11.1 Overview: the Shape page

Location: tab pages in the Main window

The Shape page has most of the controls that affect the shape of the object. The others are in the Holon
toolbar.

As the shape is defined by the holons and their relationships, the Shape page contains controls for the
individual holon parameters, and tools for manipulating them in various ways.

There are two groups of parameters that apply to individual holons. Every holon has the basic linear 
parameters ; scale, skew, rotation and position. They can also have one or two optional nonlinear
formulas called Metamorphs . The parameters are shown for the active holon, but any changes you make
are applied to all selected holons.

You can adjust individual controls, use randomizing or other tools to change groups of parameters, or drag in
the Holon window to change holon parameters directly.

You can temporarily store shapes with Shape Memory Spots .

2.11.2 Holon parameters

Location: Shape page in the Main window

Holons are the building blocks for creating objects in XenoDream. Holons can have specific shapes such as
cubes or spheres by assigning a metamorph with a Constructor style. Otherwise, they inherit the shapes of
some or all holons and modify them. As few as two holons can create a complex object that may have
fractal characteristics.

Whether or not metamorphs are added, each holon is defined by its Scale, Skew , Rotation  and
Position  in each of three directions.

The directions are labeled X, Y and Z, which initially correspond to right, up and towards you. (These
directions are fixed in space, in the same way north and east are fixed on a map. If you change the camera
angle for a different view, they will point in different directions relative to you.)

Absolute or relative adjustment

When more than one holon is selected, you can choose whether editing a parameter will preserve
differences between the holons or set them all to the same value.

To set identical values for selected holons when editing holon parameters, first check Absolute

. If unchecked, holon parameters retain relative values.

Note: The Absolute setting does not apply to dragging in the Holon window, which is always relative, or to
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metamorph parameters, which are always absolute.

2.11.3 Holon scale

Location: Shape page in the Main window

The Scale parameters set the relative size of the holon in each of the three directions (X, Y, Z). Unequal
scales can make flattened or elongated features. The numbers are percentages in the range 0 to 500%, but
the exact effect depends on whether the holon is a constructor or iterator.

Constructor holons

The overall size of a constructor is set by the Metamorph Scale parameter, and the holon scales only
modify the size if Rescale is checked. Then values below 100 shrink the holon in that direction, and values
above 100 expand it.

Note: Whether or not Rescale is used, the scales do affect the density (or probability) of points. You can
balance the density by setting the scales in approximate proportion to the holon's size, or you can adjust
the Holon Density control.

Iterator holons

For an iterator holon, the scales determine how the holon size changes at each iteration. A scale of 100%
keeps the same size as the inherited holons. That can be useful for some shapes, especially rotational
symmetries. Usually the scales will be less than 100, making smaller copies at each iteration. When there
are several iterators, the collective scales affect how much space is filled, and each can be adjusted to
change the length or thickness in different ways. The largest holons have the most influence on the shape.

Scales above 100 make the shape larger at each iteration, which can quickly result in expanding to infinity
(generating an Overflow warning), or at least a large blob. You will want to avoid this except for two situations
when it can be useful. One is when the holon's Max Iteration is set to 1 or not much more, preventing
runaway expansion. The other is when the holon is Free (only iterated once anyway), and larger scales
allow the free holon to be bigger than the parent shape.

Sync Scales

To make the three scales equal for the selected holons, click the Sync Scales button . Click it
immediately after changing any of the X, Y or Z Scale controls to set all scales to the changed value.
Click it at any other time to set all scales equal to the X Scale.

To set all holon scales to 100, Ctrl-click the Sync Scales button.

2.11.4 Holon skew

Location: Shape page in the Main window

The Skew parameters distort the holon by rotating one of the directions relative to the others. The range is
from 0 to 359.99 degrees. As you increase the skew, the holon folds like a cardboard box, so that at 90 (or
270) degrees it is flat, and between 90 and 270 it is mirrored or reversed.

You'll probably want to leave the skews at 0 most of the time.
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For constructors, the skews have no effect unless one or both metamorphs have Reorient checked.

Tip: to flip or reflect a holon about a plane, set the appropriate skew to 180.

2.11.5 Holon rotation

Location: Shape page in the Main window

The Rotation parameters adjust the holon's orientation. The range is from 0 to 359.99 degrees. Rotations
are applied in order X, Y, Z. 3-D rotations are not independent, so the holon doesn't always turn the way you
might expect when you adjust these controls.

For iterators, holon rotations determine the curvatures of the shape. The angles of the largest holons are
most significant to the overall shape, for example to make large spirals, while angles of smaller holons affect
the detail within the shape.

For constructors, the rotations have no effect unless one or both metamorphs have Reorient checked.

2.11.6 Holon position

Location: Shape page in the Main window

The Position parameters set the holon's position in space. The holon positions together make a spatial
arrangement that approximates the overall shape (though it can be heavily modified by the rotations and
skews, and any metamorphs). The range is from -9999 to 9999.

If all holons have the same position (and rotations) and don't have constructor metamorphs, the object is just
a point. The further apart you move holons, the larger the object becomes.

For precise alignment, it may be helpful to know that the Position and Scale units are the same size
(although Scale is limited to 100). 100 units of position on the Shape page equals one unit of camera
position on the View page. 

Tip: to scale the overall object size to fit the window, use the Object Size control. Readjusting all the holon
positions is more work, and usually affects the shape of the object.

Normally the holon position is relative to the origin in world space. The Rel option (Relative to Parents)
allows the holon to have positions relative to each of its parent holons. This has the effect of splitting the
holon into separate parts corresponding to every other holon in the parent shape (ie, all other holons except
for free holons). Free holons and constructors can also be made relative to parents, and will split into
multiple copies, one for each other holon.

Note: Rel is not supported for the Ordered rendering method, as it is not possible.

2.11.7 Holon volume and density

Location: Shape page in the Main window
These controls are for adjusting relative density of points in the object. This is useful for minimizing render
time, or changing the emphasis of some features in transparent renders.

The Holon Volume indicator provides an estimate of the overall density of the object, or relative volume that
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is filled. You cannot edit this number. Generally, numbers below 50% indicate sparse fractals, and over
about 110% indicate excessive density. The actual density depends on the interaction between the
parameters, and metamorphs further complicate matters, so there are no rules, but a general guideline is
that volumes much over 100% will be slow to render. (Free holons do not contribute to this number.) The
number can also be artificially inflated by constructors with scales out of proportion to the actual size.

The Optimize Density option gives a different probability distribution for the preview and chaos render, which
fills in details faster for typical fractal objects. It may give poor or undesirable results for some objects with
holon density of 100% or more, especially those where one holon has all Scales at 100 (or larger). It is
unpredictable for metamorphs so you need to assess visually which you prefer. It also affects the coloring
when the Holon Sequence method is used. This option makes no difference when all holons have equal
size.

Check or uncheck Optimize Density and choose which fills in the preview faster and more evenly. For
transparent renders the other choice may be preferable for showing some features more clearly.

The Holon Density control allows you to increase or decrease the relative density of selected holons. It
defaults to 1 and ranges from 0.01 to 1000. This is most useful for increasing the density of holons that are
very 'thin' due to one or more scales being near zero, or skew settings that flatten the holon. You can also
use it to compensate for metamorphs that significantly expand or shrink a holon. Density corresponds to
probability in the Chaos method, and has NO effect for other rendering methods.

Select holons that fill in slower than the others in the preview, and increase Holon Density.
Select holons that fill in faster than the others in the preview, and decrease Holon Density.

Tip: another use for Holon Density is to compensate for distance from the camera in Chaos renders.
Distant holons may fill in faster than close ones. You could increase Holon Density for close holons or
decrease it for distant holons, to improve render time, and to balance the holons better for transparent
renders. This works well where constructor metamorphs are used, otherwise it can modify the shape if you
make the densities too different.

2.11.8 Shape drag mode

Location: Shape page in the Main window

As well as adjusting the individual holon parameters, you can drag the holons in the Holon window in various
ways. Dragging works on the active and any other selected holons, so you don't have to start the drag on a
particular holon. Think of the holon window as a mousepad. You can continue the drag off the edge, as long
as you start somewhere inside it. Another advantage of dragging is that it works relative to the camera, so
that left always means left regardless of the viewing angle.

If the Select Holons button is down, you need to begin the drag somewhere where the active holon remains
yellow or green. Clicking when a holon is red will first make that holon active (see Selecting in the holon
window ). Alternatively you can release the Select Holons button to allow unhindered dragging.

The effect of dragging depends on the Drag Mode.

Scale: drag to change the scales of the selected holons.
Skew: drag to change the skews of the selected holons.
Rotation: drag to rotate the selected holons. The angles or positions or both are rotated depending on
the Drag Rotate Mode.
Position: drag to move the selected holons. If you press Shift, the movement is constrained to horizontal
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or vertical.
Morph: drag to interactively morph the selected holons. Each time you begin dragging, the rates for each
parameter and holon are randomized, so no two morphs from the same starting point would be the same.
If a morph drag is not worthwhile, click the Undo button in the Holon toolbar and morph again. Drag
horizontally to change Rotations, vertically to change Scales and Skews, and vertically with Ctrl to change
Positions.
Explore: shows a panel with additional controls to select the parameters that will be affected. See below.

If you press the Ctrl key while dragging, vertical dragging switches to the in/out axis (towards/away from the
camera). Settings are stored so you can repeatedly press and release Ctrl during a drag.

Explore mode

When Shape Drag mode is Explore, a panel with additional controls is visible below the dropdown box:

 
The three dropdown boxes set the parameters to be affected by dragging horizontally, vertically or
vertically when Ctrl is down.
When Easy Drag is checked, you don't have to hold the mouse button down while dragging, but can click
to start and end exploring. The drag is also ended when the mouse pointer leaves the Holon window.
When Random is checked, the drag effect is randomized for each selected holon when you start a new
drag (similar to Morph); otherwise they are affected equally, like using the individual numeric controls.
To hide the panel, change the drag mode to anything except Explore.

These controls are remembered between sessions. 

2.11.9 Shape drag rotate mode

Location: Shape page in the Main window

When the Drag Mode is Rotate, the Drag Rotate mode determines how the selected holons respond to
dragging.

Choose Angle to change only the orientation of the holons.
Choose Position to rotate the holon positions around the center without changing orientation.
Choose Both to rotate angle and position together.
Choose Counter to rotate angle and position in opposing directions.

When several holons are selected, these are useful ways to assemble and adjust different geometrical
arrangements.

2.11.10 Randomizing holons

Location: Shape page in the Main window

These controls provide quick variations of some or all of the basic holon parameters. (Metamorphs have
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separate randomizing controls.)

To randomize one or all parameters for selected holons:

1. Select the holons to be randomized.
2. Set the Drag Mode to the parameter that you want to change. To change the Scales, Skews,

Rotations and Positions at the same time, choose Morph (or Explore).

3. Click the Random Sequence button  to generate a random sequence for the selected holons.
Repeat as necessary.

Several types of sequences are used instead of purely random numbers to produce more interesting
patterns.
Note: the Constraints setting applies when randomizing holons.

To move all holons so they are centered in space:

Click the Center Holons button . To undo the move, click the button again.

This is most useful after randomizing positions, but can be used at any time.

2.11.11 Constraints

Location: Shape page in the Main window

Sometimes you may want to keep some holons in a flat plane, for example to make 2D objects or 'flame'
style fractals. You can construct them by careful adjustment of the holon parameters, but if you used
Sequences or Morphing, they would become 3-D. This is when the Constraints options are useful.

The Constraints options are:

None: morphing and random sequences operate normally, in full 3-D.
XY plane: morphing and random sequences only change parameters in the XY plane.
YZ plane: morphing and random sequences only change parameters in the XY plane.
XZ plane: morphing and random sequences only change parameters in the XY plane.

Other parameters will be preserved, so if they are already arranged in 3-D they will remain that way.

Note: Constraints do not prevent you from manually adjusting the holons in 3-D.

To force selected holons from 3-D down to 2-D:

1. Select the holons to be constrained.
2. Set the Constraints to the desired plane.

3. Click the Zero Constrained Values button . The Skews, Rotations and Positions that are not in
that plane will be set to zero.

Note: Scales are not affected by any of these controls.
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2.11.12 Align linear

Location: Shape page in the Main window

The Align Linear button opens a dialog with options for aligning any parameters of the selected holons in a
straight line. The existing ranges of the holon parameters are used.

To align holon parameters in a line:

1. Select the holons to be aligned. If only one is selected, all holons will be aligned.
2. Click the Align Linear button. The Align Linear dialog opens:

While the dialog is open you can choose any combination of parameters to align. The preview is updated as
you make changes. You cannot access any controls in the Main window while the dialog is open.

Choose the Align parameter from the dropdown box.
Check which of the X, Y, Z directions to align.
Choose the Nearest option to keep the holons in the order nearest to their original parameter values,
otherwise they are aligned in order of holon number.
Click the Clear button to uncheck the X, Y and Z options for the current parameter.

Click OK to accept the current alignment and close the dialog.
Click Cancel to close the dialog without applying any alignment.

Note: if alignment has no effect for some parameters, it is because they are either already aligned, or most
usually, they have identical values and therefore no range to be distributed over.

2.11.13 Align cyclic

Location: Shape page in the Main window

The Align Cyclic button opens a dialog with options for aligning the parameters of the selected holons in a
variety of curves. The Range and Center values are initially set to match the selected holon parameters.

To align holon parameters in curves:

1. Select the holons to be aligned.
2. Click the Align Cyclic button. The Align Cyclic dialog opens, defaulting to a circle in the XY plane:
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While the dialog is open you can choose any combination of parameters to align. The preview is updated as
you make changes.

Choose the Align parameter from the dropdown box. Settings for each parameter are independent, so you
can switch back and forth between them until you're happy with the overall effect.
Choose a Curve for each of the X, Y, Z directions. If any direction is set to None, it will not be affected.
Adjust the Cycles for the number of times each curve repeats within the range.
Adjust the Phase to shift the curve around a cycle.
Adjust the Range values to set the extent (amplitude) for each curve.
Adjust the Center values to shift the whole curve.
Choose the Nearest option to keep the holons in the order nearest to their original parameter values,
otherwise they are aligned in order of holon number.
Click the Clear button to reset the control values for the current parameter. Note that it does not affect the
holons, which are only updated when the Curve is not None.
Click the Last button to reload the previous values (this is only enabled if you have applied Align Cyclic in
this session.)

To add more holons to the curve, adjust the Add holons control. They will be cloned from the active holon.
You can adjust this up or down at any time, but it is easiest while aligning Position. Any holons that
existed before opening the dialog will not be affected by this control.

There are buttons to randomize each of the X,Y and Z controls and a button to randomize all controls. The
checkboxes on the right select which parameters will be randomized.

Click OK or press Enter to accept the current alignment and close the dialog.
Click Cancel or press Esc to close the dialog and revert to previous values.

Note: the effects of the curves are easier to see when many holons are used. The Saw curve is a straight
line when Cycles is less than +/-1, and a repeating sawtooth otherwise.

Tip: when adding many holons with Add holons, you will want to adjust their scales, unless they are
constructor metamorphs. It is convenient to set Align to Scale, set each Curve to Saw and adjust the
Center values.

Tip: to use Align Cyclic to multi-replicate constructors, try the following:
1. Don't select any holons other than the active holon.
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2. Set the active holon to a constructor metamorph, with Reposition, Rescale and Reorient checked.
3. Click the Align Cyclic button.
4. Increase the Add holons control, then adjust the Range controls.
5. Experiment.

2.11.14 Iteration control

Location: Shape page in the Main window

These controls limit the iteration of holons.

Maximum Iterations (Max iter)

For an iterator holon, this is the number of times the holon is allowed to repeat itself. It is most useful for
large iterators (scales over 50).

For a constructor holon, this is the number of times the constructor can be repeated by any combination of
iterator holons. (This is new for v2.2. It had no effect for constructors in earlier versions.)

Each holon has its own value for Maximum Iterations.

Adjust the Maximum Iteration control to set the maximum consecutive iterations of the active holon and
any other selected holons.

For unlimited iteration of the selected holons, set Maximum Iteration to 0.

Exclusive Iteration

These controls are global to the object, not set per holon. One control specifies the exclusive holon, the
other sets how many iterations of other holons are allowed before returning to the exclusive one.

Specify the exclusive holon with the Exclusive Holon control.

To disable exclusive iteration, set Exclusive Holon to 0.

Set the Exclusive Maximum control to limit the iterations of other holons.

This is most useful for reducing clutter by preventing iteration of fine details. See the tutorial on iteration
controls in Using XenoDream for examples.

Note: from v2.2 onwards, Exclusive Iteration has the same effect as Max Iter for a constructor holon, but still
provides a unique function for iterators.

2.11.15 Extending holons

Location: Shape page in the Main window
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These controls extend a holon by using another holon. The extender holon can provide extra metamorphs or
it can apply displacement mapping. Any holon can be used as an extender, but Free Hidden holons are
recommended for this purpose so they don't have other effects.

For clarity we will say that a primary holon is extended by an extender holon.

Extending for extra metamorphs

First select the primary holon(s).

To extend the selected holons with another holon, set the Holon control to choose the extender holon.
Set the Extension Mode dropdown box to Extend.

To stop extending the selected holons, set the Holon control to 0.

Then select the extender holon and add one or two metamorphs (not constructors). They will modify the
primary holon(s).

To apply the extension relative to the primary holon's position, check Reposition. You will usually want to
do this, so it is checked by default.

When the primary holon has Map From set to First Metamorph or Last Metamorph, check Color to
get the meta patterns from the extender instead of the primary holon. (Applies to Metamorph coloring
only.)

Displacement mapping

Displacement mapping is a process where points on a surface are moved into or out of the surface according
to some pattern. Here we are displacing the primary holon's points. The pattern is supplied by the extender
holon's metamorphs and metamorph coloring parameters. Instead of mapping it to a color gradient we map it
as a displacement of the primary holon.

There are four options for displacement in the Extension Mode dropdown box:
Disp radial displaces the points towards or away from the holon's position. This is most useful with
spheres, cubes or other 3D shapes.
Disp X, Disp Y and Disp Z displace points in the X, Y or Z directions. These are most useful with the
corresponding plane constructors.

To displace the selected holons with another holon, set the Extension Mode to one of the displace
options and set the Holon control to choose the extender holon.

To stop displacing the selected holons, set the Holon control to 0. (Or set the Extension Mode to
Extend the holons instead.)

It is most useful for the primary holon to be a constructor or inherit constructors. It is highly recommended
that the extender be free and hidden to minimize confusion.

The displacement pattern is calculated from the extender holon's metamorph coloring. With the extender
holon selected you will need to switch between the Shape and Color pages to adjust the effect.

1. On the Shape page:
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To change the position, scale, angle etc of the pattern, adjust the corresponding basic parameters.

To choose the type of pattern, select one or two metamorph styles (not constructors or tiles) and adjust
the Scale and Special controls. If you use two styles, adjust the Amount of the first style to modulate
the second style.

To set the amount of displacement, adjust the Amount of the last metamorph (ie the first style if you use
only one, or the second style if you use two.)

2. On the Color page:

Set Method to Metamorph and Map From to Last Metamorph.

To control the pattern, adjust the Meta Pattern, Curve and Blend controls.

If Wrap is checked, the displacement is unbounded. If not checked, the displacement is shifted with the
Cycle control and bounced.

To adjust the coloring, make sure you select the primary holon first.

When the primary holon has Map From set to First Metamorph or Last Metamorph, check Color (in
the Extend panel) to get the meta patterns from the extender instead of the primary holon.

Saving extender or displacer holons

It can be convenient to save an extender holon to use with other objects, especially for displacement
mapping.

1. Select the extender holon.
2. If it isn't already free and hidden, make it so.
3. In the File menu choose Save Holon, and save it to a folder for this purpose.

To add a saved extender to an object, use File | Append... then select the primary holon and set the
Extend controls accordingly.

Note: The extender holon cannot be further extended or displaced. Any Extend settings for the extender
holon would apply only to its primary role, if it is not free and hidden. For example, if holons 1 and 2 are not
free or hidden, and holon 1 is extended by holon 2, and holon 2 is extended by holon 3. Extending can be
confusing enough without holons having two roles, so such experiments are recommended only for the bold.

2.11.16 Metamorphs: overview

Location: Shape page in the Main window

Metamorphs are optional extra transformations of the holons, applied before or after the basic transformation
(scale, skew, rotate and position). They have two uses: warping the holon shape in an endless variety of
ways, and making holons into constructors (standard shapes such as spheres and cubes, independent of
other holons).
(Metamorphs have no connection to Morphing, which is a process for changing the main holon parameters.)

The different metamorph formulas are called Styles and you choose them from a list. Each style has three
options for how it is applied and three parameters to adjust the effect.
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There are two stages of metamorphs, and you can use either or both. If you use both, the left one is applied
before the right.

Metamorphs can be completely enabled or disabled with one control. They must be enabled to have any
effect on the shape (though they can still affect the colors if the Metamorph coloring method is used.)

To enable metamorphs, click the Metamorphs button . To disable metamorphs, release it.

Note: Metamorphs cannot be rendered with the Ordered method.

2.11.17 Metamorph styles

Location: Shape page in the Main window

There are currently 382 different styles of metamorph for modifying holons. Each style is a pre-programmed
formula with three parameters (Amount, Scale and Special). You can use up to two metamorphs per holon
(but see Extending holons  for a way to use more.)

Each Style button shows the name of the style in the caption. '(None)' indicates that no metamorph is
applied.

To choose a style for one of the metamorphs:

1. Click the Style button for that metamorph. If the other Style button is down it will be released. The
Metamorph Styles window opens with the current category and style highlighted, if any.

2. Select the holons that you want to set the styles for, if not already selected.
3. In the Style List, select the category of interest and click the style name. To choose '(None)', either

click the Clear Style button  or press the spacebar.

To get popup help for any style, right-click the style in the list. This gives a short description of the style
and the effect of the parameters. The popup window opens above the Metamorph Styles window if space
permits, otherwise below it. You can click the popup help to hide it, otherwise it will disappear when the
Metamorph Styles window is closed or hidden.
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To close the Metamorph Styles window, release whichever Style button is down, or click the close button
in the title bar.

You can drag the Metamorph Styles window to wherever is convenient, and resize it. It will remember the
size and position.

Metamorph Categories

Constructor

For making a shape that is independent of other holons. A constructor should always be the first
metamorph, because it would override any other metamorph. For some styles, Amount has no effect except
whether it is negative or not.

Tile

These styles make multiple copies of the holon in a regular pattern, with the number of copies depending on
the Special parameter.

Mirror

These styles split the holon into pieces and manipulate the pieces.

Grid/block

These styles make patterns of holes or displacement in regular grids or blocks.

Local

These styles affect some areas leaving others unchanged, or operate on iteration paths.

Axial

These styles are symmetric relative to the X, Y and Z axes. Some are based on the nearest of the six axial
directions.

Radial

These styles displace the holon radially, ie towards or away from the center.

Rotary

These styles rotate around an axis or distort relative to an axis.

Warp

These styles warp the holon in other ways.

Noise

These styles use a noise pattern, providing randomness that is reproducible.
Some use fractal brownian motion (FBM), a smoothly varying random pattern also known as Perlin noise.
Adding several octaves of this noise at different frequencies gives control of the roughness. This is good for
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rocks, terrains and textures. The wood and agate styles are special variations just for coloring.
The Voronoi and Poisson styles make irregular cell patterns based on the distance to the nearest points,
positioned randomly. They tend to be slow, especially the 3D ones.
The wave styles combine several randomly positioned spherical waves, for ripple effects.

Iterated

These styles iterate a formula several times for complex warping. Iteration is controlled by the Special
parameter; keep it below about 10 to avoid slowing down too much.

Fractal

These styles generally contain two or more transformations, and when applied to an iterator holon will
produce a fractal by itself. This is most useful when combined with one or more additional holons, especially
constructors.
The Halfjuly and Halfjulz styles only have one transformation and need an additional iterator to make a
fractal.
Many styles new in v2.3 have internal trees for iteration, to produce all the detail that is missed by purely
random choices. These have a T suffix in the name, and are useful on a single iterator holon as well as with
additional holons.

Copying metamorphs

Right-clicking either Style button shows a popup menu with options to Copy, Paste or Swap metamorphs.

Choose Copy metamorph to copy the chosen metamorph. It will be available for pasting to any holon.
The Style, Amount, Scale, Special and options are copied.

Choose Paste metamorph to paste the last copied metamorph to the chosen position in all selected
holons. This option is only enabled after Copy metamorph has been used, and remains available until
you close XenoDream.

Choose Swap metamorphs to swap the order of the first and second metamorphs for all selected holons.

2.11.18 Metamorph parameters

Location: Shape page in the Main window

Each metamorph has three parameters to adjust the effect. Changes are applied to all selected holons.

The Amount generally controls the strength of the metamorph effect. When Amount is 0, the metamorph
has no effect on the shape (except for Constructor and Tile styles, and a few other exceptions). Amount
usually blends between the plain and metamorphed effects, and negative values may subtract the
metamorph from normal. Negative values can cause unstable shapes for some styles. An Amount of 100
gives the full effect, and values up to 200 provide 'overdrive' for non-constructor styles. For constructors, the
maximum Amount is 100.

For most constructor styles Amount adjusts some aspect of the shape, but for some of them Amount
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makes no difference except giving a different option when the value is negative.

The Scale generally adjusts the relative size or frequency of the metamorph, depending on the style. For
most constructor styles, Scale sets the absolute size of the constructor shape. Negative values of Scale
may have the same or opposite effect as positive values, or may have a different formula.

The Special parameter provides custom variations for each style.

Note: unlike the other holon parameters, adjusting metamorph parameters for several selected holons
always sets the values identical for each holon regardless of the Absolute option.

2.11.19 Metamorph options

Location: Shape page in the Main window

These checkboxes provide flexibility in how the metamorphs affect the holon and each other.

Reposition, Rescale and Reorient options

 
Metamorph styles are defined in world coordinates and by default are applied after the holon's basic
parameters. This means that the style is fixed in space and orientation. The Reposition, Rescale and
Reorient options allow the style to be relative to the holon, and are especially useful with constructor styles.
Each of the two metamorphs has these options.

To move the style to the holon's position, check the Reposition option for that metamorph. It is checked
by default.

To apply the holon's scales after the metamorph, check the Rescale option for that metamorph.

To use the holon's skews and rotations after the metamorph, check the Reorient option for that
metamorph.

Note: when using two metamorphs, you will often want Reposition checked for both. Usually you will not
want Rescale or Reorient for both. Here is an example of the Reorient options for a holon with Y Rotation
30, and metamorphs Cube and Wabe:

Neither 1st 2nd Both

In this case, checking Reorient for the 2nd metamorph has the desired effect of making a cube, applying
Wabe to it, then rotating the object.

Drive

Normally the first metamorph is applied first, then the second metamorph is applied to the result.
When Drive is checked, the first metamorph is not applied directly, but instead modulates the position of
the second metamorph. In other words, the second metamorph is applied, while being driven by the first
metamorph.
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This is not useful when the first metamorph is a constructor or tile (because they contain randomization, the
result is just noise). The main use is on extended or free holons. Here is an example with a cube on holon 1,
extended to holon 2 with different combinations of Ogre and Spikes2:

Ogre Spikes2 Ogre + Spikes2 Spikes2 + Ogre Ogre driving Spikes2

When Ogre drives Spikes2, the result is that Ogre warps the spikes instead of affecting the whole shape.

Compatibility with v1.1

Note: In version 1.1, Rescale and Reorient were combined as a single option. When v1.1 files are opened,
Rescale is set to match Reorient. If Reorient was on and Reposition off, the behavior was previously

incorrect, and a Compatibility button  is set to provide the old behavior. It is recommended that you
leave this button off unless it is set by opening an old parameter file, and that you experiment with turning it
off to see if it is still needed.

2.11.20 Randomizing metamorphs

Location: Shape page in the Main window

There are two randomizing buttons , one for each metamorph. They randomize parameters for the
selected holons depending on the associated checkboxes.

Use the column of checkboxes to the right of the metamorphs to choose which parameters to randomize.
From the top down, they enable Style, Amount, Scale, Special and Reposition. (Rescale and Reorient
are never randomized.)

If Sync is checked, all selected holons will get identical values, otherwise they are randomized
independently.

These settings are remembered between sessions.

Note: randomizing the second metamorph's Style will never choose a constructor style.

2.11.21 Shape memory spots

Location: Shape page in the Main window

There are 20 Shape Memory Spots to let you store and recall shapes during the current session, including
holon parameters, metamorphs, free and hidden options. From v2.1 they also remember which holons are
selected.

To store the current shape, click on an empty spot.
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To recall a shape, click on a full (blue) spot.

To clear a full spot, Ctrl-click it.

To clear all spots, Shift-click any spot. You will be asked for confirmation before the spots are cleared.

To add the holons from a spot to the current shape, right-click a full spot and choose Append from the
popup menu.

To include camera settings when recalling a shape, check the Include View option  before
recalling the shape.

To include coloring when recalling a shape, check the Include Colors option  before recalling
the shape.

Tip: Shape Memory Spots are very useful before randomizing metamorphs or other experiments, so you
can easily return to the same starting point without relying on the Undo history.

Saving and Opening Shape Memory Spots

You can save all the Shape Memory Spots as a set of files, and open them again at any time, using the
buttons located beneath the Shape Memory Spots. This can be convenient when you have saved variations
on a theme for future exploration, or for use in a project. All spots in use are saved with suffix '-sms' followed
by the spot number.

To save all the full Shape Memory Spots, click the Save Shape Memory Spots button . In the File
Save dialog, choose the location and enter a filename, and click OK to save.

To open a set of Shape Memory Spot files, click the Open Shape Memory Spots button . In the
File Open dialog, choose the location and select an .XEP file. If any spot files with the same name exist
they will be loaded into the same spots and all previous spots cleared. If the file does not belong to a set,
nothing will be opened.
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2.12 Color page

2.12.1 Overview: the Color page

Location: tab pages in the Main window

The Color page is where you assign natural or intrinsic coloring to the object before rendering. The final
colors also depend on the lighting process, in which the object's colors, transparency and 3-D shape interact
with light sources and other effects. They may be similar or very different from the colors that you assign
here.

There are two coloring methods . The Holon Sequence method is best suited to pure fractals and the
Metamorph method is best suited to shapes with constructors.

Some of the controls are visible on the Color page depending on which method is chosen. The other controls
relate to the gradients. A gradient strip shows the gradient for the active holon. There are two types of
gradient, Parametric  and Custom , each with its own gradient editor window. The Edit Gradient

button  opens the appropriate gradient editor.

There are presets for each type of gradient, which can be opened by clicking the Gradient Presets button

 on the color page, or from the gradient editors.

You can temporarily store all color parameters with Color Memory Spots .

2.12.2 Coloring method

Location: Color page in the Main window

There are two Coloring Methods. The Holon Sequence method  colors each pixel uniquely and is best
suited to pure fractals. The Metamorph method  uses individual gradients and is best suited to shapes
with constructors.

To set the Coloring Method, choose from the dropdown list. The method determines which other controls
are visible.

The Holon Sequence coloring method uses each pixel's unique sequence of holons to generate colors. It
allows millions of colors together, which are intimately related to the object's shape. It works best with fractal
shapes that either do not use metamorphs, or use relatively subtle non-constructor styles (because
constructor styles or strong distortions destroy the coherence of the underlying patterns).

The Metamorph coloring method uses texture mapping. There is a choice of sources to map from, mostly
based on metamorph coordinates. They may be filtered and combined before being mapped to either
gradients or the background picture.

2.12.3 Map to

Location: Color page in the Main window

The Map To control specifies the color source that this holon will be mapped to. For Metamorph coloring the
holon's meta pattern output will be mapped to it. For Holon Sequence coloring the gradients are blended
according to the holon sequence.
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The Map To options are:

Parametric Gradient: use the parametric gradient for this holon.

Custom Gradient: use a custom gradient for this holon. This is the default for new holons.

For Metamorph coloring only:
Background Picture: use picture mapping  with the Background picture for this holon.

2.12.4 Edge and mix

Location: Color page in the Main window
Applies to: Holon Sequence coloring: always

Metamorph coloring: Parametric gradients

These controls affect how the gradients behave, depending on the coloring method.

Edge selects the behavior of the gradients at the maximum and minimum values of red, green and blue.
With Bounce, the gradient reverses direction, producing smooth color changes. With Wrap, the gradient
wraps around, producing abrupt changes. With Limit, the gradient stays at the maximum or minimum
until the next time it changes direction.

The effect of Mix depends on the coloring method:

For Holon Sequence coloring, Mix sets the balance between the holons. For positive values, more of
each holon's own gradient are used; for negative values more of the other gradients are used.

For Metamorph coloring and Parametric gradients, Mix acts as an additional Gain control, providing
smoother adjustment for small Gain values. It has no effect on Custom gradients.

2.12.5 Absolute color editing

Location: Color page in the Main window
Applies to: Per-holon color controls

When more than one holon is selected, you can choose whether editing a parameter will preserve
differences between the holons or set them all to the same value.

To set identical values for selected holons when editing holon parameters, first check Absolute. If
unchecked, holon parameters retain relative values.

The Absolute option for colors is checked by default.

2.12.6 Inherit color

Location: Color page in the Main window

Sometimes it is useful for a holon to ignore its own Map To colors and inherit from other holons, to replicate
their coloring. It is most useful for large or Free holons. With Metamorph coloring, it works well in
conjunction with the Map From options Inherit All and Inherit Style.
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To inherit colors from other holons, check Inherit Color.

When Inherit Color is checked, the Inherit Count control is visible beside it.

To set the number of iterations to inherit the color, adjust Inherit Count. It ranges from 1 to 392, and
wraps around for convenience.

Note: when applied to constructors, the result is just noise because constructors are not correlated to
inherited position.

2.12.7 Noise

Location: Color page in the Main window

The Noise control adds some randomness to the brightness of each pixel. This gives some speckle to the
coloring without changing the hue. It works for all coloring methods and mappings, including Background
Creation mode.

2.12.8 Color memory spots

Location: Color page in the Main window

There are 20 Color Memory Spots to let you store and recall all coloring parameters during the current
session.

To store the current coloring, click on an empty spot.

To recall a coloring, click on a full (blue) spot. If the memory has fewer holons, the coloring is replicated for
the additional holons. 

To clear a full spot, Ctrl-click it.

To clear all spots, Shift-click any spot. You will be asked for confirmation before the spots are cleared.

Note: Color Memory Spots store coloring for all holons in use, and restore to all holons. If you want to
copy coloring from one holon to one or more others, use the Copy Holon Properties button in the Standard
toolbar .

2.12.9 Color picker dialog

The Color Picker dialog is opened when you want to choose colors for gradients or other color parameters. It
replaces the standard Windows color dialog from v1.5 onwards. XenoDream is updated with any color
changes while this dialog is open, so you can see the effects without having to close it. This dialog appears
when you click on any of the color rectangles in the program, or color nodes in the gradient editor.
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There are four ways to set the color. Each method updates the other controls.

1. Using the color pane and color bar.

The Color Slider Mode dropdown list has six modes: Hue, Saturation, Brightness, Red, Green and Blue.
The color bar is the strip on the lower left, and shows the aspect selected in the dropdown box. The color
pane is the square box above the color bar, and shows the other two aspects. For example, if the bar is set
to Hue, the pane will show saturation horizontally and brightness vertically. If the bar is set to Red, the pane
will show green and blue. Circles indicate the current position in the bar and pane.

To change the component controlled by the color slider, select it in the dropdown list.

To change the values in the slider or field, either drag the circle or click on the desired position.

To quantize the color pane into steps, check the Steps option.

2. Using the numeric controls

Adjust the Red, Green and Blue controls, or the Hue, Saturation and Value controls to change the color.

3. Using the fixed or custom color squares

There are 48 fixed colors and 16 squares for custom colors. Custom colors are stored until you exit
XenoDream.

To select a fixed color, click on the color square.

To store the current color to a custom square, click on an empty square.

To select a custom color, click on a custom square with a color in it.

To clear a custom square, Ctrl-click it.

4. Using the eyedropper
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To select a color from anywhere in the screen, click the Eyedropper button , then click on any pixel in
the screen with the desired color. The eyedropper mode is released after you click. To cancel the
eyedropper without selecting a color, press any key instead of clicking.

The Hex field shows the current color in hexadecimal (ie Web format). It cannot be edited directly, but you
can select it and copy to the clipboard with Ctrl-C to use elsewhere or make notes for color matching.

Closing the dialog

The color panel below the numeric controls shows the original color on the left and the current color on the
right.

To keep the current color and close the dialog, click OK or press the Enter key.

To revert to the original color and close the dialog, click Cancel or press the Esc key.

2.12.10 Holon Sequence coloring

2.12.10.1 Overview: Holon Sequence coloring

Location: Color page in the Main window

How it works

Each 3-D point in the object is generated by a unique sequence of holons. Using these sequences, we can
assign colors that follow the shape in various ways. Instead of using a fixed color gradient, the color is
calculated dynamically by adding the contributions from each holon in the sequence. In effect, blending the
gradients in different combinations.

Either Parametric gradients  or Custom gradients  may be used for this method. However, the colors
shown in the gradients do not match those in the picture because they are blended together. The color for
each point depends on the holon at each step in the sequence, and the length of the sequence (which
depends on the holon scales).

Gradient strip

The gradient strip shows the gradient for the active holon. The number of color steps in the gradient depend
on the maximum sequence length used to generate the shape.

To open the appropriate gradient editor window, click either the gradient strip or the Edit Gradient button

. If Parametric Gradient is selected, the Parametric Gradient Editor window stays on top and is visible
whenever appropriate until you close it. If Custom Gradient is selected, the Custom Gradient Editor window
opens as a dialog.

Palette Preview

The Preview window shows the Palette preview when selected by the Preview Mode button when the Color
page is active. It appears to show a number of color gradients. In fact it shows samples for each holon of
how the color changes along the sequence, with the initial colors on the left. For each holon there is a
sample for each holon. Two vertical black lines show the range of sequence lengths, within which the final
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colors are produced. The width is adjusted automatically. A vertical scrollbar appears on the right if
necessary. The active holon is outlined in yellow.

You can drag and drop in the Palette preview mode to swap or copy gradients between holons.

To copy one holon to another, drag from the source holon and release over the destination holon.

To swap between two holons, Shift-drag from one to another.

To copy one holon to all others, Ctrl-drag from one to any other.

To copy Initial Colors, drag and drop in the left half of the preview.

To copy Modifiers, drag and drop in the right half of the preview.

To swap or copy both Initial Color and Modifiers, drag and drop first on one side then the other.

2.12.10.2 Bailout, blend and blender

Location: Color page in the Main window
Applies to: Holon Sequence coloring

Bailout sets the maximum length of the color sequence. It ranges from 2 to 392 and defaults to 200.
Small values simplify coloring. This control is duplicated from the Rendering page.

Blend and Blender add extra variation based on a specified holon. The effect is not visible in the Palette
preview, only in the Color preview and actual renders.

Blend sets the strength of the effect.
Blender selects the holon to use, and is most effective with the largest holon. Negative values provide
variation based on all holons except that one.

2.12.10.3 Color perspective

Location: Color page in the Main window
Applies to: Holon Sequence coloring, chaos render

This control determines whether the color varies with perspective in a chaos render. If the camera is close to
a fractal object, you'll see more detail close to you than further away. With Color Perspective checked, the
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colors will change to match the extra detail close up, otherwise the colors will not change with distance. The
closer the camera is to the object, the more difference it makes.

Tip: For regular holon arrangements you would probably want the coloring to be uniformly scaled and leave
Color Perspective unchecked, but for other shapes, perspective adjustment may work better.

2.12.10.4 Pre v2.1 compatibility

Location: Color page in the Main window
Applies to: Holon Sequence coloring, chaos render

This option bypasses a bugfix introduced in v2.1, to allow the original coloring to be reproduced. It is only
useful for shapes that include a bound iterator having Holon Scales above 99 or so. It is set automatically
when opening older files.

In other cases it should not be used, because the bug can result in the object colors changing part way
through a render. (This does not present a problem with shapes having a large enough iterator holon,
because the color changes are complete almost before rendering begins.)

An example of an affected object is the Artificial\Urn sample file.

An alternative way to color affected shapes is to use Metamorph coloring, and set the large holon Map
From to Inherit All, and optionally change its Iteration Shift value.

2.12.11 Metamorph coloring

2.12.11.1 Overview: Metamorph coloring

Location: Color page in the Main window

How it works

The Metamorph coloring method uses texture mapping. For each holon you choose a source for the texture
coordinates, optionally filter them, and choose a color source.

The texture source is chosen from the Map From dropdown list. It may be as simple as using world space
coordinates, or more usually meta pattern values generated by metamorphs. You can also inherit the values
from other holons.

The color source is chosen from the Map To dropdown list. Two of the options are gradients; the third is the
Background picture. Parametric gradients are correlated across holons and may be randomized all at once,
while custom gradients are independent and offer far more control of colors.

For gradients, you set the strength of each parameter with the Meta Pattern controls, and may further
transform them with a choice of Curve, and Blend the results in various ways to produce an index into the
gradient. The Cycle control allows each holon's gradient to be shifted.

For the background picture, the process is similar but two coordinates are needed. The Picture Mapping
controls select which values to use for the X and Y picture coordinates, and also allow you to shift the
picture in each direction.

There is also a process for applying this coloring to a plane to make backgrounds: Background creation
mode .96
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Gradient strip

The gradient strip shows the full gradient for the active holon. It shows either a custom or parametric gradient
depending on the Map To choice. If Background Picture is selected, the parametric gradient is shown but
not used.

To open the appropriate gradient editor window, click either the gradient strip or the Edit Gradient button

. If Parametric Gradient is selected, the Parametric Gradient Editor window stays on top and is visible
whenever appropriate until you close it. If Custom Gradient is selected, the Custom Gradient Editor window
opens as a dialog.

Palette Preview

The Preview window shows the Palette preview when selected by the Preview Mode button when the Color
page is active. It shows the gradient for each holon. The active holon is outlined in yellow.

You can drag and drop in the Palette preview mode to swap or copy gradients between holons.

To copy one holon to another, drag from the source holon and release over the destination holon.

To swap between two holons, Shift-drag from one to another.

To copy one holon to all others, Ctrl-drag from one to any other.

When the source gradient is parametric:

To copy Initial Colors, drag and drop in the left half of the preview.

To copy Modifiers, drag and drop in the right half of the preview.

To swap or copy both Initial Color and Modifiers, drag and drop first on one side then the other.

2.12.11.2 Map from

Location: Color page in the Main window
Applies to: Metamorph coloring

The Map From control selects the source of the mapping parameters for each holon. The mapping
parameters are combined using the Meta Pattern, Curve and Blend controls, and mapped to colors
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selected by the Map To control.

The Map From options are:

First metamorph: get the parameters from the holon's first metamorph. If the first style is (NONE), the
parameters are simply the point's x, y and z position.

Last metamorph: get the parameters from the holon's second metamorph if it is assigned, otherwise use
the first.

World space: the parameters are the point's x, y and z position, regardless of the holon's metamorph
styles.

Inherit all: inherit the parameters from other holons. The Meta Pattern, Curve and Blend values are
also inherited. This is most useful for large or free holons, but not constructors (the result is noise). It is
useful in conjunction with Inherit Color.

Inherit style: ignore the parameters from other holons' styles, but do not inherit the Meta Pattern, Curve
and Blend values, allowing them to be independently set for this holon.

Other holon: get the parameters from the holon specified in the Other Holon control, which appears on
the right when this option is selected. The Meta Pattern, Curve and Blend value are set by this holon's
controls, not the other holon. It works in the same way as Background Creation mode , but applied to
the object instead of a plane.The same tips apply as for Background Creation mode.

Flame: use running averages of holon history for 'flame' style coloring. The first meta pattern is strongly
averaged, the second is moderately averaged and the third gives mostly local coloring. For best results
you should keep most holon meta patterns at zero and experiment with meta pattern values for only one
or two holons at a time, especially those with the largest scales. Holons that are not set to Flame are
treated as having zero values, so their meta patterns don't affect the flame holons. Flame coloring can be
speckly, so is best with transparent rendering or anti-aliasing on.

Apply Pattern to Unlit picture

When Map From is set to Other holon, the Apply Pattern to Unlit picture button  is visible. This
allows you to apply the active holon's coloring to an already rendered object. The entire object gets the same
coloring, so the preview only indicates the correct result for the active holon. The pattern comes from the 
Other Holon, and the coloring from the active holon.

Note: you can apply only one holon's coloring to the whole object. If no object has been rendered, it has no
effect (unless a depth map has been created using the Depth window.)

2.12.11.3 Meta pattern

Location: Color page in the Main window
Applies to: Metamorph coloring

The Meta Pattern controls adjust the strength of the three mapping parameters (from the source selected in
the Map From control) for the selected holons. Increasing values map more of the destination gradient or

96
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picture onto the shape. The parameters are then modified by the Curve and Blend controls.

To randomize the Meta Pattern values for the selected holons, click the Randomize Meta Patterns

button .
To use identical values for all selected holons, first check the Sync Meta Patterns checkbox, otherwise
each holon is randomized independently.

To make the gradient for the selected holons wrap instead of bounce, check the Wrap checkbox.

The three parameters are different for each metamorph style, and most come directly from the metamorph
formulas.

2.12.11.4 Meta curve

Location: Color page in the Main window
Applies to: Metamorph coloring

The Curve controls provide additional transformations of the Meta Pattern parameters.

The Curve options are:

Linr: linear
Saw: sawtooth
Sin: sine wave
Cos: cosine wave
Puls: pulse
Step: steps
Sqr: square of parameter
Cube: cube of parameter
Tanh: hyperbolic tangent, squeezes towards the center
Sinc: damped sine wave (reducing away from the center)
Sin2: squared sine
Cup: repeating cup shape (inverted absolute sine)
Ripple: a double sine ripple
Sinst: a sine staircase
Zigz: zigzag
Shift: linear, shifted positive by 0.5

The two Blend controls determine how the parameters are combined. The first Blend control combines the
first and second parameter, and the second Blend control combines the result with the third parameter.

The Blend options are:

+ adds the parameters
- subtracts the parameters
x multiplies the parameters
> maximum value
< minimum value
~ exclusion; the sum minus the product
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? selects the first or second parameter depending on the value of the other parameter
! don't blend; use with ? for pure selection

Randomizing and resetting

To randomize the Curve and Blend parameters for selected holons, click the Randomize Curve/Blend

button .
To use identical values for all selected holons, first check the Sync Meta Patterns checkbox, otherwise
each holon is randomized independently.

To reset the Curve and Blend parameters for all holons to Linr and + respectively, click the Reset Curve/

Blend button .

2.12.11.5 Meta pattern mask

Location: Color page in the Main window
Applies to: Metamorph coloring

The Meta Pattern Mask (Metamask) cuts holes in the shape, using the meta pattern as a 3D mask.

The meta pattern is the output of the three meta pattern controls, modified by the curve and blend options.
The Mask control determines how much of the shape is cut away. Positive values remove parts above a
threshold; negative values remove parts below a threshold.
 
The metamask does not depend on any gradient or coloring. The gradient and metamask will use the same
pattern (except
when the metamask is on a holon used for displacement mapping.)

For an iterator holon to inherit the mask pattern from other holons, set Map From to Inherit All or Inherit
Style. (Much the same as you would to inherit the pattern for colors, except that the mask is not affected by
the Inherit Color option.)

Example: a cube with Ripple metamorph (Amount 0, Scale 6), first Meta Pattern parameter 2.2 and a
simple gradient to show how the mask follows the pattern.

Mask 0 Mask 35 Mask -35

With extended holons, use the Mask control on the primary holon. Mask settings on the extended holon are
ignored.

With displacement mapping, the Mask can be set on either holon or both. If both are used, the masks are
combined.
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2.12.11.6 Cycle gradient and iteration shift

Location: Color page in the Main window
Applies to: Metamorph coloring

The Cycle control allows each holon's gradient to be rotated independently.

To rotate the gradient for the active holon and any other selected holons, adjust the Cycle control.

The Gradient Strip shows the effect of the Cycle value. The gradients in the Palette Preview do not show
any Cycle effects.

The Iteration Shift control allows the holon to rotate the gradient at each iteration, for example to vary the
coloring around a spiral. It has no effect for constructor holons. It has most effect for iterators with scales
greater than 50 and much less effect for smaller holons. The control wraps around from 1 to 0.

To rotate the gradient at each iteration for the active holon and other selected holons, set Iteration Shift
to a value between 0 and 1.

To get exact gradient cycles every few iterations, divide 1 by the number of iterations to repeat. For example,
0.5 will repeat every second iteration, 0.333 repeats every 3 iterations, 0.2 repeats every 5 iterations.
Subtract this value from 1 to reverse the direction. 

The Gradient Strip and Palette Preview do not show any effects of Iteration Shift.

Note: Iteration Shift supports all the Map From choices, but if all holons are set to Inherit All, any holon
having Iteration Shift will make a noisy result.

2.12.11.7 Picture mapping

Location: Color page in the Main window
Applies to: Metamorph coloring

These controls manage picture mapping when Map To is set to Background Picture. This allows you to use
the Background Picture as a texture for holons. If the Background picture does not exist, a gray and white
checker pattern is shown instead.

To open a Background picture from a file, go to the Picture window, choose File Open Picture... in the
menu and select a picture file. You can also create a Background picture by copying from a rendered picture
or using the Pic Texture editor.

To set the controls to default values, click the Picture Map Defaults button .

The defaults will produce linear mapping for most of the constructor styles. It will generally be necessary to
try all the Pic Map X and Y combinations of 1, 2 and 3 to see which one works best. Some styles will only
produce very warped mapping that looks like an alternative gradient.

The Pic Map X and Y controls map Meta Pattern parameters to the horizontal and vertical picture
coordinates respectively. The options are:
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1. first parameter
2. second parameter
3. third parameter
4. first and second parameters blended
5. all three parameters blended

The Picture Offset X and Y controls shift the picture in each direction.

The Meta Pattern controls provide picture scaling. Use negative values to flip the picture.

The Curve options allow additional warping.

Note: which Meta Pattern, Curve and Blend controls are effective depends on which parameters are
assigned by Pic Map X and Y.

If the Map From option is Inherit all, the Meta Pattern, Curve and Blend settings are inherited as for
gradient mapping.

To inherit the Map To values and the Pic Map and Picture Offset settings, check Inherit Color. Adjust
Inherit Count to limit the number of iterations skipped. This overrides the Map To setting for this holon,
and allows correct inheritance from multiple holons, even if some have pictures and some have gradients. 

2.12.11.8 Background creation

Location: Color page in the Main window
Applies to: Metamorph coloring

This feature allows you to create background pictures directly from any holon's metamorph coloring. It does
not affect the rendered or lit pictures or depth map etc, so you can create background pictures either before
or after rendering.

It works by transforming every point in the visible plane by the active holon and its metamorphs, and using
the associated metamorph coloring. Because we are using the original position of the point in the plane and
not the transformed position, all the controls seem to work backwards from their usual effect in metamorph
coloring.

To enable background creation, click the Background Creation Mode button . The preview shows
the background resulting from the active holon's metamorph coloring. The object is not shown.

To return to normal operation and previews, release the Background Creation Mode button.

As only the active holon is used, the Map From option must be First Metamorph, Last Metamorph or
World Space to get any pattern.

The Map To control selects the color destination, except that if Background Color is chosen then
Parametric Gradient is used instead.

All the holon shape parameters except X Skew usually affect the result, but they work in the opposite
sense from usual. Metamorph Amount only has an effect for the first style driving the second.

On the View page, the Camera Zoom affects the result, and also in the opposite direction from usual.
Stereo Mode supports background creation, and the Stereo Distance control adjusts the relative distance
for the background. It will usually be necessary to increase the value above zero to move it behind other
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objects.

To create the Background picture with the current pattern, click the Create Background Picture button

. If the Background picture already exists, you are asked to confirm overwriting it. For convenience
this button is also visible on the Shape page, underneath the Metamorphs button.

To use anti-aliasing when creating the Background picture, set the Anti-alias Background (AA) control to
1 for moderate effect or 2 for full effect. Anti-aliasing reduces the intensity of fine interference patterns at
the expense of color intensity, and is a lot slower.

Tips:
Avoid Constructor and Tile styles unless you want noise. Avoid Fractal styles since they also produce
noisy patterns that don't scale.
The radial styles such as Ripple and Nubble work best with some Z position.
Some styles don't do much by themselves but can be useful before or after another style.
To reserve a holon just for background creation without it affecting the object, make this holon both Free
and Hidden. It will be saved along with the object in a parameter file.

Note: with busy patterns or gradients, the preview will have heavy interference patterns that will be different
in the full size picture, and different again if you render to a larger picture.

2.12.12 Parametric gradients

2.12.12.1 Overview: Parametric gradients

Location: Color page in the Main window

Parametric gradients are a set of color gradients that are correlated across all holons. One set of controls
produces a Global Pattern that is shared by all holons. Each holon has controls to give it individual colors.
This provides fairly wide variation from a small number of parameters, and allows randomization of all
gradients at once. However, it does not allow much control of the gradients, and they are not independent.

The color of a point is calculated by starting with the holon's Initial Color. For each step in the generating
sequence, the color is changed by the product of the holon Modifier and the global pattern for that step.

A Parametric gradient may be used for either coloring method by selecting it in the Map To dropdown list.

To show the Parametric Gradient Editor window:

1. Make sure the active holon has Parametric Gradient selected in the Map To list.

2. Click either the Gradient Strip or the Edit Gradient button  on the Color page.

Parametric gradients may be saved as Color Presets. The gradients are saved for all the holons. 

2.12.12.2 Initial color and modifier

Location: Parametric Gradient Editor window

Each holon has an Initial Color and Modifiers. Together with the global pattern, they determine the gradient.
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The Initial Color is the starting point for a gradient or color sequence.

To change the Initial Color for the selected holons, either click the Initial Color rectangle to open the
color picker dialog, or adjust the R, G and B controls individually.

Each holon has a Modifier for each of red, green and blue. The modifiers and global pattern are multiplied
together to determine how the color changes at each step, starting from the Initial Color on the left.

The color does not evolve from the Initial Color if either the global pattern Gain is zero, or the Modifiers are
zero. The Gain controls the overall rate of change, and the Modifiers control the rate for each color channel.

To change the Modifiers for the selected holons, adjust any of the three Modifier controls.

You can also copy or swap the Initial Color and Modifiers by drag and drop in the palette preview.

2.12.12.3 Global pattern

Location: Parametric Gradient Editor window

These controls define a global pattern that gives complexity to parametric gradients. By mixing two repeating
waves (a step and a ramp), a wide range of patterns is possible. For each holon, the global pattern is
multiplied by the Modifiers to determine how the color evolves from the Initial Color.

Some of the controls work differently for each coloring method.

Gain sets the overall strength of the pattern. Large positive or negative values produce dense stripes,
while small values produce gradual changes. When Gain is 0 the pattern has no variation at all.

Wave sets the balance between step and ramp waves. Set it to 100 for pure ramp, 0 for an equal mix and
-100 for pure step.

Slew has the effect of rotating each gradient into the next, either up or down.

Start sets the step where the pattern begins. There is no variation before this point.

The step function has three controls:
On sets the length of the rising segment.
Off sets the length of the falling segment.
Vert adjusts the vertical bias, or how much it tends to increase or decrease the gradient. Extreme values
produce alternating flat segments.

The ramp function has two controls:
Up sets the length of the rising segment.
Down sets the length of the falling segment. When Down has a negative value, the ramp occurs only
once instead of repeating.
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2.12.12.4 Randomize and clear palette

Location: Parametric Gradient Editor window

To clear the gradients for all holons (Initial Color, Modifiers, global pattern controls), click the Clear

Palette button .

To randomize the Initial Color and Modifiers for all holons, click the Randomize Gradients button 
(upper position).

To randomize the whole palette, click the Randomize Palette button .

To randomize the global pattern, click the Randomize Global Pattern button  (lower position).

Morphing the gradients

To morph the gradients for selected holons, click and drag the Morph Parametric Gradients icon .
Drag vertically to affect the Initial Colors, horizontally to affect the Modifiers, and vertically with Ctrl down
to affect Gain. Each drag has randomized factors for each holon.

Note: before v2.1 this worked by dragging in the Holon window instead. It has been moved so the Holon
window can always be used to drag holons.

2.12.12.5 Gradient rotation

Location: Parametric Gradient Editor window

These buttons allow rotating or swapping the gradients between the holons.

To rotate the holon gradients up, click the Rotate Gradients Up button .

To rotate the holon gradients down, click the Rotate Gradients Down button .

To swap the active holon's gradient with the first holon, click the Swap Gradient With First button .

To swap the active holon's gradient with the next holon, click the Swap Gradient With Next button .

2.12.12.6 Parametric gradient presets

Location: Color page in the Main window

Parametric Gradient Presets let you save and load favorite or useful parametric gradients. Since a
parametric gradient consists of a global pattern plus colors and modifiers for each holon, presets contain
coloring for a specific number of holons.
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To open the Parametric Gradient Preset window, click the Gradient Presets button  in either the
Color page or the Parametric Gradient window.

All preset operations are done from the Parametric Gradient Preset window, except for saving new presets.

Saving presets

You can save the current parametric gradient as a new Parametric Gradient Preset. This is done from the
Parametric Gradient window.

To save a new preset:

1. Click the Save Color Preset button . The Save Preset dialog opens, with the Preset File,
Category and Preset Name set to the last used values where possible.

2. If the Preset File is not set, or not the one you want to save to, click the Browse button to open a File
Save dialog, and either select a Gradient Preset file or type a filename to create a new one.

3. Choose a category; or to make a new category, type the name into the Category dropdown box.
4. Type the name for the preset into the Preset edit box.
5. Click OK to save the preset, or Cancel to close the dialog without saving the preset. If the preset name

already exists you are asked for confirmation to overwrite it.

2.12.12.7 Parametric gradient preset window

The Parametric Gradient Preset window is where you open presets for the Parametric Gradient editor.
Presets are organized in categories for ease of use and management.

When you resize the Parametric Gradient Preset window, the category and preset lists are resized to fit.
You can drag the window to a convenient position. It is most useful to keep the Main window preview visible.
The Main window is not accessible while the Parametric Gradient Preset window is open.

System presets (supplied with the program) are kept separate from any presets that you save or collect.
System presets are protected against changes. The My Presets button switches between your presets and
the System presets.

To use your preset files, click the My Presets button. The Browse button and Preset File field become
visible. If a preset file is not yet selected, a File Open dialog appears so you can select or create one.

To select a different preset file, click the Browse button. A File Open dialog appears. Either select a
Parametric Gradient Preset file or type a filename to create a new one, and click OK.

To use the System presets, release the My Presets button. The Browse button and Preset File field are
hidden. You cannot make changes to the System preset file, so the Delete, Rename and Import
buttons are disabled and you cannot drag presets to other categories.

The Category List shows the categories of presets in the current preset file.

To select a different category, click on the name in the Category List.

The Preset List shows the name of each preset in the current category, and the number of holon gradients
included.
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To select a preset, click on the name in the Preset List.

To preview many presets consecutively, use the cursor keys to scroll through them.

To close the Parametric Gradient Preset window, click the OK button, or press the Enter key.

To select a preset and close the Parametric Gradient Preset window, double-click the preset name.

To close the Parametric Gradient Preset window and revert to the gradients before you opened the
window, click the Cancel button.

Note: the Preset List supports multiple selection for the purposes of export and changing category. Only
one preset is opened at a time.

To move one or more presets to another category, select the presets in the Preset List, then drag them to
the destination category in the Category List.

2.12.12.8 Deleting and renaming parametric gradient presets

Location: Parametric Gradient Preset window.

You can delete or rename gradient presets in the Parametric Gradient Preset window. Saving new presets is
done from the Parametric Editor window.

The Delete and Rename buttons are disabled when System presets are displayed. You can only rename or
delete presets when My Presets is down and one of your own preset files is loaded.

To delete gradient presets:

1. Select one or more presets in the Preset List. You can Shift-click to select a range, or Ctrl-click to add
or remove individual presets from the selection.

2. Click the Delete Preset button , or press the Delete key.
3. Click Yes to confirm that you want to delete the selected presets.

If the category is empty, click the Delete Preset button to delete the category.

To rename a gradient preset:

1. Select the preset name in the Preset List.

2. Click the Rename Preset button . A dialog box opens.
3. Change the category, preset name or both.
4. Click OK to accept the change.

Note: you can use the Rename dialog to move a preset to another category, but it's easier to simply drag
the preset to the new category in the Category list.
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2.12.12.9 Importing and exporting parametric gradient presets

Location: Parametric Gradient Preset window.

Sometimes you might download collections of new gradient presets, or want to share with others. You can
import and export presets for this purpose. From v1.6 Parametric Gradient preset files have extension .xpg,
while earlier versions had extension .clu.

The Import button is disabled when System presets are displayed. You can only import presets when My
Presets is down and one of your own preset files is loaded. You can import .xpg or .clu files.

To import gradient presets:

1. Click the Import button at the bottom of the Parametric Gradient Preset window. A file open dialog
appears.

2. Find and select the parametric gradient preset file to import.
3. Click OK to import.

If the name and category of any preset match one already in the current file, it will not be imported. When
the process is complete, a message confirms the number of presets imported.

To export gradient presets:

1. Select all the presets in the Preset List that you want to export. You can only export from one category
at a time. Standard multiple selection methods apply; you can Shift-click to select a range, and Ctrl-
click to add or remove individual presets from the selection.

2. Click the Export button. A file save dialog appears.
3. Name the file whatever you like (except "XDparamgrad" which is reserved for System presets).
4. Click OK to export the presets.

Note: the parametric gradient preset .xpg files are plain text, and it's safest to zip them before emailing or
uploading.

2.12.13 Custom gradients

2.12.13.1 Overview: Custom gradients

Location: Color page in the Main window, and the Pic Texture editor.

Custom gradients are color gradients that are independent of each other and very flexible. They use control
nodes with standard and additional parameters. You can build gradients just by adding points and editing
their colors, or you can add repeating curves and color variations for any interval. These extra features allow
gradients with fewer control points, which makes it much easier to change colors or other aspects.

Custom gradients are available for both coloring methods, as an option in the Map To dropdown list.

To open the Custom Gradient Editor window from the Color page:

1. Make sure the active holon has Custom Gradient selected in the Map To list.

2. Either click the gradient strip, or click the Edit Gradient button .

Custom gradients may be saved as presets for permanent storage.
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Note: the default custom gradient for the Color page can be set in the Custom Gradient editor in the
Gradient Menu.

Custom gradients are also used in the Pic Texture editor .

Clearing the custom gradients

The Clear Custom Gradients button  (beside the Color Memory Spots) provides a quick way to set the
custom gradients for all holons to white, or to the default gradient.

To set all holons to the default gradient, click the Clear Custom Gradients button.

To set all holons to a white custom gradient, Ctrl-click the Clear Custom Gradients button.

2.12.13.2 Custom gradient editor

The Custom Gradient editor allows creation and editing of individual gradients. It uses control nodes similar
to many other programs, with some powerful enhancements for greater flexibility.

The gradient editor updates the relevant preview window as you make changes.
To close the Custom Gradient Editor window and keep the current gradient, click OK, or press Enter.
To close the window and revert to the old gradient, click Cancel, or press Esc.

Gradient strip and control nodes

The gradient strip is the rectangle at the top containing the color gradient. The control nodes are the colored
circles below it. The active node has a white border and is lower to make it easier to control when near other
nodes.

To add a new node, click in the gradient strip at the desired position. The gradient color at that position
becomes the new node's color.

To copy a node, Ctrl-click somewhere between the node and the next node on the right. This is most
useful if you subsequently change the color, or move it beyond another node.

To select a different node, either click on the node, or adjust the Active Node control (first numeric control
on the left).

To move a node, either drag it horizontally, or adjust the Position control (bottom left numeric control

148
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labelled Pos).

To delete the active node, click the Delete Node button . Ctrl-click to delete the node and adjust the
spacing to fill the gap.

To change the color of the active node, click the color rectangle to open the Color Picker dialog. You can
also double-click anywhere in the node area.

To change the color of any node (and make it the active node), double-click on the node to open the Color
Picker dialog.

Active node controls

The other active node controls affect the interval between the active node and the following node.

The Blend Mode dropdown list determines how the colors change between nodes. The default is RGB, in
which the red, green and blue values are interpolated. The other four modes interpolate the hue, saturation
and brightness. Hue is represented as a circle, allowing two possible directions for interpolating. So there
are four choices. Hue+ interpolates in the positive direction (right); Hue- interpolates in the negative
direction (left); Hue> chooses the longest distance between hues; Hue< chooses the shortest distance.
(For a simple transition, two of these will be the same as the other two; but when Ghost is used, they can
have unique results.)

The Midpoint control sets the midpoint of the interval. Values below 0.5 bend it to the left, and values
above 0.5 bend it to the right.

The Curve dropdown list provides 18 different curves for the color interpolation.

The Frequency control sets the number of times the curve repeats. With positive values, the curve
reverses for continuity; with negative values it repeats without reversing.

The Amount control varies the interpolation between a linear transition and the Curve setting.

The red, green and blue Modifier controls provide additional color variation within the interval, from subtle
tints to polychromatic bands.

The Ghost control blends between the intervals either side and the interval that adjacent points would have
if the active point were not there. It is like overlaying two gradients for more complexity.

Gradient controls

There are three randomize buttons. None of them change the number of nodes.

1. Randomize colors . Ctrl-click instead to randomize Modifier values, or Shift-click to reset the
Modifier values.

2. Randomize positions or types . Click to randomize node positions. Ctrl-click to shuffle node
colors. Shift-click to randomize node types.

3. Randomize all parameters .

Ctrl-click the Randomize All button to undo the last click on any of the randomize buttons.
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To rotate the node colors to the left, click the Cycle Colors Left button . Hold the button down to
cycle continuously.

To rotate the node colors to the right, click the Cycle Colors Right button . Hold the button down to
cycle continuously.

To reset the gradient to two nodes from white to dark grey, click the Clear Gradient button .

Gradient menu

For some additional choices, click the Gradient Menu button  to show a popup menu.

To distribute the nodes evenly, choose Equalize Node Spacing. This can be useful after randomizing
node positions, or adding lots of nodes by repeated clicking in the gradient strip.

To copy the active node's type to the other nodes, choose Copy Node Type To All. This copies the
Blend Mode, Midpoint, Curve, Amount and Ghost.

To remove nodes to the left of the active node and adjust the spacing of the remaining nodes, choose 
Trim Left of Active Node.

To remove nodes to the right of the active node and adjust the spacing of the remaining nodes, choose 
Trim Right of Active Node.

To trim nodes in the middle of the gradient, select a node and Ctrl-click the Delete Node button as many
times as needed.

To reverse the order of the node colors, choose Reverse Colors.

To reverse the whole gradient, choose Reverse Gradient. This will work in most cases, but cannot
reverse the effects of Ghost and some Curve settings.

To open the Adjust HSV dialog , choose Adjust HSV... This dialog allows collective editing of the
gradient colors.

To open the Sample/Smooth/Simplify panel , choose Sample/Smooth/Simplify... This panel has
tools for creating or modifying gradients.

The Default Gradient is used in the Color page when you start XenoDream, or choose File New.

To open the default gradient in the editor, choose Load Default Gradient.

To make the current gradient the default, choose Set Default Gradient.

To clear the default gradient to greyscale, choose Clear Default Gradient.

Gradient presets
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To open the Custom Gradient Preset window, click the Gradient Presets button .

To save the current gradient as a preset: 

1. Click the Save Preset button . The Save Preset dialog opens, with the Preset File, Category and
Preset Name set to the last used values where possible.

2. If the Preset File is not set, or not the one you want to save to, click the Browse button to open a File
Save dialog, and either select a Gradient Preset file or type a filename to create a new one.

3. Choose a category; or to make a new category, type the name into the Category dropdown box.
4. Type the name for the preset into the Preset edit box.
5. Click OK to save the preset, or Cancel to close the dialog without saving the preset. If the preset name

already exists you are asked for confirmation to overwrite it.

Note: from v2.4, gradients with 10 or more nodes will be saved in a compact format if all parameters except
color, position and blend mode have default values. This is not compatible with earlier program versions. If
you need your gradient preset or xep file to work in earlier versions, and it has more than 9 nodes, just set
one node's Midpoint to 0.501, or Amount to 0.99.

Gradient memory spots

There are 14 Gradient Memory Spots to store and recall gradients during the current session.

To store the current gradient, click on an empty (cream) spot.

To recall a gradient, click on a full (blue) spot. 

To clear a full spot, Ctrl-click it.

To clear all spots, Shift-click any spot. You will be asked for confirmation before the spots are cleared.

2.12.13.3 Custom gradient tools

Location: Custom Gradient editor, Gradient menu.

The Gradient menu includes two tools for modifying whole gradients.

Adjust HSV dialog
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This dialog has Center and Range controls for each of Hue, Saturation and Brightness. They are initially set
to match the gradient.

Adjust the Center controls to increase or decrease the Hue, Saturation and Brightness of all nodes.

Adjust the Range controls to change the amount of variation of the Hue, Saturation and Brightness.
Negative values reverse the range direction. If the original gradient had zero range for Saturation or
Brightness, adjusting their ranges will have no effect.

Adjust the Gamma control to change the gamma curve of the gradient (vary the brightness smoothly
without changing black and white levels).

To revert to the original gradient, click the Revert to Original button . This will also restore the
Center and Range values.

To randomize the gradient using the Center and Range values, click the Randomize Gradient button

.

To replace the original gradient with the current gradient, click the Replace Original Gradient button

. This is useful if you want to edit the Center and Range after randomizing the gradient, or use the
current Center and Range values as a base for further editing.

Click OK to keep the changes or Cancel to abandon any changes made in the dialog.

Sample/Smooth/Simplify panel

This panel appears in the bottom of the Custom Gradient editor. It combines three tools that can be used
individually or in combination. Sampling creates a new gradient with colors from the old gradient, a picture,
or screen capture. Smoothing rearranges nodes to put similar colors together. Simplifying removes nodes
that are most similar to their neighbors. Smoothing and simplifying are most useful for gradients with 80 or
more nodes.

Note: for sampling gradients from a picture in XenoDream, it is convenient to open the Gradient editor and
sampler directly from the Picture window Effects menu option Gradient Sampler...  If you want to sample a
picture file, you must either open it in one of the Picture window layers before opening the Gradient editor, or
open it in any image editor or browser.

Sampling a gradient or picture

The Sample Picture panel fills the gradient with random samples from either the current gradient or one of
the pictures in the Picture window, or with a gradient captured from the screen.

Select the Source in the dropdown box.
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Choose the number of nodes for the gradient in the Nodes dropdown box. You can either choose a
specific number or leave the nodes As Is.
If you want to have fewer samples near a specific color, check Avoid Color. The color panel is set to the
estimated median color whenever the source changes. To set it to a different color, click the panel to open
the color picker dialog. This is especially useful when sampling a picture with a solid background color.

Click the Sample Randomly button  to fill the gradient with random samples. Each click replaces
the gradient with different random samples.

Click the Capture Gradient button  to capture a linear gradient from anywhere on the screen. Then
drag on the screen to choose the start and end points for the gradient. A marquee line shows where the
gradient will be captured from when you release the mouse button.
Ctrl-click the Capture Gradient button to capture a gradient by sampling randomly from a rectangle on
the screen. Drag on the screen to choose opposite corners of the rectangle to sample. A marquee
rectangle shows where the gradient will be captured from when you release the mouse button.

Click the Hide XenoDream button  to hide the XenoDream windows before capturing a gradient. This
allows you to easily sample from other programs.

Note: the Avoid Color option applies to Sample Randomly and to Ctrl-clicking Capture Gradient, but
does not affect capturing a linear gradient.

Smoothing the gradient

If the sample has many nodes, the gradient will look better with smoother transitions between colors. The
Smooth panel allows this. It has two buttons that randomly shuffle similar colors together, resulting in a
smoother gradient. Each click gives a different variation.

The Amount control sets the amount of shuffling.
The Sort option sorts the colors before each shuffle, with random criteria. The result is more ordered.
Click the RGB or HSV buttons for a random shuffle. RGB is smoother, and HSV gives different color
grouping.

Simplifying the gradient

The Simplify panel makes the gradient simpler by removing nodes that are most similar to their neighbors.
Increase the Tolerance to reduce the number of nodes in the gradient. The numbers of original and
simplified nodes are shown in the panel.

The Tolerance is reset to 0 whenever the gradient is sampled or smoothed.

Click OK to keep the changes or Cancel to revert to the original gradient.

2.12.13.4 Custom gradient preset window

The Custom Gradient Preset window is where you view and select Custom Gradient Presets. Presets are
organized in categories for ease of use and management.

To open the Custom Gradient Preset window, click the Gradient Presets button . This button is
located in the Color page and also the Custom Gradient Editor window.

When you resize the Custom Gradient Preset window, the category and preset lists are resized to fit. You
can drag the window to a convenient position.

System presets (supplied with the program) are kept separate from any presets that you save or collect.
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System presets are protected against changes. The My Presets button switches between your presets and
the System presets.

To use your preset files, click the My Presets button. The Browse button and Preset File field become
visible. If a preset file is not yet selected, a File Open dialog appears so you can select or create one.

To select a different preset file, click the Browse button. A File Open dialog appears. Either select a
Gradient Preset file or type a filename to create a new one, and click OK.

To use the System presets, release the My Presets button. The Browse button and Preset File field are
hidden. You cannot make changes to the System preset file, so the Delete, Rename and Import
buttons are disabled and you cannot drag presets to other categories.

The Category List shows the categories of presets in the current preset file.

To select a different category, click on the name in the Category List.

The Preset List shows the name and gradient of each preset in the current category.

To select a preset, click on the name or gradient in the Preset List.

To preview many presets consecutively, use the cursor keys to scroll through them.

To close the Custom Gradient Preset window, click the OK button, or press the Enter key.

To select a preset and close the Custom Gradient Preset window, double-click the preset name.

To close the Custom Gradient Preset window and revert to the gradient before you opened the window,
click the Cancel button.

Note: the Preset List supports multiple selection for the purposes of export and changing category. Only
one preset is opened at a time.

To move one or more presets to another category, select the presets in the Preset List, then drag them to
the destination category in the Category List.

2.12.13.5 Deleting and renaming gradient presets

Location: Custom Gradient Preset window.

You can delete or rename gradient presets in the Custom Gradient Preset window. Saving new presets is
done from the Gradient Editor window.

The Delete and Rename buttons are disabled when System presets are displayed. You can only rename or
delete presets when My Presets is down and one of your own preset files is loaded.

To delete gradient presets:

1. Select one or more presets in the Preset List. You can Shift-click to select a range, or Ctrl-click to add
or remove individual presets from the selection.

2. Click the Delete Preset button , or press the Delete key.
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3. Click Yes to confirm that you want to delete the selected presets.

If the category is empty, click the Delete Preset button to delete the category.

To rename a gradient preset:

1. Select the preset name in the Preset List.

2. Click the Rename Preset button . A dialog box opens.
3. Change the category, preset name or both.
4. Click OK to accept the change.

Note: you can use the Rename dialog to move a preset to another category, but it's easier to drag one or
more presets to the new category in the Category list.

2.12.13.6 Importing and exporting gradient presets

Location: Custom Gradient Preset window.

Sometimes you might download collections of new gradient presets, or want to share with others. You can
import and export presets for this purpose. Custom Gradient preset files have extension .xcg. In v2.2
onwards, you can also import UltraFractal gradient (.ugr) files.

The Import button is disabled when System presets are displayed. You can only import presets when My
Presets is down and one of your own preset files is loaded.

Note: if you have not already created your own preset file, you won't be able to import gradients. You must
create your own gradient preset file and select it first. Click the My Presets button, and type a filename into
the Open File dialog to create the file.

To import gradient presets:

1. Click the Import button at the bottom of the Custom Gradient Preset window. A file open dialog
appears.

2. Select the file type (.xcg for XenoDream gradients, .ugr for UltraFractal gradients.)
3. Find and select the gradient preset file to import.
4. Click OK to import.

When importing from .xcg files, the preset categories are also imported. When importing from .ugr files, the
.ugr file name will be used as the category. UltraFractal gradients may have up to 400 nodes, or 256 if they
were previously converted from .map files, so they are simplified with 1% tolerance to remove any redundant
nodes.

If the name and category of any preset match one already in the current file, it will not be imported. When
the process is complete, a message confirms the number of presets imported.

To export gradient presets:

1. Select all the presets in the Preset List that you want to export. You can only export from one category
at a time. Standard multiple selection methods apply; you can Shift-click to select a range, and Ctrl-
click to add or remove individual presets from the selection.

2. Click the Export button. A file save dialog appears.
3. Name the file whatever you like (except "XDcustgrad" which is reserved for System presets).
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4. Click OK to export the presets.

Note: the gradient preset .xcg files are plain text, and it's safest to zip them before emailing or uploading.
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2.13 Rendering page

2.13.1 Overview: the Rendering page

Location: tab pages in the Main window

Rendering is the process of calculating color, depth and shadow information for the full size picture. You can
watch the picture being rendered in the Picture window, but you don't see the depth or lighting effects until
you go to the Lighting window.

The Rendering page contains the controls that you set before rendering. They include shadows , holon
opacity , render size  and rendering method . The Animation page has options to select .xep files
for batch rendering .

Controls to start and stop rendering are located:

In the Main window:
in the Render toolbar
by right-clicking in the Preview window  for a popup menu.

In the Picture window:
in the toolbar
by right-clicking in the Picture window  for a popup menu.

Note: New renders always have a black background. You generally add any different backgrounds during or
after rendering, either by layering in the Picture form, or in Lighting, or both.

Whenever you Render New, the parameters are saved in Lastrender.xep in the My Files Home folder (set
in the Preferences dialog). If the program or computer crashes during a render or lighting and you were not
able to save the parameter file, you can open Lastrender.xep to get the object back.

Screensavers are disabled during rendering to prevent display problems that can occur in some cases.

2.13.2 About rendering

Rendering produces color, depth and optionally shadow and opacity information for use in layering and
lighting. The flexible interaction between these processes allows for a variety of approaches to creating a
picture. 

Here are the main ways that XenoDream is being used so far.

Standard

The default is rendering with full opacity. In rare cases the rendered (Unlit) picture is the end point, but
usually lighting is applied. The lighting can illustrate the 3-D features of the object, or it can be a 2-D filter
effect, or somewhere in between. Then the Lit picture is what you save to a file. You can do additional
layering with backgrounds first.

Transparent

Setting holon opacities below 100% produces a transparent render. The colors through the object are
blended accordingly and an alpha channel is created to store the opacity of each pixel. With alphablending
on, the rendered (Unlit) picture may be all you want. The general options are:
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Use the Unlit picture as is.
Apply ambient lighting just to tweak blur, saturation, contrast and glow, to enhance the result.
Apply a 3-D lighting, with Use Alpha checked to keep the transparency.
Apply a 3-D lighting, with Use Alpha unchecked, for a solid object (same as a standard render except the
colors have been blended by the transparency.) Optionally, alphablend the Lit picture afterwards.

Opacities between 5 and 30% work best. If you are using a 3-D lighting, use opacities below 15% and render
long enough for the surface to develop sufficiently. Otherwise you can use higher opacities and stop
rendering sooner.

Accumulating the background layer

You may want to composite several objects (identical or different) into one picture. One method is to render
each object separately (Render New) and merge the Lit or Unlit picture into the background layer each time.
This is probably the easiest way, as the rendered objects are fully independent of each other. Each object
can be opaque or transparent, but can only cast shadows onto itself.

To position each object before rendering, use the Preview With Background option.

Multiple

Sometimes it works better to accumulate several renders together before lighting, using Render More. The
objects will intersect correctly. It is difficult to estimate the relative depths to position the objects and some
trial and error can be needed to plan the scene before beginning the final renders, because there is no undo
for Render More. 

Shadows are cast by and onto all objects; however the bounds of the shadow areas are set for the first
object rendered, and any portion of subsequent objects outside these areas will not cast shadows.

Unrendered

There are various creative options starting from the Picture window. For example, you can open a picture file
as the Unlit picture, create a depth map in the Depth window, and apply lighting. Rendering is not necessary
for this kind of processing. If you open a Background picture too, setting the Depth source to Background
picture allows independent bump map texturing.

This can be used for 3-D text effects. Using another application to write the text in a large font, save it in
BMP or PSD format. Open it as the Unlit picture in XenoDream, apply some Gaussian blur, then create the
depth map and experiment with lighting.

Other ideas

Render an object, open an Unlit picture to replace the colors, and apply lighting.

Render an object, open an Unlit picture and a Background picture, and enable Background Mask.
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2.13.3 Render shadows

Location: Rendering page in the Main window

A XenoDream object can cast shadows onto itself no matter how complicated the shape. The shadow
information for each light has to be calculated during the render (and stored in a shadow map). Before
rendering you need to set the direction of each light that may cast a shadow. When you apply lighting, a
light can have a shadow only if its direction matches one of the rendered shadows.

Note: Shadows are not cast onto a background picture layer.

The Shadow Ball

The shadow-casting lights are shown on the Shadow Ball (which is similar to the Lighting Ball in the Lighting
window, except it only shows information relevant to shadows).

The shaded ball in the center represents the object, and each light is
shown as a white circle on a stalk. The active light has a white border
while others have a black border. The stalk is red if the shadow has not
yet been rendered, and black if it has.

To select a light, you can either adjust the Active Light control , or click on the light.

To move a light, you can either drag the light around, or adjust the H (Horizontal) and V (Vertical) angle
controls. Dragging operates within either the front or back hemisphere.

To reset a light with a red stalk to where the shadow was previously rendered, Ctrl-click the light. If it has
not been rendered it will not move.

To switch the active light between front and back, either click the Front/Back icon , or use the angle
controls.

To add another light, click the Add Light icon . A new light appears 15 degrees up and left of center,
unless there are already the maximum number of shadows.

To delete a light, first select the unwanted light, then click the Delete Light icon .

To delete all the shadows, click the Clear Shadows button .
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Lighting/Shadow presets

Another way to set a group of shadow positions is with a Lighting preset. You can do that in the Lighting
window, or more conveniently, open the Lighting/Shadow Preset window.  

To open the Lighting/Shadow Preset window, click the Open Lighting/Shadow Presets button .

The Lighting/Shadow Preset window shows all the lighting presets as shadow balls, including shadowed and
unshadowed lights. The shadowed lights have black stalks, and unshadowed lights have white stalks. When
you click on a preset you can see the resulting shadow ball in the Main window Shadow panel. There are
two options:

Check Use All Lights to include the unshadowed lights. Uncheck it to use only shadowed lights. This
option affects the results when clicking presets, and does not change shadows directly.

Check Open Lighting Preset to also open the Lighting preset in the Lighting window. This is on by
default. If Use All Lights was checked, the lighting will have shadows enabled for all lights, instead of only
those enabled in the preset.

Click Ok to accept the Lighting/Shadow preset or Cancel to close the dialog without keeping any changes.

Note: if you use multiple regions, the lighting preset will be applied to all regions.

After opening a shadow preset you can make changes to the shadow settings if necessary.

Shadow Resolution

In v2.2 and earlier, each shadow map was the same size as the picture. In v2.3 onwards, the maps are
adjusted depending on the size needed for each light direction, to optimize quality and provide consistency
for soft shadows. By default, the average size is the same as the picture. It can be increased to improve
shadow resolution, or decreased to use less memory (helpful if you want many shadows for a huge render).

To change the shadow map resolution (and the amount of memory used), adjust the Resolution control.

Note: Resolution is the size factor for shadow maps, but memory goes by the square of size. Setting
Resolution to 2 requires four times the memory, and setting it to 3 requires nine times the memory! (It can
also take longer to render the extra shadow detail.) If you use too much memory, there will be a warning
message when you start rendering, showing how much memory is needed for the shadow maps and how
much for the rest. If this happens, you can reduce shadow Resolution and try again.

Holons casting shadows

By default, all holons cast shadows. You can disable casting shadows for any holon. You might do this for a
very low opacity holon, or a specific effect. It is also recommended to disable shadow casting for large
planes used for ground or background, if they would not cast any visible shadows, because reducing the
total size of shadow casting objects improves shadow map resolution, which improves quality.

To choose whether the selected holons cast shadows, check or uncheck the Cast by Holon checkbox.

The Cast by Holon checkbox shows the state for the active holon, but changing it affects all selected
holons.
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Casting shadows from beyond the screen boundary

If the object extends much beyond the view, calculating shadows from all those points will take longer to
render. Depending on the shape and the light positions, those shadows may or may not be critical to the
appearance. In some cases it will look obviously wrong without them.

To cast shadows from points that are off screen, check the Cast from Off Screen checkbox. It is
checked by default.

Note: If you are using Regions, the shadow ball shows all shadow-casting lights. Regions have independent
lighting but share a common pool of shadows.

2.13.4 Holon opacity

Location: Rendering page in the Main window

When the holons have some transparency, rendering allows you to see inside and through the object. It is
convenient to work with opacity (the opposite of transparency). The resulting opacity of the object will vary
with its thickness and density, and depend on the opacities of the holons. An Alpha Channel is created to
store the opacity of each pixel. You can choose to use or ignore the opacity in layering and lighting.

The Preview window has a transparent option that approximates transparency. It does not preview the actual
holon opacity or method settings.
 
Setting holon opacity

The Opacity control ranges from 0 (totally transparent) to 100 (totally opaque). Adjust it to set the opacity
for selected holons or all holons depending on Sync.

Check the Sync checkbox to keep the same Opacity value for all holons. Uncheck it to allow holons to
have different opacities.

The rendering methods do not allow for an actual percentage of opacity, so the values are relative. The length
of time needed to render depends on how it will be lit. If you need a clean surface for light sources, you will
need to use small values of opacity (less than 20) and let it render a longer time than if you will be lighting it
in ways that don't show the solid surface.

Transparency mode

The Transparency Mode provides three methods of calculating the opacities and colors, each handling
depth differently.

Uniform: depths of points within the object are ignored when blending the colors.

Enhance Depth: depths of points within the object are considered when blending the colors, for more
impression of internal depth.
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Surface Only: only points within 0.1% of the surface are blended.

Note: for antialiasing of color without transparent effects, you can use Surface Only mode with Opacity 20
or less, and turn off Alphablend when layering, or uncheck Use Alpha when lighting. However, this does
not work well on sloping parts and the Antialias Color option (also on the Rendering page) is generally
recommended instead.

Note: the Enhance Depth option can introduce a 'shadowing' effect when thin areas are a long way in front
of denser areas, which may be undesirable especially when the effect is messy.

Note: if you start rendering with all holons at Opacity 100, and the Alpha Channel exists from a previous
transparent render, you will be asked if you want to keep the Alpha Channel. Normally you won't want to
keep it, unless you have a specific plan to use the old Alpha Channel creatively.

2.13.5 Render size

Location: Rendering page in the Main window

Use these controls to set the size of the picture that will be created.

The Recent Size dropdown list remembers up to 24 sizes, with the most recently used at the top (unless
you choose the option to default to 800x600). Use this to choose sizes that you've used before.
Edit the Width and Height numbers for any size you want, with a maximum dimension of 24000.
If Keep proportions is checked, editing the Width or Height makes automatic adjustments to keep the
same proportions (aspect ratio) as the current picture size.
The Saved Size field shows the size that was saved in the current .xep file. It is blank if no file has been
opened, or the file did not include a size.

If a Saved size is shown, the Use Saved Size button  will be enabled. Click it to copy the saved
size to the Width and Height edits, ready for use.

The pictures are not resized until you either start rendering or click the Change Size button. The only
immediate effect of changing the Width and Height settings is to recalibrate the color scale if the coloring
method is Holon Sequence. In that case you should set the size before finalizing the colors.

To change size immediately without starting a render, click the Change Size button . This is not
necessary before rendering, but can be useful if you want to do other operations in the Picture window
without rendering.

Note: when the picture size changes, all existing pictures, depth, shadows, etc. are lost. Make sure you've
finished with any previously rendered data before clicking Change Size.

The Preview window contains grey guide lines to indicate the boundaries of the rendered picture depending
on the relative aspect ratios of the Preview window and picture.

The render size controls are disabled while rendering is in progress.
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How large can you render?

It depends on how much RAM you have, and the number of shadows, and whether regions, transparency or
a background picture are used. XenoDream can be quite memory intensive, as it uses several pictures as
well as depth and opacity and shadows, and all of these depend on the area of the picture. Disk swapping is
acceptable for layering and lighting, but any significant disk swapping during the render (besides swapping
other programs out to disk) will slow the render too much to be worthwhile (due to the random access of the
picture and other data). If the render will exceed 85% of the physical memory in your system, a warning
appears with the percentage of memory used so you have the option of canceling. It is recommended not to
exceed about 120% of physical memory if there is some background showing around the object, or 100% if
the object fills the entire area. Note: the maximum address space is 2GB (or up to 4GB in 64bit systems),
so if you have 2GB or more you cannot use 100% or more.

If you want to calculate memory requirements, use this method:

Multiply width by height to get the area.

Calculate the number of bytes of data per pixel by starting with 7, adding 2 per shadow, another 2 if any
holons have opacity less than 100, and 1 if regions are used. If you want to use a background picture, add 3
more.

Multiply the area by number of bytes for the total memory for rendering.

For example, if you want the size to be 4000x3000 with two shadows and some transparency, this gives an
area of 12,000,000 and there are 7 + 2x2 +2 = 13 bytes per pixel, for a total of 156 million bytes.

Note: if you are rendering large sizes, make sure you have more than enough free disk space and that your
hard disk has been recently defragmented.

Note: Unless you have Memory Mapped Files turned off in the Preferences menu, if XenoDream or your
computer crashes it may leave some large temporary files in your temporary folder (usually C:\Temp or
C:\Windows\Temp or in the Local Settings folder for your user account). These will be any of RendBmp.tmp,
LitBmp.tmp or BackBmp.tmp, or variations with suffixes of A, B etc if you were running multiple instances.
XenoDream will re-use these files if they already exist and are not in use by another instance. However if you
have run out of disk space it may be necessary to delete them yourself. Since v2.01x, the depth map, alpha
channel and shadows do not use memory mapping and will not create temp files.

2.13.6 Rendering method

Location: Rendering page in the Main window

There are several methods of generating XenoDream objects, each with some strengths and weaknesses.

The default is the Chaos  method. This is the one used in the Preview window. It always works, and has
no critical parameters to adjust. We recommend it in general unless you have a reason to try another
method.

The Ordered  and Hybrid  methods are sometimes capable of results that may be preferable, but they
can be tricky to adjust and sometimes don't work very well.

Note: some rendering controls (Bounds, Bailout and Terminate At) are only visible when they apply to the
selected render method.
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2.13.7 Chaos render

Location: Rendering page in the Main window

The default Rendering Method is the Chaos render, the same method as used in the Preview window. The
pixels are calculated in random sequence, which has the advantage that the whole shape appears quickly,
and the quality of detail improves with time. The Chaos render is the easiest to use because it works for all
objects, without any critical adjustments.

A Chaos render does not have a clearly defined endpoint. It keeps choosing points randomly until you stop
it, or the Terminate At setting is reached.

The termination counter can monitor either the total render time or the rendering rate. It works for any render,
but is most useful for batch rendering, or unattended transparent renders.

To terminate by rendering rate, set the Termination Method dropdown to Pixels/s. This is the number of
new pixels per second (new pixels are closer to the camera than the previous pixel.) To smooth out
random fluctuations, it uses a running average over 16 seconds.

To terminate by rendering time, set the Termination Method dropdown to Seconds. In this mode, after
changing the Terminate At time, its mouseover hint will contain the time in days, hours, minutes and
seconds.

To stop rendering automatically, set the Terminate At control to the time or rate to stop at. Values below
1.0 do not terminate.

You can stop a Chaos render whenever you like and still have a "complete" picture, and some surface
roughness can be cleaned up in lighting. You can also resume a Chaos render with the Render More
option, even after lighting it.

For low opacity renders, the Chaos method generally works best. They need to be stopped at some point,
otherwise the opacity increases too much.

It has a minor disadvantage for some objects of not completing fine details such as sharp spines due to
some pixels having extremely low probability.

To do antialiasing of colors during the render, check the Antialias Color option. The quality improves as
the render progresses.

Note: Antialiasing color is generally recommended with Metamorph coloring, especially with gradients
having sharp edges or busy patterns. It can work well with Holon Sequence coloring, but sometimes not so
well for pure fractals with delicately layered colors, when the 0.5 pixel subsurface blurring can destroy the
patterns.

Here is an example of a cylinder and plane with Metamorph coloring:
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Unlit picture, no antialiasing Unlit picture, with Antialias Color

2.13.8 Ordered render

Location: Rendering page in the Main window

The Ordered method calculates the points for each holon in sequence. Holon 1 will be drawn first, then
holon 2, etc. Ordered renders terminate when all points have been calculated. The Ordered method will
NOT work with metamorphs enabled for shape or coloring.

The advantages over the Chaos method are:
slightly sharper detail.
shows sharp spines that may be incomplete in a Chaos render.
bounding boxes can speed up zoomed renders.

The disadvantages are:
with large scales it can be too slow to render.
depends on Bailout and Resolution settings for balance between quality and render time.
stopping the render will leave out significant portions of the object
the render can't be resumed, only restarted over.
Metamorphs are not supported.

The coloring will be slightly different from the preview and other methods, tending to be more sharply defined.

Bounds (Applies only to Ordered rendering)

If the object goes much off screen, you can speed it up by setting the Bounds, which detects pixels that
cannot be on screen and avoids some calculation. A setting of 1 is most aggressive, but can result in some
missed pixels. Larger numbers are safer but give less speed improvement. You may also lose some of the
shadows if Cast from Off Screen is checked.

2.13.9 Hybrid render

Location: Rendering page in the Main window

The third Rendering Method is called Hybrid. It calculates the holon combinations in sequence.
The Hybrid method combines aspects of the Chaos and Ordered approaches, with some pros and cons of
each. It calculates the combinations sequentially, but in a different order. It also terminates when complete.

The advantages of this method are:
slightly sharper and more complete detail than the Chaos method, and may be faster.
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Metamorphs can be rendered, unlike the Ordered method.

The disadvantages are:
some fractals with large scales would take days or weeks to render this way.
they may have holes or missing portions due to compromises in the Resolution and Bailout  settings.
stopping the render will leave out significant distributed detail.
the render can't be resumed, only restarted over.

This method is generally unsatisfactory where a holon has scales of 100 or more.

Important note for v2.5 and later

The Hybrid render method does not always work perfectly with the new constructor implementation. With
combined iterators and constructors, the iterated constructors may be incomplete in places. If this happens,
try adjusting the holon scales of one or more constructors.

2.13.10 Resolution and bailout

Location: Rendering page in the Main window

These parameters control the holon iterations in generating the object shape and/or colors, depending on
the Rendering Method.

Recall that each pixel in the object is the result of combining holons together in a different sequence. The
length of the sequence varies with the size of the holons, as small holons converge faster than large ones.

Resolution is the size (relative to a pixel) that the sequence must converge to before generating a pixel.
Bailout is the maximum number of steps in the sequence.

For Chaos renders:

These parameters have no effect on the shape. They affect the colors when the Coloring Method is Holon
Sequence, and the Bailout control is duplicated on the Color page for that purpose.

Increase Resolution to reduce the level of detail in the coloring, or decrease it for very busy or speckled
coloring.

Decrease Bailout to simplify the coloring.

For Ordered and Hybrid renders:

These parameters affect the number of points in the object that are generated, and therefore affect both the
quality of the render and the time it takes. The idea is to find a balance between quality and time; however,
some objects are just not suitable for these rendering methods.

Adjust Resolution for the best density of points. Too large a value will leave holes; too small a value will
take too long to render. 

121
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Adjust Bailout to limit the iteration of large holons. Too small a value will most noticeably cause missing
points at the center of spirals.

Both parameters affect the colors for the Holon Sequence coloring method.

Lo and Hi indicators

The Lo and Hi indicators show the range of sequence lengths (as measured in the preview or render,
whichever is in progress) and correspond to the black vertical lines on the palette preview. If the Hi value is
the same as the Bailout setting, the Bailout limit is being reached.
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2.14 Regions page

2.14.1 Overview: the Regions page

Location: tab pages in the Main window

You can divide the object into Regions that can have different lighting. Regions are not necessarily
continuous areas. Each region may consist of many patches spread around the object. The Regions page
contains controls for setting the regions in various ways. 

Regions must be set before rendering. When the object has been rendered with more than one region, the
Lighting window has an extra panel above the preview with the controls for managing the regions.

If the Number of Regions control is greater than 1, regions will be generated, otherwise they will be
ignored. The maximum number of regions is 32.

There are three methods of assigning regions, selected with the Region Method dropdown list.
1. The Holon Step method allows iterator holons to be subdivided along the lines of the holon iteration,

but is not recommended for objects with constructors.
2. The Gradient method can be used for any object, and is most effective with constructors and

Metamorph coloring.
3. The Per Holon method lets each holon be assigned to any region. Iterators can inherit regions.

To revert to a single region, click the Clear Regions button . It resets the method to Per Holon and
sets all holons to region 1.

When the Regions page is active, the Preview Mode can show either Gray preview mode or Regions
preview mode. In the Regions preview mode, the Preview window shows each region in a different color. The
first three colors are white, red and yellow.

2.14.2 Holon step region method

Location: Regions page in the Main window

When the Region Method is set to Holon Step, the regions are based on holons, subdivided by holon
iterations. This method is only suitable for objects with no constructor holons (unless Step is 1).

The Number of Regions has a maximum value equal to the number of holons, up to a maximum of 32.

The Step control sets the number of subdivision steps for each holon. Higher numbers divide each holon into
smaller patches.

To create a region for each holon, leave Step at 1 and set Number of Regions to the maximum value.

Note: Free holons cannot have their own regions with this method. They inherit the regions from the parent
shape.
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2.14.3 Gradients region method

Location: Regions page in the Main window

When the Region Method is set to Gradient, the regions are based on the holon color gradients.

The Number of Regions has a maximum value of 32.

When using Holon Sequence coloring, the Step control determines how fragmented the regions are. It has
no effect with Metamorph coloring.

The combination of Red, Green and Blue controls determines the mapping of the colors to regions.

Note: any subsequent changes to the coloring will affect the regions.

2.14.4 Per holon region method

Location: Regions page in the Main window

When the Region Method is set to Per Holon, each holon can be assigned to any region. This is the
default method.

The Number of Regions has a maximum value of 32, and is set automatically to the highest Holon
Region assigned.

The Holon Region control shows the region for the active holon.

To set the region for the currently selected holons, adjust the Holon Region control to the desired region.

To quickly set each holon to its own region, click the Assign Holon Regions button .

If Inherit is checked, the holon ignores its own holon region and inherits regions from other holons. This is
only useful for iterators, especially for large holons and free holons. For constructors the result would be
noise.
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2.15 Animation page

2.15.1 Overview: the Animation page

Location: tab pages in the Main window

The Animation page contains controls making it easy to create and render a series of images that can be
combined to make an animation. You need to use another application to combine the images into any kind
of animation.

Animation Memory Spots provide the storage for up to 40 key frames. They store the shape, color and view.
For each key frame you can set the number of steps to interpolate (or "tween") to the next key frame, and
how much smoothing or acceleration to use for the camera and object.

You can preview all or part of the animation sequence, and set the time between frames. There are two
steps to produce the animation frames. First you create a batch of parameter files, then you render the
batch.

Batch rendering  lets you select some or all of the parameter files and render, light and save the pictures
automatically.

Introduction to making animations

Setting up the frames:

1. Open or create the object that the animation will start from.
2. Store it in the first Animation Memory Spot (top left).
3. Make some changes to the object (camera, holon parameters, or metamorph parameters are best).
4. Store it in the second Animation Memory Spot.
5. Click the Preview button to get an idea of how the frames will look.
6. To increase the number of frames between these two keyframes, click the first spot (or set Frame to 1)

and increase the Steps control.
7. To add another keyframe, click the second Animation Memory Spot to recall it, make some changes

to the object, and store it in the third spot.
8. Continue with any changes until you are happy with the animation.
Note: for the smoothest animations you will want to have positive smoothing for the camera and object for all

the frames.

Creating the batch:

1. Recall the first Animation Memory Spot.
2. Set any rendering controls (eg shadows, opacity) that you want, and render the object.
3. Set the lighting that you want.
4. Click the Create Batch button to make all the xep files for the animation sequence. In the file dialog,

create a folder for the animation, to keep these files separate for convenience.

Rendering the batch:

1. Set the render size for the animation (400x300 is a good size to start with).
2. Do a test render to find out how long it needs for reasonable quality, and note the pixel rate in the

Picture window.
3. Set the Terminate At control on the Rendering page to approximately that number.

130
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4. Click the Browse button in the Render Batch panel and select the folder to save the pictures (you can
create a folder in the dialog).

5. Click the Select Files button in the Render Batch panel. Select all the files in the batch and click OK.
6. Wait until all the pictures have been saved. (If you need to stop batch rendering for any reason, you can

either release the Select Files button, or click the Stop Rendering button in the Picture window.)

To make an animation file from the saved pictures, you will need to use another program. Choices range
from freeware to professional animation tools. Two recommended free programs are:

Microsoft Gif Animator http://www.versiontracker.com/dyn/moreinfo/win/13212
Virtualdub http://www.virtualdub.org

Tips:

You don't have to use consecutive Animation Memory Spots for keyframes. Sometimes it may be useful
to leave one or two keyframes empty between other keyframes, in case you need to add intermediate
keyframes for more control.
If you want to morph between objects with different numbers of holons, add extra holons to one frame to
make the number equal, and set the extra holon Scales to 0. The obvious choice of position for the extra
holons is the same as their positions in the other frame, but you can experiment with different positions.
If you change Metamorph Style or other non-numeric settings, the shape will change suddenly at the
keyframe. However, you can change metamorph styles smoothly if the affected holons have Scales 0 or
metamorph Amount 0 in both keyframes. It can be useful to set Steps to 1 between two keyframes where
the only changes are of this kind.
If you use constructor metamorphs in the objects, you can usually improve results by setting the Apply
Pits to 1 and Apply Polish to about 3 in the Render Batch panel. For objects without constructors,
leaving both at 0 is usually best, to preserve fine details.
From v2.5, lighting can be set at batch render time instead of needing to be set before creating the batch.

2.15.2 Key frames

Location: Animation page in the Main window

Animation Memory Spots hold up to 40 key frames. Key frames are the frames that you define in an
animation sequence, while the program calculates as many intermediate frames between each pair of key
frames as you want. Key frames include all the shape, color and view parameters. The sequence runs from
left to right on the top row, then the second row, and so on. It is not necessary to use consecutive spots;
any empty spots will be skipped over when the sequence is generated. It can be convenient to leave space
to insert key frames without having to move the spots around.

To store the current shape, click on an empty spot.

To recall a shape, click on a full (blue) spot.

To clear a full spot, Ctrl-click it.

http://www.versiontracker.com/dyn/moreinfo/win/13212
http://www.virtualdub.org
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To clear all spots, Shift-click any spot. You will be asked for confirmation before the spots are cleared.

To set the active frame, either click a spot or adjust the Frame control.

Frame interpolation controls

These controls affect the frames between keyframes. They can be set for each key frame or globally.

Check the Sync option to make the Steps, Smooth, Acceleration or S controls update all frames.
Uncheck it to edit the active frame only.

To set the number of steps from the active frame to the next frame, adjust the Steps control. The number
of intermediate frames will be one less than the Steps value. A value of 1 means go directly to the next
frame without any intermediate frames.

The Subframe control lets you manually preview between key frames (sometimes called "scrubbing"). It is
reset to 1 when you adjust the Steps control or change the active frame. During animation preview it is
disabled and counts through the subframes.

To see the subframes between the active frame and the next key frame, adjust the Subframe control.
Hold down the arrow buttons or keys to step forward or back at a steady rate.

Interpolation is the method of calculating intermediate frames. The parameters can change uniformly or have
the paths curve around keyframes more or less smoothly, and can change at a steady rate or accelerate in
places.

To set the amount of smoothing of the camera parameters, adjust the Smooth Camera control.

To set the amount of smoothing of the object parameters, adjust the Smooth Object control.

Set smoothing controls to 0 for linear changes, 1 for standard smoothing, 2 for extra smooth. Negative
values give accelerated bounces at keyframes. Values below about -3 can cause loopy paths.

Object smoothing can cause parameters to have overshoots or S-bends in segments that would normally be
constant. For camera parameters this is expected, rather as a racing driver steers wide before a corner to
make the smoothest path. But for object parameters it can seem strange and may be undesirable. The 
Autobias option prevents this by moving the smoothing towards the other key frame.

To prevent undesired overshoots in Object Smoothing, check the Autobias option. This is global, not per
key frame. 

To vary the rate of change per frame, adjust the Acceleration control. Positive values start slower and
accelerate; negative values start faster and decelerate.

To use an S-curve instead of linear acceleration, check the S option. Positive Acceleration starts and
finishes slower, with highest speed in the middle. Negative Acceleration starts and finishes faster, with
lowest speed in the middle.

Note: you will usually want to set acceleration for individual key frames, because an accelerated segment
should be followed by a deceleration to maintain smoothness, or vice versa.

Which parameters are interpolated?
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Shape: Holon parameters (Scale, Skew, Rotation and Position), metamorph parameters (Amount, Scale and
Special), Density.
View: Camera Zoom, camera position and orientation, Clip Front and Clip Back, Stereo Depth and Distance.
Also Object Size.
Color: Parametric gradient, Noise, Mix, Blend, Cycle, Iteration Shift and Meta Patterns.
Rendering: Holon opacity.
Other shape, view and color parameters can change only at key frames.

Note: The number of holons can only change at key frames; however you can add one or more holons with
zero scales (or metamorph Scale for constructors) at the preceding or following key frame to make smooth
transitions between shapes with differing numbers of holons.

Note: for iterator holons, Scale is not allowed to go above 100, to prevent undesirable effects when using
Smooth settings for the object.

Note: for holon rotations and skews and camera orientation, the shortest route is taken. To interpolate over
more than 180 degrees you need to use extra key frames. For example, a 360 degree rotation could be
achieved with four 90 degree rotations, or three 120 degree rotations. You could get away with two 179.99
degree rotations, or perhaps one 180 and one 179.99, especially with holon parameters, which are
interpolated directly. For camera orientation, a 180 degree rotation does not uniquely specify a route, so you
may not get the direction of motion you expected.

Animation Memory Spots store the same information as Shape Memory Spots, and they can be used as
extra shape spots, but they are not remembered between sessions.

Saving and opening Animation Projects

You can save any Animation Memory Spots and the frame settings as an animation project file. Animation
project files have extension .xan. The animation save and load buttons are now located below the animation
preview controls.

To save the current animation project, click the Save Animation Project button . In the File Save
dialog, choose the location and enter a filename, and click OK to save.

To open an animation project, click the Open Animation Project button . In the File Open dialog,
choose the location and select an animation project (.xan) file.

2.15.3 Previewing animation

Location: Animation page in the Main window

The animation preview controls let you step through the frames in the Preview window.

To preview the animation sequence, click the Preview button. It stays down until previewing is complete.

As each keyframe is reached, the corresponding Animation Memory Spot is drawn with a red border. The
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frame controls are updated to show the settings for the current keyframe. The Subframe control shows
progress between keyframes, and is disabled until animation preview stops.

To stop the preview at any time, release the Preview button. 

Set the First Frame and Last Frame controls to specify the key frames to start and finish previewing.

Set the Step Time control to specify the time delay in seconds between each intermediate frame.

Note: the first frame is also delayed by the step time, so it may appear that nothing is happening at first.

Animation preview uses the current preview modes as set by the Preview toolbar buttons. The only
differences from the ordinary preview operation is that the preview is only updated once per frame, and
shaded preview works for any step time setting.

2.15.4 Creating batches

Location: Animation page in the Main window

Before you can render animation frames you must create a batch of parameter files.

Animation memory spots only store the shape, color and view, but the parameter files include other
parameters such as opacity, regions and lighting. Therefore you need to set holon opacity, shadows and
lighting before creating the batch.

To create a batch for animation:

1. Set up the key frames and frame options.
2. Set holon opacity, lighting etc.
3. Click the Create Batch... button. A File Save dialog appears. Type a filename and click OK. The batch

will be created.

You do not need to include a numeric suffix in the filename. Suffixes will be automatically included,
starting with _00001.
Existing files will not be overwritten, so if you want to replace a batch you will need to delete the existing
files first.
You can continue an existing sequence by selecting the last file in the sequence. The batch will continue
the number sequence.

Note: it is recommended to create a folder for batches, and perhaps subfolders for animation projects, to
make it easier to select the files for batch rendering. The path for batches is remembered separately from
other files for convenience.

Note: it is recommended to keep filenames short, to maximize the number of files you can render in a
batch. File Open dialogs only allow 32kb of filenames to be selected.
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2.15.5 Render batch

Location: Animation page in the Main window

Batch rendering allows you to render and save multiple pictures without intervention. You can select any
number (* see note below) of .xep parameter files, which will automatically be opened, rendered and lit, and
the pictures saved. It is most useful for producing animation sequences.

The saved picture files will have the same filenames as the parameter files. If the Add -bat suffix option is
checked, they will have '-bat' added before the extension. One benefit of this is to reduce the chances of
accidentally overwriting existing pictures. It is recommended to use separate folders for animation pictures.

To set the destination folder for the picture files, click the Browse button to open a Browse Folders dialog.
The dialog allows creating new folders. If the destination folder doesn't exist, you won't be able to start the
batch. If the path is too long to fit in the field it will be shortened to show the end.

To render a batch of files:

1. Set the Render Size on the Rendering page. All the pictures in this batch will be the same size.
2. Set the Terminate At value and Termination Method on the Rendering page (unless you are using

only Ordered or Hybrid renders). If not set, it will default to 200.
3. Choose the Save To format for the picture files.
4. Set any of the options to be applied.
5. Click the Select Files... button to open a file dialog. Select all files to be rendered, using the shift or ctrl

keys for multiple selection. Click OK to begin. Each file will be opened, rendered, lit and saved.

Note: there is a limit on the number of files that can be rendered in one batch. The File Open dialog
selection can only hold 32kb of text, which is about 1500 files, depending on the lengths of the file names.

Options for batch rendering

Set values for Apply Pits and Apply Polish to be used when lighting each picture.
Check Apply Pic Textures to create a background picture with any Pic Textures included in the .xep
files. For this to work, the .xep files will need to have lighting with Background Source set to Background
Picture, unless you set up layering for the batch.
Check Apply DOF Filter to apply the depth of field filter to the Lit picture, using the most recent filter
settings.
Check Save Depth Map if you want to save depth maps along with the pictures, for post processing
needs. Also select the file format.
Check Use Current Lighting to ignore the lighting in the xep files and use the current lighting instead.
This option also ignores any Regions and Pic Textures in the .xep files.

Pausing or cancelling a batch render
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The Picture window status bar shows the current step and its progress in the first panels.

You can cancel batch rendering in either of two ways: 
Release the Select Files... button.
Stop the render by clicking one of the Stop Render buttons. A dialog asks whether you want to stop
batch rendering.

To pause batch rendering, click one of the Stop Render buttons, and don't click either button in the
confirmation dialog. When you are ready to resume, click No.

If you cancel batch rendering, any pictures already rendered in the batch are not deleted.

Saving layers in PSD files

If you want to save PSD files with layers to allow more postprocessing, you can do this in a batch render.
The procedure is different for opaque and transparent renders, because .xep files remember whether the
alpha channel is used in lighting, but don't remember anything related to background masking.

For opaque renders:

1. Before creating the batch: set the lighting with the desired background options.
2. Before or immediately after starting the batch render: click the Background Mask button in the Picture

window toolbar. It will stay down throughout the batch.

For transparent renders:

The result can be determined by the xep files or overridden by the Alpha option. The usual choice for
transparent layering is not to use alpha in lighting, and let the layer mask include alpha blending. If you used
both, the effect would be doubled.

The Alpha options are:
Auto (per xep): lets the xep files decide, as before. The other options override the xep files.
Lighting: use alpha when applying lighting.
Layers: don't use alpha with lighting, but use alphablend for saving layers.
Lighting and Layers: use alpha for lighting and alphablend for layers (not recommended).
Render Only: use transparency during the render, but don't apply any alpha for lighting or layers.

If you use the Render Only option, click the Background Mask button in the Picture window toolbar before
or after starting the batch. Otherwise no further action is needed.

If you want to set up a batch of .xep files to ignore alpha in lighting and use alphablend in layers:
Before creating the batch: set the lighting with Use Alpha unchecked, and the desired background
options. The Alphablend button will be set automatically during the renders and lighting.
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3 Picture Window

3.1 Overview: the Picture window

The Picture window is where you view and work with the full size pictures. It comes to the front when you
start rendering.

The title bar shows the current parameter file (.xep), with * added if it has changed since last being saved.

The menu and toolbar allow you to:

Save  and load  pictures.
Export  and import  depth maps.
Apply some effects  to the pictures.
View  the pictures at different magnifications.
Start and stop rendering and monitor progress .
Set layering modes .
Copy or merge layers .
Open the Lighting and Depth windows .

The Picture window may be larger or smaller than the picture size, and will have scrollbars if necessary. You
can resize the window at any time. If one or both scrollbars are visible you can also drag directly on the
picture to move around it.

Double-clicking the picture will open the Lighting window if the Lit picture is showing, otherwise it opens the
Main window.

Right-clicking the picture opens a popup menu to start or stop rendering.

3.2 Pictures and layers

Location: Picture window.

In XenoDream, rendering does not usually produce a finished picture. It generates some raw ingredients that
you combine with additional processes; mainly lighting and layering. Transparent renders may not need
lighting.

Rendering produces:
the Unlit Picture (a normal color picture)
the Depth Map (the distance of each pixel from the camera)
shadow maps
optionally, the Alpha Channel (opacity per pixel)

The Alpha Channel is produced if any holons have opacity less than 100%.

The Unlit Picture is given this name because it has the colors of the rendered object but does not yet have
any 3-D depth, transparency or lighting.

When you use the Lighting window, it reads these sources, calculates lighting and other effects and
produces the Lit Picture as output.
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Layers

The Picture window provides basic layering. You can see the Unlit or Lit pictures as they are, or in
combination with a background. The background can be either a single color or a picture.

The front layer  can be either the Unlit or Lit Picture. You cannot combine them directly.
The back layer  can be either the Background Color, or the Background Picture.
The layering options are Background Mask , Alphablend , Layer Opacity  and Merge Mode

.

If no layering options are active, the front layer will be visible. You can also hide the front layer to see just the
Background Picture.

You can use the Copy/Merge  button or menu option to copy one picture to another, or to combine two
layers into one picture, selecting any of the three pictures as destination. This process can be repeated, and
in combination with lighting, and opening pictures from file, provides considerable flexibility.

3.3 File menu

Location: Menu bar in the Picture window.

The Picture window's File menu has these options:

Save picture...

Saves the active picture or layers to a file. See Saving pictures .

Save pars and picture...

Saves the parameter file with autoincrementing suffix (the same as File Save in the Main window) and saves
the active picture or layers to a file. See Saving pictures . If the current object name is Untitled, it will first
open the File Save As dialog for parameter files so you can choose a name.

Save depth map...

Saves the depth map to a file. See Saving depth maps .

Open picture..., Reopen picture

Opens a graphic file as one of the pictures. See Opening pictures .

Open depth map...

Opens a PGM file as the depth map. See Opening depth maps .

New Background picture

If the Background picture already exists, fills it with the current Background Color, otherwise creates a new
background picture.
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Close Background picture

Closes the Background picture to free the memory for other uses.
If the Background Picture doesn't exist, this menu option is disabled.

Close Alpha Channel

Closes the existing Alpha Channel, either to free memory or to avoid potential confusion when lighting a new
render. Once created, the Alpha Channel is not automatically closed unless you change render size. 

One potential annoyance of an obsolete alpha channel is that some Lighting presets have Alpha Glow
checked, and will show incorrectly each time you load them until Alpha Glow is unchecked.

Exit

Choose this option to quit XenoDream. You can also quit from the Main window by clicking the close box on
the title bar, or the Exit option in the File menu.

3.4 Saving pictures

Location: File Menu in the Picture window menu bar.

You can save pictures in four formats: Bitmap (*.bmp), Jpeg (*.jpg), Targa (*.tga) or Photoshop (*.psd). Read
below for details specific to each format.

1. In the File menu, choose Save picture...
2. In the Save Picture dialog, choose the file type, then enter a filename.
3. Click OK to save the file, or Cancel to close the dialog without saving.

Note: if the filename has an extension, and you subsequently change the file type, you need to delete the
extension or change it to match.

After saving, you are prompted to save the parameter file if it has changed since last being saved. (This
prompt will not appear when using the Save pars and picture... option.)

Jpeg format

Whatever you see will be saved. Layers are merged automatically into the file.

After clicking OK, a dialog opens for setting the quality factor. 70 to 90 is the most useful range. You can
also choose whether to use the standard 422 subsampling, or no subsampling for sharper colors. The
settings are remembered between sessions.

Bitmap format

Whatever you see will be saved. Layers are merged automatically into the file.

Photoshop format
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If layers are active, the front and back layers are preserved in the file along with masks, opacity and merge
mode for the front layer.

If the Alphablend button is down, the Layer mask (the Clip mask in Photopaint) will contain the alpha
channel opacities and the transparency mask will contain the Background Mask (opaque for the object and
transparent for the background).

Otherwise, the Layer mask will contain the Background Mask and the transparency mask will be all opaque.

If the Merge Mode is not one supported by Photoshop, the most similar mode will be saved instead.

If a front layer is showing but none of the layer controls are active, you will be asked if you wish to save
layers. Choose Yes to save using the Background Mask, or No to save without any layers.

As large pictures can take a while to save, progress is counted down in the toolbar progress indicator.

Targa format

The active layer is saved in 32 bit RGBA format. The A channel is used for alpha masking. If the Alpha
channel exists, it will be saved in the file, otherwise the background mask will be saved. 

Saving is not completely WYSIWYG; layer opacity and merge mode are ignored.

Targa is recommended for applications that support it for alpha masking, such as Project Dogwaffle.

Insufficient disk space

If there is insufficient disk space to save the file, an error message is shown and the file is not saved.

3.5 Saving depth maps

Location: File Menu in the Picture window menu bar.

Saving the Depth Map provides a way of using XenoDream objects in other 3-D applications. Depending on
the program, they can be imported and used as terrains, or as more general objects by clipping the base off.
Depth maps are also called heightfields. You can export 3-D meshes  with a different process.

You can save the depth map any time after rendering, because the depth map is produced automatically by
rendering.

To save the depth map:

1. Choose the Save depth map... option from the File menu.
2. Choose the file type to save as.
3. Type a filename and click OK to save.
4. A dialog asks whether to 'Set base level at back of object?' Choose Yes to eliminate extra height from

the whole object, or No to keep the absolute height.

There are three supported formats:
Portable Grey Map (*.PGM) is a common format for storing heightfields. XenoDream uses the 16 bit ASCII
version.
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Targa 16bit RG encoded (*.TGA) is a special format used by a few programs.
Bitmap (*.BMP) only provides 8 bits of resolution, so is not ideal for terrains, but can be opened directly in
Photoshop or other programs that can use a depth channel for filtering purposes, eg controlling depth of
field.
Photoshop (*.PSD), in 16 bit greyscale. This is compact and convenient for editing in other programs and
reloading in XenoDream.

For Bryce or KPT Gel (see below), use the PGM format. In the Bryce File menu, choose Import Object to
convert the PGM file directly to a terrain. Terrains are extended to a multiple of 512 per side, so it's easiest
to render at 512x512 or 1024x1024 (it has been recommended to use 3 pixels less than these sizes, eg
509x509).

For Vue d'esprit v4.05 and later, use the TGA format.

As large depth maps can take a while to save, progress is counted down in the toolbar progress indicator if
the height is more than 1000 pixels.

Note: you can do surface cleaning such as Pits, permanent smoothing etc, in the Lighting window before
saving the depth map. You can also create or modify the depth map with the Depth window before saving it.

Tip: to reduce perspective distortion when rendering to save the depth map, set up a camera view with
increased Z Position (eg 20) and increase Camera Zoom to compensate.

Note: KPT Gel does not open PGM files saved with XenoDream v1.1. You can fix these files either by
opening them in XenoDream v1.2 or later and resaving them, or by editing the PGM files in a text editor and
breaking the first line into three, with the P2 on the first line, the width and height on the second line, and the
maximum value (65535) on the third line.

3.6 Opening pictures

Location: File Menu in the Picture window menu bar.

You can open picture files to use as background, unlit or lit pictures, whether or not they were saved from
XenoDream.

To open a picture file, choose Open picture... from the File menu. After choosing a picture file from the
dialog, the Picture Destination dialog appears. Choose the Background, Unlit or Lit picture. If the chosen
picture doesn't exist it will be created, otherwise it will be overwritten. Any existing Depth, Alpha or
Shadow information is unaffected.

To reopen a recently used picture file, point to Reopen and choose a file from the submenu. The full path
is not shown, only the filename. After choosing the file, the Picture Destination dialog appears.

Currently three file formats are supported:

Jpeg (*.jpg) - any type except Jpeg2000. The dialog preview does not show the picture.
Bitmap (*.bmp) - only 24bit RGB bitmaps can be loaded.
Photoshop (*.psd) - 8 or 16 bits per plane, either Greyscale or RGB. For RGB, if 4 or more channels are
present, the 4th channel is loaded to the Alpha Channel and higher channels are ignored. The dialog
preview does not show the picture.

Note: Though XenoDream now saves Photoshop files with layers and masks, it opens the combined image
as a single picture. Opening layers may be supported in a future version.
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Differing picture sizes

If the picture file has different height or width from the current picture size, the dialog includes size options.
The dimensions of the current picture and the picture file are shown. There are four choices.

Crop/tile new picture. The new picture will be cropped or tiled in each direction depending on whether
the width and height are larger or smaller.
Stretch/tile new picture, preserving aspect ratio. The new picture will be stretched to fit one
dimension, and tiled in the other if necessary.
Stretch to fit. The new picture will be resized to the current dimensions.
Use new picture size. Existing render/pictures will be lost! The current pictures, depth map and any
alpha maps will be cleared and the size changed to match the new picture.

The two stretch options use bilinear interpolation, with prefiltering for downsizing.

Be careful not to use the last option if you have a render that you haven't finished with.

3.7 Opening depth maps

Location: File Menu in the Picture window menu bar.

You can open a Depth Map that was previously saved in XenoDream (in PGM, BMP or PSD format), or
import one that was created in another program; for example a KPT Gel heightfield, or a Bryce depth render,
or any terrain editor that saves PGM files in ASCII format. You can also open any 24 bit uncompressed BMP
file as a depth map.

To open a PGM, BMP or PSD file as the Depth Map, choose Open depth map... from the File menu,
set the filter to show the desired file type, and select a file to open. The current Depth Map will be
overwritten.

If the file dimensions are larger than the current picture size, the extra data will be truncated. If a PGM file is
smaller it will be aligned at the top left corner, and is not tiled as smaller pictures are. If a BMP file is smaller
it will be centered.

If you open a PGM file saved with XenoDream 1.2 or later, it will be identical to the depth map that was
saved. Files saved from XenoDream 1.1 or another application don't contain any absolute depth range and
may appear deeper or flatter than expected.

If you open a PSD file, the depth will be scaled to fit the existing depth map, if it exists. This supports saving
the Depth Map, editing it and reopening the edited version. If there is currently no depth data, the file data
will be scaled according to the camera settings. (If you open a PSD file not related to the current depth map,
you may want to clear the depth map first.)

Note: XenoDream saves PGM files with 16 bit precision, but can open any ASCII PGM file.

3.8 Edit menu

Location: Menu bar in the Picture window.

The Edit menu has four items that are always available, and stereo options that are only available in Stereo
mode.
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Copy to Clipboard
Copy/Merge layers...
Clear Picture
Clear Depth Map

Copy to Clipboard

To copy the active picture to the clipboard, choose the Copy to Clipboard menu option. You can then
paste the picture into any other application that supports pasting 24 bit RGB Bitmaps. Layering options are
not included.

This operation is limited in size to 2400x1800 (or other dimensions of equal area). For larger pictures you
need to save to file instead.

XenoDream does not currently support pasting pictures from the clipboard.

Note to users of Corel Photopaint 8: service packs SP1 and SP2 are required, or copying to the clipboard
won't work.

Clearing the picture

To clear the active picture by filling it with the current Background color, choose Clear Picture.

Make sure the picture you want to clear is the active one.

Clearing the depth map

To clear the depth map, choose Clear Depth Map.

This has no direct effect on pictures, but will affect layering or lighting possibilities. There is normally no
reason to do this, but you may find times when it is useful. If you clear the depth map and then render more,
it is like starting a new render but keeping existing shadow data.

Stereo options

When Stereo mode has been set on the Main window View page, stereo options are enabled in the Edit
menu. They are applied to the active picture. You will usually want to apply them to the Lit picture, and they
should be the last things you do before saving, otherwise they will affect subsequent operations.

To convert the stereo image to anaglyphs for colored glasses, choose Anaglyph and the appropriate
colors from the submenu. The options are Red-blue, Red-green, Red-cyan and Ochre-blue.

To add a 6 pixel black border around the edges and down the center, choose Add Stereo Border. This is
useful for covering any border artifacts due to lighting, or just providing a standard border.

To swap the left and right images to facilitate parallel viewing, choose Swap Left and Right. Because the
picture size is limited for parallel viewing, this will be most useful if you will be resizing down, or printing
Holmes cards.
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3.9 View menu

Location: Menu bar in the Picture window.

The View menu allows you to see the picture (including any layer options) at different sizes, and hide or
show the status bar.

The set view size options are:

25%
50%
100%
200%
Fit Window

100% is normal size. Choose Fit Window to have the picture fit into the window. If you resize the window
while Fit Window is selected, the picture will resize accordingly.

The zoom options adjust magnification in fixed increments, between 1% and 1000% (but will not reduce to
less than 30 pixels).

To zoom in, choose Zoom In or press Ctrl +
To zoom out, choose Zoom Out or press Ctrl -

The picture will be updated less often during rendering or lighting when the view is not 100%.

Warning: if you are rendering at a large size, Fit Window will slow down rendering somewhat. Set the view
to 100% for maximum rendering speed. The performance hit has been reduced considerably in v1.6 onwards,
so you may find it quite satisfactory, but if disk swapping is occurring you should avoid Fit Window until
you stop rendering.

The status bar

To turn the Picture window status bar on or off, click the Status Bar option in the View menu.

The first two panels of the status bar show the rendering time and rate . The remaining panels show the
picture size, with view size in parentheses, and the picture layers that are active. (The picture layer status is
not shown while rendering with Tree metamorphs.)

3.10 Effects menu

Location: Menu bar in the Picture window.

The Effects menu has a variety of effects that can be applied to the active picture. Some take place
immediately when you choose them, and these can be undone simply by repeating the effect. The others,
which end in "..." open a dialog with a preview window and OK and Cancel buttons.

Note: Effects are applied to the active picture, not to the full layers, if merged layers are showing. The active
picture is whichever of the Unlit or Lit pictures is selected, or the Background picture if that alone is
selected.
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The currently available effects are:

Flip Horizontal

Flips the active picture horizontally.

Flip Vertical

Flips the active picture vertically.

Note: If you flip the Unlit picture before applying Lighting, the Depth, Alpha and Shadow information are not
flipped to match.

Invert

Inverts the colors in the active picture (makes a color negative.)

The Effects dialog

The following four menu items open the Effects dialog.  The dialog has a preview window, which you can
scroll either with the scrollbars or by dragging in the window. A progress indicator at the bottom of the dialog
shows progress in applying the effect when you click OK. To close the dialog without applying the effect,
click Cancel. Settings are remembered between uses. To reset them to default values, click the Reset

Values button .

HLS and Contrast...

Opens the Effects dialog to adjust the hue, lightness, saturation and contrast of the active picture.
The Hue control rotates the hues.
The Saturation control adjusts the saturation of the picture. Values above 100 or below -100 invert the
saturation.
The Lightness control adjusts the lightness of the picture. Values above 100 or below -100 invert the
lightness.
The Contrast control adjusts the contrast of the picture.

Gaussian Blur...

Opens the Effects dialog to do a Gaussian blur or sharpen on the active picture.
The Width control sets the number of iterations of the filter, which determines the radial distance that the
blur extends over. Large Width settings are slower.
The Amount control sets the strength of the blur in each iteration. Negative values produce sharpening or
edge enhancement.
The Lighten control adjusts the overall lightness level. It is per iteration, so interacts with the Width
setting.

 
Adaptive Blur...

Opens the Effects dialog to do an adaptive blur or sharpen on the active picture. Minor variations are affected
more than strong features.

The Iterations control sets the number of iterations of the filter. Large Iterations settings are slower.
The Amount control sets the strength of the blur in each iteration. Negative values produce sharpening or
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edge enhancement.
The Threshold control provides extra protection for features.

Remove Noise...

Opens the Effects dialog to remove or increase noise in the active picture.
The Iterations control sets the number of iterations of the filter. Large Iterations settings are slower.
The Amount control determines how much variation is removed in each iteration. Negative values amplify
existing variation.
The Lighten control adjusts the overall lightness level. It is per iteration, so interacts with the Iterations
setting.
The Mono option attempts to preserve the hue of each pixel.

Depth of Field...

Opens the Effects dialog to create Depth of Field blurring, to simulate camera lens optics.
The Amount control sets the amount of blurring, corresponding to aperture size. Large values are slower.
The Focal dist control sets the distance where the image is in focus. Set it to 0 to focus at the front of the
object, 100 to focus at the background (infinity), greater than 100 to focus beyond infinity, or negative
values to focus closer than the object.
The Depth control adjusts the depth of the focus. Positive values increase the range where the object is
sharp, and negative values decrease it to a narrow zone.

The next three controls are for boosting highlights. In reality, highlights can be very intense but bitmaps
with only 8 bits of resolution don't store the extra intensity, so highlights fade out when blurred. Boosting
them allows them to form bright patches, with a shape depending on the aperture and aberration.
The Highlights control boosts the brightness of the brightest colors. It is mainly intended for highlights,
but if you have strong diffuse light it can be used for burnout effects.
The Threshold control sets the minimum level for boosting.
The Background option lets you include or exclude background pixels from boosting. If you have a bright
background you may not want to boost it.
The Aberration control sets the amount of spherical aberration of the lens, which is most noticeable on
highlights that are out of focus. Set to 0, highlights will blur uniformly; positive values create a ring effect
and negative values create a brighter center.
The Aperture control provides a choice of 10 aperture shapes. The shape affects the blur characteristics,
and also the shape of out-of-focus highlights. The three Star shapes work best with negative Aberration,
and can have aliasing artifacts otherwise.

As of v2.4, the effect is scaled to the picture width, so it can produce the same effects for large pictures as
for small. Applying significant amounts of DOF to large pictures can be very slow, especially with bright
backgrounds.

Note: when you click OK, the Depth of Field filter updates the picture as each 400 pixel tile is completed. If
you click Cancel any time before it finishes, the picture will be restored and the dialog will stay open. You
can change settings and apply again.

Pic Textures...

Opens a powerful 2D texture editor  with up to six layers, especially useful for skies, or just making a
gradient background.

Gradient Sampler...
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Opens the Custom Gradient Editor with the Sample panel, and sets the Sample Source to the active picture.
This is convenient for creating gradients by sampling the colors in a picture. The gradient is not used
directly, so you need to save it to gradient memory spots or presets for later use. When closing the gradient
editor it makes no difference whether you click OK or Cancel.

3.11 Rendering progress

Location: Toolbar and status bar in the Picture window.

These toolbar buttons start and stop rendering, and the status bar shows the render time and rate.

Click the Start New Render button  to begin a new render, replacing the Unlit picture, depth map,
alpha channel and shadows as applicable.

To start or resume rendering without clearing any existing data, click the Render More button .

While rendering is in progress, the Render More button is replaced by the Stop Rendering button .
Click it to stop rendering. (When lighting is being applied, clicking it will stop lighting.)

If you want to have a confirmation dialog for Start New Render, check that option in the Main window
Options | Preferences menu.

Rendering progress

The status bar is visible at the bottom of the Picture window, unless disabled in the View menu.

The first panel in the status bar shows the total render time. By default it shows the time in seconds. Click
the status bar in the Render time label or panel to switch to showing days, hours, minutes and seconds.
Click again to switch back to seconds.

The second panel shows the rendering rate.

For Chaos renders, the Rate indicator shows the number of new pixels plotted each second. New pixels are
those in front of existing pixels. (With transparent renders, other pixels are still changing the colors, but only
new pixels update the surface shape.) The rate starts very high and falls gradually. The longer you leave it,
the more surface detail is filled in and the better the quality generally. If the object is underdone, the surface
will have holes in it or appear rough or pitted when lit. Lighting includes some surface cleaning  options to
fix these defects.

Tip: for Chaos renders, you may find that stopping at 300 to 500 gives satisfactory results (perhaps with
some Pits filtering), and you can go ahead and preview lighting earlier, without stopping the render.
Sometimes you will want to continue until the rate is down below 100 to get all the fine detail complete.

For Ordered and Hybrid renders, the Rate indicator shows the percentage of holons completed. When the
holon sizes vary, this will not change at a consistent rate, so it is of limited use for estimation of time.

When rendering an object with a Fractal category metamorph using internal tree iteration (ie, one with a T
suffix), the status bar will also show the number of Passes through the tree, the Max Depth reached, and the
Cutoff value. The values vary widely depending on the fractal and holon parameters so it's difficult to give any
guidelines, but you may find them useful indicators of what the tree is doing. If more than one tree
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metamorph is in use, the numbers may refer to any of the trees and are unpredictable.

Benchmarking

The new pixel rendering rate is not very suitable for comparing speed of computers. The initial rate can serve
as a rough guide, but the time to reach a given rate is not useful at all. A much better benchmark is the total
number of points calculated per second. This does not vary much with time. It will vary a little with render
size, due to the effect of memory cache on speed.

To switch the Rate to benchmark, Ctrl-click the status bar. Ctrl-click again to return to new pixel rate.

Note: this only works for chaos renders. You can Ctrl-click at any time, but it will only take effect while
rendering is in progress.

To compare different systems, use the same .xep file, and don't change any settings such as shadows or
render size.

Overflow

If rendering halts due to overflow, the Rate panel in the status bar will change text to 'Overflow!'. If you are
using the Chaos method, you can try clicking the Render More button to resume, but it usually means the
object is too unstable.

Note: while rendering, the picture is normally updated once per second. If the View is set to 'To Fit', updating
the picture is slower so the interval is longer to maintain efficiency. When any layer options are active, the
interval is twice as long. If the picture is very large, it is strongly recommended that you do not have the View
to 'To Fit' while rendering, especially if some disk swapping is occurring.

3.12 Selecting layers

Location: Toolbar in the Picture window.

These controls determine which pictures are in each layer, and set the background color.

If any of the pictures does not currently exist, that button is disabled. The Unlit Picture always exists. The
Lit Picture is created when lighting is first applied, and closed if the picture size is changed. Pictures can
also be loaded from file or created by copying or merging from the other pictures.

To choose the picture for the front layer, click either the Unlit Picture button  or the Lit Picture

button . Only one of these can be visible at a time.

To choose the Background Picture as the back layer, click the Background Picture button . If it is
disabled, you first need to load a background picture or copy it from one of the other pictures. 

To choose the Background Color as the back layer, release the Background Picture button.

To change the Background Color, click on the color rectangle to open a color picker dialog. (This is the
same background color as used in the Lighting window, and is updated to match.)

To see the Background picture alone, choose it and release whichever of the Unlit and Lit picture buttons
is down.
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If only the Unlit Picture exists, you cannot release the Unlit Picture button.

Tip: if you want to combine the Unlit and Lit pictures together, copy one of them to the Background Picture
to be the back layer.

3.13 Background mask

Location: Toolbar in the Picture window.

The Background Mask uses the depth map as an implicit mask, to show the back layer at every pixel not
occupied by the object.

To use the background mask, click the Background Mask button . To stop using the mask, release
the button.

Note: if this button doesn't seem to do anything, it's because the back layer is the same color(s) as the front
layer in the masked areas. This is the default situation, when the background color and the background of
the Unlit Picture are both black.

3.14 Alphablend

Location: Toolbar in the Picture window.

Alphablending means blending layers according to the opacity of each pixel. The Alphablend option uses the
opacity of each pixel in the Alpha Channel to vary how much of the back layer shows through the front layer.

The Alphablend button is enabled only when the Alpha Channel exists. When you render with any holons
having opacity less than 100%, the Alpha Channel is created and Alphablend is selected automatically.

To use alphablending, click the Alphablend button . To stop using alphablending, release the button.

Note: If you use the Alpha Channel in Lighting, you may not want to use it on the Lit Picture as well.
Another option is to apply lighting with Use Alpha unchecked, and Alphablend the resulting Lit Picture.

3.15 Layer opacity

Location: Toolbar in the Picture window.

The Layer Opacity control sets the overall opacity of the front layer. As you decrease the value, more of the
back layer shows through.

Layer opacity works independently of alphablending, and they can be used together. The difference is that
layer opacity has a constant value over the whole layer, while alphablending gets different opacity for each
pixel from the Alpha Channel.
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3.16 Merge mode

Location: Toolbar in the Picture window.

The Merge Mode determines how the layers are blended together. Many of these modes may be familiar if
you use photo manipulation or paint programs that do layers.

The Merge Modes are:

Normal: just the front layer.
Add: adds the layers together for brighter colors.
Subtract: darkens the colors unless either layer is white.
Multiply: multiplies the layer colors together, preserving darkness in either layer.
Screen: the opposite of multiply, preserving brighter colors in either layer.
Overlay: if the back layer is bright, applies Screen, otherwise applies Multiply.
Soft light: darkens or lightens the back layer depending on the front brightness.
Hard light: if the front layer is bright, applies Screen, otherwise applies Multiply.
Color dodge: brightens the back layer according to the front color
Color burn: darkens the back layer according to the front color
Reflect: strong dodge with highlight effect
Freeze: strong burn.
Lighten: uses the lighter color in each channel.
Darken: uses the darker color in each channel.
Difference: subtracts the darker color from the lighter one, giving a mix of normal and inverted colors.
Exclusion: more subtle difference.
Lightness: the front layer's brightness controls the back layer's lightness.
Lum diff: the front layer's brightness modulates the difference.
Procedural+: the back layer's brightness modulates the front layer's colors.
Procedural-: the front layer's brightness modulates the back layer's colors.
Square: adds the layers together and squares the result for a dim luminous look.

3.17 Copy or merge layers

Location: Toolbar in the Picture window.

This option is also in the Edit menu. It allows you to copy one picture to another, or to merge the active
layers into a single picture.

1. Set the toolbar controls to show exactly what you want to copy or merge.

2. Either click the Copy/Merge button , or choose Copy/Merge Picture... from the Edit menu. The
Picture Destination dialog opens, naming the layers that will be merged or copied.

4. Choose the destination picture to copy or merge to.
5. Click the OK button to proceed, or the Cancel button to close without copying.

After the copy/merge, the toolbar controls are reset to show the destination picture.

3.18 Navigation

Location: Toolbar in the Picture window.
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These buttons show the Main window, Lighting window, Depth window and Lighting Presets window
respectively.

Opening the Depth window or Lighting Presets window also opens the Lighting window.

3.19 Pic Texture editor

3.19.1 Overview: the Pic Texture editor

The Pic Texture editor is opened from the Effects menu in the Picture window. It allows a variety of textures
to be created and applied to the active picture. They can replace an existing picture, or alter or add to it. The
editor supports Stereo mode automatically.

A texture can have up to six layers . Each layer has:
Spatial  controls for positioning
Turbulence  controls to warp the texture
Contour  controls to localize the effects
Noise  controls for a wide variety of patterns
Gradient  and bump controls

There are also Global  controls to allow spatial control of the whole texture.

The Pic Texture editor has a preview  pane, with a zoom option to preview the whole picture.

As well as creating pictures, you can create an alpha channel from the texture, in alpha mode .

For temporary storage, there are two sets of memory spots , one for single layers and one for complete
textures.

For permanent storage of textures there are Pic Texture Presets , organized in categories. A variety of
samples are included.

In addition, a texture can be included in a parameter (.xep) file. When you save a parameter file it includes
the last texture that you applied, unless the picture size has changed since. When you open a parameter
file that includes a texture, the texture will appear when you open the Pic Texture editor.

In general, when you open the Pic Texture editor it will show the texture from the last time it was open,
unless it is replaced by opening a parameter file that includes a texture.

3.19.2 Preview and apply textures

Location: Pic Texture editor

The Pic Texture Preview window shows the effect of the texture as it would be applied to the active
picture. Only the texture layers that are enabled contribute to the texture.
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When the preview is at normal size, you can scroll around the picture by using the scrollbars or arrow keys,
or by dragging the picture directly in the preview. You can also zoom out to see the whole picture. When the
picture is zoomed out there are no scrollbars, and a blank strip remains above or to the right of the preview if
the aspect ratio differs from the picture.

To zoom out, click the Zoom Preview button . To return to normal size, release the Zoom Preview
button.

When in Stereo mode, the Zoom Preview shows left and right images. The scrolled preview shows only one
image.

Applying the texture

To apply the texture to the active picture without closing the Pic Texture editor, click the Apply button.
The caption changes to Stop and a progress indicator above it shows the progress until the texture is
complete. If you click the button while applying is in progress, it will stop applying, but will not undo the
partial effect. Other controls are disabled while applying.

To apply the texture to the active picture and close the Pic Texture editor, click OK. If the texture has
already been applied and has not changed since, it will not be applied again.

To close the Pic Texture editor, click Close.

In Stereo mode, left and right images are applied to the active picture.

Antialiasing

If the texture has high frequencies in it, aliasing or overly sharp patterns may occur. An antialiasing option
gives smoother results, but is much slower.

To use antialising when applying the texture, click the AA button . To apply without antialiasing,
release the AA button.

Note: there is no option to undo a texture once it has been applied.

3.19.3 Alpha mode

Location: Pic Texture editor
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Alpha mode allows you to create the alpha channel from the texture instead of a picture. This can be used
for alphablending layers or in lighting, or it can be converted to the depth map using the Depth window.
(Using this alpha for depth is not only different from using colors, but has the advantage of 16 bit resolution
instead of 8 bit, eliminating terraces.)

To switch to Alpha mode, click the Alpha Mode button . The preview changes to grayscale to show
the alpha values.

To work with color textures, release the Alpha Mode button.

If you start from a color texture, especially one of the presets, the preview will usually show solid white,
representing 100% opacity. To get a useful alpha channel you will need to reduce some opacity levels to get
the preview into grays.

If the texture has several layers, the first layer is often a solid gradient (eg plain sky). You can disable
such layers.

Reduce the Opacity (in the Gradient panel) of interesting layers to somewhere near 0.

As well as adjusting Opacity for each layer, you may need to experiment with other controls such as
Contour Height, Noise Amount and Offset etc.

Gradient colors and Bump settings are ignored in alpha calculations.

Applying in Alpha mode

To create the alpha channel, click Apply (or OK to close the window after applying.) If the alpha channel
exists it will be overwritten (not added to). If it doesn't exist it will be created, and the Alphablend button
enabled in the Picture window toolbar.

To start using the alpha channel you will need to close the Pic Texture editor. If you open it again, it will still
be in Alpha mode and you can make changes and apply again.

3.19.4 Texture layers

Location: Pic Texture editor

A texture can contain up to six layers. Layers are applied in order starting from 1. The controls in the Layers
box allow you to select, enable and reorder the layers.

Active layer

One layer at a time is active for editing. The Spatial, Turbulence, Contour, Noise and Gradient controls show
values for the active layer.

To set the active layer, click the button with the layer number that you want.

Enable layers
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Layers must be enabled to contribute to the texture. Each layer has a checkbox to enable it.

To enable a layer, check the Enable Layer checkbox under its numbered button.

To disable a layer, uncheck the Enable Layer checkbox under its numbered button.

Disabling a layer does not clear it, so you can temporarily disable layers for convenience.

Clear layers

To clear the active layer to default values, click the Clear Layer button .

To clear all layers to default values, Ctrl-click the Clear Layer button.

Reorder layers

You can move the active layer to a different position.

To move the active layer down (towards layer 1), click the Move Layer Down button .

To move the active layer up (towards layer 6), click the Move Layer Up button .

3.19.5 Pic Texture memory spots

Location: Pic Texture editor

There are two sets of memory spots for temporarily storing textures. The set on the left stores individual
layers. The set on the right stores complete textures. They are remembered when you close the Pic Texture
editor, but not when you close XenoDream.

Single layer memory spots

Using the left set of spots, you can store and recall the active texture layer. This is convenient for comparing
effects of different layer settings and for copying one layer to another.

To store the active layer, click on an empty spot.

To recall to the active layer, click on a full (blue) spot. The active layer is enabled if it wasn't already
enabled.

To clear a full spot, Ctrl-click it.

To clear all spots, Shift-click any spot. You will be asked for confirmation before the spots are cleared.

Multi layer memory spots

Using the right set of spots, you can store and recall complete textures. All enabled layers are stored along
with global parameters.
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To store the current texture, click on an empty spot.

To recall a texture, click on a full (blue) spot. Any layers not used in the texture are cleared to default
values.

To clear a full spot, Ctrl-click it.

To clear all spots, Shift-click any spot. You will be asked for confirmation before the spots are cleared.

Recalling a texture does not set the active layer. 

3.19.6 Spatial controls

Location: Pic Texture editor

The spatial controls allow you to move and rotate the texture layer, and to tilt it into the distance with
perspective.

To tilt the layer in perspective, adjust the Perspective control. Positive values tilt it downwards for sky
effects; negative values tilt it upwards for ground effects.

To rotate the layer, adjust the Direction control. The range is 360 degrees.

To move the layer horizontally, adjust the Pos X control.

To move the layer vertically, adjust the Pos Y control.

Perspective is applied before rotation and position changes.

Stereo mode

In Stereo mode (set in the Main window View page before opening the Pic Texture editor), the Depth controls
are enabled. This allows you to vary the stereo depth, either for all layers or for individual layers. The stereo
depth (as perceived in cross-eyed viewing of a stereo pair) depends on both the Perspective amount and
the Depth value. Layers with greater depth appear further away.

To edit the depth of all layers together, press the Sync Depth button . It is down by default.

To edit the depth of an individual layer, release the Sync Depth button.

To change the stereo depth, adjust the Depth control.

Note: negative values of Depth in combination with Perspective create a stereo effect in the opposite
direction to the perspective, which looks weird.

Stereo depth values are stored in Pic Texture presets, but are ignored when not in Stereo mode.
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3.19.7 Turbulence controls

Location: Pic Texture editor

The turbulence controls allow you to distort the texture layer using Perlin (FBM) noise or other patterns.
Turbulence distorts the whole layer - contour, noise and coloring. Two turbulence sources are provided for a
greater variety of effects.

The first turbulence source is a single pattern, with controls for amount, type and frequency. The second
turbulence source can also have up to ten octaves added (additional copies of the pattern at higher
frequencies) to provide variation at smaller scales.

The turbulences can be combined in two ways. When the first turbulence frequency is positive, they are
applied one after the other. When it is negative, the first turbulence modulates the second instead of being
applied directly.

Turbulence sources

Both sources have Amount, Type and Frequency controls.

To set the turbulence type, choose from the dropdown list.

Perlin noise is a smoothly varying random pattern, used for many natural effects.
Value noise is similar to Perlin but more rectangular.
Spots is a regular grid of spots, that expands or contracts in each circle.
Fstone is a randomly subdivided grid of spots that expands or contracts in each circle.
Zigzag is a swirl with alternating directions depending on the frequency.
Vortex is a regular grid of spirals.
Gnarl and Spin are regularly repeated twisting patterns.
Waves is a sine wave with horizontal displacement.
Poisson is an irregular cell grid, with positive and negative values giving different kinds of warp inside the
cells.
Poisy1 gives vertical displacement in random circular cells.
Poisy21 gives vertical displacement in random angular cells.

To set the amount of turbulence, adjust the Amount control. Negative values also distort, but in the
opposite direction.

To set the scale of the turbulence pattern, adjust the Freq control. With higher frequencies you will need
to reduce Amount.

Combining turbulences

To use the turbulences one after the other, set the first turbulence Freq positive.

To modulate the second turbulence with the first, set the first turbulence Freq negative. In this mode, the
first Amount controls the modulation, and the second Amount controls the overall turbulence.

Octaves for the second turbulence source
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To set the number of octaves added to the fundamental pattern, adjust the Octaves control. 

To set the frequency ratio between each successive octave, adjust the Ratio control. The default value of
2 is what is usually meant by an octave, but higher or lower values are also very useful in textures.

To set the amplitude ratio between each successive octave (roughness), adjust the Rough control.
Usually this is less than 1 but sometimes higher values can be useful. Negative values add or subtract
alternate octaves.

Position and rotation

You can move or rotate the turbulence patterns for extra control.

To move the turbulence patterns horizontally, adjust the Pos X control.

To move the turbulence patterns vertically, adjust the Pos Y control.

To rotate the turbulence patterns, adjust the Rot control.

If both turbulence patterns are in use, they are moved together. You cannot move or rotate one relative to the
other.

3.19.8 Contour controls

Location: Pic Texture editor

The contour controls provide an underlying shape that is combined with noise to influence the gradient and
opacity of the texture layer. Without any noise added, it allows simple gradient effects. The contour has no
effect if Height is zero.

To set the basic shape of the contour, choose from the Shape dropdown box. The options are Ramp,
Ellipse, Square, Cross, Star, Ring, Radial and Rectangle. (Rectangle is calibrated to the picture
aspect ratio, but may need Slope adjustments.) The actual shape depends on the Slope controls.

To set the Slope and Midpoint controls to default values for the current Shape, click the Set Defaults

button .

To set the height of the contour, adjust the Height control. Negative values invert the contour.

To round the top and edges of the shape, check S-bend. Otherwise the shape is linear except as
modified by Midpoint controls. For the Ellipse shape it has the effect of changing it to a rounded
rectangle.

To change the curvature of the positive and negative parts of the shape, adjust the Curves controls. The
first control affects the positive part of the shape and the second control affects the negative part. The first
control mostly affects the gradient, and the second control mostly affects the area where opacity fades out
(depending on the opacity controls).
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The usual range for the Curves controls is -10.0 to +10.0, but a small extension allows the shape to be
clipped to a clean edge.

For the Ramp shape, set the second Curve to 10.1 to clip. Positive Height clips the bottom and negative
Height clips the top. The Top or Bottom Slope control sets the clipping position.
For other shapes with positive Height, set the second Curve to 10.1 to clip.
For other shapes with negative Height, set the first Curve to -10.1 to clip.

Note: the Radial shape does not allow clipping.

The Slope and Midpoint controls allow adjustment of each quadrant of the contour.

To adjust the slope of the contour in any of four directions, adjust the corresponding Slope control. The
slope begins at the center of the shape (usually the highest point), so small values extend the shape
outwards and large values drop off quickly.

To bias one of the the slopes towards the center, adjust the corresponding Midpoint control below 0.5. To
bias it outwards from the center, adjust it above 0.5.

3.19.9 Noise controls

Location: Pic Texture editor

The noise controls provide a variety of patterns that are combined with the contour to drive the gradient and
opacity of the texture layer. 

To set the amount of noise, adjust the Amount control.

To set the noise type, choose from the dropdown list. Perlin is the standard type for clouds.
Here are samples of the noise patterns.

Perlin Value Spots Spots2 Checker Pyramids Waffle Sines 2 octs

Ripples Fract stone Voronoi 1 Voronoi 2 Voronoi 2-1 Voronoi ID Bricks Hexagons

Hexballs Fblocks 1 Fblocks 1a Fblocks 2 Fblocks 3 Fblocks 3a Parquet 1 Parquet 2
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Bricks zig Scales Fibre 1 Fibre 2 Stars 6 Stars 8r Stars 16r Poisson 1

Poisson 2-1 Squares Sinewave Dumbells 1 Dumbells 2 Dumbrand Comcons Gabor

To change the shape of the noise, adjust the Variation control. For all noise types except Comcons and
Gabor, it mixes in a sine variation of the noise amplitude, typically hollowing out part of the shape. For
Comcons and Gabor types, it provides a wide variety of shapes as follows.

Comcons: Variation works almost the same way as the Special parameter does for the Comdiz and
similar metamorphs. The whole number selects an arrangement of positions for concentric shapes. The
first decimal selects a priority scheme for the rings and positions. The last two decimals select a
combination of shapes (from square, circle, diamond, rounded square). Choose positive values for thick
rings or negative for thin rings. This gives 200,000 possible patterns!

Gabor: this convolution noise is the sum of mounds of ripples with variable frequency and orientation. 
Variation adjusts the parameters. The whole number varies the amount of randomness of the ripple
orientation (not very noticeable if the frequency is low). The first decimal adjusts the amount of
randomness of ripple frequency, and the last two decimals set the minimum ripple frequency. Positive
values use a Gaussian (bell curve) mound, and negative values use a dome. Note: for speed reasons not
many mounds are used. You can increase the number by adding octaves with Ratio and Rough both set
to 1, if you're not already using octaves with other values.

Julia: a Julia fractal z 2̂+c in symmetric tiles. Variation adjusts the value of c. The whole number varies
the real part of c between -1 and 1. The decimal part varies the imaginary part of c between -1 and 1, with
0.5 corresponding to 0.

To use the absolute value of the noise (make negative values positive), check the Abs option. Some
noises only have positive values so this option has no effect for them.

To set the curvature power of each octave, adjust the Power control. Positive values reduce the average
and sharpen peaks; negative values raise the average and flatten peaks.

To equalize the Power response, check the EQ option. It is on by default when loading old presets. It is
mainly needed for Perlin, Value, Ripples, Stars, Fibre and Gabor noise types, especially for positive 
Power, but for most other types Power works better with it off.

To set the scale or repetition frequency of the noise pattern, adjust the Freq control. Some of the random
noise types give a different pattern for each frequency and aspect value, rather than scaling smoothly. This
allows a wide choice of results for a similar frequency.

To compress the pattern in one direction, adjust the Aspect control. Positive values increase the
frequency vertically; negative values increase the frequency horizontally.

To rotate the pattern independently of any Contour or Perspective directions, adjust the Rot control.
- If Octaves is positive, the whole noise pattern is rotated.
- If Octaves is negative, each octave is rotated relative to the last.
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To move the noise level up or down, adjust the Offset control. The noise level is clipped at the top and
bottom of the range. Offset can be used to adjust where clipping occurs (if at all). It can be used to shift
the opacity and gradient, or it may need them to be readjusted to compensate.

To randomize the noise controls, click the Randomize Noise button . Ctrl-click the button to keep
the same noise type.

To reset the noise controls to default values, click the Reset Noise Controls button .

Noise octaves

The lowest line of controls all relate to the octaves. Octaves are additional copies of the pattern at different
frequencies (usually higher, resulting in smaller sized copies). Adding octaves gives more complexity or
roughness, but is slower, especially for the Voronoi, Stars and Gabor patterns.

To set the number of octaves added to the fundamental pattern, adjust the Octaves control. (The value
can be positive or negative, but the only difference is how the Rot control works, as described above.)
Using 10 or more octaves is most effective when Ratio is near 1.

To set the frequency ratio between successive octaves, adjust the Ratio control. The default value of 2 is
what is usually meant by an octave, but higher or lower values are also very useful in textures. Values less
than 1 result in larger sized copies. Negative values are the same as positive, except that asymmetric
noises get reflected each octave, resulting in a different pattern.

To set the amplitude ratio between successive octaves (roughness), adjust the Rough control. Usually
this is less than 1 but sometimes higher values can be useful. Negative values add or subtract alternate
octaves. The default value of 0.5 means each octave has half the strength of the one below.

To blend between adding the octaves and using the maximum value, adjust the Blend control. With a
value of 0 the octaves are added; with a value of 1 the maximum is used. Values greater than 1 subtract
the sum from the maximum; negative values subtract the maximum from the sum. (Values near 1 are very
useful.)

To change the relative position of each octave, adjust the Dx and Dy controls. This is most useful with
Ratio near 1.

3.19.10 Gradient controls

Location: Pic Texture editor

The gradient controls allow you to adjust the opacity and coloring of the texture layer.

Opacity of the layer

To set the relative opacity of the layer, adjust the Opacity control. This value is combined with the contour
and noise values at each pixel to determine the opacity of the pixel. If the result is 100 or more, the pixel
is replaced by the layer's color. If it is less than 0 then the layer has no effect, and between 0 and 100 the
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colors are blended.

Combining layers

Normally the layers are independent, and each layer is applied on top of the previous layer. Sometimes you
might want to combine the patterns of two or more layers into one, and use a single gradient. The Combine
Mode allows this. It provides more flexibility in combining contours together, or using a noise pattern as a
stencil.

To keep the layer independent of other layers, set the Combine dropdown to Normal.

To combine this layer with the previous layer, set Combine to one of the other choices. The previous layer
will not be applied directly to the picture, so its gradient and bump settings are ignored and only its 
Opacity and Combine settings are used.

The choices for Combine allow you to Average, Add, Subtract or Multiply the patterns, or use the Maximum
or Minimum values. It has no effect for the first enabled layer (usually layer 1), because it has no previous
layer.

Coloring of the layer

The color of the layer can come from the original picture or from a gradient.

To use the color of the original picture, check Picture. The spatial and turbulence controls determine
where in the original picture each pixel comes from, with mirrored repetition where necessary.

To use the gradient, uncheck Picture.

Gradients

When a gradient is used, the color depends on the sum of the contour and noise values at each pixel. The
sum is normalized so that adjustments of the contour height and noise amount can control opacity without
major effects on the coloring.

The gradient strip shows the current gradient for the layer. It uses the same custom gradients as the Color
page in the Main window.

To open a Custom Gradient preset, click the Gradient Presets button .

To open the Custom Gradient editor, click either the gradient strip or the Edit Gradient button .

To set the rate at which the gradient is applied, adjust the Strength control. Values greater than 1 will
repeat the gradient.

To change the starting point in the gradient, adjust the Cycle control.

Note: to use a single color, set Strength to 0 and adjust Cycle to the desired position in the gradient.

Tip: a quick way to reverse the gradient is to down-click Cycle to 99.9.

To stop noise from affecting the coloring, uncheck Noise. This is useful when you want noise to affect
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opacity only, for more subtle effects.

Bump mapping

Bump mapping uses the surface formed by the turbulence, contour and noise to simulate lighting from the
left or right. It is applied after combining the layer color with the previous layers. This allows a layer to add
bump to the previous layer without changing the colors, just by reducing Opacity sufficiently.

To set the strength of the effect, adjust the Bump control. Positive values simulate light from the left,
negative values simulate light from the right.

To vary the bump strength with each pixel's opacity, check Fade. Uncheck Fade to apply the bump
evenly to the whole layer.

The Fade option is useful for partially transparent layers, for example a top layer showing patches of rust, or
a layer with strong perspective.

3.19.11 Global controls

Location: Pic Texture editor

The global controls allow you to resize, move and rotate the complete texture. This is more convenient than
making the same adjustments to each layer.

To zoom in or out, adjust the Scale control. The useful range is reduced with some Perspective settings
in individual layers.

To rotate the texture, adjust the Direction control.

To move the texture horizontally, adjust the Center X control.

To move the texture vertically, adjust the Center Y control.

To reset the global controls to the default values, click the Clear Global controls button .

3.19.12 Pic Texture presets

Location: Pic Texture editor

Pic Texture presets provide permanent storage of textures.

To open the Pic Texture Preset window, click the Pic Texture Presets button .

To save the current texture as a preset: 

1. Click the Save Preset button . The Save Preset dialog opens, with the Preset File, Category and
Preset Name set to the last used values where possible.
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2. If the Preset File is not set, or not the one you want to save to, click the Browse button to open a File
Save dialog, and either select a Pic Texture Preset file or type a filename to create a new one.

3. Choose a category; or to make a new category, type the name into the Category dropdown box.
4. Type the name for the preset into the Preset edit box.
5. Click OK to save the preset, or Cancel to close the dialog without saving the preset. If the preset name

already exists you are asked for confirmation to overwrite it.

3.19.13 Pic Texture Preset window

The Pic Texture Preset window is where you select Pic Texture Presets. Presets are organized in
categories for ease of use and management.

To open the Pic Texture Preset window, click the Pic Texture Presets button  in the Pic Texture
editor.

When you resize the Pic Texture Preset window, the category and preset lists are resized to fit. You can
drag the window to a convenient position.

System presets (supplied with the program) are kept separate from any presets that you save or collect.
System presets are protected against changes. The My Presets button switches between your presets and
the System presets.

To use your preset files, click the My Presets button. The Browse button and Preset File field become
visible. If a preset file is not yet selected, a File Open dialog appears so you can select or create one.

To select a different preset file, click the Browse button. A File Open dialog appears. Either select a Pic
Texture Preset file or type a filename to create a new one, and click OK.

To use the System presets, release the My Presets button. The Browse button and Preset File field are
hidden. You cannot make changes to the System preset file, so the Delete, Rename and Import
buttons are disabled and you cannot drag presets to other categories.

The Category List shows the categories of presets in the current file.

To select a different category, click on the name in the Category List.

The Preset List shows the name and a thumbnail of the texture for each preset in the current category.

To select a preset, click on the name or thumbnail in the Preset List.

To preview many presets consecutively, use the cursor keys to scroll through them.

To close the Pic Texture Preset window, click the OK button, or press the Enter key.

To select a preset and close the Pic Texture Preset window, double-click the preset name or thumbnail.

To close the Pic Texture Preset window and revert to the texture before you opened the window, click the 
Cancel button.

Note: the Preset List supports multiple selection for the purposes of exporting and changing category. Only
one preset is opened at a time.
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To move one or more presets to another category, select the presets in the Preset List, then drag them to
the destination category in the Category List.

3.19.14 Deleting and renaming pic texture presets

Location: Pic Texture Preset window

You can delete or rename Pic Texture presets in the Pic Texture Preset window. Saving new presets is done
from the Pic Texture Editor window.

The Delete and Rename buttons are disabled when System presets are displayed. You can only rename or
delete presets when My Presets is down and one of your own preset files is loaded.

To delete Pic Texture presets:

1. Select one or more presets in the Preset List. You can Shift-click to select a range, or Ctrl-click to add
or remove individual presets from the selection.

2. Click the Delete Preset button , or press the Delete key.
3. Click Yes to confirm that you want to delete the presets.

If the category is empty, click the Delete Preset button to delete the category.

To rename a Pic Texture preset:

1. Select the preset name in the Preset List.

2. Click the Rename Preset button . A dialog box opens.
3. Change the category, preset name or both.
4. Click OK to accept the change.

Note: you can use the Rename dialog to move a preset to another category, but it's easier to simply drag
the preset to the new category in the Category list.

3.19.15 Importing and exporting pic texture presets

Location: Pic Texture Preset window

Sometimes you might download collections of new Pic Texture presets, or want to share with others. You
can import and export presets for this purpose. Pic Texture preset files have extension .xpt.

The Import button is disabled when System presets are displayed. You can only import presets when My
Presets is down and one of your own preset files is loaded.

To import Pic Texture presets:

1. Click the Import button at the bottom of the Pic Texture Preset window. A file open dialog appears.
2. Find and select the Pic Texture preset file to import.
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3. Click OK to import.

If the name and category of any preset match one already in the current file, it will not be imported. When
the process is complete, a message confirms the number of presets imported.

To export Pic Texture presets:

1. Select all the presets in the Preset List that you want to export. You can only export from one category
at a time. Standard multiple selection methods apply; you can Shift-click to select a range, and Ctrl-
click to add or remove individual presets from the selection.

2. Click the Export button. A file save dialog appears.
3. Name the file whatever you like (except "XDpictextures" which is reserved for System presets).
4. Click OK to export the presets.

Note: the Pic Texture preset .xpt files are plain text, and it's safest to zip them before emailing or uploading.
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4 Lighting Window

4.1 Overview: the Lighting window

The Lighting window is where you preview and apply Lighting. Lighting is a kind of filter (really a whole bunch
of effects working together) that processes the Unlit picture, Depth Map and other data, saving the result to
the Lit picture. This is where rendered objects get their 3-D appearance.

To open the Lighting window, click the Lighting button on the Picture window toolbar.

How Lighting works

The general idea of Lighting is to shine lights onto a 3-D object, specifying the properties of the lights, the
object material and related effects. The object's intrinsic colors come from the Unlit picture. The Depth Map
contains the distance of each pixel from the camera, thereby defining the visible surface of the object. Along
with shadows and opacity, this information is used to calculate the resulting color of each pixel. This
becomes the Lit picture, without changing the Unlit picture or any of the other data (except where Surface
Cleaning permanent options are used.)

The lighting parameters are organized in sections, each in a collapsible panel down the right side of the
window. To expand or collapse a panel, click in its title bar. The panel titles show in bold face when any
controls in that panel contribute to the lighting, except for the Light Sources and Depth panels which always
affect the results.

The left side of the window has the general controls, for presets , randomizing , memory spots ,
lighting by region , preview  and applying lighting , and others.

Some of the behavior is customizable in the Lighting Options menu .

4.2 Lighting preview

Location: Lighting window.

The Lighting Preview window shows the effect of all lighting parameters as you adjust them. It can either
show actual size or zoom out to show more of the picture.
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To scroll around the picture, either use the scrollbars or drag directly in the Preview window. The Unlit
picture shows while you drag, for fast response.

To change the preview zoom, choose the zoom value from the Preview Zoom dropdown list. This control
is disabled while the preview is in progress.

A progress bar is visible below the preview window to indicate progress in recalculating the preview. It shows
0% when not busy.

Previewing with layers

You can preview the lighting with the current Picture window layer options. This does not mean that the
layers will be incorporated into the Lit picture; it shows how the Lit picture will appear with the layer options
active. Note that when Use Alpha is checked, the Alphablend button will be released by default when you
apply lighting, so you'll want to set the Alphablend button accordingly when you preview with layers.

To show the layers in the Lighting Preview window, click the Preview With Layers button .

4.3 Apply lighting

Location: Lighting window.

When you apply lighting, the current parameters are used to create a new Lit picture. If the Lit picture
doesn't exist yet, it is created; otherwise it is overwritten. The Unlit picture, Depth Map etc are not changed.

To apply lighting, click the Apply button, or press the Enter key. The Picture window switches to the Lit
picture, refreshing at appropriate intervals until the lighting process is complete. The Picture window status
bar shows the lighting progress in the first panel, counting down from the picture height to zero. The
mouse pointer has the "processing" cursor while lighting is applied.

If the object is still rendering, the Apply button instead says 'Stop'. Clicking it at this time will stop the
render and change the caption back to 'Apply'. Click it again to apply lighting.
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Note: the time between each update of the Lit picture depends on the Picture window View setting and
whether any layering is active. If the View is set to 'To Fit' for a large picture, refreshing the Picture window
can take a significant time, and if it is likely to exceed five seconds, the picture will not be updated until
lighting is complete.

You can choose whether to keep the Lighting window on top or to show the Picture window when you apply
lighting.

To choose which window to show, click the Lighting Options button  and check or uncheck the
Show Picture Window After Apply option.

If you keep the Lighting window on top by default, click the Picture button to show the Picture window.

Note: screensavers are disabled while lighting is being applied.

4.4 Lighting options

Location: Lighting window.

There are several options for customizing the behavior of the Lighting window. Click the Lighting Options
button to show the Lighting Options menu.

The options are:

Snapshot for Reflect/Refract. See Reflection and refraction .

Allow Reflect from Old Render. See Reflection and refraction .

Show Picture Window After Apply. See Apply lighting .

Keep Lighting Presets Window On Top.

When this option is checked, the Lighting Preset window stays on top as long as it is open, but does not
prevent you from accessing controls in the Lighting window and elsewhere.

Delay preview while typing numbers.

If you adjust lighting parameters by typing numbers into the controls, it can be annoying to have the preview
updating while you type. This option delays the preview until after you finish typing the number.

4.5 Copy lit to unlit

Location: Lighting window.

If you use image editing programs, you'll be familiar with applying effects sequentially as the normal way of
working. In contrast, XenoDream's lighting filter lets you preview and apply many effects at once, and does
not change the source picture. However, you can accumulate multiple lighting steps by copying the Lit
picture to the Unlit picture between applying each lighting.

To accumulate lighting effects:

1. Apply the first lighting.
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2. Click the Copy Lit to Unlit button .
3. Click OK to confirm overwriting the Unlit picture. The Lighting Preview shows that the previous lighting is

now the source for the next one.
4. Choose a new lighting combination.

You could instead copy the picture on the Picture form with the Copy/Merge button , but that takes
additional steps.

Tip: to maintain 3-D realism, the first lighting(s) should focus on coloring, with little or no shadows; and the
last lighting should contribute the most 3-D lighting and shadows. Other approaches are more likely to be
surreal or 2-D in effect.

Note: There is no undo capability (except by first saving the Unlit picture to file, or copying it to the
Background picture if you're not already using it).

4.6 Light sources

Location: Light Sources panel in the Lighting window.

Light sources control the 3-D appearance of the object. You can use up to 30 directional lights and ambient
lighting. The light sources cast parallel rays, as if they were very distant, so you only need to set their
direction, intensity and color, and whether they cast shadows. Some surface properties that would usually
be fixed for the material can be varied per light source, for more complex or exotic effects.

The Lighting Ball

The shaded ball in the center represents the object and shows the effects of the lights, and each light is
shown as a colored circle on a stalk. The active light has a white border while others have a black border.
The stalk is red if the shadow has not yet been rendered, and black if it has.

To select a light, you can either adjust the Active Light control , or click on the light. Light # 0
means ambient light (illumination that is the same everywhere, with no direction). Click anywhere within
the large circle other than on a light to select ambient.

To move a light, you can either drag the light around, or adjust the Horizontal (H) and Vertical (V) angle
controls. Dragging operates within either the front or back hemisphere.

To switch the active light between front and back, either click the Front/Back icon , or use the angle
controls.

147
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To add another light, click the Add Light icon . A new light appears 15 degrees up and left of center,
unless there are already the maximum number of lights (30).

To add another light with the same intensity, color and surface properties as the active light, Ctrl-click the 
Add Light icon.

To delete a light, first select the unwanted light, then click the Delete Light icon . If there is only one
light, you cannot delete it (set its intensity to 0 instead if you want no light sources.)

Note: when ambient is selected, some light controls are disabled because they don't apply to ambient light
(the angle, shadow and surface properties, and also the Front/Back icon.)

Light Switches

You can switch individual lights (including ambient) on or off for convenience without deleting them. The
status of lights is saved in .XEP files and lighting memory spots, but not in lighting presets.

To disable a light, either Ctrl-click the light on the lighting ball, or choose the light and click the Disable

Light button . A disabled light has a red border, except when it is the active light. To disable ambient
light, set the Light # to 0 and click the Disable Light button.

To enable a light, either Ctrl-click the disabled light, or choose the light and release the Disable Light
button.

To enable or disable all lights, click the Enable/Disable All Lights button .

Light color and intensity

The Color Circle  shows the color of the active light. To change it, click the Color Circle to open a
color picker dialog.

The Intensity control sets the overall brightness of the active light. To adjust the ambient intensity, first
select the ambient light. Negative intensities have the effect of removing light.

4.7 Shadows

Location: Light Sources panel in the Lighting window.

Any directional light source can cast a shadow, provided that the shadow map for that light position was
calculated during the render. Due to this constraint, enabling shadows interacts with setting the light
positions, as described below.

Shadow status is indicated by the color of the light's stalk on the Lighting Ball. A white stalk indicates no
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shadow, a black stalk indicates a rendered shadow, and a red stalk indicates a shadow that has been
assigned but not yet rendered. If the stalk is black, you can't drag that light or otherwise change its angle
without first turning off the shadow.

Shadow controls apply to the active light, so first select the light source of interest.

To make the active light use the nearest available rendered shadow, check the Shadow checkbox. The
light will change position if necessary. If no shadows are available, one is created, but will not be effective
unless you render again.

To add a shadow at the active light's current position, click the Add Shadow button . If there isn't
already a shadow at that position, you'll need to render again before the shadow takes effect.

To turn the shadow off, uncheck the Shadow checkbox.

The red LED flashes if one or more shadows are enabled which have not been rendered. You can still apply
lighting, and any unrendered shadows will be ignored.

Click on the LED to show a dialog box with the status of each shadow. This can be especially helpful if
you have several regions, or a light is obscured behind the Lighting Ball.

Softness

The appearance of shadows depends on how wide the light source appears to be. If the light source is a
point, the shadows have hard edges, with each pixel either in full shadow or full light. If the light source
covers a significant area, the shadow has soft edges (penumbra), with darkness at each pixel depending on
how much of the light is obscured. The width of the penumbra depends on the size of the light and the
distance between the shadowed point and the surface blocking the light.

Set Softness to 0 for hard shadows. The shadow edges have some uniform blurring for antialiasing,
depending on the Shadow Quality control.

Set Softness to a positive value for soft shadows from a round light source. Small values give shadows
that stay sharp far beyond the blocking surface, while larger values soften the shadows rapidly with
distance.

Set Softness to a negative value for soft shadows from a square light source.

If the Sync button is down, Softness will be set equally for all shadows.

Softness values above 40 are good for simulating light from windows or sky. Several lights evenly spaced
give best results for sky or other background lighting.

Here are examples with an object at right angles to a vertical plane, lit from below front.
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Softness 0 Softness 38 Softness -38

The quality and speed of soft shadows depends on the Shadow Quality control, as well as the nature of the
blocking surfaces and the shadow resolution over the affected area.

Note: in V2.3 the Softness control replaced the Shorten control used in earlier versions. With soft shadows
the shorten option was neither very useful nor compatible with the soft shadow implementation. The Shorten
control had also been used for reducing self-shadowing artifacts, but these are no longer significant. 
Softness is reset to 0 when opening older xep files and very old lighting presets, but with other presets it
may need adjustment.

Soft shadows can have several kinds of artifacts:
some light bleeding at thin surface corners.
some self-shadowing in corners.
distorted penumbra width where a distant blocking surface crosses a nearby blocking surface. This occurs
because the width depends on the average distance to blockers.
patchy or multiple shadows of a sharp object, due to insufficient shadow samples. This can usually be
fixed by increasing Softness and/or Shadow Quality.

Shadow quality

The Shadow Quality control applies to all lights and regions, and is located above the Apply lighting
button.
For hard shadows (Softness 0) it sets the amount of blurring of shadow edges for antialiasing.
For soft shadows, it adjusts how many shadow samples are used. More samples give smoother and more
accurate soft shadows.
The visual quality also depends on the effective resolution of the shadow maps, which depends on the total
size of the objects casting the shadows, how close the objects are to the camera and the direction of the
lights, as well as the Resolution control (set before rendering).
Larger values can be quite slow, so use values over 4 only as required for visual quality.

Shadow quality is not stored in lighting presets or individual memory spots, but it is included in xep files.

4.8 Surface properties
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Location: Light Sources panel in the Lighting window.

When directional light sources hit an object surface, what you see depends on the surface texture and other
properties that characterize different materials. Some of these properties can be set individually for each
light, to create more complex surface effects.

Smoothing and Fringe

You can smooth or roughen the object surface with the Smoothing and Fringe controls. Positive values of
Smoothing make the surface smoother and more fluid, while negative values tend to roughen it by
accentuating fine variations. Smoothing works by averaging the surrounding surface.

Fringe mixes in a wider area of the surface, modifying the effect of Smoothing for subtle variety of texture.
If Smoothing is zero, Fringe has no effect. When either Smoothing or Fringe is negative, roughening (and
some overall flattening) depends on cancellation effects and the pattern varies with the combination.

Note: Smoothing has strong effects on edges and fine detail, which may be acceptable in artistic effects
but is usually undesirable for 3D realism. If you just want to make the surface smoother, the Polish filter in
the Surface Cleaning panel is a much better option.

Diffuse light and Shininess

When a simple light source hits an opaque surface, it usually reflects in two ways - diffuse and highlights
(also called specular reflection). Rough surfaces cause mainly diffuse light, which is smoothly shaded, and
doesn't change with viewing angle. Polished surfaces have less diffuse light and strong highlights. Highlights
depend on both the light direction and the viewing angle. Surfaces appear shiny because of highlights, and
also from reflections of surrounding objects.

The Diffuse % is the balance between diffuse light and highlights. Small values give mainly highlights, and
large values give no highlights and gradual shading. Negative values provide a diffuse light with a narrower
focus, for improved metals, or lights that appear closer.

The Shininess control sets the sharpness of the highlights. Low values of Shininess can give glary or flash
effects, while high values give sharp highlights. Negative values of Shininess produce a sharp cutoff of the
highlight, which can simulate the reflection of a circular light on a glossy surface.

Note: The effect of these settings also depends on the Depth controls, which affect the surface angles.

Diffuse Color and Metallic

The Diffuse Color control sets how much the object color filters the diffuse light. Use high values for strong
object coloring, low values for the light to largely ignore object color. Negative values subtract the filtered light
from the additive, for a washed out inverted color.

The Metallic control provides the same effect for the highlights. High values tend to more metallic effects
and low values to plastic, but the result is dependent on the Shininess, light colors and intensity balances.

Sync properties

By default, the settings for Smoothing, Fringe, Diffuse %, Shininess, Diffuse Color and Metallic are
edited independently for each light source.

To synchronize editing for any of these controls, click the Sync button. Any surface property control you
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adjust will then affect all lights.

Remember to release the Sync button to edit the properties individually. It is automatically released
whenever you select another light.

4.9 Depth effects

Location: Depth panel in the Lighting window.

The Depth parameters affect the calculation of the object surface from the depth map, which affects the
appearance of the light sources, iridescence, reflection and refraction.

Use the Depth control to adjust the apparent depth of the object, in terms of surface angles for lighting. A
value of 20 gives normal geometry. Smaller values make the surface appear flatter; larger values make the
surface appear deeper.

This is useful for tuning presets to suit objects with different characteristics from the ones the preset was
created for. It is a useful adjustment after using the Depth window to create or modify the depth map.

Check Extra Depth to extend the object over a large range of depth. Leave it unchecked to preserve
normal geometry, especially if you have spheres or other shapes that you don't want to distort.

This is useful for adding depth to very shallow fractal objects. Many legacy presets have Extra Depth
checked.

Check True Depth to use the correct lighting angles of the 3-D object. Uncheck it to use the angles of the
perspective projection.

The result is the same at the center of the picture, and differs more towards the edges where perspective
effects are strongest.

The combination of Extra Depth and True Depth exaggerates the depth unnaturally, usually darkening the
image.

Check Fine for finer surface detail and best quality edges. It should be checked for best resolution.

Edge effects

Flat Edges controls how the surface angle is calculated at object edges or internal discontinuities. It
depends on whether Fine is checked.

If Fine is checked and all lights have Smoothing 0, Flat Edges has no effect at object boundaries, and
minimizes darkening at internal discontinuities.
If Fine is unchecked or any light has Smoothing, Flat Edges has no effect on internal discontinuities,
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and flattens the edges at object boundaries to minimize darkening.

Check Soft Edges to antialias edge pixels with the background.

4.10 Surface cleaning

Location: Surface Cleaning panel in the Lighting window.

The object surface is not always as clean, smooth or complete as you want. It may have small holes, pits or
disconnected pixels, due to the shape being a messy fractal, or insufficient rendering time (chaos method)
or resolution and bailout values (ordered or hybrid method), or it may just be rougher than you want. These
controls allow for correction of defects and creative treatments. Non-destructive options are part of lighting
and don't affect the depth map. Permanent options make immediate changes to the depth map (and unlit
picture for holes and stragglers) and currently have no undo. (However, you can get undo capability by
saving the depth map  in PGM format first, and opening it again  if necessary. This can be very useful
when trying different hole filling options.)

When you apply any of these filters, the progress indicator beneath the lighting preview shows progress until
complete.

Holes

Holes are pixels where the background shows through the surface. It is convenient to think of filling holes in
two ways. Fixing defects involves Holes values from 1 to 4, which means pixels having between 5 and 8
neighbors in the object. Creative background filling involves Holes values from 5 to 8, or -1 to -127, and
causes the object to not only fill holes but expand to fill some or all of the background.

To fill holes non-destructively during lighting, set Holes to 1 or more.

To fill holes permanently, set Holes to the size to fill and click the Fill Holes button . You can click
this button repeatedly for progressive filling. With Holes set to 5 or more, the object will expand on all
boundaries with each click.

To fill holes continually until no more of that size remain, Ctrl-click the Fill Holes button. The button stays
down until the holes are filled. To stop filling before then, click or Ctrl-click the button to release it. With 
Holes set to 5 or more this can take some time, and will continue until most or all of the picture is filled.
Values of 5 or 6 make the smoothest gradations while 7 or 8 lead to rectangles of solid color.

Using positive values of Holes, the action is to fill a hole if it has at least N neighbors, where N is 9 - Holes.
Using negative values of Holes, the action is to fill a hole if the number of neighbors is one of an allowed
combination. This makes a variety of patterns possible, many of them resembling cellular automata. Ignoring
the - sign, the Holes value is a binary encoding of the allowed number of neighbors. For 1 to 7 neighbors, the
corresponding numbers are 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and you just add the ones you want, and make it negative.
For example, to allow 1, 3 or 5 neighbors, set Holes to -(1+4+16) = -21. Or you can simply try them out and
write down the numbers you like best. In general, odd numbers make intricate patterns and even numbers
make mostly solid patterns. Sums that don't include 1, 2 or 4 will leave most of the background unfilled.

137 139
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(Holes with 8 neighbors are always filled because they don't add much to the patterns and as you would
usually want them filled it would make the arithmetic harder to add 128 all the time.)
 

To fill the background with a specific neighbor pattern, set Holes between -1 and -127 and Ctrl-click the
Fill Holes button. You can release the button to stop it any time before it completes. You can also click
the Fill Holes button to fill one step at a time, as for positive values.

When Regions are in use, the Update Region (Reg) checkbox is visible.

To update the region to best fit the surrounding pixels when filling holes, check Update Region. To leave
all filled holes in the first region, uncheck Update Region.

Stragglers

Stragglers are disconnected pixels or small clusters surrounded by background. You can erase stragglers of
size 1 to 7 pixels. Values larger than 1 will erode the edges of the object, so treat this as a special effect
and not routine cleaning.

To clear stragglers non-destructively during lighting, set Stragglers to 1 or more.

To clear stragglers permanently, set Stragglers to the size to clear and click the Clear Stragglers

Permanently button . You can click this repeatedly for progressive clearing.

Note: If Holes and Stragglers add up to 8 or more when you apply lighting, some sawtooth or other jagged
effects may occur at edges due to interaction. Apply one or both permanently instead, and reduce the
settings before you apply lighting.

Pits

Pits are small craters or dimples in the surface. Dimples appear when light sources have smoothing on,
which smears a one pixel crater into a smooth dimple. The Pits control sets the threshold for a noise
removal filter, and can be set to fill craters or remove bumps. Pits can only be applied permanently; the
preview just shows what you'll get if you apply it.

To fill small craters or dimples while preserving surface features, set Pits to 1 or 2, check the effect in the

preview, and click the Apply Pits button . The Pits control is reset to 0 after you apply it.

To fill craters and dimples aggressively, with some damage to other fine surface detail, set Pits to 7 or
more, check the preview and click Apply Pits.

To lower bumps, set Pits to a negative value, check the preview, and click Apply Pits.

Note: small holes can also appear as dimples when smoothed, so it may be necessary to fill holes
permanently at size 1 or 2 before applying pits.

Polish

This filter can polish surfaces to a very smooth finish while leaving edges alone and preserving details very
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well. When using Fine depth with no Smoothing on the lights, you can render a long time and not get a
smooth enough surface for clean reflections and highlights. The Polish controls can solve that even for quick
renders. Polishing is relatively slow and higher settings take longer, but it is very worthwhile. As with Pits, it
can only be applied permanently, and the preview just shows what will happen if you apply it.

To smooth the surface, set Polish to 1 or more, check the effect in the preview, and click the Apply

Polish button . The Polish control is reset to 0 after you apply it.

To roughen the surface, set Polish to a negative value, check the effect in the preview, and click Apply
Polish.

When Regions are in use, the All Regions (All) checkbox is visible.

To polish all regions, check All Regions, otherwise only the active region will be polished.

If the surface needs Pits applied, it should be done before polishing. If you preview Pits and Polish together,
they are done in that order, so applying Pits then Polish will achieve the same effect.

Permanent smoothing

The Smooth button permanently applies the Smoothing and Fringe effect of the active light to the whole
surface. If ambient is selected, the setting of light #1 is used. You can do this repeatedly with the same or
different settings. Treat this as a special effect and not routine cleaning.

If regions are in use, Smooth applies only to the active region unless the Sync Regions button is down.

Tip: If there are pits or other defects in the surface, these can be spread out by permanent smoothing, so
you should do any permanent Holes and Pits filtering first.

Note: When the picture is large, applying permanent effects can take some time, so the cursor shows busy
until processing is complete.

4.11 Color effects

Location: Color panel in the Lighting window.

These settings modify the object colors, before the taking any light sources into account.

Use the Blur control to blur or sharpen the object color. Positive values blur the colors. Negative values
sharpen the color detail, with the strongest edge enhancing effect at -50.

Use the Saturation control to increase or decrease the saturation of the object colors. This affects the
ambient light, and the directional lights if their Diffuse Color and Metallic settings are not 0.

Use the Contrast control to increase or decrease the contrast of the object's colors for ambient light. It
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has no effect on the other light sources. If the ambient light intensity is 0, Contrast has no effect.

Use the Shading control to simulate ambient lighting from the upper hemisphere only. This modifies the
ambient light intensity depending on the surface orientation. Positive values leave upper surfaces
unchanged and darken lower surfaces. Negative values brighten upper surfaces and darken lower surfaces.

4.12 Iridescence

Location: Color panel in the Lighting window.

Iridescence is a shimmery color banding effect due to light interference in thin surface layers, as in soap
bubbles and some butterfly wings and bird feathers. It is implemented as a modulation of the reflected light
sources, and is very sensitive to the depth parameters and light source settings.

To set the amount of iridescence, adjust the Iridescence control. Negative values subtract color.

To set the frequency and width of the bands, adjust the Frequency control. There are two modes of
iridescence.

The Spread control sets the differences between red, green and blue components of the lights, depending
on whether Frequency is positive or negative. This allows a wide range of color combinations.

If Frequency is positive, Spread varies the relative frequencies for red, green and blue. When Spread is
0, monochrome bands are produced, which can enhance some metallic effects.

If Frequency is negative, Spread varies the phases between red, green and blue, holding the frequency
ratios fixed at the natural values.

Tip: for 'natural' soap bubble colors, set Spread to 0 and Frequency to about -17.

4.13 Reflection and refraction

Location: Reflection and Refraction panel in the Lighting window.

These controls simulate reflection and refraction effects using any of the available pictures as part of the
scene. They work best on smoother surfaces where they have some coherence. When using the alpha
channel, the effects are modified accordingly.

To set the source pictures, choose from the Reflection Source or Refraction Source dropdown lists.

The choices are the Unlit picture, the Old Lit picture, and the Background picture. 'Old Lit pic' means
whatever is already in the Lit picture, so it will only have an effect if you've already applied lighting. The
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Background picture is good for including the environment without the object reflecting or refracting itself. The
Old Lit picture is the best choice for allowing the object to reflect parts of itself. If the Background picture
does not exist it will be ignored.

Note: the method used is environment mapping, not raytracing, so the results are not true reflections or
refraction. In some cases they will be noticeably wrong, for example a shiny floor plane will not correctly
reflect objects above it.

To set the amount of reflected light, adjust the Reflection control. Negative values subtract reflected light.
A value of 50 will balance the intensity with the background.

To make the reflectivity vary with incident angle, increase the Fresnel control. You will also need to
increase Reflection to compensate. Dielectric materials (glass, ceramics, plastics and other non-
conductors) look most realistic with values of 50-100. Metals are most realistic with values from 0 to 20.
The effect varies with refractive index (regardless of whether refraction is used). As well as Reflection,
Fresnel affects other lighting, especially highlights.

Refraction displaces source colors according to the surface angle and depth, and the relative refractive
indexes of the materials.

To set the amount of refracted light, adjust the Refraction control. Negative values subtract refracted light.

To set the amount of bending, adjust the Refractive Index control. With a value of 100 there is no
bending. Larger numbers bend the light as if the object is a denser substance like water or glass, and
smaller numbers bend the light as if it is less dense, like an air bubble in water. Water has a value of 133,
ordinary glass about 150, and diamond about 200.

When the alpha channel exists and Use Alpha is checked, the background normally shows through the
object wherever the opacity is less than 100%. As you increase Refraction between 0 and 50, the amount
of straight background transmitted is reduced to compensate.

Tip: If you use significant amounts of these, you'll need to compensate by balancing other light, for example
reducing the ambient or glow. In some cases you may need negative amounts of ambient light or glow.
Glassy effects have very little ambient or diffuse light.

Tip: a standard method is to apply lighting with no reflection or refraction, then increase the amounts, with
'Old Lit pic' as the sources. Apply more times to compound the effect. For more creative experiments, load
different lighting presets and add reflection and refraction between each application. You can create
interesting materials or ceramic glazes this way.

Old Lit Picture and previous renders

By default, reflection and refraction will ignore the Old Lit picture if it was lit from a previous render. This
prevents unwanted effects from appearing. However, there may be times when you want to use different
reflections creatively. In this case, you can override it with a lighting option.

To enable reflection or refraction from an unrelated Old Lit picture, click the Lighting Options button ,
and check the Allow Reflect from Old Render option.

Snapshot option

By default, a snapshot of the Lit picture is taken before you apply reflection or refraction with an Old Lit pic
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source, to avoid interaction errors while the lighting is processed. If you are working with very large picture
sizes and have less than 2GB of RAM, this could cause unacceptable memory swapping. In this event, you
may choose to disable the snapshot. If you have 2GB and memory cannot be allocated for the snapshot,
lighting will proceed without a snapshot.

To enable or disable the snapshot, click the Lighting Options button , and check or uncheck the
Snapshot for Reflect/Refract option.

If working with the snapshot disabled, you will want to keep Reflection and Refraction amounts below
about +/- 30 to minimize interaction errors.

4.14 Glow effects

Location: Glow, Haze and Background panel in the Lighting window.

These controls let you add or subtract luminous glowing effects. The object glow is first calculated from the
average illuminated object color over nearby pixels, and applied depending on the mode.

To set the amount of glow, adjust the Glow control. Negative values subtract glow, which can enhance
detail or change the hue.

To choose how the colors work, adjust the Glow Mode control. The modes are:

0. the object glow alone is used.
1. the Glow Color filters the object glow.
2. the Glow Color alone is used.
3. the object glow's red, green and blue channels are remapped according to the red, green and blue

components of the Glow Color.

To change the Glow Color, click on the color rectangle to open a color picker dialog. You can also drag
and drop colors between the glow, haze and background color rectangles.

Adjust the Glow Direction control to modulate the glow depending on the surface direction relative to the
weighted direction of the lights. It works best if the surface is smooth (and ideally would have smoothing
built in instead).

Checking Alpha Glow (when enabled) causes the object glow colors to use the Alpha Channel. It is on
by default. Uncheck it for a stronger glow effect in the more transparent areas.

Glowing edges

Adjust the Glowing Edges control to add glow to the edges of the object. The strength also depends on
the main Glow control. If Glow is 0, you can't get glowing edges (unless you have multiple regions and
refer to a region that has some glow). If Glowing Edges is negative, the object glow color is used. If
positive, the Glow Mode is used, except if it is 0, then mode 2 (Glow Color) is used instead. (This allows
the main glow to use the object color, and the edges to use the glow color.)
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The Glow Region  applies if you have multiple regions, and allows you to choose which region's
main glow to use for the edge effect.

4.15 Haze

Location: Glow, Haze and Background panel in the Lighting window.

These controls allow blending by distance; that is, fading towards a particular direction. You can fade into a
specific color for haze, underwater or night effects; or into the background or lit picture. You can modulate
the haze with noise for cloud or fog effects.

To set the source to blend with, choose from the Haze Source dropdown list.

The choices are the Haze Color, Old Lit picture and Background picture. 'Old Lit pic' means whatever is
already in the Lit picture, so it will only have an effect if you've already applied lighting.

Use the Haze control to set the blend rate from the front to the back. If Haze is set to 0, no haze is
applied, regardless of the other settings. If the value is negative, haze decreases towards the back, and
depending on the value of Front, it can reverse into 'anti-haze' and increase contrast relative to the haze
color.

Use the Front control to adjust the onset of haze. If the value is positive, it sets the amount of haze at the
front of the object. If negative, it sets the distance from the front of the object at which haze begins.

To set the haze color, click the Haze Color rectangle to open a color picker dialog. You can also drag
and drop colors between the glow, haze and background color rectangles.

To rotate the haze direction towards the top of the picture, use positive values for Vertical. To rotate
towards the bottom of the picture, use negative values.

There are three controls for cloud effects.

To set the strength of cloud modulation, adjust the Clouds control. Negative values use the absolute noise
value, which makes denser clouds with ridges.

The Frequency control adjusts the rate of variation of the clouds. Positive values use smooth noise,
negative values use six octaves for more natural clouds.

The Aspect control adjusts the relative horizontal and vertical variation of the clouds. For zero and positive
values, the variation in the haze direction is similar to the vertical direction, which provides some 3D effect
around the object. For negative values, the distance variation is small for relatively 2D clouds.

Haze is normally applied last, but you can apply it before Glow for a different effect. Although Haze is a
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global effect, this option can be set for each region. If there is no glow, it makes no difference.

To apply haze before glow, check Haze Pre Glow.

Haze is normally applied only to the object, not to background pixels.

To apply haze to the background too, check Back Haze.

Tip: when using cloud effects you will usually want to check Back Haze.

4.16 Background

Location: Glow, Haze and Background panel in the Lighting window.

The Background is all the pixels not occupied by the object. If Color is selected, the Background Color
rectangle shows the color that will be used.

To set the source for the background pixels, choose from the Background Source dropdown list.

The choices are the Background Color, Unlit picture and Background picture.

To set the background color, click the Background Color rectangle to open a color picker dialog. You
can also drag and drop colors between the glow, haze and background color rectangles.

Note: this is the same Background Color as set in the Picture window toolbar, and any changes will update
both.

When Use Alpha is checked, the background shows through the object depending on the opacity of each
pixel.

To apply any haze to the background too, check Back Haze.

4.17 Locking controls

Location: Lighting window.

Each group of lighting controls has a Lock button . When the Lock button is down, those controls are
protected from changes when you load a lighting preset, restore from a lighting memory spot, or randomize
lighting. This allows you to combine presets in specific ways, or randomize only some controls. For
convenience you can disable locking, and set them all on or off.

To enable locking, click the Enable Locks button . To disable locking, release it.

To set all Lock buttons on or off, click the Lock All button . If any locks are off, they will be set on,
otherwise all locks will be set off.
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To prevent changes to a group of controls when opening presets, recalling memory spots or randomizing,
click the corresponding Lock button at the left of the panel. To allow changes, release the Lock button.

Locks do not prevent you from changing the individual controls manually.

The Lock buttons for the Light Sources panel are labeled, one for each of:
light sources except for their color
light source colors
smoothing and fringe
other surface properties

For the other panels, the Lock buttons have a mouse-over hint to identify them, and lock the controls on the
same row (except for the related controls that don't fit on the row; Alphaglow and Back Haze.)

4.18 Shadow angles

Location: Lighting window.

When you open a lighting preset or recall a memory spot, and a light has a shadow assigned that doesn't
match any rendered shadow angles, the result depends on the Shadow Angles option.

Exact shadows: if a light does not match a rendered shadow angle, its shadow will be turned off.

Nearest shadows: if a light does not match a rendered shadow angle, it is moved to the nearest unused
shadow.

Add new shadows: if a light does not match a rendered shadow angle, a shadow is added at that
position. The shadow will not affect lighting unless you render again.

4.19 Randomizing lighting

Location: Lighting window.

To randomize lighting controls, click the Randomize Lighting button .

All lighting parameters are randomized, except:
Locked controls (controls with the corresponding Lock button down).
The surface cleaning controls.

Also note:
The number of lights remains fixed
Any lights with shadows will not change angles.

To undo the last randomize lighting, Ctrl-click the Randomize Lighting button.
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4.20 Lighting memory spots

Location: Lighting window.

There are 20 Lighting Memory Spots to let you store and recall lighting parameters. The same parameters
are stored as in Lighting Presets, but memory spots are not saved when you exit XenoDream.

To store the current lighting, click on an empty spot.

To recall lighting parameters, click on a full (blue) spot.

To clear a full spot, Ctrl-click it.

To clear all spots, Shift-click any spot. You will be asked for confirmation before the spots are cleared.

If you are using regions, Lighting Memory Spots store from and recall to the active region only. To store
and recall lighting for all regions at once, use the Region Lighting Memory Spots.

4.21 Lighting presets

Location: Lighting window.

Lighting Presets give you a permanent library of lighting effects. Use them as a quick way to get standard or
favorite results, or to search for a suitable starting point. Due to the wide variety of object surfaces that you
can render or create, lighting can be unpredictable. What looks great on one may look ordinary or even awful
on another. Sometimes you need to tweak the depth, lighting angles or other parameters to get best results.

To open the Lighting Preset window, click the Lighting Preset button .

All preset operations are done from the Lighting Preset window, except for saving new presets.

Saving presets

You can save the current lighting parameters as a new Lighting Preset. You do this from the Lighting
window.

To save a new preset:

1. Click the Save Preset button . The Save Preset dialog opens, with the Preset File, Category and
Preset Name set to the last used values where possible.

2. If the Preset File is not set, or not the one you want to save to, click the Browse button to open a File
Save dialog, and either select a Lighting Preset file or type a filename to create a new one.

3. Choose a different category if desired; or to make a new category, type the name into the Category
dropdown box.

4. Type the name for the preset into the Preset edit box.
5. Click OK to save the preset, or Cancel to close the dialog without saving the preset. If the preset name

already exists you are asked for confirmation to overwrite it.
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4.22 Lighting regions

Location: Lighting window

Regions are areas of the object that can have their own lighting parameters independent of each other. The
Lighting Region controls are visible only if you rendered with more than one region specified in the Main
window Regions page.

To disable regions and light the whole object as one, uncheck the Regions checkbox. Check it again to
enable lighting regions individually.

The Active Region control selects the region that the current lighting parameters apply to.

To preview all regions, click the Region Preview Mode button . Release it to preview only the active
region, with all others shown in gray.

To copy the active region to all others, click the Copy Regions button.

To copy the active region to one or more others, save it in a Lighting Memory Spot, select the new
region, and restore from the memory spot. Repeat as desired.

To adjust controls for all regions at once, click the Sync Regions button and edit the control. Release
the Sync Regions button to edit only the active region. Be careful with this, as there is currently no undo
to restore individual values to each region if you use it indiscriminately. Light source controls are not
synchronized.

Regions have 10 of their own Region Lighting Memory Spots, for saving the lighting for all regions.

To store lighting for all regions, click on an empty spot.

To recall lighting for all regions, click on a full (blue) spot.

To clear a full spot, Ctrl-click it.

To clear all spots, Shift-click any spot. You will be asked for confirmation before the spots are cleared.

Some controls are global, instead of being set per region. These are the surface cleaning controls, soft
edges, glowing edges, haze controls and background controls.
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4.23 Transparent effects

Location: Lighting window

The Alpha panel is visible below the preview when the alpha channel exists. It contains controls for using and
adjusting the alpha channel.

If the alpha channel exists, you have the option of using it for transparent effects in lighting, or ignoring it for
totally opaque lighting. The alpha channel is produced when you render transparently (with any holons having
less than 100% opacity), and it contains the opacities of each pixel in the object. The background pixels all
have opacity of 0, completely transparent. The alpha channel may also be created in the Pic Texture editor.

To use transparent effects in lighting, check Use Alpha.

To ignore the alpha channel and light opaquely, uncheck Use Alpha.

When Use Alpha is checked, the Unlit Picture colors get their transparency from the alpha channel,
allowing the background to show through accordingly. Two other controls are enabled; Alpha Glow in the
Glow Haze and Background panel, and Translucent in the Reflection and Refraction panel.

Alpha channel adjustment

You can adjust the response of the alpha channel, for example to boost darker areas or to get a better view
early in a render.

Use the Gamma control to boost or weaken low opacities by compressing or expanding the range.
Values above 3 can expose graininess in very low opacity areas.

Use the Level control to increase or decrease all opacities.

To apply this adjustment for alphablending in the Picture window, check Adjust Layers. You will only see
changes to layers when the Picture window updates. If rendering is not in progress, switch to the Picture
window to trigger an update.

Note: the adjustment is always applied to the alpha channel when used in the Depth window.

Translucent control

The Translucent option (located in the Reflection and Refraction panel) allows diffuse light to shine through
the object depending on the opacity of each pixel. It has most effect for light sources coming from the side
or back. (It also makes the non-metallic components of highlights ignore the Alpha Channel and appear
stronger.) You will usually want to leave Translucent off except for glassy effects with partially diffuse
lighting.

Note: the alpha controls are not saved in Lighting Presets because it works better to set them by default
when you render transparently, and adjust them independently of opening presets.
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5 Lighting Preset Window

5.1 Overview: the Lighting Preset window

The Lighting Preset window is where you select Lighting Presets for the parameters in the Lighting window.
Lighting presets are organized in categories for ease of use and management.

To open the Lighting Preset window, click the Lighting Preset button . This button is located in the
Lighting window and also the Picture window toolbar.

When you resize the Lighting Preset window, the category and preset lists are resized to fit. You can drag
the window to a convenient position. It is most useful to keep the Lighting window preview visible.

System presets (supplied with the program) are kept separate from any presets that you save or collect.
System presets are protected against changes. The My Presets button switches between your presets and
the System presets.

To use your preset files, click the My Presets button. The Browse button and Preset File field become
visible. If a preset file is not yet selected, a File Open dialog appears so you can select or create one.

To select a different preset file, click the Browse button. A File Open dialog appears. Either select a
Lighting Preset file or type a filename to create a new one, and click OK.

To use the System presets, release the My Presets button. The Browse button and Preset File field are
hidden. You cannot make changes to the System preset file, so the Delete, Rename and Import
buttons are disabled and you cannot drag presets to other categories.

The Category List shows the categories of presets in the current file.

To select a different category, click on the name in the Category List.

The Preset List shows the names of presets in the current category.

To select a preset, click on the name in the Preset List. The Lighting window Preview shows how it will
look.

To preview many presets consecutively, use the cursor keys to scroll through them.

To close the Lighting Preset window, click the OK button, or press the Enter key.

To select a preset and close the Lighting Preset window, double-click the preset name.

To close the Lighting Preset window and revert to the lighting parameters before you opened the window,
click the Cancel button.

Note: the Preset List supports multiple selection for the purposes of export and changing category. Only
one preset is opened at a time.

To move one or more presets to another category, select the presets in the Preset List, then drag them to
the destination category in the Category List.
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Applying a preset directly

To apply the current lighting parameters directly from the Lighting Preset window, click the Apply

Lighting button . The Lighting window is conveniently hidden when you do this, so you can see more
of the Picture window. If you select another preset, the Lighting window reappears so you can see the
preview. The Lighting Preset window remains on top during this process.

Note: you can make changes in the Lighting window while the Lighting Preset window is open, whether or
not it is set to stay on top. You may find it convenient to keep the Lighting Preset window open while
experimentally tweaking presets. Clicking OK will close the window without losing any of these changes.

5.2 Deleting and renaming presets

Location: Lighting Preset window.

You can delete or rename lighting presets in the Lighting Preset window. Saving new lighting presets is done
from the Lighting window.

The Delete and Rename buttons are disabled when System presets are displayed. You can only rename or
delete presets when My Presets is down and one of your own preset files is loaded.

To delete lighting presets:

1. Select one or more presets in the Preset List. You can Shift-click to select a range, or Ctrl-click to add
or remove individual presets from the selection.

2. Click the Delete Preset button , or press the Delete key.
3. Click Yes to confirm that you want to delete the presets.

If the category is empty, click the Delete Preset button to delete the category.

To rename a lighting preset:

1. Select the preset name in the Preset List.

2. Click the Rename Preset button . A dialog box opens.
3. Change the category, preset name or both.
4. Click OK to accept the change.

Note: you can use the Rename dialog to move a preset to another category, but it's easier to simply drag
the preset to the new category in the Category list.

5.3 Importing and exporting presets

Location: Lighting Preset window.

Sometimes you might download collections of new lighting presets, or want to share with others. You can
import and export lighting presets for this purpose. From v1.6 Lighting Preset files have extension .xli, while
earlier versions had extension .lux.

The Import button is disabled when System presets are displayed. You can only import presets when My
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Presets is down and one of your own preset files is loaded. You can import .xli or .lux files.

To import lighting presets:

1. Click the Import Presets button at the bottom of the Lighting Preset window. A file open dialog
appears.

2. Find and select the lighting preset file to import.
3. Click OK to begin importing.

If the name and category of any preset match one already in the current file, it will not be imported. When
the process is complete, a message confirms the number of presets imported.

To export lighting presets:

1. Select all the presets in the Preset List that you want to export. You can only export from one category
at a time. Standard multiple selection methods apply; you can Shift-click to select a range, and Ctrl-
click to add or remove individual presets from the selection.

2. Click the Export Presets button. A file save dialog appears.
3. Name the file whatever you like (except "XDlighting" which is reserved for System presets).
4. Click OK to export the presets.

Note: the lighting preset .lux files are plain text, and the import procedure can handle missing carriage
returns due to email transmission, but it's safest to zip them before emailing or uploading.
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6 Depth Window

6.1 Overview: the Depth window

The Depth window is for creating depth information from the colors (or alpha) in one of the pictures. This can
be used to create a new depth map or to modify an existing depth map. This process allows 3-D lighting to
be applied to imported pictures, especially photos. (This is not required for lighting objects made in
XenoDream because rendering creates a correct depth map.)

To open the Depth window, click the Depth button on the Picture window toolbar.

The Depth window works in conjunction with the Lighting window, which is always open at the same time.
Arrange them so you can see the Lighting Preview, to preview the new depth map. The Depth window stays
on top, but allows access to other windows.

Note: if rendering is in progress you will need to stop it before the Depth preview will work.

To preview a different part of the picture, scroll the Lighting Preview. The preview is updated to show the
new depth.

As long as the Depth window is open, you are only previewing changes to the depth map. Before you can
apply lighting with them, you must apply the depth changes.

To update the depth map with the current Depth window parameters, click the OK button or press Enter.
This also closes the Depth window.

To close the Depth window without changing the depth map, click Cancel or press Esc.

A recommended sequence for using the Depth window:

1. Get the source picture that you want in the Unlit Picture.
2. Open the Depth window. If necessary, move it to see the Lighting preview.
3. Open a Lighting Preset with the characteristics you want.
4. Set any depth options that you want (source, object/background options, masking).
5. Adjust the parameters until the effect is about right in the preview.
6. Click OK.
7. Play with lighting.
8. If necessary, open the Depth window again and change parameters.

Tip: when importing pictures, before opening the Depth window it can be useful to apply either the Gaussian
Blur or Remove Noise effects  to the picture to get a smoother depth map. Then re-open the picture if
you want to use the unaffected colors. (Alternatively, copy the Unlit picture to the Background picture, filter
the Background picture and set the Depth Source to Background picture.)

6.2 Depth source

Location: Depth window

You can use any available picture as the source for creating depth information. Remember that the Unlit
picture supplies the colors for the lighting process, so if you use a different source for depth it may be
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unrelated to the color.

To choose the source picture, click the Depth Source button (or tab to it and press the spacebar) to
cycle through the available pictures. The caption shows the current source.

The choices are the Unlit picture, the Lit picture (if it exists), and the Background picture (if it exists).

Note: if you will only be using the Alpha channel as source, it doesn't matter which source picture is
chosen.

6.3 Object and background

Location: Depth window

You can choose how to process the depth for objects and background areas. The depth map defines where
the object and background are.

To specify how to process the depth map for objects, choose an option from the Object dropdown list.
The options are Ignore, Replace, Add, Maximum.

To replace background areas with the new depth values, check Replace Background. When you apply
depth, they will become part of the object and accept lighting.

To ignore background areas, uncheck Replace Background.

For importing pictures and creating a depth map, you will want to replace the background. If you are only
interested in the picture and not incorporating a previous render, you can replace any existing object. If you
have a rendered object that you want to keep in front of the picture, you can set it to Ignore the object. Add
or Maximum are useful for embellishing the texture of an object.

The Add option is useful for adding texture to the object, similar to bump mapping.

Regions

If you have rendered an object with regions, the All Regions checkbox is enabled.

To apply the depth conversion to the whole picture, check All Regions.

To apply the depth conversion to only the Active Region (selected in the Lighting window), uncheck All
Regions.

6.4 Conversion parameters

Location: Depth window

The conversion parameters determine the relationship between the source picture's colors (and/or alpha
channel) and the resulting depth. The depths from the colors are added to a plane at a specified distance
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and angle from the camera.

Adjust the Distance control to set the distance from the camera. Large distances decrease the effect of
the colors.

Set Vertical to positive values to tilt the plane upwards, or negative values to tilt the plane downwards.

Set Horizontal to positive values to tilt the plane to the right, or negative values to tilt the plane to the left.

If the Distance is small, some depth variations may go behind the camera. Where this happens, the depth
map will be set to background.

Note: the depth is scaled to match the camera zoom, to assist in calibration when using rendered objects,
so the effect of the Distance and Height controls can vary accordingly.

Absolute colors

Adjust the Height control to set the amount of depth variation. Negative values invert the depth.

Adjust the Curve control to change the profile of the depth map. Positive values flatten lower areas leaving
sharp high points. Negative values flatten high areas and have steeper valleys.

Check the Plateau option to create a flatter area at the midpoint of the depth range.

Adjust the R, G, B, and A controls to set the relative strength of each channel. Positive values result in
brighter colors being higher/closer, and negative values result in brighter colors being lower/more distant.

The A control is only enabled when the alpha channel exists. To use the alpha channel by itself, set A
nonzero and set R, G and B to 0.

Horizontal variations

Adjust the Slope control to add depth depending on the horizontal intensity gradient of the colors (not
including any alpha). 

To use Slope by itself, set Height to 0.

Randomizing

To randomize the main conversion parameters, click the Randomize Parameters button .

6.5 Mask background

Location: Depth window

Within any areas (object or background) that are to be updated, you can mask pixels by color to remain or
become background. The mask uses the Background Color from the Lighting window. Areas that are to be
ignored are not affected by masking.

To mask colors similar to the Background Color as background pixels, check the Mask Back Color
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checkbox.

To change the color for masking, click on the Background Color rectangle in the Lighting window.

To set the amount of variation in the colors that are masked, adjust the Tolerance control.
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7 Mesh Export Window

7.1 Overview: the Mesh Export window

The Mesh Export window is where you create a 3-D mesh from the current object and export it for use in
other 3-D applications.

Opening and closing the Mesh Export window

To open the Mesh Export window, in the Main window menu choose File | Export Mesh... or click the
Mesh Exp button in the Rendering toolbar. If the Mesh Export window is already open, this will bring it to
the front.

To close the Mesh Export window, click the Close button on the toolbar. If you have created a mesh you
will be asked if you want to save it.

To return to the Main window without closing the Mesh Export window, click the Main button.

Meshes and rendering

Because XenoDream does not use meshes internally, and the surface of the object cannot be calculated
directly, exporting a mesh requires a special rendering process. It is similar to the chaos method for
rendering pictures, but stores different data. When you render for mesh export, it uses the current shape and
view of the object in the Main window. Color and regions are not used.

The steps to export a mesh

1. Set up the object in the Main window.
2. Open the Mesh Export window.
3. Set the mesh export options.
4. Render to create the 3-D data.
5. Triangulate to create a high resolution mesh.
6. (Optional) open Mesh Information and adjust the threshold to remove small pieces.
7. Simplify the mesh to the number of triangles you want.
8. (Optional) smooth the mesh slightly.
9. Save the mesh.

Memory use (very important!)

For best mesh quality you will often want to use the highest resolution (Mesh Grid Size) that you can. The
memory needed for exporting depends on the Mesh Grid Size, the rendering method (Volume or Surface),
and the number of resulting triangles. However, the number of triangles depends on the complexity of the
object, and can't be known when setting the grid size.

When you set the Mesh Grid Size and Rendering Method, you can see the percentage of memory that will
be used for rendering the mesh. For simpler objects you may use up to 85%, but complex objects that
produce more triangles will have lower limits. There is no way for XenoDream to predict the limit for a
particular shape.

The effect of using too large a size depends on how much memory you have. With 2GB or more of RAM all
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the required memory cannot be allocated and you will get a failure message somewhere in the process.
With less RAM it will use some virtual memory and run slower, and you have the option to cancel if it goes
too slowly.

When you triangulate the mesh, one of the steps is counting the triangles that will be produced. The
memory needs are calculated, and if they are over 70% a dialog appears with some information and options.
Any option less than 95% should allow the mesh to be created, but it should be less than 85% to allow
simplifying. With 2GB of RAM, this limit seems to be around 17 million triangles, so you really do want to be
able to simplify! If your system can use 3GB or even more, the limit will be higher.

When using the Volume method, the grid is adjusted to fit the object, so the memory use for rendering
depends on the relative dimensions of the object. It is also more sensitive to the object complexity because
internal structure is included. It is recommended to use the Fill Volume option and render long enough to
allow the object to fill without any leaks. This can cut the number of triangles in half.

Note: After rendering a large picture, it is strongly recommended to change the size back to a small one (eg
800x600) before mesh export. After a large mesh export, you should close the Mesh Export window before
rendering pictures.

7.2 Mesh export options

Location: Mesh Export window

The Mesh Export Options dialog has settings that affect each stage of mesh generation.

To open the dialog, click the Mesh Export Options button .

The controls are organized into sections.

The Rendering  options take effect next time you click the Render New button.

The Triangulation  and Volume options take effect next time you click the Triangulate button.

The Simplify  option takes effect next time you click the Simplify button.

The Saving Files  options take effect when you save the mesh.

To keep any changes to the options, click OK or press Enter.

To close the dialog without saving changes, click Cancel or press Esc.

The options are remembered between sessions, except for Lock Scaling, Isosurface Level and Volume
Cleaning options, which are only used in specific circumstances.

To reset all the options to their default values, click the Set Controls to Default Values button . This
gives the default values using the Volume method.

7.3 Mesh export rendering

Location: Mesh Export window
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These controls generate the object data for mesh export, before you can triangulate it.

To begin a new render, click the Render New button . The current rendering options are used for the
new render, and any previous render data is cleared. If there is insufficient memory to have any chance of
completing triangulation, you will be warned and rendering will not proceed.

The rendering object is visible in the Mesh Export window, in shaded grayscale. The surface appears
relatively smooth for the Surface method, or voxelized (stepped) for the Volume method. The progress
indicator fields show that the current operation is 'Rendering...' and also the number of new pixels per
second for the Surface method, or new voxels per second for the Volume method.

To stop rendering, click the Stop Render button . The Triangulate button is enabled.

To resume rendering, click the Render More button .

To see the object from any one of six directions, choose from the View Direction dropdown list. You can
change this at any time (but during triangulation is not recommended).

Rendering terminates automatically if the rate reaches 0 for five seconds. If the object includes a Fractal
metamorph with internal tree, the rate can be erratic and rendering will not terminate unless it stays at 0 for
1000 seconds (or in a batch, below the Terminate setting for 25 seconds.)

Rendering options

These are set in the Mesh Export Options dialog.

Mesh Grid Size

Adjust the Mesh Grid Size to set the maximum resolution for triangulation. For example if you set it to
200, the mesh will be generated within a 200x200x200 cube.

Larger grid sizes produce more accurate detail and more triangles, but use more memory and take longer.
Rendering is 2x oversampled to reduce voxelization effects, so the object that you see being rendered has a
bit more detail than the mesh will have.

When using the Surface rendering method, the full cubic space is covered. When using the Volume
method, one or two dimensions are reduced to fit the object, to save memory and time.

The Render Memory Use field shows the percentage of physical memory that will be used to render the
mesh. This depends on the Mesh Grid Size, the Render Method, and for the Volume method it also
depends on the shape of the object. If the percentage is 85 or more it is shown in red, and rendering will not
be permitted.
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Note: for sizes larger than 500, the rendered object is scaled to fit the window and may appear less smooth
due to aliasing.

Scaling

For most purposes you can just use the automatic scaling to render the object at the right size.

Adjust the Autoscale % to set how much of the grid to use. It is necessary to leave a small boundary
around the outside to prevent truncation. For objects with very low density edges or spines, the
autoscaling may miscalculate and truncate them. In that case you can reduce the Autoscale % until the
whole object is captured. Scaling is recalculated whenever you click Render New.

Click the Lock Scaling button  to prevent autoscale recalculation when Render New is clicked.
Release it to re-enable autoscale.

Tip: One reason to lock scaling is to get controlled clipping of the object. First click Render New, and after
a few seconds, click Stop Render. Then click Main to go back to the Main window, and either increase
the Object Size or adjust the camera position a bit. Choose File | Export Mesh... to return to the Mesh
Export window, click Mesh Export Options, and click Lock Scaling. Click OK to close the dialog, and
click Render New. If necessary, go back to the Main window and adjust the object, return to the Mesh
Export window and click Render New again.

Render Method

There are two methods of rendering for mesh export.

In the Surface method, surface depth is captured from 14 different directions and integrated into a surface
for triangulation. The result is very smooth for relatively simple objects, but for more complex objects it can
have errors where lines of sight are ambiguous or do not reach.

In the Volume method, full volume data is captured in a voxel grid. The result is slightly thickened and
voxelized but accurately captures the structure including all internal details. Due to internal structures it will
cause more triangles to be generated unless Fill Volume is checked.

To choose the method, select either Surface or Volume.

When you render, the surface is shown smooth for the Surface method or voxelized for the Volume method.

Volume options

When the Volume method is chosen, there are three additional options - Fill Volume, Plug Holes and
Clean Neighbors. They are actually performed when you triangulate, but they alter the rendered data and
are exclusive to the Volume method.

To automatically fill any enclosed spaces and avoid generating hidden triangles, check Fill Volume.
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To attempt to plug small holes before filling, check Plug Holes.

Plug Holes improves the chances of successful volume filling, at a cost of also filling in small indentations.
The number of voxels filled is counted up in the progress indicator while plugging holes.

Note: if there are any 'leaks' in the object, Fill Volume will make less or no difference to the number of
triangles. In this case you can Render More for a while then triangulate again. During triangulation the
progress indicator includes the percentage of solid voxels filled, so you can see if filling was successful at an
early stage and cancel triangulation if necessary. If an object that has significant hollow portions shows only
a few percent filled then it probably needs more rendering.

Note: after triangulating with successful volume filling, if you triangulate again with Fill Volume, the
progress indicator will show 0% filled.

To remove voxels with fewer than a specified number of neighbors, check Clean neighbors and set the
cleaning threshold. The surrounding 26 voxels are considered neighbors. The object will be  processed
repeatedly until all voxels have more neighbors than the threshold value. Values of 0 to 3 do a good job of
removing stray voxels from a noisy object.

Note: if you set the threshold to 9, also check Fill Volume, or it will take a lot of passes and progressively
erode the object.

How long to render?

Rendering for meshes is less sensitive than rendering pictures, so it is usually sufficient when the surface
appears complete and you can no longer see anything changing. It is often necessary to render longer when
you use the Volume method with Fill Volume checked, typically to around 300 new voxels per second or
less, though the Plug Holes option may raise it by 50% or more.

7.4 Triangulating

Location: Mesh Export window

This is the process of generating a triangle mesh from the rendered object. The Triangulate button is only
enabled after mesh export rendering.

To create the mesh, click the Triangulate button . The current triangulation options are used.

To cancel triangulation before it finishes, click the Triangulate button again. In some stages it may take
a while to respond, but the progress indicator will show "Stopping..." as soon as possible, until it has
finished cleaning up.

Note: there are two exceptions when canceling. If you cancel during volume cleaning, it will stop cleaning
and continue with triangulation. If you cancel during filtering, it will stop filtering and complete the
triangulation.

Triangulation goes through several steps. During each step the name of the process is shown in the
progress indicator fields, and the progress is counted up or down. When completed, it shows the number of
triangles created, and the window switches to show the mesh. If there is insufficient memory, it will not
complete and the status will show 'Triangulation failed'.

The steps and progress counts are:
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1. Filling volume (optional): counts the slices (up to 2x mesh size). When complete, the percentage of
solid voxels that were filled is included in the progress, to indicate if it was successful.

2. Cleaning volume (optional): counts the number of voxels removed in each pass.
3. Counting triangles: counts the triangles that will be created. At this stage a dialog appears if

triangulation needs more than 70% of available memory. See below for more details.
4. Creating triangles: counts the triangles as they are created.
5. Filtering (optional): counts down filter passes, depending on the filter type and amount.

The Triangulation Memory dialog

This dialog appears if triangulation will take more than 70% of available memory. It shows the memory
needed to complete tirangulation, and the percentages of available memory with the choices to keep the
mesh render or clear it. If keeping the mesh render would take 85% or more, the option to Clear Render
Data is automatically checked. Simplifying uses more memory than triangulation, and may not succeed
above these levels, so you should try to keep it below 85%. If you have less than 2GB of RAM, you may go
some way beyond that at the cost of some disk swapping. If you have 2GB or more, triangulation will fail
somewhere below 100%, and simplifying will fail somewhere above 85%.

Clear Render Data allows more memory for triangulation and simplifying. However, if you clear the render
data, you cannot Render More. If you are doing Fill Volume, make sure it has succeeded before
continuing, or else cancel and render more before completing triangulation.
Note: clearing render data still allows you to triangulate again with different settings if necessary.

Mesh viewing options

To see the triangulated object from any one of six directions, choose from the View Direction dropdown
list. You can change this at any time.

To see the triangles more easily, click the Colorize Mesh Display button . These colors are not part
of the mesh and will not be saved; they are only to help show the triangle shapes and sizes. This is useful
when you adjust the number of triangles after simplifying.

If you render again, the mesh is no longer available to view or save, until you triangulate again.

Triangulation options

These are set in the Mesh Export Options dialog.

The Isosurface Level adjusts the thickness of the surface where the mesh is created. Larger values make it
thinner, smaller values make it thicker. The smoothest results are near the middle of the range.

For the Volume method, values near 170 give a close fit, but above 180 voxelization increases beyond
what the filtering can fix. Values below 150 can be useful to thicken all parts of the object, perhaps for 3D
printing.
For the Surface method, 127 gives the most accurate fit, but objects having some thin surfaces will have
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corrugations and holes. In that event, decreasing it to 90 or 60 and retriangulating will often be sufficient to
fix the holes. Setting it lower makes the surface thicker and more voxelized.

The Mesh Filter cleans up the surface, removing or minimizing artifacts from the mesh creation. The
Volume method creates a voxelized mesh that always needs filtering. The Surface method tends to create
irregularities in tight corners and where views conflict, and should be filtered unless it already looks perfect.

There are two types of filter:
The Bilateral filter has been used since v1.6 and does a reasonable job.
The Two Step filter will usually give better results, and has adjustable sharpness.

Adjust Amount (0 to 4) to set how much filtering to do. Set to 0 for no filtering. A value of 2 or 3 is
recommended in general.

When the Two Step filter is chosen, the Sharpness control is visible. It sets a threshold for preserving
sharp edges.

Low values of Sharpness are best for objects with mostly rounded edges (values from 20 to 50 will work for
most objects.) For objects with sharp angles, setting Sharpness above 75 will preserve or restore the
edges. Values above 97 don't give enough smoothing to remove artifacts.

Note: the mesh display is not updated at each filtering pass, to speed up the process. The Two Step filter
first improves face normals then improves vertex positions, and the number of passes for each step depends
on both the Amount and Sharpness.

7.5 Mesh information

Location: Mesh Export window

The Mesh Information dialog shows statistics about the mesh, including the number of separate pieces and
their sizes. You can set a size limit for pieces to be removed by simplification.

To open the Mesh Information dialog, click the Mesh Info button  in the toolbar. It is enabled
whenever the mesh is valid.

The dialog shows the number of triangles and vertices in the mesh. It lists the number of separate pieces in
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each size range. Small pieces are usually artifacts of the triangulation process, often in the interior of sharp
corners. When you simplify the mesh, small pieces are removed first.

To set the size limit for excluded pieces, adjust the Minimum Vertices control. The maximum value is
just less than the largest piece.

Click a line in the Size Distribution list to set Minimum Vertices to the top of that range.

The number of pieces to be included or excluded from the mesh are shown below, and any excluded pieces
visible in the current view are drawn in red.

To change the current view direction, click the left or right arrow buttons.

Note: if you open the Mesh Information dialog after simplifying, the information is for the whole mesh,
regardless of the Quality setting. Excluded pieces are not drawn in red because the vertex numbering is no
longer valid. If you apply Smoothing, the Mesh Information data is recalculated and the dialog again shows
correct details.

7.6 Simplifying

Location: Mesh Export window

Simplifying allows you to reduce the number of triangles in the mesh to as few as you like. It first calculates
a progressive mesh, which allows the quality to be adjusted interactively. The Simplify button is only
enabled after triangulating.

To calculate the progressive mesh, click the Simplify button .

To cancel simplifying, click the Simplify button again before it finishes.

Simplifying shows two stages of progress: counting up the vertices and counting them down again. When
complete, the Quality control is enabled.

Adjust the Quality control to set the number of triangles used in the mesh. The progress indicator shows
the number of triangles used, and the picture updates accordingly. (It can be a bit slow when there are
millions of triangles.)

After simplifying, the status panel shows whether the mesh is manifold or not. This depends on the Quality
setting and the simplify option.

Note: The mesh is manifold with Quality at 100, becomes non-manifold while excluded pieces are being
removed, and manifold again after that. No consideration is given to the quality of excluded pieces. Make
sure to adjust Quality below the point at which the mesh returns to manifold status.

Simplify option

The simplify option is set in the Mesh Export Options dialog. This determines the priorities for reducing
triangles. For all options the first priority is to remove any small pieces below the Minimum Vertices
threshold set in the Mesh Info dialog (the default is 40).
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Best Shape preserves fine details as well as possible.

Low Poly sacrifices fine details and works best for producing polygonal shapes near to the minimum
number of triangles.

3D Printing is similar to Best Shape, but maintains a manifold mesh as far as possible.

3D printing and manifold meshes

Triangulation is guaranteed to produce a manifold mesh, with all triangles correctly oriented. That means any
pieces in the mesh have a watertight skin, with no leaks and no surfaces touching at an edge or point.
However, for any shape much more complicated than a sphere, simplifying cannot keep the mesh manifold
all the way down to zero Quality. For most 3D rendering programs some non-manifold edges don't cause
any problems, especially as they are usually hidden inside the shape. But for 3D printing, the mesh is often
required to be perfect. Saving a perfect mesh avoids having to fix defects in a mesh utility, although there
may be other requirements such as minimum thickness. We recommend NetFabb for analyzing and
processing STL files.

The 3D Printing option is the obvious choice for that purpose, and a good default for high to moderate
quality meshes. With shapes of any complexity it begins to get ugly and distorted when Quality is reduced
enough. The mesh remains manifold well into the ugly stage. If you want a good shape with fewer triangles
then use one of the other options.

Therefore, for 3D printing, use the 3D Printing option and make sure the status panel says "(Manifold)".

7.7 Smoothing

Location: Mesh Export window

The smoothing filter allows you to smooth the mesh as much as you like, before or after simplifying. Unlike
the mesh filtering during triangulation, it does not try to preserve sharp edges.

To open the smoothing dialog, click the Smooth Mesh button .

Adjust the Passes control to set the number of times the filter will process the mesh.

Adjust the Amount control for the amount of smoothing in each pass.

Check the Wide option to average over the nearest two vertices, otherwise it averages the nearest
vertices.

To apply the smoothing, click OK.

To cancel smoothing, click Cancel.

For moderate smoothing, you will generally get a better result using more passes with small amount than
one pass with large amount. There is no limit to how many times you can apply smoothing, with the same or
different settings.

You can apply smoothing before or after simplifying. It often works best to get the mesh as smooth as you
want first, then Simplify and adjust the Quality, then apply minimal smoothing (up to 5 passes at 0.1) just
to improve the mesh. For extreme smoothing effects you will need to simplify first.
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When you apply smoothing after reducing quality, the mesh reduction is applied permanently before
smoothing. You cannot adjust the quality again unless you simplify again, and it will only enable the number
of triangles to be reduced further.

If you find that smoothing has gone too far, you can triangulate again to start over.

7.8 Saving meshes

Location: Mesh Export window

You can save the mesh to a file any time after triangulating or simplifying.

To save the mesh:

1. click the Save Mesh button . The Save File dialog opens.
2. Choose the file type to save as.
3. Type a filename and click OK to save.

If you have simplified the mesh, the number of triangles specified by the Quality setting will be saved. You
can adjust the quality and save several versions with different level of detail.

Note: if you have not simplified and reduced quality, you will be asked if you wish to save without simplifying
first. It is ALWAYS worth simplifying and reducing the number of triangles to half the original number or less
(usually much less). The dialog has an option for "Don't ask me again," that you can check if you don't want
to see this dialog in future.

Supported file formats

Wavefront OBJ is a widely used format, supported by many applications.

STL files (stereolithography) are mostly used for 3D printing. This is a binary format so the files are smaller.
The mesh is scaled to a maximum dimension of 250mm.

For POV-Ray, files are saved as a mesh object in an include (*.inc) file, with scale 1 and centered at the
origin. The mesh is declared with the same name as the file, ready to be used as an object.

PLY polygon files are not widely used but some utilities require it.

Saving Files options

These are set in the Mesh Export Options dialog.

Check the Export Smooth Normals option to save the mesh with smoothed surface normals. This is
ignored for PLY and STL files.

Exporting a mesh with smooth normals is the same as applying smoothing in other programs that have that
option. For example, in Bryce it is equivalent to smoothing the object with angle set to 180, but exporting
smooth normals is much faster, and you still have the option of removing it in Bryce with Unsmooth.

Note: this is not the same as the smoothing  that you can apply to the mesh after triangulating. That is a
smoothing filter that moves the mesh vertices to make the object physically more rounded. Smooth normals
affect the way lighting is calculated in other programs, to make the surface appear smooth instead of
faceted.

205
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To set the maximum dimension for STL files, adjust the STL Max Dimension control. It is in millimeters.
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7.9 Batch exporting meshes

Location: Mesh Export window

Batch mesh export allows a selection of .XEP files to be exported to meshes in .OBJ format automatically.
The current mesh export options are used. We recommend being familiar with suitable mesh options before
using this feature.

Click the Batch Export Mesh button  to open the Batch Export Mesh window. This window stays on
top of the Mesh Export window, but allows access to it and can be moved.

Set the Terminate Render control for where to stop rendering each object. A suitable value depends on
the mesh render method, volume filling option and mesh grid size.

To avoid autoscaling each mesh in the batch, check Lock Scaling. The first mesh will be autoscaled,
then the scale will stay fixed for the rest of the batch. This is useful for generating a mesh sequence for
animation.

Set the Simplify Quality control for the amount of triangle reduction to use. If the value is 100 then no
simplifying will occur, but this is not recommended.

To apply the smoothing filter after simplifying, set Smooth: Passes greater than 0.

To set the destination folder for saving the mesh files, click the Browse button to open a Browse Folders
dialog. The dialog allows creating new folders. If the destination folder doesn't exist, you won't be able to
start the batch. If the path is too long to fit in the field it will be shortened to show the end.

To start the batch, click the Select Files... button to open a file dialog. Select all files to be rendered,
using the Shift or Ctrl keys for multiple selection. Click OK to begin.

Note: clicking the Select Files button has no effect if a non-batch mesh task is running (rendering,
triangulating, simplifying or smoothing.)

To abort the batch at the end of the current step, release the Select Files... button.

Note: while a batch is running, if you stop mesh rendering, it will proceed to triangulation. If you cancel
triangulation, simplifying or smoothing, it will abort the batch.
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8 Metamorph reference

8.1 (None)

(None)
No metamorph is applied. Amount, Scale and Special settings are ignored.

8.2 Constructor

8.2.1 .Arcball

.Arcball
Sphere with the top cut off and variable extent around the Y axis, open or closed.

- Amount sets the height where the sphere is truncated. Positive values create only the outer sphere,
negative values close the shape.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values make the top and bottom thinner.
- Special sets the extent around the Y axis. Negative values make the top taller and thinner.

8.2.2 .Arccyl

.Arccyl
Cylinder around Z axis with variable arc length.

- Amount sets depth in Z. Negative values leave the front open.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values reduce depth to zero at the center.
- Special sets the arc length around the circle. Negative values add spherical curvature to the outside.

8.2.3 .Arctorus

.Arctorus
Torus (donut) around Z axis with variable arc length.

- Amount sets the relative width of the ring. Negative values add ribs.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values add bubbles.
- Special sets the arc length around the circle. With negative values the torus only has the back half.

8.2.4 .Blade

.Blade
Makes a blade shape facing the Z axis.

- Amount sets the X position of the widest point. Negative values widen the ends.
- Scale sets the size. Positive values give equal curvature for left and right, negative values give opposite
curvature.
- Special adjusts the curvature.

8.2.5 .Block1

.Block1
Rectangular block with up to four rounded edges, depending on the sign of Amount and Scale.

- Amount sets X length.
- Scale sets Y length.
- Special sets Z length. Negative values sharpen the rounding curvature.
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8.2.6 .Block2

.Block2
Rectangular block with with one or two curved ends.

- Amount sets X length. Set positive for single curve or negative for intersecting curves.
- Scale sets Y length. Set positive for flat bottom or negative for curved bottom.
- Special sets Z length. Negative values use S curves.

8.2.7 .Bowl

.Bowl
Sphere with the top cut off, open or closed.

- Amount sets the height where the sphere is truncated; positive for open top or negative for closed top.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values make a rounded cylinder.
- Special modulates the diameter vertically.

8.2.8 .Boxed

.Boxed
Hollow cube, with variations.

- Scale sets the size. Positive values give a cube, negative values yield a polyhedron.
- Special adds pyramids to each face, outward when positive, inward when negative. They are curved
inward when Amount is negative.

8.2.9 .Coilstar

.Coilstar
Coil around six axes with amplitude modulation.

- Amount sets the coil size. Negative values go closer to the center.
- Scale sets the coil frequency. Negative values make a thicker tube.
- Special sets the frequency of amplitude modulation. Negative values make the tube thinner near the
center.

8.2.10 .Coilx

.Coilx
Linear coil along X with amplitude modulation.

- Amount sets the coil diameter. Negative values make a thicker tube.
- Scale sets the coil frequency. Negative values shift the phase 90 degrees.
- Special sets the frequency of amplitude modulation. Positive values use sine along X; negative values
use linear X.

8.2.11 .Cone

.Cone
Open-ended cone with spiral options.

- Amount sets the relative length of the cone. Negative values add pitch along Z axis, towards the point.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values add stronger pitch along Z axis.
- Special adds curvature around the Z axis to make a spiral, with oscillating thickness if Special is
negative.

8.2.12 .Conic

.Conic
Vertical conic section with options for curved profile.

- Amount sets the width. Positive values have open ends; negative values have closed ends.
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- Scale sets the height. Negative values change the vertical profile.
- Special sets the relative width of the top. Negative values change the vertical profile.

8.2.13 .Crescent

.Crescent
A crescent with choice of eight profiles depending on the sign of each parameter.

- Amount sets the angle between the cusps.
- Scale sets the overall size.
- Special sets the width across the center.

8.2.14 .Crysmol

.Crysmol
Ball and rod lattices in one of eight crystalline shapes depending on the signs of each parameter. Use the
Resize option for overall size.

- Amount sets the ball size.
- Scale adjusts the overall height.
- Special plus 2 is the number of segments around the Y axis.

8.2.15 .Crystal

.Crystal
Hollow polyhedra, including common crystal shapes, oriented vertically.

- Set Amount negative to make faces concave along the Y axis.
- Scale sets the size. The shape depends on Special and whether Scale is positive or negative.
- Special plus 2 is the number of faces around the crystal. When Scale and Special are both positive, a
classic crystal results with a parallel middle section and points at both ends. When Special is negative,
the middle section is omitted. When Scale is negative, a more spherical crystal results, with a flat top if
Special is positive. +/-0.5 makes a five-pointed star.

8.2.16 .Cube

.Cube
Hollow cube with variations. Metamorph coloring allows mapping to each face.

- Amount expands or contracts the edges. Set to -5 for flat faces on each edge.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values put flat faces on each corner.
- Special adds pyramids to each face, outward when positive, inward when negative.

8.2.17 .Cubernd

.Cubernd
Rounded cube with variations.

- Amount sets the radius of the rounded edges. Negative values round each face separately.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values indent the faces.
- Special expands or contracts the edges.

8.2.18 .Cycloya

.Cycloya
Cyclic amplitude modulated tube around a vertical cylinder. The tube profile can be circular, square, rope or
beaded depending on the sign of Amount and Special.

- Amount sets the cylinder height.
- Scale sets the frequency of amplitude modulation. Negative values give a thicker tube.
- Special sets the cycle frequency.
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8.2.19 .Cycloz1

.Cycloz1
Flat sine cyclic tube around the Z axis.

- Amount sets the cycle size. Negative values give ropy tube if Special is positive or beads if Special is
negative.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values give a thicker tube.
- Special sets the cycle frequency. Positive values values use sine oscillations, negative values use
pointed oscillations.

8.2.20 .Cycloz2

.Cycloz2
Flat loopy cyclic tube around the Z axis.

- Amount sets the cycle size.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values give a thicker tube.
- Special sets the cycle frequency. Positive values have loops; negative values have sawtooths.

8.2.21 .Cycoil

.Cycoil
Cyclic tube around a vertical cylinder or coil.

- Amount sets the height. Negative values give ropy tube.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values give a thicker tube.
- Special sets the cycle frequency. Positive values give vertical oscillations around the ring; negative
values give spirals around the ring.

8.2.22 .Cycolia1

.Cycolia1
Cyclic coiled ring with in-phase amplitude modulation. The tube profile can be circular, square, rope or
beaded depending on the sign of Amount and Special.

- Amount sets the cylinder height.
- Scale sets the frequency of amplitude modulation. Negative values give a thicker tube.
- Special sets the cycle frequency.

8.2.23 .Cycolia2

.Cycolia2
Cyclic coiled ring with out-of-phase amplitude modulation. The tube profile can be circular, square, rope or
beaded depending on the sign of Amount and Special.

- Amount sets the cylinder height.
- Scale sets the frequency of amplitude modulation. Negative values give a thicker tube.
- Special sets the cycle frequency.

8.2.24 .Cylibal

.Cylibal
Hollow cylinder or ball, with variations.

- Scale sets the size. Positive values for a cylinder, negative values for a hollow sphere.
- Special varies the diameter along the Z axis, and adds spiral lobes when Amount is negative.

8.2.25 .Dumbell

.Dumbell
A sphere extended by a central cylinder.
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- Amount sets the length of the cylinder. Negative values flatten the top and bottom.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values fatten up the sides.
- Special adjusts the curvature of the middle section.

8.2.26 .Ecctorus

.Ecctorus
An eccentric torus (ring cyclide) with options for circular, square, airfoil or dumbell profiles.

- Amount sets the size of the hole. Negative values change profile.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values change profile.
- Special squashes the upper sides together. Negative values make a more eccentric torus.

8.2.27 .Framez

.Framez
Square or circular frame facing the Z axis.

- Amount controls the frame width.
- Scale sets the size, positive values for a square frame, negative values for circular.
- Special adds ripples, covering a very wide range. They are stepped in the center if Amount is negative.

8.2.28 .Gearwhl

.Gearwhl
Gearwheel around Z axis.

- Amount sets the size of the teeth. Negative values clip the teeth.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values make a bevel gear facing forwards.
- Special sets the number of teeth. Positive values make triangular teeth, negative values make sine
teeth.

8.2.29 .Griller

.Griller
Diagonal grille pattern. Use Rescale to adjust size.

- Amount sets tube thickness. Negative values bulge the center towards Z.
- Scale sets grille height. Positive values use circular tubing; negative values use square.
- Special sets the relative frequency of X and Y waves. Positive values use sines; negative values use
triangle waves.

8.2.30 .Grillex

.Grillex
Diagonal grille pattern linear in X, with choice of four wave shapes. Use Rescale to adjust size.

- Amount sets tube thickness. Negative values use a different wave.
- Scale sets grille height. Positive values use circular tubing; negative values use square.
- Special sets the relative frequency of X and Y waves. Negative values use a different wave.

8.2.31 .Lineart

.Lineart
Line art patterns in a square. Good with the Tilexy tile metamorph. Use positive or negative values of
Amount, Scale, Special to select one of eight patterns.

- Amount sets line thickness.
- Scale sets the size.
- Special sets the number of lines.
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8.2.32 .Lissa

.Lissa
3D combination of sine or linear waves (Lissajous figures). Use Rescale to adjust size.

- Amount sets tube thickness. Negative values shift the Z wave phase 90 degrees.
- Scale sets relative frequency of Z wave. Positive values use circular tubing; negative values use square.
- Special sets the relative frequency of X and Y waves. Positive values use sines; negative values use
triangle waves.

8.2.33 .Oloid

.Oloid
The convex hull of two perpendicular circles, separated along the X axis.

- Amount sets the distance between the circles, offset by one radius.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values add scalloping.
- Special adjusts the convexity between circles.

8.2.34 .Ovoid

.Ovoid
Sphere with Y extension for egg, teardrop and similar shapes.

- Amount sets the length of the extension.
- Scale sets the size. Positive values extend only upwards; negative values extend upwards and
downwards.
- Special adjusts the sharpness of extension. Negative values curve the sphere upwards.

8.2.35 .Pipe

.Pipe
Straight pipe along Z axis.

- Amount sets the length of the pipe. Negative values add ribs.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values bevel the ends.
- Special sets the size of the hole. Negative values give rounded ends.

8.2.36 .Pipecut

.Pipecut
Pipe along Y axis with angled cut at one or both ends.

- Amount sets the length of the pipe. Negative values change hole radius.
- Scale sets the diameter. Negative values increase hole radius.
- Special adjusts the angle of the top when positive, or both ends when negative.

8.2.37 .Planex

.Planex
Flat square or circle facing the X axis.

- Scale sets the size, positive values for a square, negative values for a disk.
- Special adds ripples, stepped in the center if Amount is negative.

8.2.38 .Planey

.Planey
Flat square or circle facing the Y axis.

- Scale sets the size, positive values for a square, negative values for a disk.
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- Special adds ripples, stepped in the center if Amount is negative.

8.2.39 .Planez

.Planez
Flat square or circle facing the Z axis.

- Scale sets the size, positive values for a square, negative values for a disk.
- Special adds ripples, stepped in the center if Amount is negative.

8.2.40 .Prism

.Prism
Parallel or pyramidal prism oriented vertically.

- Amount sets the length. Positive values make closed prisms; negative values make open ended prisms.
- Scale sets the size. Positive values make rectangular prisms; negative values make pyramidal prisms.
- Special plus 2 is the number of faces around the prism. Negative values make stars.

8.2.41 .Prismbox

.Prismbox
A prism around the Y axis with optional central hole and open or closed top.

- Amount size of the hole. Zero or negative values have an open top.
- Scale sets the size. Positive values have height varying with hole size; negative values have fixed height.
- Special plus 2 is the number of faces around the prism. Negative values make stars.

8.2.42 .Rotor

.Rotor
Rotor around Z axis.

- Amount sets the size of the blades. Negative values clip the blades.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values angle the blades towards Z.
- Special sets the number of blades. Positive values make triangular blades, negative values make sine
blades.

8.2.43 .Screwhd

.Screwhd
Vertical circular screwhead or rivet.

- Amount sets groove size. Negative values make crossed grooves (Phillips screw).
- Scale sets the size. Negative values add a rivet dimple.
- Special adjusts the width of the base. Set to 50 for cylindrical. Negative values give rounded edges.

8.2.44 .Shaft1

.Shaft1
Vertical cylinder that can make nails or screws.

- Amount sets width. Negative values add lengthwise grooves.
- Scale sets length, extending downwards. Negative values add a thread.
- Special adjusts curvature. Positive values give simple curvature for bullets and nails; negative values
combine two sine frequencies and phases.

8.2.45 .Shaft2

.Shaft2
Vertical cylinder with groove and thread options.

- Amount sets width. Lengthwise grooves are added if either Amount or Scale is negative, with different
shape for each  combination.
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- Scale sets length, extending upwards.
- Special adds a thread and adjusts thread shape, with variable clipping of different shapes in each range
of 20. Positive values give a thread; negative values give rings.

8.2.46 .Shaft3

.Shaft3
Vertical bullet with groove and thread options.

- Amount sets width. Lengthwise grooves are added if either Amount or Scale is negative, with different
shape for each  combination.
- Scale sets length, extending upwards.
- Special adds a thread and adjusts thread shape, with variable clipping of different shapes in each range
of 20. Positive values give a thread; negative values give rings.

8.2.47 .Shaftsqr

.Shaftsqr
Vertical square shaft with groove and thread options.

- Amount sets width. Lengthwise grooves are added if either Amount or Scale is negative, with different
shape for each  combination.
- Scale sets length, extending upwards.
- Special adds a thread and adjusts thread shape, with variable clipping of different shapes in each range
of 20. Positive values give a thread; negative values give rings.

8.2.48 .Sphere

.Sphere
Hollow sphere, with uniform distribution, and variations around the Y axis.

- Set Amount negative to get a narrow waist around the Y axis.
- Scale sets the size. With Special, positive values have a rounded center, negative values have a point.
- Special curves the top and bottom for cones, apples etc. Positive values curve both downwards;
negative values curve both inwards.

8.2.49 .Springy

.Springy
A spring around the Y axis.

- Amount sets the height of the spring. Negative values make a coiled spring.
- Scale sets the size. Positive values make a light spring and negative values make a heavy spring.
- Special sets the number of turns. Negative values reduce the pitch at the top and bottom.

8.2.50 .Springy2

.Springy2
A spiral spring around the Y axis.

- Amount sets the height. Set positive to make the bottom widest; negative to make the middle widest..
- Scale sets the size. Negative values make a thicker spring.
- Special adjusts the number of turns. Negative values use a curved profile.

8.2.51 .Torus

.Torus
Torus (donut) around Z axis with rib/bubble options.

- Amount sets the relative width of the ring. Negative values increase rib/bubble size.
- Scale sets the size. Negative values increase rib/bubble size more.
- Special adds latitudinal ribs if positive, or longitudinal bubbles if negative.
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8.2.52 .Triangle

.Triangle
Triangle facing the Z or Y axis.

- Amount sets the height.
- Scale sets the size. Positive values face the Z axis, negative values face the Y axis.
- Special skews the triangle along the X axis.

8.2.53 .Tyrus

.Tyrus
Torus with groove and thread options, good for tyres.

- Amount sets the ring thickness. Grooves are added if either Amount or Scale is negative, with different
shape for each  combination.
- Scale sets the size.
- Special adds a thread and adjusts thread shape, with variable clipping of different shapes in each range
of 20. Positive values give a thread; negative values give rings.

8.2.54 .Wing

.Wing
A single wing or horn shape with airfoil, triangle, diamond or oval profile. Use Rescale to adjust size.

- Amount sets the forward pitch of the wing (50 is neutral). Negative values change vertical profile.
- Scale sets the central width of the wing. Positive values give a triangular wing; negative values give a
fatter wing.
- Special adjusts the wing curvature, blending through various shapes. Negative values change vertical
profile.

8.2.55 .Wings

.Wings
A pair of wings or arrowhead shape with airfoil, triangle, diamond or rectangular profile. Use Rescale to
adjust size.

- Amount sets the forward pitch of the wing (50 is neutral). Negative values change vertical profile.
- Scale sets the central width of the wing. Positive values give a triangular wing; negative values give fatter
wings.
- Special adjusts the wing curvature, blending through various shapes. Negative values change vertical
profile.

8.3 Tile

8.3.1 Archx

Archx
Makes copies evenly spaced in X, displaced in an arch in Y or Z.

- Amount sets the height of the arch.
- Scale sets the overall size. Positive values displace in Y; negative values displace in Z.
- Special adjusts the number of tiles and arch shape. The whole number sets the number of tiles. The first
decimal selects one of ten arch shapes. Negative values reorient the tiles perpendicular to the arch.

8.3.2 Arcrotz

Arcrotz
Makes copies in an arc around Z.
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- Amount sets radial displacement.
- Scale sets the extent of the arc. Negative values reflect alternate tiles in Y and Z.
- Special adjusts the number of tiles and starting angle. The whole number sets the number of tiles. The
decimal part sets the starting angle. Negative values reduce scale in proportion to the number of tiles.

8.3.3 Chainx

Chainx
Makes copies in the X direction with rotation round X.

- Amount adjusts rotation around X. Negative values keep alternate copies fixed and rotate both ways.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values rotate copies a quarter turn round Z.
- Special plus 2 is the number of copies. Negative values flip alternate copies in X.

8.3.4 Cubsym1

Cubsym1
Makes 24 tiles with cubic symmetry, reflecting within each face.

- Amount adjusts the radius of the tiles.
- Scale sets the overall size. Positive values give symmetry for objects facing Z; negative values give
symmetry for objects facing Y.
- Special moves the tiles towards or away from the corners of a cube.

8.3.5 Cubsym2

Cubsym2
Makes 24 tiles with cubic symmetry, rotating within each face.

- Amount adjusts the radius of the tiles.
- Scale sets the overall size. Positive values give symmetry for objects facing Z; negative values give
symmetry for objects facing Y.
- Special moves the tiles towards or away from the corners of a cube.

8.3.6 Cyclotiz

Cyclotiz
Tile in cycles around Z, similar shape to cycloz constructors.

- Amount sets the cycle displacement. Negative values change patterns.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values make fewer larger tiles.
- Special sets the cycle frequency. Negative values make different patterns.

8.3.7 Cyclotiz2

Cyclotiz2
Tile in cyclic patterns around Z. The pattern depends on the signs of Amount and Special.

- Amount sets the cycle displacement.
- Scale adjusts the number of copies and their size. Negative values add Z displacement.
- Special sets the cycle frequency.

8.3.8 Cycotyl

Cycotyl
Tile in cyclic coils around Y; similar shape to cycoil constructor.

- Amount sets the cycle displacement. Negative values add twist to the tiles.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values make fewer larger tiles.
- Special sets the cycle frequency. Positive values give vertical oscillations around the ring; negative
values give spirals around the ring.
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8.3.9 Fibspiry

Fibspiry
Makes copies of equal size in a Fibonacci spiral around the Y axis.

- Amount sets the height of the shape: dome, cone, hat or bowl depending on the sign of Amount and
Scale.
- Scale sets the overall size.
- Special adjusts the number of copies. Set positive to reorient the copies to the surface.

8.3.10 Kalix

Kalix
Kaleidoscopic tile around the X axis.

- Amount sets the size of each tile. Negative values invert alternate tiles in the Y direction.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values invert alternate tiles in the Z direction.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles around a circle, ignoring the decimal part. The first decimal place
sets the number of tiles outwards. Negative values invert alternate outward tiles in the Y direction.

8.3.11 Kaliy

Kaliy
Kaleidoscopic tile around the Y axis.

- Amount sets the size of each tile. Negative values invert alternate tiles in the Z direction.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values invert alternate tiles in the X direction.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles around a circle, ignoring the decimal part. The first decimal place
sets the number of tiles outwards. Negative values invert alternate outward tiles in the Z direction.

8.3.12 Kaliz

Kaliz
Kaleidoscopic tile around the Z axis.

- Amount sets the size of each tile. Negative values invert alternate tiles in the X direction.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values invert alternate tiles in the Y direction.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles around a circle, ignoring the decimal part. The first decimal place
sets the number of tiles outwards. Negative values invert alternate outward tiles in the X direction.

8.3.13 Ladder1

Ladder1
Tiles the holon in a vertical ladder or helix with a stretched rung.

- Amount twists into a helix around the Y axis.
- Scale sets the overall size. Positive values reorient the sides; negative values reorient the rungs.
- Special sets the number of tiles. The whole number sets the number of vertical steps. The decimal part
adjusts the number of tiles per step. Negative values offset the tile, for constructors that are not centered.

8.3.14 Ladder2

Ladder2
Tiles the holon in a vertical ladder or helix with two tiles per rung.

- Amount twists into a helix around the Y axis.
- Scale sets the overall size. Positive values reorient the sides; negative values reorient the rungs.
- Special sets the number of tiles. The whole number sets the number of vertical steps. The decimal part
adjusts the number of tiles per step. Negative values offset the tile, for constructors that are not centered.
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8.3.15 Randomxy

Randomxy
Rectangular or oval arrangement in the XY plane with randomness in position and orientation.

- Amount adds random orientation. Negative values vary the angles smoothly.
- Scale sets the overall size. Positive values give rectangular bounds; negative values give oval bounds.
- Special sets the number of tiles. Positive values give equal numbers in each direction. Negative values
use the whole number and fraction to set numbers in each direction.

8.3.16 Randomxz

Randomxz
Rectangular or oval arrangement in the XZ plane with randomness in position and orientation.

- Amount adds random orientation. Negative values vary the angles smoothly.
- Scale sets the overall size. Positive values give rectangular bounds; negative values give oval bounds.
- Special sets the number of tiles. Positive values give equal numbers in each direction. Negative values
use the whole number and fraction to set numbers in each direction.

8.3.17 Ringcone

Ringcone
Tiles the holon in a cone of rings around the Y axis.

- Amount sets the radius of the cone. Negative values make the cone concave.
- Scale sets the height of the cone.
- Special adjusts the number of tiles. The whole number sets the number of rings. The decimal part
adjusts the number of tiles around the rings. Negative values offset the angle of alternate rings.

8.3.18 Ringtower

Ringtower
Tiles the holon in a tower of rings around the Y axis.

- Amount sets the radius of the tower. Negative values taper the tower.
- Scale sets the height of the tower. Negative values reflect alternate rings outwards.
- Special adjusts the number of tiles. The whole number sets the number of rings. The decimal part
adjusts the number of tiles around the rings. Negative values offset the angle of alternate rings.

8.3.19 Rotatex

Rotatex
Tiles the holon in a circle around the X axis.

- Amount sets the radius of the circle. Negative values invert alternate tiles in the X direction.
- Scale sets the size of the tiles. Negative values invert alternate tiles in the Y direction.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles, ignoring the decimal part. Positive values reorient the tiles around
the circle; negative values keep the original orientation.

8.3.20 Rotatey

Rotatey
Tiles the holon in a circle around the Y axis.

- Amount sets the radius of the circle. Negative values invert alternate tiles in the Y direction.
- Scale sets the size of the tiles. Negative values invert alternate tiles in the Z direction.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles, ignoring the decimal part. Positive values reorient the tiles around
the circle; negative values keep the original orientation.
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8.3.21 Rotatez

Rotatez
Tiles the holon in a circle around the Z axis.

- Amount sets the radius of the circle. Negative values invert alternate tiles in the Z direction.
- Scale sets the size of the tiles. Negative values invert alternate tiles in the Y direction.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles, ignoring the decimal part. Positive values reorient the tiles around
the circle; negative values keep the original orientation.

8.3.22 Spiralin

Spiralin
Tiles the holon in a vertical inward spiral around the Y axis.

- Amount sets the radius of the spiral and affects spiral pitch. Negative values make the spiral concave.
- Scale sets the height of the spiral.
- Special adjusts the number of tiles. Negative values vary the pitch with number of tiles.

8.3.23 Spiralout

Spiralout
Tiles the holon in a vertical outward spiral around the Y axis.

- Amount sets the radius of the spiral and affects spiral pitch. Negative values make the spiral concave.
- Scale sets the height of the spiral.
- Special adjusts the number of tiles. Negative values vary the pitch with number of tiles.

8.3.24 Stepxy

Stepxy
Tiles the holon in a stepped pattern in the XY direction.

- Amount sets the size of each tile. Negative values make two steps wide.
- Scale sets the overall size. Positive values give ascending steps; negative values give descending.
- Special plus one is the number of steps. Negative values make two layers deep.

8.3.25 Stepyz

Stepyz
Tiles the holon in a stepped pattern in the YZ direction.

- Amount sets the size of each tile. Negative values make two steps wide.
- Scale sets the overall size. Positive values give ascending steps; negative values give descending.
- Special plus one is the number of steps. Negative values make two layers deep.

8.3.26 Tilecony

Tilecony
Tiles the holon in a cone around the Y axis, for phyllotaxis.

- Amount sets the height of the cone.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values change the curve.
- Special adjusts the tile density. Negative values change the curve.

8.3.27 Tilecub

Tilecub
Tiles the holon into multiple copies in a cubic lattice.

- Amount sets the size of each tile. Negative values mirror alternate tiles in the X direction.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values mirror alternate tiles in the Y direction.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles in each direction, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values mirror
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alternate tiles in the Z direction..

8.3.28 Tilehelix

Tilehelix
Tiles the holon in a helix around the Y axis.

- Amount sets the height. Positive values have a fixed radius; negative values are centered.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values invert alternating tiles in the Y direction.
- Special sets the number of tiles. The whole number plus one is the number of turns and the decimal
part sets the number of tiles per turn, from 1 to 99. Negative values reverse helix direction.

8.3.29 Tilepoly1

Tilepoly1
Makes 4, 6, 8 or 10 copies in a polyhedron, depending on the sign of Amount and Scale. The top of the
original will point outwards.

- Amount sets the size of each copy.
- Scale sets the overall size.
- Special adjusts the displacement from the center.

8.3.30 Tilepoly2

Tilepoly2
Makes 12, 14, 18 or 26 copies in a polyhedron, depending on the sign of Amount and Scale. The top of the
original will point outwards.

- Amount sets the size of each copy.
- Scale sets the overall size.
- Special adjusts the displacement from the center.

8.3.31 Tilespher

Tilespher
Tiles the holon in a sphere, using a spiral path around the sphere's Y axis.

- Amount sets the size of the tile. Negative values reflect alternate tiles in the X direction.
- Scale sets the size of the sphere. Negative values reflect alternate tiles in the Y direction.
- Special sets the number of tiles. Positive values rotate the tiles to align with the sphere, negative values
keep the original alignment.

8.3.32 Tilesph2

Tilesph2
Tiles the holon in a sphere, using a golden mean spiral path around the sphere's Y axis.

- Amount sets the size of the tile. Negative values reflect alternate tiles in the X direction.
- Scale sets the size of the sphere. Negative values reflect alternate tiles in the Y direction.
- Special sets the number of tiles. Positive values rotate the tiles to align with the sphere, negative values
keep the original alignment.

8.3.33 Tilestar

Tilestar
Tiles the holon in a star shape, with one copy in the center and one copy in each of six axial directions.

- Amount sets the size of the outer copies. Negative values rotate symmetrically.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values rotate outwards.
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- Special sets the size of the central copy. Negative values rotate in opposing directions.

8.3.34 Tilex

Tilex
Tiles the holon into multiple copies in the X direction.

- Amount sets the size of each tile. Negative values reflect alternate tiles in the X direction.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values reflect alternate tiles in the Y direction.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles in each direction, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values rotate
each tile 90 degrees around the Z axis.

8.3.35 Tilexy

Tilexy
Tiles the holon into multiple copies in a rectangular grid in the XY plane.

- Amount sets the size of each tile. Negative values reflect odd columns.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values reflect odd rows.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles in each direction, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values rotate
each tile 90 degrees from its neighbours.

8.3.36 Tilexyd

Tilexyd
Tiles the holon into multiple copies in a diagonal grid in the XY plane.

- Amount sets the size of each tile. Negative values rotate odd columns 90 degrees.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values reflect odd rows.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles in each direction, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values offset
odd rows in the Z direction.

8.3.37 Tilexyrnd

Tilexyrnd
Tiles the holon into multiple copies in the XY plane, with random displacement.

- Amount sets the amount of random displacement.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values allow randomness in all directions; positive values only allow
randomness in the plane.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles in each direction, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values rotate
each tile 90 degrees around the Z axis.

8.3.38 Tilexzrnd

Tilexzrnd
Tiles the holon into multiple copies in the XZ plane, with random displacement.

- Amount sets the amount of random displacement.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values allow randomness in all directions; positive values only allow
randomness in the plane.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles in each direction, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values rotate
each tile 90 degrees around the Y axis.

8.3.39 Tiley

Tiley
Tiles the holon into multiple copies in the Y direction.

- Amount sets the size of each tile. Negative values reflect alternate tiles in the Y direction.
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- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values reflect alternate tiles in the Z direction.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles in each direction, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values rotate
each tile 90 degrees around the X axis.

8.3.40 Tilez

Tilez
Tiles the holon into multiple copies in the Z direction.

- Amount sets the size of each tile. Negative values reflect alternate tiles in the Z direction.
- Scale sets the overall size. Negative values reflect alternate tiles in the X direction.
- Special plus 1 is the number of tiles in each direction, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values rotate
each tile 90 degrees around the Y axis.

8.4 Mirror

8.4.1 Mirage

Mirage 
Mirror effect that cuts the object into pieces and reflects them.

- Scale sets the size of the pieces.
- Special varies the spread between pieces.

8.4.2 Mirball

Mirball 
Radial mirror effect that cuts the object into pieces and reflects them.

- Scale sets the size of the pieces.
- Special varies the spread between pieces.

8.4.3 Mirecho

Mirecho 
Rotating mirror effect that cuts the object into pieces and reflects them.

- Scale sets the size of the pieces.
- Special changes the rotations.

8.4.4 Mirkali

Mirkali 
Kaleidoscopic mirror.

- Scale sets the rotation angle.
- Special adds lobes.

8.4.5 Mirmaze

Mirmaze 
Rotating mirror effect that cuts the object into pieces and reflects them.

- Scale sets the size of the pieces.
- Special changes the rotations.
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8.4.6 Mirrors

Mirrors 
Simple mirror effect that cuts the object into pieces and reflects them.

- Scale sets the size of the pieces.
- Special rotates the pieces.

8.4.7 Mirtile

Mirtile 
Rotating mirror effect that cuts the object into pieces and reflects them.

- Scale sets the size of the pieces.
- Special changes the rotations.

8.4.8 Mirwarp

Mirwarp 
Rotating mirror effect that cuts the object into pieces and reflects them.

- Scale sets the size of the pieces.
- Special changes the rotations.

8.5 Grid/block

8.5.1 Botsy

Botsy
Square grid displacing in the Y direction, with random shapes.

- Amount sets height, with random variations when negative.
- Scale sets the grid size. Negative values give a random mix of displacement shapes.
- Special rotates the displacements. Positive values give equal rotations; negative values give random
amount and size of rotations.

8.5.2 Bricks3d

Bricks3d
Makes a regular 3D pattern of rounded bricks. Useful for coloring or shape.

- Amount controls expansion from the brick centers.
- Scale sets the brick size. Negative values give a flat mortar area between the bricks.
- Special fattens the expansion; negative values constrain expansion to within the brick boundaries to
square them off.

8.5.3 Bricksx

Bricksx
Makes a regular pattern of rounded bricks facing the X direction. Useful for coloring or shape.

- Amount controls displacement in the X direction.
- Scale sets the brick size. Negative values give a flat mortar area between the bricks.
- Special changes the profile of the bricks; positive values widen and flatten the tops; negative values add
ripples.

8.5.4 Bricksy

Bricksy
Makes a regular pattern of rounded bricks facing the Y direction. Useful for coloring or shape.
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- Amount controls displacement in the Y direction.
- Scale sets the brick size. Negative values give a flat mortar area between the bricks.
- Special changes the profile of the bricks; positive values widen and flatten the tops; negative values add
ripples.

8.5.5 Bricksz

Bricksz
Makes a regular pattern of rounded bricks facing the Z direction. Useful for coloring or shape.

- Amount controls displacement in the Z direction.
- Scale sets the brick size. Negative values give a flat mortar area between the bricks.
- Special changes the profile of the bricks; positive values widen and flatten the tops; negative values add
ripples.

8.5.6 Brickzigy

Brickzigy
Makes a zigzag pattern of rounded bricks facing the Y direction. Useful for coloring or shape.

- Amount controls displacement in the Y direction.
- Scale sets the brick size. Negative values give a flat mortar area between the bricks.
- Special changes the profile of the bricks; positive values widen and flatten the tops; negative values add
ripples.

8.5.7 Circdiz

Circdiz
Makes patterns using concentric circles in a grid, displacing in the Z direction. Also very useful for coloring
only.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the pattern size. Negative values make thin circles.
- Special sets the pattern. The whole number selects one of 100 spatial arrangements.The first decimal
place selects one of 10 schemes for the priority of the rings. The last two decimals select variations of any
random elements. Randomness is used in circle patterns 79, 82, 85-99, and priority patterns 0 and 1.
Negative values use different meta pattern coloring.

8.5.8 Circutz

Circutz
Makes patterns using concentric circles in a grid, cutting stencils in the Z direction. Also very useful for
coloring only.

- Amount cuts into a stencil. Positive values cut towards the center of each ring; negative values cut away
from the center.
- Scale sets the pattern size. Negative values prefer overlapping circles for the stencil, and for coloring
when Special is negative.
- Special sets the pattern. The whole number selects one of 100 spatial arrangements.The first decimal
place selects one of 10 schemes for the priority of the rings. The last two decimals select variations of any
random elements. Randomness is used in circle patterns 79, 82, 85-99, and priority patterns 0 and 1.
Negative values use different meta pattern coloring.

8.5.9 Comcutz

Comcutz
Makes patterns using combinations of concentric shapes in a grid, cutting stencils in the Z direction. Also
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very useful for coloring only.
- Amount cuts into a stencil. Positive values cut towards the center of each ring; negative values cut away
from the center.
- Scale sets the pattern size. Negative values prefer overlapping circles for the stencil, and for coloring
when Special is negative.
- Special sets the pattern. The whole number selects one of 100 spatial arrangements.The first decimal
place selects one of 10 schemes for the priority of the rings. The last two decimals select variations of four
shapes (rounded square, circle, square, diamond), and vary any random elements. Randomness is used
in spatial patterns 79, 82, 85-99, and priority patterns 0 and 1. Negative values use different meta pattern
coloring.

8.5.10 Comdiz

Comdiz
Makes patterns using combinations of concentric shapes in a grid, displacing in the Z direction. Also very
useful for coloring only.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the pattern size. Negative values make thin lines.
- Special sets the pattern. The whole number selects one of 100 spatial arrangements.The first decimal
place selects one of 10 schemes for the priority of the rings. The last two decimals select variations of four
shapes (rounded square, circle, square, diamond), and vary any random elements. Randomness is used
in spatial patterns 79, 82, 85-99, and priority patterns 0 and 1. Negative values add rings of equal priority
instead of blending them (most effect with priority option 2; no effect with 0 or 8), and use different meta
pattern coloring.

8.5.11 Dinibats

Dinibats
Square grid with 3D displacement and random modulation frequency.

- Amount controls expansion from the brick centers.
- Scale sets the grid size. Negative values add a ripple.
- Special fattens the displacement. Negative values add a higher frequency ripple.

8.5.12 Dumbelz1

Dumbelz1
Alternating dumbell shapes displacing in the Z direction.

- Amount controls displacement.
- Scale sets the pattern size. Negative values use absolute value for displacement.
- Special flattens the profile for positive values or adds ripples for negative.

8.5.13 Dumbelz2

Dumbelz2
Random dumbell curves displacing in the Z direction.

- Amount controls displacement.
- Scale sets the pattern size. Negative values use absolute value for displacement.
- Special flattens the profile for positive values or adds ripples for negative.

8.5.14 Fblock3d

Fblock3d
Fractured block pattern in 3D, with four levels of rectangular splitting. Useful for coloring or shape.

- Amount controls expansion from the block centers.
- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Negative values add a mortar gap.
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- Special fattens the expansion; negative values constrain expansion to within the block boundaries to
square them off.

8.5.15 Fblocky1

Fblocky1
Displaces in the Y direction with the fractured block pattern, with four levels of squares of constant height.

- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Negative values add a mortar gap.
- Special squares off the blocks; negative values reduce displacement of smaller blocks.

8.5.16 Fblocky2

Fblocky2
Displaces in the Y direction with the fractured block pattern, with three levels of rectangular splitting.

- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Negative values add a mortar gap.
- Special squares off the blocks; negative values reduce displacement of smaller blocks.

8.5.17 Fblocky3

Fblocky3
Displaces in the Y direction with the fractured block pattern, with four levels of rectangular splitting.

- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Negative values add a mortar gap.
- Special squares off the blocks; negative values reduce displacement of smaller blocks.

8.5.18 Fblockz1

Fblockz1
Displaces in the Z direction with the fractured block pattern, with four levels of squares of constant height.

- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Negative values add a mortar gap.
- Special squares off the blocks; negative values reduce displacement of smaller blocks.

8.5.19 Fblockz2

Fblockz2
Displaces in the Z direction with the fractured block pattern, with three levels of rectangular splitting.

- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Negative values add a mortar gap.
- Special squares off the blocks; negative values reduce displacement of smaller blocks.

8.5.20 Fblockz3

Fblockz3
Displaces in the Z direction with the fractured block pattern, with four levels of rectangular splitting.

- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Negative values add a mortar gap.
- Special squares off the blocks; negative values reduce displacement of smaller blocks.

8.5.21 Fblockz4

Fblockz4
Displaces in the Z direction with the fractured block pattern, split to a uniform width.

- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Positive values split 3 levels, negative values split 4 levels.
- Special squares off the blocks. Negative values reduce displacement of smaller blocks.

8.5.22 Fstoney

Fstoney
Displaces in the Y direction with the fractured stone pattern.

- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Negative values randomize the displacement.
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- Special adjusts the displacement between Y and circular directions.

8.5.23 Fstonez

Fstonez
Displaces in the Z direction with the fractured stone pattern.

- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Negative values randomize the displacement.
- Special adjusts the displacement between Z and circular directions.

8.5.24 Ginnies

Ginnies
Makes a regular 3D grid of holes or bumps. Some settings can be slow in places.

- Amount sets the relative size of the holes. Negative values give extra lobes when Special is used.
- Scale sets the spacing of the grid. Negative values offset alternate rows.
- Special changes the shape of the holes; positive values make cubes or stars; negative values make
cloverleafs.

8.5.25 Ginzer

Ginzer
Makes a regular 3D grid of bubbles.

- Scale sets the spacing of the grid. Negative values make a different bubble shape.
- Special adds squareness to the bubbles.

8.5.26 Gridcub

Gridcub
Moves points to the nearest edge in a cubic grid.

- Scale sets the grid spacing. Negative values produce different shaped pieces.
- Special warps the grid.

8.5.27 Gridcub2

Gridcub2
Moves points to the nearest face in a cubic grid. Some settings can be slow in places.

- Scale sets the grid spacing. Negative values move perpendicular to the face; positive values are evenly
distributed.
- Special adds the square of the difference, separating into pieces.

8.5.28 Gridcube

Gridcube
Moves points to the nearest edge in a cubic grid. Better options than Gridcub.

- Scale sets the grid spacing. Negative values produce different shaped pieces.
- Special moves non-corners towards or away from the cube centers.

8.5.29 Gridcyl

Gridcyl
Moves points to the nearest edge in a cylindrical grid around the Y axis.

- Scale sets the grid frequency around Y. Negative values make different shaped pieces.
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- Special sets the vertical grid frequency. Positive values also set radial grid frequency.

8.5.30 Griddia

Griddia
Moves towards diagonal pairs in each face of a cubic grid.

- Set Amount positive for random diagonals; negative for alternating diagonals.
- Scale sets the grid size. Positive values give straight lines, negative values give curves.
- Special modulates the amount along the diagonals to change the pattern..

8.5.31 Gridpol

Gridpol
Makes a polar grid, with poles on the Y axis.

- Scale sets the grid spacing. Negative values produce different shaped pieces.
- Special warps the grid.

8.5.32 Gridrand1

Gridrand1
Moves points within cells of a grid, choosing orientation randomly. For coloring only, use a step gradient for
maze patterns.

- Positive values of Amount use 3 directions equally, while negative values optimize in the Z direction.
- Scale sets the grid size. Positive values move towards one side of the grid; negative values move
towards the center.
- Special modulates the amount, creating triangular warps.

8.5.33 Gridrand2

Gridrand2
Moves points within cells of a grid, with each direction randomized. For coloring only, use a step gradient for
maze patterns.

- Scale sets the grid size. Positive values move towards one side if Amount is positive, otherwise towards
both sides. Negative values move towards the center if Amount is positive, otherwise towards one side
and the center.
- If Special is zero, the amount is random, otherwise the amount is constant and Special sets the
threshold for cells to move or not. Negative values increase the chances of movement for every second cell
in each direction.

8.5.34 Gridsphr

Gridsphr
Moves points to the nearest edge in a spherical grid around the Y axis.

- Scale sets the grid frequency around Y. Negative values make different shaped pieces.
- Special sets the vertical grid frequency. Positive values also set radial grid frequency.

8.5.35 Gridtorus

Gridtorus
Moves points to the nearest edge in a toroidal grid around the Z axis.

- Scale sets the radius of the torus. Negative values make different shaped pieces.
- Special sets the grid frequency. Negative values use lower frequencies for the radial and Z angle grids.
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8.5.36 Hexagoz

Hexagoz
Makes a hexagonal grid of bubbles facing the Z direction. Useful for coloring or shape.

- Amount controls displacement in the Z direction.
- Scale sets the bubble size. Negative values give a flat area between the bubbles.
- Special changes the profile of the bubbles; positive values widen and flatten the tops; negative values
add ripples.

8.5.37 Holesz

Holesz
Makes a regular grid of holes in the Z direction.

- Amount sets the relative size of the holes. Negative values give extra lobes when Special is used.
- Scale sets the spacing of the grid. Negative values offset alternate rows.
- Special changes the shape of the holes; positive values make cubes or stars; negative values make
cloverleafs.

8.5.38 Latticub1

Latticub1
A cubic lattice of cubes or spheres connected by rods. Always affects shape.

- Amount sets the size of pieces. Negative values have no corner pieces.
- Scale sets the grid spacing. Positive values use spheres and cylindrical rods; negative values use cubes
and square beams.
- Special adds beads to the beams and adjusts the frequency. Negative values use different shape and
also randomize the corner sizes.

8.5.39 Latticub2

Latticub2
A cubic lattice of cubes or spheres connected by rods or springs. Always affects shape.

- Amount sets the size of pieces. Negative values use alternate spheres and cubes if Scale is positive, or
use randomized double springs if Scale is negative.
- Scale sets the grid spacing. Positive values use spheres; negative values use cubes.
- Special sets the spring pitch. Positive values make linear springs; negative values make variable
springs.

8.5.40 Latticyl

Latticyl
A cylindrical lattice of cubes or spheres connected by rods. Always affects shape.

- Amount sets the size of pieces. Negative values have no corner pieces.
- Scale sets the grid spacing. Positive values use spheres and cylindrical rods; negative values use cubes
and square beams.
- Special adds beads to the beams and adjusts the frequency. Negative values use different shape and
also randomize the corner sizes.

8.5.41 Mazez

Mazez
Makes a square maze facing the Z direction..

- Amount sets the maze height
- Scale sets the grid size. Negative values have lower probability of walls.
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- Special adjusts curvature. Positive values make narrower walls, negative values make repeating walls.

8.5.42 Obelisky

Obelisky
Makes square spires in the Y direction.

- Amount sets spire height. Negative values vary modulation frequency randomly.
- Scale sets spire grid size. Negative values vary the height and direction of squashing randomly.
- Special modulates spire thickness. Positive values use sine curves; negative values use scallops.

8.5.43 Penrosez

Penrosez
A Penrose tiling facing the Z axis. Also useful for coloring only.

- Amount displaces the surface, using the lowest tile level if Special is positive, or the third lowest if
Special is negative..
- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Negative values flatten the displacement.
- Special sets the number of tile levels plus 3 (maximum 30). The decimal part of Special blends between
the lowest four levels for the 1st metapattern color.
Metapatterns: 1 - tile type; 2 - tile x; 3 - tile y.

8.5.44 Reedy

Reedy
Makes spines like reeds or hair in the Y direction with randomized waves.

- Amount sets reed length. Negative values give random lengths.
- Scale sets the reed density and size. Negative values use an S curve for bending.
- Special bends the reeds with random waves. Increasing values vary the amount of bending in cycles,
while increasing the wavelength of variations.

8.5.45 Slices

Slices
Cuts into slices in two directions.

- Scale sets the grid size. Positive values align in the Y direction; negative values in the Z direction.
- Special warps the pieces.

8.5.46 Trihexz

Trihexz
A triangle/hexagon tiling facing the Z axis. Also useful for coloring only.

- Amount displaces the surface, using the lowest tile level if Special is positive, or the third lowest if
Special is negative..
- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Negative values flatten the displacement.
- Special sets the number of tile levels plus 3 (maximum 30). The decimal part of Special blends between
the lowest four levels for the 1st metapattern color.
Metapatterns: 1 - tile type; 2 - tile x; 3 - tile y.

8.5.47 Tunnelsz

Tunnelsz
Makes a regular grid of walled tunnels in the Z direction. Walls extrude to Z=0.

- Amount sets the relative size of the holes. Negative values give extra lobes when Special is used.
- Scale sets the spacing of the grid. Negative values offset alternate rows.
- Special changes the shape of the holes; positive values make cubes or stars; negative values make
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cloverleafs.

8.5.48 Vortices

Vortices
Swirls on a regular grid in the XY plane.

- Scale sets the size of the grid. Negative values give alternating swirl direction.
- Special displaces the swirls in the Z direction.

8.6 Local

8.6.1 Borez

Borez
A walled tunnel in the Z direction, with bevelled ends.

- Amount sets the bore diameter. Positive values give a circular bore, negative values give square.
- Scale sets the maximum diameter of the bevel relative to the bore diameter. Positive values bevel both
ends, negative values bevel only the front end.
- Special sets the length of the bore between the bevels. Positive values make a spherical bevel, negative
values make linear bevels.
Note: long narrow bores are slow to fill in. Bevels may not be visible if entirely inside or outside the object.

8.6.2 Boxfold

Boxfold
Folds points into a box. Positive values fold across the whole box; negative values fold across each half of
the box.

- Amount sets the rate of folding in the X direction.
- Scale sets the rate of folding in the Y direction.
- Special sets the rate of folding in the Z direction.

8.6.3 Clampbb

Clampbb
Clamps any portion of the holon that is outside a box or ball, shrinking the clamped points towards the
surface.

- Scale sets the size of the clamping shape. Positive values clamp to a box, negative values to a ball.
- Special sets relative amount of clamping of the inside points. Positive values move towards the surface,
negative values towards the center. Values of +/- 10 balance the inner and outer movement. Larger values
move the inner points more than the outer.

8.6.4 Clipbb

Clipbb
Clips any portion of the holon that is outside a box or ball, shrinking the clipped points towards the center.

- Scale sets the size of the clipping shape. Positive values clip to a box, negative values to a ball.
- Special alters the Z thickness of the box or ball.

8.6.5 Domey

Domey
Modulates height in a dome shape, flattening areas outside the dome. Especially useful for controlling the
shape of terrains built on Planey.

- Amount controls the strength of the effect. Negative values flatten inside the dome while leaving the
outside unchanged.
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- Scale sets the radius of the dome. Positive values make a circular dome, negative values make a
square.
- Special sets the size of the flat area at the top of the dome. Positive values make rounded edges,
negative values make a straight edge.

8.6.6 Extrudez

Extrudez
Extrudes in the Z direction.

- Scale sets the size of the object at the extruded end.
- Special adjusts curvature of the extrusion, with different curves in each range of 20.

8.6.7 Flatcyl

Flatcyl
Flattens or modulates in a cylinder around Y or Z.

- Amount adjusts the displacement. Set to 10 for flat, 20 to invert.
- Scale sets the radius of the cylinder. Positive values orient around Y; negative values orient around Z.
- Special adds sine modulation to the cylinder. Positive values vary along the axis; negative values vary
around the axis.

8.6.8 Flatx

Flatx
Flattens towards a plane facing X; also allows inversion or expansion.

- Set Amount to 10 to flatten; greater than 10 to invert, or negative to expand away from the plane.
- Scale values more or less than 10 displace away from the plane. Positive values act on the positive side
of the plane; negative values act on the negative side of the plane.
- Special sets the position of the plane.

8.6.9 Flaty

Flaty
Flattens towards a plane facing Y; also allows inversion or expansion.

- Set Amount to 10 to flatten; greater than 10 to invert, or negative to expand away from the plane.
- Scale values more or less than 10 displace away from the plane. Positive values act on the positive side
of the plane; negative values act on the negative side of the plane.
- Special sets the position of the plane.

8.6.10 Flatz

Flatz
Flattens towards a plane facing Z; also allows inversion or expansion.

- Set Amount to 10 to flatten; greater than 10 to invert, or negative to expand away from the plane.
- Scale values more or less than 10 displace away from the plane. Positive values act on the positive side
of the plane; negative values act on the negative side of the plane.
- Special sets the position of the plane.

8.6.11 Helixy

Helixy
Extrudes in a helix around Y. Best with thin lines, eg Grilles or Torus with amount 0, or Prism with amount -
0.001.

- Amount sets helix height.
- Scale sets the number of turns. Negative values add a half twist per turn.
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- Special sets the radius of the helix.

8.6.12 Needly

Needly
Extends in a sharp point along the Y axis.

- Scale adjusts the sharpness of the point. Positive values extend upwards; negative values extend in both
directions.
- Special sets the height where the effect begins.

8.6.13 Pathbend

Pathbend
Use on an iterator to add a proportion of the holon position to each holon iteration, with a hump to start and
tail to end. Especially useful to change the shape of spirals.

- Scale adjusts the length of the hump. Negative values change the shape of the hump.
- Special blends between the hump and tail.

8.6.14 Pathgyro

Pathgyro
use on an iterator for oscillating rotations around the iteration paths. Rotation directions are in world space,
not relative to the iteration paths. Works correctly with Reposition on and Relative to Parent off.

- Amount sets the rotation around X. The whole number sets the oscillation frequency; the decimal part
sets the amount.
- Scale sets the rotation around Y. The whole number sets the oscillation frequency; the decimal part
sets the amount.
- Special sets the rotation around Z. The whole number sets the oscillation frequency; the decimal part
sets the amount.

8.6.15 Pathrota

Pathrota
use on an iterator for rotations around the iteration paths. Rotation directions are in world space, not relative
to the iteration paths. Works correctly with Reposition on and Relative to Parent off.

- Amount sets the rotation around X.
- Scale sets the rotation around Y.
- Special sets the rotation around Z.

8.6.16 Powery

Powery
Adjust the curvature within a band in the Y direction. Useful for modifying FBM terrains.

- Amount sets the curvature power.
- Scale sets the width of the band. Positive values give one band, negative values produce repeating
bands.
- Special moves the bands vertically. Negative values give alternating curvature for the bands when Scale
is also negative.

8.6.17 Project

Project
Projects the shape outwards.

- If Scale is positive, projects into the X and Y axes; if negative, projects to all three axes.
- Special adjusts the size in the projected plane.
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8.6.18 Revolvey

Revolvey
Makes a surface of revolution around the Y axis, with optional twists.

- Set Amount positive to start at 0, or negative to start at 90 degrees.
- Scale adjusts the radius of rotation.
- Special adds twists around the revolution.

8.6.19 Revolvez

Revolvez
Makes a surface of revolution around the Z axis, with optional twists.

- Set Amount positive to start at 0, or negative to start at 90 degrees.
- Scale adjusts the radius of rotation.
- Special adds twists around the revolution.

8.6.20 Shearyx

Shearyx
Shear from Y to X, with variable curvature. It is mirror symmetric in Y.

- Scale sets the scale for curvature. Negative values shift the range downwards.
- Special sets the curvature. Positive values use a single power curve; negative values use an S bend.

8.6.21 Shearyz

Shearyz
Shear from Y to Z, with variable curvature. It is mirror symmetric in Y.

- Scale sets the scale for curvature. Negative values shift the range downwards.
- Special sets the curvature. Positive values use a single power curve; negative values use an S bend.

8.6.22 Shelly

Shelly
Extrudes in a spiral around Y. Best with thin lines, eg Grilles or Torus with amount 0, or Prism with amount -
0.001.

- Amount sets spiral height. Negative values add 8 vertical ribs.
- Scale sets spiral length (amount of rotation.)
- Special adjusts radius of the spiral; in X if Scale is positive, or Z if Scale is negative.

8.6.23 Valley

Valley
Adds vertical slopes beyond a central valley in the X or Z direction.

- Scale sets the width of the valley. Set positive for Z, negative for X.
- Special adjusts the curvature of the slopes. Positive values curve upwards; values above 50 give an S
curve. Negative values make sine curves.

8.7 Axial

8.7.1 Auger

Auger 
Spiraled spires along each axis.

- Scale adjusts the length of the spires.
- Special alters the rate of spiral.
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8.7.2 Axibits

Axibits
Square grid displacing in axial directions, with random shapes.

- Amount sets displacement.
- Scale sets the grid size. Negative values give hollow tubes.
- Special fattens the displacements when positive, and rotates them when negative.

8.7.3 Axibots

Axibots
Square grid displacing in axial directions, with random shapes.

- Amount sets displacement, with random variations when negative.
- Scale sets the grid size. Negative values give a random mix of displacement shapes.
- Special rotates the displacements. Positive values give equal rotations; negative values give random
amount and size of rotations.

8.7.4 Cacti

Cacti
Adds ribs along each axis.

- Scale sets the number of ribs.
- Special twists the ribs around the axes when Scale is positive, otherwise Special modulates the radial
thickness, in different ways if positive or negative.

8.7.5 Comcutax

Comcutax
Makes grid patterns using combinations of concentric shapes, cutting stencils. Also very useful for coloring
only.

- Amount cuts into a stencil. Positive values cut towards the center of each ring; negative values cut away
from the center.
- Scale sets the pattern size. Negative values prefer overlapping shapes for the stencil, and for coloring
when Special is negative.
- Special sets the pattern. The whole number selects one of 100 spatial arrangements.The first decimal
place selects one of 10 schemes for the priority of the rings. The last two decimals select variations of four
shapes (rounded square, circle, square, diamond), and vary any random elements. Randomness is used
in spatial patterns 79, 82, 85-99, and priority patterns 0 and 1. Negative values use different meta pattern 2
coloring.

8.7.6 Comdisax

Comdisax
Makes grid patterns using combinations of concentric shapes, displacing in the axial directions. Also very
useful for coloring only.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the pattern size. Negative values make thin lines.
- Special sets the pattern. The whole number selects one of 100 spatial arrangements.The first decimal
place selects one of 10 schemes for the priority of the rings. The last two decimals select variations of four
shapes (rounded square, circle, square, diamond), and vary any random elements. Randomness is used
in spatial patterns 79, 82, 85-99, and priority patterns 0 and 1. Negative values add rings of equal priority
instead of blending them (most effect with priority option 2; no effect with 0 or 8), and use different meta
pattern 2 coloring.
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8.7.7 Diagger

Diagger
Radial modulation by distance from diagonal intersections.

- Scale varies the curvature. Negative values also intersect axial planes.
- Special modulates the curvature. Positive values fatten it; negative values add sine ripples.

8.7.8 Gimble

Gimble
Sine warp beyond description.

- Results vary widely with Amount as well as Scale and Special.

8.7.9 Ginjams

Ginjams
Radial displacement of corners with oscillations. (Amount 20, Scale 10 turns a sphere into a cube.)

- Scale adds rib or spike patterns, adjusting frequency and oscillating amplitude. Negative values also
modulate the corners and edges.
- Special sets modulation frequency of the overall pattern.

8.7.10 Ginsang

Ginsang
Radial displacement patterns with corner and axis directions.

- Scale adjusts scale to match the holon size. Negative values use a different axial pattern.
- Special blends between corner and axial patterns.

8.7.11 Gyre

Gyre
Cosine warp beyond description.

- Results vary widely with Amount as well as Scale and Special.

8.7.12 Hairpoly

Hairpoly
Makes hair that can bend towards poles on the Y axis.

- Amount sets hair length. Negative values give random lengths.
- Scale sets the hair density and size. Positive values bend towards one pole; negative values bend top
and bottom halves in opposite directions.
- Special bends the hair towards or away from the poles. Values greater than 50 add an S curve.

8.7.13 Hairy

Hairy
Makes hair with axial orientation that can bend around the Y axis.

- Amount sets hair length. Negative values give random lengths.
- Scale sets the hair density and size. Positive values bend in one direction; negative values bend left and
right halves in opposite directions.
- Special bends the hair around the Y axis. Values greater than 50 add an S curve.

8.7.14 Mome

Mome 
Complicated axial modulation.

- Special adjusts axial mix.
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8.7.15 Moom

Moom 
Complicated axial modulation.

- Special adjusts axial mix.

8.7.16 Obelisks

Obelisks
Makes square spires in grids aligned with the axes.

- Amount sets spire height. Negative values vary modulation frequency randomly.
- Scale sets spire grid size. Negative values squash the spires in a direction depending on grid position.
- Special modulates spire thickness. Positive values use sine curves; negative values use scallops.

8.7.17 Ogre

Ogre 
Spiral rotation about each axis.

- Scale sets the spiral pitch.
- Special varies the axial extension with distance from the axis.

8.7.18 Penroseax

Penroseax
A Penrose tiling facing each axis. Also useful for coloring only.

- Amount displaces the surface, using the lowest tile level if Special is positive, or the third lowest if
Special is negative..
- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Negative values flatten the displacement.
- Special sets the number of tile levels plus 3 (maximum 30). The decimal part of Special blends between
the lowest four levels for the 1st metapattern color.
Metapatterns: 1 - tile type; 2 - tile x; 3 - tile y.

8.7.19 Spikes

Spikes
Adds rounded spikes along each axis.

- Scale sets the number of spikes.
- Special mixes in a different spike formula.

8.7.20 Spikes2

Spikes2
Adds pointy spikes along each axis.

- Scale sets the number of spikes. Positive values have wider valleys.
- Special adds ridges between the spikes.

8.7.21 Spineax

Spineax
Adds spines perpendicular to the axes.

- Amount sets the height of the spines. Negative values offset alternate rows.
- Scale adjusts the spine spacing along each axis. Negative values reduce spacing further out.
- Special sets the number of spines around each axis. Negative values bend the spines outward.
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8.7.22 Toves

Toves
Oblique axial warp. 

- Scale adjusts the axial development.
- Special varies the mix between oblique and regular axes.

8.7.23 Wabe

Wabe
Strong, smooth warp along the axes.

- Scale inversely sets the relative warp strength.
- Special modulates the warp with concentric folds. Negative values change phase of modulation.

8.7.24 Woob

Woob
Strong angular warp along the axes. 

- Scale inversely sets the relative warp strength.
- Special modulates the warp with concentric folds. Negative values change phase of modulation.

8.7.25 Zypes

Zypes
Spiral swirl about each axis.

- Scale sets the tightness of the swirl.
- Special modulates the axial extension.

8.8 Radial

8.8.1 Bristler

Bristler
Makes bristles with knobby or helical options.
- Amount sets bristle length. Negative values give random lengths.
- Scale sets the size and density of bristles. Positive values make rounded bristles; negative values make
sharp spines.
- Special adds bristle variation. Positive values modulate bristle thickness; negative values add helical twists
to the bristles.

8.8.2 Comdicy

Comdicy
Makes patterns using combinations of concentric shapes in a cylindrical grid around Y, displacing radially.
Also very useful for coloring only.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the pattern size. Negative values make thin lines.
- Special sets the pattern. The whole number selects one of 100 spatial arrangements.The first decimal
place selects one of 10 schemes for the priority of the rings. The last two decimals select variations of four
shapes (rounded square, circle, square, diamond), and vary any random elements. Randomness is used
in spatial patterns 79, 82, 85-99, and priority patterns 0 and 1. Negative values add rings of equal priority
instead of blending them (most effect with priority option 2; no effect with 0 or 8), and use different meta
pattern coloring.
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8.8.3 Comdisp

Comdisp
Makes patterns using combinations of concentric shapes in a spherical (polar) grid around Y, displacing
radially. Also very useful for coloring only.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the pattern size. Negative values make thin lines.
- Special sets the pattern. The whole number selects one of 100 spatial arrangements.The first decimal
place selects one of 10 schemes for the priority of the rings. The last two decimals select variations of four
shapes (rounded square, circle, square, diamond), and vary any random elements. Randomness is used
in spatial patterns 79, 82, 85-99, and priority patterns 0 and 1. Negative values add rings of equal priority
instead of blending them (most effect with priority option 2; no effect with 0 or 8), and use different meta
pattern coloring.

8.8.4 Fstoner

Fstoner
Displaces in the radial direction with the fractured stone pattern.

- Scale sets the size of the pattern. Negative values randomize the displacement.
- Special adjusts the displacement between radial and circular directions.

8.8.5 Giblet

Giblet
A spherical pattern of circular folded lobes. Works best on smooth surfaces.

- Scale adjusts the number of folds around each lobe. Negative values change phase of lobes.
- Special adjusts the density of lobes.

8.8.6 Gimper

Gimper 
Spherical pattern of lobes that are asymmetric around the equator.

- Scale sets the density of lobes around the equator. Negative values change phase of lobes.
- Special rotates the pattern and adjusts the density of lobes toward the poles.

8.8.7 Gumper

Gumper 
A spherical pattern of undulating folded lobes. Best on smooth surfaces.

- Scale adjusts the number of folds around each lobe. Negative values change phase of lobes.
- Special modulates the lobes from the poles.

8.8.8 Hairwave

Hairwave
Makes hair with randomized waves.

- Amount sets hair length. Negative values give random lengths.
- Scale sets the hair density and size. Negative values use an S curve for bending.
- Special bends the hair with random waves. Increasing values vary the amount of bending in cycles,
while increasing the wavelength of variations.

8.8.9 Mazepol

Mazepol
A spherical polar maze around the Y axis.
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- Amount sets the maze displacement.
- Scale sets the wall spacing. Positive values have more latitude than longitude walls; negative values
have equal probability of walls.
- Special adjusts wall curvature. Positive values make narrower walls, negative values make repeating
walls.

8.8.10 Nubble

Nubble 
Spherical pattern of sine bumps.

- Scale sets density of bumps. Negative values change phase of bumps.
- Special adjusts floor and ceiling of bumps.

8.8.11 Nubble2

Nubble2 
Spherical pattern of sine bumps.

- Scale sets density of bumps. Positive values use square of sine, negative values use absolute sine.
- Special adjusts floor and ceiling of bumps.

8.8.12 Peelspy

Peelspy
Spiral peel in a sphere around the Y axis.

- Amount controls the displacement; positive values tilt the strip, negative values oscillate the strip
depending on Scale and Special.
- Scale sets the strip width. If Amount is positive, positive values tilt the top outwards, negative values tilt
the bottom outwards. If Amount is negative, it changes the modulation type..
- Special adds modulation to the strip. The type of modulation depends on whether Amount, Scale and
Special are positive or negative.

8.8.13 Prickly1

Prickly1
Makes radial spikes in clusters by modulating two frequencies.

- Scale sets the first frequency. Negative values make sharper spikes.
- Special sets the second frequency. Positive values modulate latitude; negative values modulate both
directions.

8.8.14 Prickly2

Prickly2
Makes radial spikes in splayed clusters by modulating two frequencies.

- Amount splays the cluster spikes apart when positive, or together when negative.
- Scale sets the first frequency. Negative values make sharper spikes.
- Special sets the second frequency. Positive values modulate latitude; negative values modulate both
directions.

8.8.15 Prickly3

Prickly3
Makes radial spikes with adjustable frequency in each direction. The spike shape depends on the sign of 
Scale and Special.

- Set Amount positive for alternating spikes or negative for aligned.
- Scale sets the frequency around the equator (Y axis).
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- Special sets the frequency between the poles.

8.8.16 Ribble

Ribble 
Radial ribs around the Z axis, linear along Z. 

- Scale sets the number of ribs.
- Special twists the ribs along the Z axis, over a very wide range.

8.8.17 Ribblet

Ribblet 
Radial ribs around the Y axis, spherical along Y.

- Scale sets the number of ribs.
- Special twists the ribs along the Y axis, over a very wide range.

8.8.18 Ripple

Ripple
A spherical pattern of circular folded lobes. Works best on smooth surfaces.

- Scale adjusts the number of folds around each lobe. Negative values change phase of lobes.
- Special adjusts the equatorial density of lobes.

8.8.19 Ripplet

Ripplet
A spherical pattern of circular folded lobes. Works best on smooth surfaces.

- Scale adjusts the number of folds around each lobe. Negative values change phase of lobes.
- Special adjusts the density of lobes in the polar (Z) direction.

8.8.20 Rosette

Rosette
Concentric folds along the Z axis.

- Scale sets the density of folds. Positive values give uniform folds; negative values give petaled folds.
- Special undulates the folds.

8.8.21 Spheric

Spheric
Spherical inversion, using 1/r 2̂. Points inside go out, and points outside go in.

- Scale adjusts the size of the sphere. Small values have most effect.
- Special flattens or stretches the effect in the Z direction.

8.8.22 Spheric2

Spheric2
Spherical inversion, using 1/r. Points inside go out, and points outside go in.

- Scale adjusts the size of the sphere. Small values have most effect.
- Special adds oscillations to the radius.

8.8.23 Spiro

Spiro
Spherical pattern of lobes similar to Nubble. 

- Scale adjusts the number of radial lobes.
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- Special adjusts the number of polar lobes.

8.8.24 Warble

Warble
Strong radial spines.

- Scale sets the frequency of spines. Negative values change spine curve.
- Special adds sine modulation. Negative values change spine curve.

8.8.25 Zinzan

Zinzan
A spherical grid pattern of ridges and dents. 

- Scale sets the density of ridges.
- Special adds a twist around the Z axis.

8.9 Rotary

8.9.1 Armery1

Armery1
Makes a row of arms or horns around the Y axis.

- Scale sets the number of arms. Negative values give sharper points with more curvature.
- Special curls the arms up or down. If Amount is negative, alternate arms curl up and down.

8.9.2 Armery2

Armery2
Makes a double row of arms or horns around the Y axis.

- Scale sets the number of arms. Negative values give sharper points with more curvature.
- Special curls the arms up or down. If Amount is negative, either rows or alternate arms curl up and
down.

8.9.3 Bobbly

Bobbly
Sharp sine variation of the radius around the Y axis.

- Scale sets the frequency of the bubbles. Positive values use a single curve; negative values use a
double curve.
- Special adds variation along the Y axis.

8.9.4 Brickscy

Brickscy
Makes rounded bricks in a cylindrical grid around the Y axis. Useful for coloring or shape.

- Amount controls expansion from the brick centers.
- Scale sets the brick size. Negative values give a flat mortar area between the bricks.
- Special fattens the expansion; negative values constrain expansion to within the brick boundaries to
square them off.

8.9.5 Bubbly

Bubbly
Smooth sine variation of the radius around the Y axis.

- Scale sets the frequency of the bubbles. Positive values use cosine; negative values use sine.
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- Special adds variation along the Y axis.

8.9.6 Circutcy

Circutcy
Makes patterns using concentric circles in a cylindrical grid around Y, cutting stencils. Also very useful for
coloring only.

- Amount cuts into a stencil. Positive values cut towards the center of each ring; negative values cut away
from the center.
- Scale sets the pattern size. Negative values prefer overlapping circles for the stencil, and for coloring
when Special is negative.
- Special sets the pattern. The whole number selects one of 100 spatial arrangements.The first decimal
place selects one of 10 schemes for the priority of the rings. The last two decimals select variations of any
random elements. Randomness is used in circle patterns 79, 82, 85-99, and priority patterns 0 and 1.
Negative values use different meta pattern coloring.

8.9.7 Comcutcy

Comcutcy
Makes patterns using combinations of concentric shapes in a cylindrical grid around Y, cutting stencils.
Also very useful for coloring only.

- Amount cuts into a stencil. Positive values cut towards the center of each ring; negative values cut away
from the center.
- Scale sets the pattern size. Negative values prefer overlapping circles for the stencil, and for coloring
when Special is negative.
- Special sets the pattern. The whole number selects one of 100 spatial arrangements.The first decimal
place selects one of 10 schemes for the priority of the rings. The last two decimals select variations of four
shapes (rounded square, circle, square, diamond), and vary any random elements. Randomness is used
in spatial patterns 79, 82, 85-99, and priority patterns 0 and 1. Negative values use different meta pattern
coloring.

8.9.8 Comcutsp

Comcutsp
Makes patterns using combinations of concentric shapes in a spherical (polar) grid around Y, cutting
stencils. Also very useful for coloring only.

- Amount cuts into a stencil. Positive values cut towards the center of each ring; negative values cut away
from the center.
- Scale sets the pattern size. Negative values prefer overlapping circles for the stencil, and for coloring
when Special is negative.
- Special sets the pattern. The whole number selects one of 100 spatial arrangements.The first decimal
place selects one of 10 schemes for the priority of the rings. The last two decimals select variations of four
shapes (rounded square, circle, square, diamond), and vary any random elements. Randomness is used
in spatial patterns 79, 82, 85-99, and priority patterns 0 and 1. Negative values use different meta pattern
coloring.

8.9.9 Crinkle

Crinkle
Radial crinkle around the Z axis.

- Scale sets the crinkle frequency. Positive values stretch from the equator, negative values warp toward
alternating poles.
- Special twists the crinkles around the Z axis.
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8.9.10 Curly

Curly
Curls towards the Y axis.

- Scale sets the sensitivity for curving. Negative values increase the curl strength with radius.
- Special adds radial sine variation to the curl strength.

8.9.11 Gridcirc

Gridcirc 
A grid of circles around the Z axis.

- Scale sets the grid spacing. Positive values allow modulation of equal frequency; negative values allow
modulation of equal wavelength.
- Special sets the frequency to modulate the circle radius. Positive values give flat oscillations; negative
values give spiral oscillations. Modulation is sine if Amount is positive or absolute sine if Amount is
negative.

8.9.12 Holecyly

Holecyly
Makes a cylindrical grid of holes around the Y axis.

- Amount sets the relative size of the holes. Negative values give extra lobes when Special is used.
- Scale sets the spacing of the grid. Positive values repeat in the Y direction; negative values make a
single row of holes.
- Special changes the shape of the holes; positive values make squares or stars; negative values make
cloverleafs.

8.9.13 Holesphr

Holesphr
Makes a spherical grid of holes around the Y axis. (Holesphr2 works better.)

- Amount sets the relative size of the holes. Negative values give extra lobes when Special is used.
- Scale sets the spacing of the grid. Positive values have holes at the equator; negative values have holes
above and below the equator.
- Special changes the shape of the holes; positive values make squares or stars; negative values make
cloverleafs.

8.9.14 Holesphr2

Holesphr2
Makes a spherical grid of holes around the Y axis.

- Amount sets the relative size of the holes. Negative values give extra lobes when Special is used.
- Scale sets the spacing of the grid. Positive values have holes at the equator; negative values have holes
above and below the equator.
- Special changes the shape of the holes; positive values make squares or stars; negative values make
cloverleafs.

8.9.15 Horshu

Horshu 
"Horseshoe" rotation around Z axis.

- Scale adjusts amount of rotation.
- Special adjusts variation along Z axis.
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8.9.16 Joolz

Joolz 
Divides into spokes around the Z axis.

- Scale sets the number of spokes. Negative values add Z displacement.
- Special sets the frequency to modulate the spoke width radially. Negative values reverse the modulation
shape. Set Amount negative to add sine displacement.

8.9.17 Mazecirc

Mazecirc
Makes a circular maze facing the Z direction..

- Amount sets the maze height.
- Scale sets the wall spacing. Positive values have more circular than radial walls; negative values have
equal probability of walls.
- Special adjusts wall curvature. Positive values make narrower walls, negative values make repeating
walls.

8.9.18 Peelcy

Peelcy
Spiral peel in a cylinder around the Y axis.

- Amount controls the displacement; positive values tilt the strip, negative values oscillate the strip
depending on Scale and Special.
- Scale sets the strip width. If Amount is positive, positive values tilt the top outwards, negative values tilt
the bottom outwards. If Amount is negative, it changes the modulation type..
- Special adds modulation to the strip. The type of modulation depends on whether Amount, Scale and
Special are positive or negative.

8.9.19 Ringoz

Ringoz
Concentric folded rings around the Z axis.

- Scale sets the ring radius or density.
- Special modulates the ring radially along the Z axis.

8.9.20 Rings

Rings
Divides into rings around the Z axis.

- Scale sets the ring spacing. Negative values add Z displacement.
- Special sets the frequency to modulate the ring width around the circle. Negative values reverse the
modulation shape. Set Amount negative to add sine displacement.

8.9.21 Rotorize

Rotorize
Cuts the holon into angled blades around the Z axis.

- Scale sets the radius where the blades begin. Negative values increase the angle away from the center.
- Special sets the number of blades. Negative values give an S shape.
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8.9.22 Rotwistz

Rotwistz
Cuts the holon into twisted blades around the Z axis.

- Scale sets the radius where the blades begin. Negative values reverse the twist periodically.
- Special sets the number of blades. Negative values increase the twist away from the center.

8.9.23 Rufflez

Rufflez
A fan ripple around the Z axis.

- Scale sets the frequency. Negative values use absolute displacement.
- Special modulates the ripple. Positive values modulate the amplitude; negative values modulate the
frequency.

8.9.24 Swirlx

Swirlx
Swirl around the X axis.

- Scale sets the tightness of the swirl.
- Special adjusts the radial variation along the X axis. A setting of -25 gives no variation, more positive
values contract and more negative values expand.

8.9.25 Swirly

Swirly
Swirl around the Y axis.

- Scale sets the tightness of the swirl.
- Special adjusts the radial variation along the Y axis. A setting of -25 gives no variation, more positive
values contract and more negative values expand.

8.9.26 Swirlz

Swirlz
Swirl around the Z axis.

- Scale sets the tightness of the swirl.
- Special adjusts the radial variation along the Z axis. A setting of -25 gives no variation, more positive
values contract and more negative values expand.

8.9.27 Toroidz

Toroidz
Concentric rings around the Z axis.

- Scale sets the distance between rings. Positive values have a solid center; negative values have a hole.
- Special varies the strength of the effect around the circles.

8.9.28 Tubers

Tubers
A tubular warp around the Z axis.

- Scale sets the size of the tube (inversely) and adds fins at larger values. 
- Special adds a twisting modulation along the Z axis.
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8.9.29 Tubey

Tubey
A tubular warp around the Y axis.

- Scale sets the size of the tube (inversely).
- Special modulates the diameter along the Y axis. Negative values change phase of modulation.

8.9.30 Twisttop

Twisttop
Twists one or both ends around the Y axis.

- Scale adjusts the height where twisting begins. Positive values twist only the top; negative values twist
the top and bottom.
- Special varies the amount of twisting with the radius. Positive values increase twisting for small radius;
negative values increase twisting for large radius.

8.9.31 Twistx

Twistx
Twists around the X axis.

- Scale varies the strength with distance from the axis. Positive values twist more near the axis; negative
values twist more further out.

- Special oscillates the twist along the axis; positive with direction changes, negative without.

8.9.32 Twisty

Twisty
Twists around the Y axis.

- Scale varies the strength with distance from the axis. Positive values twist more near the axis; negative
values twist more further out.

- Special oscillates the twist along the axis; positive with direction changes, negative without.

8.9.33 Twistz

Twistz
Twists around the Z axis.

- Scale varies the strength with distance from the axis. Positive values twist more near the axis; negative
values twist more further out.

- Special oscillates the twist along the axis; positive with direction changes, negative without.

8.9.34 Tyroid

Tyroid
Displaces away from a ring, with thread or grooves.

- Amount sets the displacement. Grooves are added if either Amount or Scale is negative, with different
shape for each  combination. (No effect if Special is 0 and Amount and Scale are both positive.)
- Scale sets the size of the ring.
- Special adds a thread and adjusts thread shape, with variable clipping of different shapes in each range
of 20. Positive values give a thread; negative values give rings.

8.9.35 Wheel

Wheel
Swirl around the Z axis with a central warp along the Z axis. 
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- Scale sets the tightness of the swirl.
- Special adjusts the relative strength of the warp.

8.9.36 Zagzigz

Zagzigz
A spiral around the Z axis that zigzags (changes direction) on the way out.

- Amount controls the rotation.
- Scale adjusts the tightness of the spiral and number of direction changes.
- Special adds modulation along the Z axis.

8.9.37 Zigzagz

Zigzagz
A spiral around the Z axis that zigzags (changes direction) on the way out.

- Amount blends the effect in.
- Scale adjusts the tightness of the spiral and number of direction changes.
- Special adds modulation along the Z axis.

8.10 Warp

8.10.1 Balled

Balled
Warps in curls towards a solid or hollow ball.

- Scale sets the size of the ball; positive values for a hollow sphere, negative values for a solid ridged ball.
- Special adds lobes to the ball along the Z axis, asymmetric if Amount is negative.

8.10.2 Cosmo

Cosmo
Cosine combination that tends to make things rounder.

- Scale adjusts overall size.
- Special changes frequencies of terms, creating lobes.

8.10.3 Cubist

Cubist
Sine combination that tends toward solid blocks.

- Scale sets the sine frequencies; values near 100 make a cube.
- Special adjusts the Z component of the frequency in a complex way.

8.10.4 Msphere

Msphere
A spherical mapping that works with the Maskit3d fractal, and others with a large horizontal extent. Adjust
the Y/Z balance to suit the fractal orientation. Usually applied to a Free holon.

- Amount sets the Y component.
- Scale sets the overall size.
- Special sets the Z component.

8.10.5 Pyro

Pyro 
Inverse spherical transformation.

- Scale sets the conversion scale.
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- Special adjusts the polar amount.

8.10.6 Riesphere

Riesphere
Transforms the XY plane to a Riemann sphere, with the origin at the south pole and infinity at the north pole.

- Amount is 100 for the Riemann sphere.
- Scale sets the radius of the circle that maps to the equator. Positive values have the south pole pointing
to Z; negative values have the south pole pointing to -Y.
- Special uses the Z position to modulate the radius (adding thickness to the continents on the globe.)

8.10.7 Rounder

Rounder
Makes square shapes more or less circular.

- Amount adjusts roundness around the X axis.
- Scale adjusts roundness around the Y axis.
- Special adjusts roundness around the Z axis.

8.10.8 Shell

Shell
Curls up into balls.

- Scale increases coalescence into one ridged, solid ball.
- Special adjusts modulation frequencies. Works best on smooth surfaces.

8.10.9 Shifty

Shifty
Displaces along the Y axis depending on radius. Good for arrowheads and hearts.

- Scale adjusts the radius of curvature for Special. Positive values give a quadratic curve; negative values
give an S curve.
- Special adjusts the amount of curvature.

8.10.10 Sine

Sine
Simple sine transformation.

- Scale sets sine frequencies. Large values make segmented boxes.
- Special modulates the phases.

8.10.11 Slithy

Slithy 
Convoluted twists beyond description. Works best on smooth surfaces.

- Scale and Special increase complexity.

8.10.12 Spirals

Spirals
Moves all points a fixed amount, with direction varying along the axis to create a spiral. There is no rotation,
so the spiral effect appears equal everywhere.

- Scale sets the distance between each complete turn. Negative values change phase.
- Special sets the spiral direction. Zero is vertical (Y axis). Positive values rotate the direction around the
Z axis; negative values rotate it around the X axis.
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8.10.13 Squarer

Squarer
Makes round shapes more or less square.

- Amount adjusts squareness around the X axis.
- Scale adjusts squareness around the Y axis.
- Special adjusts squareness around the Z axis.

8.10.14 Styro

Styro
A lobed warp related to spherical transformation.

- Scale adjusts the number of lobes.
- Special modulates the frequency and phase for complex gyrations.

8.10.15 Toppy

Toppy
A spindle or top around the Y axis.

- Scale adjusts the overall size.
- Special curves the flange up or down, or alternating if Scale is negative.

8.10.16 Twirl

Twirl
A sort of swirl that twists around in 3-D.

- Scale sets the pitch of the curve.
- Special changes the form of the curve.

8.10.17 Twist

Twist
Undulating warp. Subtle unless Special used.

- Scale adjusts the undulation frequency.
- Special amplifies the effect. Negative values add extra modulation.

8.10.18 Vortex

Vortex
Curling warps in the X-Y plane.

- Scale sets the tightness of curvature.
- Special varies the relative frequencies in the curve.

8.10.19 Waffly

Waffly
A waffle pattern displacing in the Y direction.

- Scale sets the frequency. Negative values only displace upwards.
- Special modulates the amplitude with a second waffle.

8.10.20 Warp

Warp
Undulating warp. Subtle unless Special used.

- Scale adjusts the undulation frequency.
- Special amplifies the effect. Negative values add extra modulation.
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8.10.21 Waver

Waver
Simple sine wave displacement.

- Scale sets the wavelength. Positive values oscillate perpendicular to the Z axis, negative values
perpendicular to the X axis.
- Special sets the direction. Zero is vertical (Y axis). Positive values rotate the wave around the Z axis,
negative values around the X axis.

8.10.22 Whirl

Whirl
A sort of axial swirl that twists around in 3-D.

- Scale sets the pitch of the curve.
- Special changes the form of the curve.

8.10.23 Whorl

Whorl
A sort of swirl that twists around in 3-D.

- Scale inversely sets the pitch of the curve. Small values can be messy.
- Special changes the form of the curve.

8.10.24 Wrap

Wrap
Oblique axial warp that wraps around in various ways.

- Scale sets the axial extension.
- Special modulates the wrap.

8.10.25 Wyrl

Wyrl
A weird whirly warp with axial pseudosymmetry.

- Scale sets the pitch of the curve.
- Special adds whirl to the warp.

8.11 Noise

8.11.1 Agate

Agate
2D FBM noise with agate pattern striped in the Y direction.

- Amount sets the amplitude of displacement in the Z direction. Set to 0 for coloring only.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use absolute values of each octave.
- Special adjusts the strength of the octaves, in divisions of 25. Within each division it increases
roughness. Between 0 and 25, each octave has twice the frequency; between 25 and 50 each octave is
four times the frequency; from 50 to 75 it is eight times, and above 75 it is 16 times. Negative values
decrease higher octaves faster, and have a weaker pattern.
Color metapatterns: 1 - total noise; 2 - 1st octave; 3 - 2nd octave
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8.11.2 Agater

Agater
3D FBM noise with agate pattern striped in the radial direction.

- Amount sets the amplitude of displacement in the radial direction. Set to 0 for coloring only.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use absolute values of each octave.
- Special adjusts the strength of the octaves, in divisions of 25. Within each division it increases
roughness. Between 0 and 25, each octave has twice the frequency; between 25 and 50 each octave is
four times the frequency; from 50 to 75 it is eight times, and above 75 it is 16 times. Negative values
decrease higher octaves faster, and have a stronger pattern.
Color metapatterns: 1 - total noise; 2 - 1st octave; 3 - 2nd octave

8.11.3 Fbm3d

Fbm3d
3D FBM vector noise displacing in random direction, also known as turbulence.

- Amount sets the amplitude.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values square the amplitude to accentuate peaks.
- Special adjusts the strength of the octaves, in divisions of 25. Within each division it increases
roughness. Between 0 and 25, each octave has twice the frequency; between 25 and 50 each octave is
four times the frequency; from 50 to 75 it is eight times, and above 75 it is 16 times. Negative values
decrease higher octaves faster.
Color metapatterns: 1 - X difference; 2 - Y difference; 3 - Z difference

8.11.4 Fbm3dv

Fbm3dv
3D FBM vector value noise displacing in random direction. Squarer pattern than Fbm3d.

- Amount sets the amplitude.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values align octaves in same or opposite direction.
- Special adjusts the strength of the octaves, in divisions of 25. Within each division it increases
roughness. Between 0 and 25, each octave has twice the frequency; between 25 and 50 each octave is
four times the frequency; from 50 to 75 it is eight times, and above 75 it is 16 times. Negative values
decrease higher octaves faster.
Color metapatterns: 1 - X difference; 2 - Y difference; 3 - Z difference

8.11.5 Fbmrad

Fbmrad
3D FBM noise displacing radially, ideal for rocks or adding texture to most shapes.

- Amount sets the amplitude.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use absolute values of each octave.
- Special adjusts the strength of the octaves, in divisions of 25. Within each division it increases
roughness. Between 0 and 25, each octave has twice the frequency; between 25 and 50 each octave is
four times the frequency; from 50 to 75 it is eight times, and above 75 it is 16 times. Negative values
decrease higher octaves faster.
Color metapatterns: 1 - total noise; 2 - 1st octave; 3 - 2nd octave

8.11.6 Fbmrmx

Fbmrmx
2D FBM noise displacing radially, taking maximum value of octaves.

- Amount sets the amplitude.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use absolute values of each octave.
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- Special adjusts the strength of the octaves, in divisions of 25. Within each division it increases
roughness. Between 0 and 25, each octave has twice the frequency; between 25 and 50 each octave is
four times the frequency; from 50 to 75 it is eight times, and above 75 it is 16 times. Negative values
square the amplitude to accentuate peaks.
Color metapatterns: 1 - total noise; 2 - 1st octave; 3 - 2nd octave

8.11.7 Fbmy

Fbmy
2D FBM noise displacing in the Y direction, ideal for terrains.

- Amount sets the amplitude.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use absolute values of each octave.
- Special adjusts the strength of the octaves, in divisions of 25. Within each division it increases
roughness. Between 0 and 25, each octave has twice the frequency; between 25 and 50 each octave is
four times the frequency; from 50 to 75 it is eight times, and above 75 it is 16 times. Negative values
decrease higher octaves faster.
Color metapatterns: 1 - total noise; 2 - 1st octave; 3 - 2nd octave

8.11.8 Fbmymx

Fbmymx
2D FBM noise displacing in the Y direction, taking maximum value of octaves.

- Amount sets the amplitude.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use absolute values of each octave.
- Special adjusts the strength of the octaves, in divisions of 25. Within each division it increases
roughness. Between 0 and 25, each octave has twice the frequency; between 25 and 50 each octave is
four times the frequency; from 50 to 75 it is eight times, and above 75 it is 16 times. Negative values
square the amplitude to accentuate peaks.
Color metapatterns: 1 - total noise; 2 - 1st octave; 3 - 2nd octave

8.11.9 Fbmz

Fbmz
2D FBM noise displacing in the Z direction.

- Amount sets the amplitude.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use absolute values of each octave.
- Special adjusts the strength of the octaves, in divisions of 25. Within each division it increases
roughness. Between 0 and 25, each octave has twice the frequency; between 25 and 50 each octave is
four times the frequency; from 50 to 75 it is eight times, and above 75 it is 16 times. Negative values
decrease higher octaves faster.
Color metapatterns: 1 - total noise; 2 - 1st octave; 3 - 2nd octave

8.11.10 Fbmzval

Fbmzval
2D FBM value noise displacing in the Z direction. Value noise is squarer and more grid aligned.

- Amount sets the amplitude.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use absolute values of each octave.
- Special adjusts the strength of the octaves, in divisions of 25. Within each division it increases
roughness. Between 0 and 25, each octave has twice the frequency; between 25 and 50 each octave is
four times the frequency; from 50 to 75 it is eight times, and above 75 it is 16 times. Negative values
decrease higher octaves faster.
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Color metapatterns: 1 - total noise; 2 - 1st octave; 3 - 2nd octave

8.11.11 Gaborsp

Gaborsp
Gabor convolution noise displacing radially with spherical orientation around Y. (Sum of random mounds of
ripples with variable frequency and orientation.)

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use absolute values.
- Special sets the pattern parameters. The whole number sets the randomness of orientation of the
ripples. The first decimal sets the randomness of ripple frequency, and the last two decimals set the
minimum ripple frequency. Positive values use gaussian (bell curve) envelope and negative values use a
dome.

8.11.12 Gabory

Gabory
Gabor convolution noise displacing in the Y direction. (Sum of random mounds of ripples with variable
frequency and orientation.)

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use absolute values.
- Special sets the pattern parameters. The whole number sets the randomness of orientation of the
ripples. The first decimal sets the randomness of ripple frequency, and the last two decimals set the
minimum ripple frequency. Positive values use gaussian (bell curve) envelope and negative values use a
dome.

8.11.13 Molecule

Molecule
Makes a random network of spheres and/or connecting rods. Always affects the shape. Some areas will be
slow to fill.

- Amount sets the size of the spheres. Negative values give randomized sizes.
- Scale sets the scale of the network.
- Special sets the diameter of the connecting rods. The signs of Scale and Special set the number of
rods from each sphere: - - 1; + - 2; - + 3; + + 4.

8.11.14 Poissony

Poissony
2D Voronoi pattern with nearly Poisson spacing, displacing in the Y direction.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use the nearest value D1; positive values use the
difference between nearest and second nearest D2-D1.
- Special changes the profile with different effect in each range of 50.
Color metapatterns: 1 - as set by Scale; 2 - D1; 3 - D2

8.11.15 Poissonz

Poissonz
2D Voronoi pattern with nearly Poisson spacing, displacing in the Z direction.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use the nearest value D1; positive values use the
difference between nearest and second nearest D2-D1.
- Special changes the profile with different effect in each range of 50.
Color metapatterns: 1 - as set by Scale; 2 - D1; 3 - D2
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8.11.16 Poissrad

Poissrad
2D Voronoi pattern with nearly Poisson spacing, displacing in the radial direction.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use the nearest value D1; positive values use the
difference between nearest and second nearest D2-D1.
- Special changes the profile with different effect in each range of 50.
Color metapatterns: 1 - as set by Scale; 2 - D1; 3 - D2

8.11.17 Vorminy2

Vorminy2
2D Voronoi pattern displacing in the Y direction. It uses the minimum of X and Y distances to the nearest
random points in each cell.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use the nearest value D1; positive values use the
difference between nearest and second nearest D2-D1; unless Special is negative, when the second
nearest D2 is used.
- Special fattens the tops.
Color metapatterns: 1 - as set by Scale; 2 - D1; 3 - cell ID

8.11.18 Vorogrid

Vorogrid
3D Voronoi pattern that separates or distorts the cells.

- Amount moves points toward or away from the nearest cell point.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern, positive values for distance squared or negative values for
Manhattan.
- Special adds in the effect of the second nearest cell point, which curves the surfaces.
Color metapatterns: 1 - D2-D1; 2 - D1; 3 - cell ID

8.11.19 Voromy2

Voromy2
2D Voronoi pattern displacing in the Y direction. It uses the Manhattan (city block) distances to the nearest
random points in each cell.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use the nearest value D1; positive values use the
difference between nearest and second nearest D2-D1; unless Special is negative, when the second
nearest D2 is used.
- Special flattens the tops for values between 0 and 50, and inverts the highest points for values above 50.
Color metapatterns: 1 - as set by Scale; 2 - D1; 3 - D2

8.11.20 Voromy3

Voromy3
3D Voronoi pattern displacing in the Y direction. It uses the Manhattan (city block) distances to the nearest
random points in each cell.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use the nearest value D1; positive values use the
difference between nearest and second nearest D2-D1; unless Special is negative, when the second
nearest D2 is used.
- Special flattens the tops for values between 0 and 50, and inverts the highest points for values above 50.
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Color metapatterns: 1 - as set by Scale; 2 - D1; 3 - D2

8.11.21 Voropy2

Voropy2
2D Voronoi pattern displacing in the Y direction. It uses a triangular pyramid for distances to the nearest
random points in each cell.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use the nearest value D1; positive values use the
difference between nearest and second nearest D2-D1; unless Special is negative, when the second
nearest D2 is used.
- Special flattens the tops for values between 0 and 50, and inverts the highest points for values above 50.
Color metapatterns: 1 - D2-D1; 2 - D1; 3 - Cell ID

8.11.22 Vororad

Vororad
3D Voronoi pattern displacing in the radial direction. It uses the squared distances to the nearest random
points in each cell.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use the nearest value D1; positive values use the
difference between nearest and second nearest D2-D1; unless Special is negative, when the second
nearest D2 is used.
- Special flattens the tops for values between 0 and 50, and inverts the highest points for values above 50.
Color metapatterns: 1 - as set by Scale; 2 - D1; 3 - D2

8.11.23 Voroy2

Voroy2
2D Voronoi pattern displacing in the Y direction. It uses the squared distances to the nearest random points
in each cell.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use the nearest value D1; positive values use the
difference between nearest and second nearest D2-D1; unless Special is negative, when the second
nearest D2 is used.
- Special flattens the tops for values between 0 and 50, and inverts the highest points for values above 50.
Color metapatterns: 1 - as set by Scale; 2 - D1; 3 - D2

8.11.24 Voroy3

Voroy3
3D Voronoi pattern displacing in the Y direction. It uses the squared distances to the nearest random points
in each cell.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use the nearest value D1; positive values use the
difference between nearest and second nearest D2-D1; unless Special is negative, when the second
nearest D2 is used.
- Special flattens the tops for values between 0 and 50, and inverts the highest points for values above 50.
Color metapatterns: 1 - as set by Scale; 2 - D1; 3 - D2
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8.11.25 Voroz2

Voroz2
2D Voronoi pattern displacing in the Z direction. It uses the squared distances to the nearest random points
in each cell.

- Amount sets the displacement.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use the nearest value D1; positive values use the
difference between nearest and second nearest D2-D1; unless Special is negative, when the second
nearest D2 is used.
- Special flattens the tops for values between 0 and 50, and inverts the highest points for values above 50.
Color metapatterns: 1 - as set by Scale; 2 - D1; 3 - D2

8.11.26 Wavscr

Wavscr
Waves of constant frequency from random positions, displacing in the radial direction. The number of waves
depends on Scale and Special. Both positive: 2; Special negative: 4; Scale negative: 6; both negative: 8.

- Amount sets the wave amplitude.
- Scale sets the spread of the wave centers.
- Special sets the frequency of the waves, and must be non-zero to see any effect.

8.11.27 Wavscy

Wavscy
Waves of constant frequency from random positions, displacing in the Y direction. The number of waves
depends on Scale and Special. Both positive: 2; Special negative: 4; Scale negative: 6; both negative: 8.

- Amount sets the wave amplitude.
- Scale sets the spread of the wave centers.
- Special sets the frequency of the waves, and must be non-zero to see any effect.

8.11.28 Wavsvr

Wavsvr
Waves of variable frequency from random positions, displacing in the radial direction. The number of waves
depends on Scale and Special. Both positive: 2; Special negative: 4; Scale negative: 6; both negative: 8.

- Amount sets the wave amplitude.
- Scale sets the spread of the wave centers.
- Special sets the frequency of the waves, and must be non-zero to see any effect.

8.11.29 Wavsvy

Wavsvy
Waves of variable frequency from random positions, displacing in the Y direction. The number of waves
depends on Scale and Special. Both positive: 2; Special negative: 4; Scale negative: 6; both negative: 8.

- Amount sets the wave amplitude.
- Scale sets the spread of the wave centers.
- Special sets the frequency of the waves, and must be non-zero to see any effect.

8.11.30 Woodx

Woodx
Cylindrical woodgrain around the X axis perturbed by FBM noise. Only for coloring; has no effect on shape.
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- Amount sets the amount of noise.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use absolute values of each octave.
- Special adjusts the strength of the octaves, in divisions of 25. Within each division it increases
roughness. Between 0 and 25, each octave has twice the frequency; between 25 and 50 each octave is
four times the frequency; from 50 to 75 it is eight times, and above 75 it is 16 times. Negative values
decrease higher octaves faster, and also have a stronger pattern.
Color metapatterns: 1 - cylindrical grain; 2 - stronger grain; 3 - grain along Y and Z

8.11.31 Woody

Woody
Cylindrical woodgrain around the Y axis perturbed by FBM noise. Only for coloring; has no effect on shape.

- Amount sets the amount of noise.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use absolute values of each octave.
- Special adjusts the strength of the octaves, in divisions of 25. Within each division it increases
roughness. Between 0 and 25, each octave has twice the frequency; between 25 and 50 each octave is
four times the frequency; from 50 to 75 it is eight times, and above 75 it is 16 times. Negative values
decrease higher octaves faster, and also have a stronger pattern.
Color metapatterns: 1 - cylindrical grain; 2 - stronger grain; 3 - grain along X and Z

8.11.32 Woodz

Woodz
Cylindrical woodgrain around the Z axis perturbed by FBM noise. Only for coloring; has no effect on shape.

- Amount sets the amount of noise.
- Scale sets the scale of the pattern. Negative values use absolute values of each octave.
- Special adjusts the strength of the octaves, in divisions of 25. Within each division it increases
roughness. Between 0 and 25, each octave has twice the frequency; between 25 and 50 each octave is
four times the frequency; from 50 to 75 it is eight times, and above 75 it is 16 times. Negative values
decrease higher octaves faster, and also have a stronger pattern.
Color metapatterns: 1 - cylindrical grain; 2 - stronger grain; 3 - grain along X and Y

8.12 Iterated

8.12.1 Curleryc

Curleryc
Iterated formula that makes gnarled distortion, cylindrical around the Y axis

- Amount is per iteration.
- Scale sets the grid size for repeating patterns.
- Special plus 1 is the number of iterations, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values give a variation in
the formula. Increasing iterations is slower.

8.12.2 Curlerys

Curlerys
Iterated formula that makes gnarled distortion, cylindrical around the Y axis

- Amount is per iteration.
- Scale sets the grid size for repeating patterns.
- Special plus 1 is the number of iterations, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values give a variation in
the formula. Increasing iterations is slower.
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8.12.3 Gnarl

Gnarl
Iterated formula that makes gnarled distortion in the XY plane.

- Amount is per iteration.
- Scale sets the grid size for repeating patterns.
- Special plus 1 is the number of iterations, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values give a variation in
the formula. Increasing iterations is slower.

8.12.4 Gnarl3

Gnarl3
Iterated formula that makes gnarled distortion in 3-D.

- Amount is per iteration.
- Scale sets the grid size for repeating patterns.
- Special plus 1 is the number of iterations, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values give a variation in
the formula. Increasing iterations is slower.

8.12.5 Gnorl

Gnorl
Iterated formula that makes gnarled distortion in 3-D.

- Amount is per iteration.
- Scale sets the grid size for repeating patterns.
- Special plus 1 is the number of iterations, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values give a variation in
the formula. Increasing iterations is slower.

8.12.6 Gnurl

Gnurl
Iterated formula that makes gnarled distortion in 3-D.

- Amount is per iteration.
- Scale sets the grid size for repeating patterns.
- Special plus 1 is the number of iterations, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values give a variation in
the formula. Increasing iterations is slower.

8.12.7 Latoocaz

Latoocaz
Iterated 'Latoocarfian' formula that makes a curling sine pattern facing the Z axis.

- Scale and Special are the two frequency parameters, offset from 0.
- If both Scale and Special are positive, the number of iterations is 2. Negative Scale adds 1 iteration and
negative Special adds 2 iterations.

8.12.8 Popcorn

Popcorn
Iterated formula that makes popcorn distortion in the XY plane.

- Amount is per iteration.
- Scale sets the grid size for repeating patterns.
- Special plus 1 is the number of iterations, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values give a variation in
the formula. Increasing iterations is slower.
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8.12.9 Sphynx

Sphynx
Iterated formula that makes circular gyrations in 3-D.

- Amount is per iteration.
- Scale sets the grid size for repeating patterns.
- Special plus 1 is the number of iterations, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values give a variation in
the formula. Increasing iterations is slower.

8.12.10 Spinry

Spinry
Iterated formula that makes circular distortion, cylindrical around the Y axis

- Amount is per iteration.
- Scale sets the grid size for repeating patterns.
- Special plus 1 is the number of iterations, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values give a variation in
the formula. Increasing iterations is slower.

8.12.11 Spinz

Spinz
Iterated formula that makes circular alternating spirals in the XY plane.

- Amount is per iteration.
- Scale sets the grid size for repeating patterns.
- Special plus 1 is the number of iterations, ignoring the decimal part. Negative values give a variation in
the formula. Increasing iterations is slower.

8.13 Fractal

8.13.1 Apolloz

Apolloz
Makes an Apollonian gasket around the Z axis. It must use an iterator holon with scales 100 and other
parameters 0.

- Amount has no effect.
- Scale adjusts the size of the fractal.
- Special has no effect.

8.13.2 Gumomira

Gumomira
Makes the Gumowski-Mira attractor around the Z axis when applied to an iterator holon. For a single holon,
set all Scales 100 and vary only X,Y position and Z rotation.

- Amount should be 100 for standard results, but may be varied.
- Scale sets the overall size, but may also affect the shape due to chaotic sensitivity. Negative values
reduce Z height each iteration.
- Special varies the shape.

8.13.3 Halfjuly

Halfjuly
Only the first root of a z n̂+c Julia, facing the Y axis. Not a fractal by itself, but can combine with another
iterator to make a full fractal.

- Amount sets the power (multiplied by 10; set to 20 for power 2).
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- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.4 Halfjulz

Halfjulz
Only the first root of a z n̂+c Julia, facing the Z axis. Not a fractal by itself, but can combine with another
iterator to make a full fractal.

- Amount sets the power (multiplied by 10; set to 20 for power 2).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.5 JackalT

JackalT
Cubic Julia fractal 1/(z 3̂+cz+a) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 20).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 10).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 10).

8.13.6 JackarooT

JackarooT
Cubic Julia fractal (z 3̂+cz+a)/(z 3̂+cz-a) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 20).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 10).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 10).

8.13.7 JackboxT

JackboxT
Cubic Julia fractal (az 2̂+az+c)/(z 3̂+1) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 20).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 10).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 10).

8.13.8 JackdawT

JackdawT
Cubic Julia fractal (z 3̂-az+c)/(z 3̂+az-c) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 20).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 10).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 20).

8.13.9 JackieT

JackieT
Cubic Julia fractal 1/(z 3̂+cz 2̂+a) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 20).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 10).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 10).

8.13.10 JackoT

JackoT
Cubic Julia fractal (z 3̂+cz+a)/z using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 100).
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- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.11 JacobT

JacobT
Cubic Julia fractal (z 3̂+az)/(cz 2̂+1) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 20).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.12 JacuzaT

JacuzaT
Cubic Julia fractal (cz+a)/(z 3̂+1) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 20).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 10).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 10).

8.13.13 JacuzziT

JacuzziT
Cubic Julia fractal (cz 2̂+a)/(z 3̂+1) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 20).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 25).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 25).

8.13.14 JasmaicaT

JasmaicaT
Quadratic Julia fractal (cz+a)/(z 2̂+1) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 5).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 5).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 2).

8.13.15 JasmineT

JasmineT
Quadratic Julia fractal (cz 2̂+a)/(z 2̂+1) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 10).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 100).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 25).

8.13.16 JasonT

JasonT
Quadratic Julia fractal 1/(z 2̂+az+c) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 100).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 40).

8.13.17 JasperT

JasperT
Quadratic Julia fractal (z 2̂-az+c)/(z 2̂+az-c) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 20).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 20).
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- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 20).

8.13.18 JasticeT

JasticeT
Quadratic Julia fractal (z 2̂+cz+a)/(z 2̂+cz-a) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real constant a (multiplied by 20).
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 20).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 20).

8.13.19 Julia2y

Julia2y
Makes a quadratic Julia fractal (z 2̂ -c) around the Y axis when applied to an iterator holon.

- Amount set to 100 gives the standard Julia. Negative values flip quadrants to change the symmetry.
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.20 Julia2z

Julia2z
Makes a quadratic Julia fractal (z 2̂ -c) around the Z axis when applied to an iterator holon.

- Amount set to 100 gives the standard Julia. Negative values flip quadrants to change the symmetry.
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.21 Julia2zoo

Julia2zoo
A quadratic (z 2̂+c) Julia attractor within every cell in a grid facing the Z axis, when applied to an iterator
holon. It does not make a  fractal by itself, but creates one wherever other holons are.

- Amount sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the grid size. Positive values have a grid at the origin; negative values have a cell at the
origin.
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.22 Julia3z

Julia3z
Makes a cubic Julia fractal (z 3̂ -c) around the Z axis when applied to an iterator holon.

- Amount set to 100 gives the standard Julia. Negative values flip quadrants to change the symmetry..
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.23 JulianneT

JulianneT
Variable power Julia fractal cz n̂/(z n̂-c) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon..

- Amount sets the power (multiplied by 10; set to 20 for power 2). Values between -10 and 10 are not
useful.
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.24 JulianT

JulianT
Variable power Julia fractal (z n̂+c) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.
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- Amount sets the power (multiplied by 10; set to 20 for power 2). Values between -10 and 10 are not
useful.
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.25 JulianyT

JulianyT
Variable power Julia fractal (z n̂+c) around the Y axis, using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the power (multiplied by 10; set to 20 for power 2). Values between -10 and 10 are not
useful.
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.26 JuliconT

JuliconT
Variable power Julia fractal (z n̂+c)/(z n̂-c) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the power (multiplied by 10; set to 20 for power 2). Values between -10 and 10 are not
useful.
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 25).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 25).

8.13.27 JulienneT

JulienneT
Variable power Julia fractal (cz n̂+1)/(z n̂-c) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon..

- Amount sets the power (multiplied by 10; set to 20 for power 2). Values between -10 and 10 are not
useful.
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.28 JuliniumT

JuliniumT
Variable power Julia fractal (z n̂+c)/(z n̂+1) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the power (multiplied by 10; set to 20 for power 2). Values between -10 and 10 are not
useful.
- Scale sets the real part of c (multiplied by 10).
- Special sets the imaginary part of c (multiplied by 10).

8.13.29 Maskit3d

Maskit3d
A 3D Maskit Kleinian generator with linear symmetry in X. Use with an iterator holon having Scales 100 and
Position 0.

- Amount sets the X parameter (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the Y parameter (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the Z parameter (multiplied by 50).

8.13.30 Maskits

Maskits
A Maskit Kleinian generator with linear symmetry in X, and several spacing options. Use with an iterator
holon having Scales 100 and Position 0.

- Amount sets the X parameter (multiplied by 50).
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- Scale sets the Y parameter (multiplied by 50).
- Special adjusts the transforms. The whole number sets the X displacements, with a minimum value of 1.
Positive numbers reflect Y in the spherical inversion; negative don't.

8.13.31 Moebius

Moebius
A Moebius transform for spherical inversion, and its inverse. Use with an iterator holon having Scales 100
and Position 0, and other holons.

- Amount sets the X parameter (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the Y parameter (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the Z parameter (multiplied by 50).

8.13.32 Moebiusy

Moebiusy
A Moebius transform for spherical inversion reflected in Y, and its inverse. Use with an iterator holon having
Scales 100 and Position 0, and other holons.

- Amount sets the X parameter (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the Y parameter (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the Z parameter (multiplied by 50).

8.13.33 Quat2

Quat2
Makes a quaternion (4d) Julia fractal (q 2̂-c) when applied to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the imaginary i part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary j part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.34 Quat2T

Quat2T
Makes a quaternion (4d) Julia fractal (q 2̂+c) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the imaginary i part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary j part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.35 Quat3T

Quat3T
Makes a quaternion (4d) cubic Julia fractal (q 3̂+c) using tree iteration. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the imaginary i part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the imaginary j part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.36 Seed

Seed
Has no effect as a metamorph, but sets the initial point for iteration. Most useful for fractal metamorphs with
internal trees (T suffix).

- Amount sets X position.
- Scale sets Y position.
- Special sets Z position.
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8.13.37 Tripco2T

Tripco2T
3D Julia z 2̂+c in spherical coordinates with z=rcos(phi), flipped roots. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.38 Tripco-2T

Tripco-2T
3D Julia z (̂-2)+c in spherical coordinates with z=rcos(phi), flipped roots. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.39 Tripco3T

Tripco3T
3D Julia z 3̂+c in spherical coordinates with z=rcos(phi), flipped roots. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.40 Tripco5T

Tripco5T
3D Julia z 5̂+c in spherical coordinates with z=rcos(phi), flipped roots. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.41 Tripco6T

Tripco6T
3D Julia z 6̂+c in spherical coordinates with z=rcos(phi), flipped roots. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.42 Tripco8T

Tripco8T
3D Julia z 8̂+c in spherical coordinates with z=rcos(phi), flipped roots. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.43 Tripco10T

Tripco10T
3D Julia z 1̂0+c in spherical coordinates with z=rcos(phi), flipped roots. Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).
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8.13.44 Tripcos2T

Tripcos2T
3D Julia z 2̂+c in spherical coordinates with z=rcos(phi). Apply to an iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.45 TripcoveT

TripcoveT
3D Julia z n̂+c in spherical coordinates with z=rcos(phi) reflected for symmetry, with variable power. Apply to
an iterator holon. Very sensitive to seed position.

- Amount sets power (multiplied by 100). Positive values give power between 1 and 3; negative values
range from -1 to -2.
- Scale sets the X value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the Z value of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.46 Triplex2T

Triplex2T
3D Julia z 2̂+c in spherical coordinates with z=-rsin(phi) (White/Nylander triplex formula). Apply to an iterator
holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.47 Triplex-2T

Triplex-2T
3D Julia z (̂-2)+c in spherical coordinates with z=-rsin(phi) (White/Nylander triplex formula). Apply to an
iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.48 Triplex3T

Triplex3T
3D Julia z 3̂+c in spherical coordinates with z=-rsin(phi) (White/Nylander triplex formula). Apply to an iterator
holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.49 Triplex-3T

Triplex-3T
3D Julia z (̂-3)+c in spherical coordinates with z=-rsin(phi) (White/Nylander triplex formula). Apply to an
iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).
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8.13.50 Triplex4T

Triplex4T
3D Julia z 4̂+c in spherical coordinates with z=-rsin(phi) (White/Nylander triplex formula). Apply to an iterator
holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.51 Triplex7T

Triplex7T
3D Julia z 7̂+c in spherical coordinates with z=-rsin(phi) (White/Nylander triplex formula). Apply to an iterator
holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.52 Triplex10T

Triplex10T
3D Julia z 1̂0+c in spherical coordinates with z=-rsin(phi) (White/Nylander triplex formula). Apply to an
iterator holon.

- Amount sets the real (X) value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Scale sets the first imaginary (Y) part of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the second imaginary (Z) part of c (multiplied by 50).

8.13.53 TripsivaT

TripsivaT
3D Julia z n̂+c in spherical coordinates with z=rsin(phi), with variable power. Only the half with negative Z is
produced. Apply to an iterator holon. Can be sensitive to seed position.

- Amount sets power (multiplied by 10).
- Scale sets the X value of c (multiplied by 50).
- Special sets the Y value of c (multiplied by 50).
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Index
- 3 -
3-d mesh export     40, 197

- A -
aa    

pic texture     148

aberration     141

about XenoDream     46

absolute    

color editing     85

holon editing     67

acceleration    

animation     126

accumulating lighting effects     167

active    

holon     54

light     114, 168

region     184

active layer     150

active view     48, 52

adaptive blur     141

add new shadows     182

add stereo border     139

adding    

holons     50, 54

light sources     168

shadows     114, 169

to the depth map     193

adding holons from memory spots     82

adjust HSV of gradient     106

adjust layers    

alpha channel     185

aligning    

cyclic     73

linear     73

all regions    

depth     193

allow reflect from old render     167, 177

alpha    

batch render     130

depth conversion     193

alpha channel     116, 134, 146, 149, 185

closing     135

alpha glow     179

alpha mode    

pic texture     149

alpha panel     185

alphablend     146

always use personal configuration     44

ambient light     168

amount    

metamorph     80

turbulence     153

anaglyphs     63, 139

angles    

holon     69

shadow     182

animation    

preview     128

animation frames    

creating     129

animation memory spots     126

animation page     125

animation project     126

antialias color     119

antialiasing     116, 119

background creation     96

pic texture     148

aperture     141

append    

memory spots     82

appending holons from files     40

apply     174

lighting     166

lighting presets     187

pits filter     174

polish filter     174

apply pattern to unlit picture     91

applying    

texture     148

aspect    

haze cloud controls     180

noise     155

assigning    

holon regions     124

associating .XEP files     38

autobias     126

autoscale    

mesh export     198
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- B -
back haze     180, 181

back layer     134

background    

lighting     181

preview     52

background color     145, 181

background creation mode     96

background mask     146

background picture     84, 134, 145

closing     135

background picture field     58

bailout     89, 121

base level     137

batch    

export mesh     208

batch files    

creating     129

batch render    

point clouds     42

batch rendering     130

benchmarking     144

bilateral filter     201

bitmap    

opening pictures     138

saving pictures     136

blend    

holon sequence     89

meta patterns     93

noise     155

blender    

holon sequence     89

blending    

layers     147

blur     141

adaptive     141

gaussian     141

lighting     176

blurring    

pictures     141

bmp    

opening pictures     138

saving pictures     136

bounding boxes     120

bounds     120

browse picture files     58

bump    

pic texture     157

bump mapping     193

- C -
camera     60

direction     60

position     60

camera memory spots     65

camera zoom     60

cancel    

batch render     130

casting shadows by holon     114

category    

gradient presets     108

lighting presets     187

parametric gradient presets     100

cellular automata     174

centering holons     71

change size button     117

chaos    

rendering method     119

child holon     55

choosing colors     86

clean neighbors    

mesh export     198

cleaning    

surface     174

clear all gradients     102

clear memory spots    

on opening files     44

clear regions     123

clear render data     201

clear stragglers     174

clearing    

active picture     139

curve and blend     93

depth map     139

parametric gradient     99

clip     62

back     62

front     62

clipboard    

copying to     139

clipping    

pic texture     154

clipping planes     62
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cloning holons     54

closest point     62

closing    

alpha channel     135

background picture     135

XenoDream     40, 135

clouds    

haze controls     180

color    

background     181

depth conversion     193

glow     179

haze     180

light source     168

color dialog     86

color memory spots     86

color page     84

color panel     176, 177

color perspective     89

color picker dialog     86

color preview     51

coloring method     84

colorize mesh display     201

colors    

choosing     86

combine mode    

pic texture     157

comments field     58

compatibility with v1.1     81

confirm    

render new     44

confirmations     44

constraining holons     72

constraints     72

constructor styles     80

constructors     50, 77, 78

contour    

pic texture     154

contrast    

effects menu     141

lighting     176

converting color to depth     192

copy lit to unlit     167

copy to clipboard     139

copying    

gradients     90

holon properties     47

holons     54

initial colors and modifiers     88

layers     147

lit picture to unlit picture     167

region lighting     184

to clipboard     139

copying metamorphs     78

creating    

alpha channel from texture     149

background pictures     96

creating batches     129

creating gradients     106

creator field     58

cross-eye viewing    

stereo     63

csv files     42

curve    

aligning holons     73

depth conversion     193

meta patterns     93

curves    

contour     154

custom gradient     84, 102

presets     108

custom gradient editor     103

cutting holes in shapes     94

cycle    

pic texture     157

cycle colors    

gradient editor     103

cycle gradient     95

cycles     73

cyclic    

aligning holons     73

cycling    

gradients     95

- D -
data locations     44

default    

creator     58

render size     44

default gradient     103

default z     60

defaults    

picture mapping     95

delay preview while typing numbers     167

deleting    
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deleting    

gradient presets     109

holons     54

light sources     168

lighting presets     188

parametric gradient presets     101

pic texture presets     161

shadows     114

density    

holon     68, 69

depth     173

extra     173

fine     173

lighting     173

source     192

stereo     63

true     173

depth conversion parameters     193

depth filter     192

depth map     192

opening     139

saving     137

depth of field    

effects menu     141

depth of field filter     130

depth panel     173

depth window     147, 192

deselect all holons     57

deselecting    

holons     57

destination    

batch export mesh     208

batch render     130

picture     147

deviation    

stereo     63

diffuse     171

color     171

light     171

direction    

camera     60

glow     179

pic texture     152

directional lights     168

disabling    

locking     181

shadows     169

disabling lights     168

displacement mapping     75

distance    

clipping     62

depth conversion     193

stereo     63

distortion     68

distributing holons     73

down    

global pattern     98

drag and drop    

holon info list     56

palette preview     88, 90

drag mode    

shape     70

drag rotate mode     71

drag speed     47

dragging    

holons     50

numeric controls     39

rotate mode     71

drive    

metamorphs     81

- E -
easy drag    

explore mode     70

edge    

gradients     85

edge effects    

lighting     173

edges     173

flat     173

glowing     179

soft     173

edit gradient     88, 90

edit menu    

picture window     139

editing    

custom gradients     103

numeric controls     39

effects menu    

picture window     141

enable layers    

texture     150

enabling    

locking     181

shadows     169
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enhance depth    

transparency mode     116

equalize node spacing    

gradient editor     103

exact shadows     182

exclusive    

iteration     75

exit     40, 135

explore mode     70

export mesh    

batch     208

exporting     40

depth map     137

gradient presets     110

lighting presets     188

meshes     40, 197

parametric gradient presets     102

pic texture presets     161

point clouds     42

UltraFractal     40

extending holons     75

extra depth     173

extra metamorphs     75

eyedropper     86

- F -
fade bump    

pic texture     157

favorites    

lighting     183

file has pic texture     58

file menu    

main window     40

picture window     135

files     40

appending holons from     40

opening parameter     40

saving parameter     40

starting new     40

fill volume    

mesh export     198

filling    

active picture     139

holes     174

filter    

lighting     165

pictures     141

filtering    

mesh export     201

fine depth     173

first frame     128

fisheye lens     63

fit window     141

flame coloring     91

flat edges     173

flip     141

horizontal     141

vertical     141

flipping    

holons     68

picture     141

forums     2

frames    

animation     126

free holon     55

freqency    

noise     155

frequency    

haze cloud controls     180

iridescence     177

pic texture     153

fresnel     177

fringe     171

front    

haze     180

layer     134

front/back    

moving light sources     168

furthest point     62

- G -
gain     98

gamma    

alpha channel     185

gaussian blur     141

getting started     59

global controls    

pic texture     159

global pattern     98

glow    

lighting     179

glowing edges     179

golden ratio     44

gradient    
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gradient    

custom     102

custom editor     103

cycle     95

HSV adjustments     106

parametric     97

pic texture     157

presets     108

randomizing     99

region method     124

gradient menu     103

gradient presets     109

deleting     109

exporting     110

importing     110

renaming     109

gradient rotation buttons     99

gradient sampler     141

gradient strip     88, 90

gradients    

rotating and swapping     99

grey preview     51

grid options     44

guide lines     50

- H -
haze     180

height    

depth conversion     193

picture     117

heightfields     192

opening     139

saving     137

help    

using     2

help contents     46, 47

help menu    

main window     46

hi indicator     121

hiding     55

holons     55

parent shape     55

hiding parts of holons     94

highlights     171

hints     44

full     44

rendering     112

showing     44

history    

undo and redo     53

hls and contrast filter     141

holes     174

holon     69

active     54

density     69

opacity     116, 146

parameters     67

position     69

region     124

rotation     69

scale     68

skew     68

volume     69

holon info     56

button     56

list     55, 56

holon order    

changing     56

holon sequence    

coloring method     84, 88, 97

holon step    

region method     123

holon window     38, 48

holon window background     44

holons     54, 71

adding     50, 54

aligning cyclic     73

aligning linear     73

centering     71

cloning     54

copying properties     47

deleting     54

dragging     50

free     55

hiding     55

maximum number     54

randomizing     71

selecting     54

selecting in the holon window     49

single     54

total number     54

home button     40

home folder     44

horizontal    

depth conversion     193
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hue    

effects menu     141

hybrid    

rendering method     120

- I -
import palette     40

importing    

colors     40

gradient presets     110

lighting presets     188

parametric gradient presets     102

pic texture presets     161

include     82

colors     82

view     82

index of refraction     177

indicators    

lo and hi     121

info list     56

information    

about holons     56

inherit    

region     124

inherit color     85

inherit count     85

inheriting    

color     85

map from     91

initial color     97

insufficient disk space     136

intensity    

light source     168

interpolation     125, 126

invert holon selection     57

inverting    

holon selection     57

picture colors     141

invisible holons     55

iridescence     177

isosurface level     201

iteration control     75

iteration shift     95

- J -
jpg    

opening pictures     138

saving pictures     136

- K -
keep lighting preset window on top     167

keep proportions     117

key frame     125

key frames     126

keyboard shortcuts     39, 40

Krakatoa     42

- L -
last frame     128

lastexit     40

lastrender     112

layer opacity     146

layers    

about     134

copying and merging     147

in lighting preview     165

merge mode     147

pic texture     150

selecting     145

LED    

shadow status     169

lens    

fisheye     63

level    

alpha channel     185

light color     168

light sources     168

light switches     168

lighting     166

about     165

apply     166

options     167

preset window     187

presets     183

preview     165

regions     184

stop     166
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lighting     166

transparent effects     185

lighting ball     168

lighting memory spots     183

lighting presets     114, 188

deleting     188

exporting     188

importing     188

renaming     188

lighting window     147, 165

lightness    

effects menu     141

linear    

aligning holons     73

lit picture     134, 145

lo indicator     121

lock all     181

lock buttons     181

lock scaling    

mesh export     198, 208

point clouds     42

locking    

lighting parameters     181

low poly    

mesh export     204

- M -
magnification     60

pictures     141

main window     38

manifold meshes     204

map from    

metamorph coloring     91

map to    

background picture     95

coloring     84

custom gradient     102

mapping    

displacement     75

mapping background picture     95

mask    

meta pattern     94

mask back color    

depth     194

masking     146

background     146

object     146

max iter     75

maximum    

holons     54

iteration     75

memory mapped files     44

memory spots    

camera     65

color     86

lighting     183

pic texture     151

regions     184

selection     57

shape     82

memory use    

exporting meshes     197

rendering     117

menu    

picture window     134

merge mode     147

merging    

layers     147

mesh export     40

batch     208

options     198

rendering     198

simplifying     204

triangulating     201

mesh export window     197

mesh filtering     201

mesh grid size     198

mesh information     203

mesh smoothing     205

meshes    

saving     206

meta curve     93

meta pattern     92

meta pattern mask     94

metallic     171

metamask     94

metamorph    

coloring method     84

parameters     80

metamorph coloring    

background creation     96

metamorph coloring method     90

metamorph window options     44

metamorphs     77, 78

copy/paste/swap     78
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metamorphs     77, 78

randomizing     82

styles     78

method    

coloring     84

regions     123

rendering     118

metric    

simplifying     204

midpoint    

contour     154

mix    

gradients     85

mode    

drag rotate     71

glow     179

preview     51

modifier     97

modifying    

depth map     193

monitoring render progress     144

morphing    

parametric gradients     99

mouse wheel     39

moving    

light sources     168

my files home folder     44

my parameter files home folder     44

- N -
navigation buttons    

picture window     147

nearest     73

nearest shadows     182

new background picture     135

new file     40

no crossing    

stereo     63

noise     86

pic texture     155

removing from pictures     141

number of regions     123

numbers    

editing     39

numeric controls     39

- O -
OBJ files    

exporting     206

object    

depth map     193

object name     58

object size     53

octaves    

noise     155

turbulence     153

off    

global pattern     98

old lit picture     177

on    

global pattern     98

opacity    

holon     146

layer     146

lighting     185

of holons     116

pic texture     157

opening    

animation projects     126

depth map     139

gradient presets     103

lighting presets     187

parameter files     40

parametric gradient presets     100

pic texture presets     160

pictures     138

random file     59

shape memory spots     82

optimize density     69

options    

lighting     167

mesh export     198

options menu    

main window     44

ordered    

rendering method     120

orient to camera    

point cloud     42

orientation    

camera     60

holon     69

other holon     91
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overflow     50, 144

- P -
palette    

preview     51

palette preview     88, 90

parallel viewing    

stereo     63

parameter files     58

opening     40

parameters    

holon     67

metamorph     80

parametric gradient     84, 97

saving as presets     99

parametric gradient preset window     100

parametric gradient presets     99, 101

deleting     101

opening     100

renaming     101

parent holon     55

parent shape     55

hiding     55

particles     42

pasting metamorphs     78

pausing    

batch render     130

per holon    

region method     124

permanent smoothing     174

perspective    

color     89

pic texture     152

PGM format     137, 139

phase     73

Photoshop    

opening pictures     138

saving pictures     136

pic map     95

pic texture    

in xep file     58

presets     159

pic texture editor     148

pic texture memory spots     151

pic texture presets     160

pic textures     141

picture    

offset     95

size     117

picture mapping    

metamorph coloring     95

picture window     134

pictures    

about     134

effects     141

file menu     135

opening     138

saving     136

zooming     141

pits     174

plane    

constraining holons to     72

plateau    

depth conversion     193

plug holes    

mesh export     198

ply files     42

point cloud    

exporting     42

polish filter     174

polishing    

surface     174

position    

holon     69

holon parameters     67

pic texture     152

view     60

POV-Ray     206

power    

noise     155

Pre v2.1 compatibility     90

preferences    

main window     44

presets     114

custom gradient     108

gradient     103

lighting     114, 183, 187

parametric gradient     99

pic texture     159, 160

shadow     114

preview     55

active holon     55

animation     128

lighting     165

options     52
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preview     55

selected holons     55

texture     148

with background     52

preview background color     47

preview grid     47

preview grid options     44

preview mode     51

preview window     38, 50, 52

previewing layers in lighting     165

program version     46

progress    

rendering     144

progressive mesh     204

prompting to save     44

properties    

surface     171

protecting lighting parameters     181

prt files     42

psd    

opening pictures     138

saving pictures     136

- Q -
quality    

mesh export     204

shadow     169

quick start     59

quitting XenoDream     40, 135

- R -
random sequence     71

randomize    

noise     155

randomizing    

custom gradients     103

depth parameters     193

gradient     106

holons     71

lighting     182

meta curve and blend     93

meta pattern     92

metamorphs     82

parameter files     59

parametric gradient     99

starter files     59

range    

aligning holons     73

rate indicator     144

ratio    

noise     155

turbulence     153

recalling    

camera     65

coloring     86

lighting     183

pic textures     151

selections     57

shape     82

recovering lost parameters     112

redo     53

reflecting    

holons     68

reflection     177

refraction     177

refractive index     177

region    

glow     179

lighting preview     184

region lighting memory spots     184

region method    

gradient     124

holon step     123

per holon     124

regions    

depth     193

lighting     184

preview     51

regions page     123

rel    

holon position     69

relative    

color editing     85

holon editing     67

relative to parent position     69

remembering     44

shape drag modes     44

shape memory spots     44

removing noise     141

removing XenoDream from your computer     35

renaming    

gradient presets     109

lighting presets     188
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renaming    

parametric gradient presets     101

pic texture presets     161

render more     48, 119

render new     48, 112

render size     117

default     44

render time     144

rendering    

about     112

batch     130

buttons     48

chaos method     119

hybrid method     120

mesh export     198

method     118

ordered method     120

progress     144

shadows     114

size     117

rendering method     121

rendering page     112

reordering holons     56

reorient    

metamorphs     81

replace background    

depth map     193

reposition    

metamorphs     81

rescale    

metamorphs     81

reset view     60, 65

resetting    

curve and blend     93

resizing pictures     138

resolution     121

shadows     114

restore    

default creator     58

return here next time     40

reverse gradient     103

rotate by    

camera     60

rotating     60

camera     60

gradient     95

gradients     99

holons     69

object     60

rotation    

holon     69

holon parameters     67

roughness    

noise     155

turbulence     153

- S -
same seed     42

sample/smooth/simplify gradient     106

sampling    

gradient     106

saturation    

effects menu     141

lighting     176

save    

default creator     58

saving     82

animation projects     126

camera     65

coloring     86

depth map     137

lighting     183

lighting presets     183

meshes     206

parameter files     40

parametric gradient presets     99

pic texture presets     159

pic textures     151

pictures     136

selections     57

shape     82

shape memory spots     82

s-bend     154

scale    

holon     68

holon parameters     67

metamorph     80

scrolling    

lighting preview     165

picture window     134

s-curve    

animation     126

select all holons     57

select files    

batch export mesh     208
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select files    

batch render     130

select holons button     47, 49, 70

selecting    

holons     47, 49, 54, 56, 57

layers     145

light sources     168

view     48, 52

selecting holons     50

selection controls     57

selection memory spots     57

sequence    

random     71

set camera     60

shaded preview     52

shading    

lighting     176

shadow angles     182

shadow ball     114

shadow maps     114

shadow presets     114

shadow quality     169

shadows     114

cast by holon     114

lighting     169

rendering     114

shape    

contour     154

shape drag mode     70

shape memory spots     82

shape page     67

sharpening    

lighting     176

pictures     141

sharpness    

mesh filter     201

shininess     171

shorten    

shadows     169

show picture window after apply     167

show/hide hidden holons     55

show/hide holon window     47

show/hide preview window     47

showing hints     44

simplify quality    

batch export mesh     208

simplifying    

gradient     106

mesh export     204

size    

object     53

rendering     117

size of holons     68

skew    

holon     68

holon parameters     67

slew     98

slope    

contour     154

depth conversion     193

smooth    

key frames     126

smooth mesh     206

smoothing     171

gradient     106

mesh export     205

permanent     174

snapshot for reflect/refract     167, 177

soft edges     173

soft shadows     169

softness    

shadows     169

solo holon     55

source     177

background     181

depth     192

haze     180

reflection     177

refraction     177

spatial controls    

pic textures     152

special    

metamorph     80

spline interpolation     126

spread    

iridescence     177

stabilize angle    

stereo     63

start    

global pattern     98

start render     144

starter shapes     40

starters menu     40

starting    

rendering     144
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starting new files     40

status bar    

picture window     141, 144

step    

regions     123, 124

step time     128

stereo border     139

stereo mode     63

stereo options    

picture window     139

stereograms     63

STL files    

exporting     206

stop    

batch render     130

stop render     48, 144

stopping    

lighting     166

rendering     144

storing    

camera     65

coloring     86

lighting     183

pic textures     151

selections     57

shape     82

stragglers     174

strength    

pic texture     157

style buttons     78

style list     78

styles    

metamorph     77, 78

subframes    

animation     126

surface cleaning panel     174

surface method     198

surface only    

transparency mode     116

surface properties     171

swap left and right    

stereo     139

swapping    

gradients     90, 99

initial colors and modifiers     88

swapping metamophs     78

sync    

holon opacity     116

key frames     126

lighting surface properties     171

randomizing meta pattern     92, 93

randomizing metamorphs     82

region lighting     184

sync scales     68

- T -
targa format     136

terminate at     119

terminate render    

batch export mesh     208

textures    

creating     148

tga    

saving pictures     136

TGA format     137

tip of the day     46

tolerance     194

toolbar    

picture window     134

standard     47

toolbars     38

transformations     77

translucent     185

transparency mode     116

transparent    

preview     52

transparent effects    

lighting     185

triangulating    

mesh export     201

true depth     173

turbulence    

pic texture     153

two step filter     201

- U -
ugr files     110

UltraFractal export     40

UltraFractal gradients    

importing     110

undo     53

uniform    

transparency mode     116
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uninstalling XenoDream     35

unlit picture     134, 145

up    

global pattern     98

updating    

shadow angles     182

updating old files     40

upgrading earlier versions     3

use alpha     185

use current lighting    

batch render     130

using XenoDream     46

- V -
variation    

noise     155

version changes     5

vert    

global pattern     98

vertical    

depth conversion     193

haze     180

view menu     52

picture window     141

view page     60

views    

changing     48

views and camera     60

visibility of holons     55

volume    

holon     69

volume method     198

volume options    

mesh export     198

- W -
wave    

global pattern     98

what's new     5

width    

picture     117

world space    

map from     91

wrap    

gradient     92

- X -
xcg files     110

XenoDream     2

- Z -
zero constrained values     72

zeroing numbers     39

zoom     60

camera     60

holon window     60

lighting preview     165

zooming    

pictures     141
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